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•PREFACc

I
N 1807 a Survey detachment was deputed by tU;* Surveyor General of Bengal to

explore the source of. the Ganges: this was the fir^t expedition to the Himalaya

undertaken for purely geographical purposes. A hundred years have now ej'^ed,

during which geographical and geological information has beif steadily accumulating

and wo have at length reached a stage where there is danger of losing our way in a

maze of unclassified detail : it is therefore desirable to review our present position, to

co-ordinate our varied observations and to see how far we have progressed and what

directions appear favourable for future lines of advance.

The present paper originated in a proposal submitted by the Survey of India to

the Board of Scientific Advice at the meeting of the latter in May 1906. The pro-

posal was as follows :
—

“ The number of travellers in the Himalaya and Tibet is

“ increasing, and a wider interest is being evinced by the public in the geography of

“ these regions. It is therefore proposed to cewpile a paper summarising the gcographi-

“ cal position at the present time.
”

Subject to the modification that the scope of the paper should be geological as

well as geographical, this propasal has receive^:! the sanction of the Government of

India and the work has been entrusted to us to carry out. On the understanding

that the paper is intended primarily for the use of the public, we have endeavoured

to avoid purely technical details and to present our results in a popular manner.

Our subject has fallen naturally into four parts, as follows:

—

Part I.—The high peaks of Asia.

Part II.—The principal mountain ranges of Asia.

Part III.—The rivers of the Himalaya and Tibet.

Part IV.—The geology of the Himalaya.

Though the four parts are essentially interdependent, each has been made as far

as possible complete in itself and will be published separately. The first three ])arts

are mainly geographical, the fourth part is wholly geological: the parts arc subdivided

into sections, and against each section in the table of contents is given the name ol the

author responsible for it.
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The endeavour to render each part compjpte must be our apology for having

repeated ourselves in more places than one : the relations, for instance, of a range to a

river have been discussed in Part II, when the range was being described, and have
been mentioned again in Part III under the account of the river.

As the mountains of Asia become more accurately surveyed, errors will doubtless

be found in what we have written and drawn ; it is’noTpossible yet to arrive at correct

generalisations and we have to be content with first approximations to truth.

Maps, too large for insertion in such a volura^^ this, are required for a study of

the Himalayan mountains: the titles of maps illusthiting the text are given in foot-

uot^gp^nd are procurable from the Map Issue Office of the Survey of India in Calcutta.

Constable’s hand-atlas ^Of India will be found useful.

We are much indebted to Babus Shiv Nath Saha and Ishan Chandra Dev, b.a., for

the care with which they have checked our figures and names, and to Mr. J. H. Nichol

for the trouble he has taken to ensure the correctness of the charts. Mr. Eccles and

Major Lenox Conyngham have been kind enough to examine all proofs, and to give

us the benefit of their advice and suggestions. Mr. Eccles has also supervised the

drawing and printing of the charts, and we have profited greatly by the interest he has

shown in them.

S. G. Burrard.

H. H. Hayden.
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THE HIGH PEAKS OF ASIA.

1

THE PKIECIPAL PEAKS AND THEIR ALTITUDES.

I
N the earlier stages of geographical investigation the most important features of

a mountain mass are the high peaks. They may be, it is true, but slight promin-

ences of lofty ranges and they may possess perhaps no geological significance : but they

are conspicuous and definite points
; they are the only mountain features that can

be observed with accuracy from a distance
;
and the determination of their positions

and heights is the first step of the ladder of geographical knowledge. When this step

has been taken, further progress becomes possible
;
the peaks can be made the basis

of subsequent surveys
;
the courses of rivers and the positions of lakes can be laid down

with regard to them ;
the trends and forms and magnitudes of the ranges can be

inferred from the distribution of the peaks.

In the following tables i to v all the peaks of Asia that have been found to

exceed 24000 feet in height are catalogued in order of magnitude : their geographical

positions are shown in the five corresponding charts, numbered also i to v.*

Tablb I.—Peaks of the first magnitude exceeding 28000 feet in height.

Referenc e

number
of Peak.

Same or s)nnboI. Height.

1

Number
of

stations

from

which the

height was
observed.

Latitude. Longitude.t Mountain range.

feel
O f tt 0 / »

1 Mount Everest 29002 6 27 .59 16 86 55 40 Nepal Himalaya

2 K2 28250 9 35 52 55 76 30 51 Karakoram

3 Kinchinjunga I 28146 9 27 42 9 88 9 0

/

Nepal Himalaya

* Those peaks only have been included the heights of which are known with fair aocuracy. Beaks the

heights of which have been oonjeotuied by explorers to exceed 24000 feet have been omitted.

f The values of longitude are based on the determination of the difference between Greenwich and Madras

made in 1894-96, and are not those hitherto accepted by the Survey of India.
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Table II.—Peaks of the second magnitude between 27000 and 28000 feet in height.

Referenoe

number
of Peak.

Name or symbol Height.

• Number
^ . of

stations

from

which the

height was
observed.

Latitude. Longitude.*

r

Mountain range.

feet
c / f/ 0 / ^

i Kinchinjunga II 2780.^ 7 27 41 .30 88 9 24 Nepal Himalaya

5 Makalu .

.

277ttO

!

() 27 53 23 87 6 29 Nepal Himalaya

Table III.—Peaks of the third magnitude between 26000 and 27000 feet in height.

Reference

number
of Peak.

Name or symbol Height.

Number
of

stations

from

which the

height was
observed.

Latitude. Longitude.*

1

1

Mountain range.

feet
O f ff O f »

6 T45 26867 .3 28 5 32 86 39 51 Nepal Himalaya

7 Dhaulagiri 2679.5 7 28 41 48 83 29 42 Nepal Himalaya

‘ 8 XXX .

.

26658 3 28 :13 0 84 33 43 Nepal Himalaya

9 Nanga Parbat I 26620 8 35 14 21 74 36 21 Punjab Himalaya

10 XXXIX 26492 8 28 35 44 83 49 19 Nepal Himalaya

11 K** or Gasherbrum I 26470 4 35 43 30 76 41 48 Karakoram

12 K* or Gasherbrum II 26360
!

2 35 45 31 76 39 16 Karakoram

' 13 Gosainthan 26291 2 28 21 7 86 46 56 Nepal Himalaya

14 K®" or Gasherbium III 26090 2 35 45 36 76 38 33 Karakoram

15 XXXIV .. 2f)041 5 28 32 5 84 7 26 Nepal Himalaya

If) or Gasherbrum IV 26000 2 35 45 38 76 37 2 Karakoram

* The yalueB of longitude are has d (m the determination of the clifferenoe between Greenwich and Madras

made in 1894-96, and are not those hitherto aooepted by the Survey of India.
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Table IV.—Peaks of the fourth magnitude between 25000 and 26000 feet in height.

Number
of. .

1

Reference

number
of Peak.

Name or symbol

1

Height.

statiuiis

from
which the

height was

Latitude. Longitude.* Mountain range.

j»
obs<‘rved.

jeet
o / // 0 / //

17 T57 25990 1 28 5 52 86 44 41 Nepal Himalaya

18 Bwa 25!K)9 1 28 6 24 86 41 15 Nepal Himalaya

19 XXVIII .

.

25801 4 28 26 3 84 38 34 Nepal Himalaya

20 Karnbachen 25782 4 27 42 59 88^6
8jP34

47 Nepal Himalaya

21 XXIX 25705 2 28 30 12 7 Nepal Himalaya

22 Maaherbrum East 25660 7 35 38 36 76 18 31 Karakoram

23 Nanda Dovi 25645 9 30 22 32 79 58 22 Kumaun Himalaya

24 Masherbrum West 25610 3 35 38 29 76 18 23 Karakoram

25 Nanga Parbat II 25572 2 35 15 22 74 35 14 Punjab Himalaya

26 LIX 25563 3 30 22 34 79 58 18 Kumaun Himalaya

27 Rakapodii 25550 3 36 8 39 74 29 22 Kailas

28 KunjutNo. 1 254 (iO 2 36 12 21 75 25 3 Karakoram

29 Kamet 25447 6 30 55 13 79 35 ;57 Zaskar

30 T415 25433 1 28 6 36 86 37 18 Nepal Himalaya

31 XLIII 25429 5 28 45 45 83 23 25 Nepal Himalaya

32 Tirich Mir I 25426 2 36 15 17 71 50 25 Hindu Kush

33 25413 2 27 55 47 87 6 44 Nepal Himalaya

34 25400 4 35 24 1 76 50 55 Karakoram •

35 Huiiza-Kunji I 25370 2 36 30 30 74 31 21 Karakoram

30 Giirla Mandhata 25355 2 30 26 18 81 17 57 Ladak

37 Jano 25294 9 27 40 56 88 2 47 Nepal Himalaya

38 Kii 25280 4 35 24 24 76 50 50
j

Karakoram
*

39 X1.IV 25271 3 28 45 J3 83 22 46 Nepal Himalaya
i

40 25202 1 28 5 50 86 42 31 Nepal Himalaya

41 Shyok Nubra Watershed

No. 5 25170 1 34 52 2 77 45 13 Karakoram

42 Kungur I .

.

25146 2 38 39 23 75 13 5 Kashgar

43 25134 2 28 21 17 85 48 45 Nepal Himalaya

44 Himza-Kunji 11 25118 1 3() 61 59 74 30 4 Karakoram

45 Karakoram No. 8 25110 4 35 36 44 76 34 23 Karakoram

46 XLVI 25064 7 28 44 7 83 18 53 Nepal Himalaya

47 Hunza-Kmiji III 25050 2 36 26 32 71 40 53 Karakoram

48 Kungur II .

. j

25046 2
1

38 37 4 75 19 39 Kashgar

•T.10 values of longitude are b^i^ed on the determination of the difference between Greenwich and ALidr.ia

made in 18&i-96 and are not those hitherto accepted by the Survey of £ di.i.
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Table V.—Peaks of the fifth magnitude between 24000 and 26000 feet in height.

Reference

number
of Peak.

Name or symbol.
Height.

‘Number
of

stations

from
which the

height was
observed.

Latitude. Longitude.* Mbuntain range.

feet
1 o / - o / "

49 XLV 24885 6 28 44 3 83 21 51 Nepal Himalaya

60 XXXVI .

.

24750 4 28 35 3 83 59 31
1

Nepal Himalaya

51 Kulha Kangri I 24740 4 28 2 49 90 27 30 Assam Himalaya

62 Karakoram No. L . . i
24690 1 .35 8 54 77 34 41

1
Karakoram

53 XXXV .

.

24()88 4 28 .32 11 84 5 5
1

Nepal Himalaya

64 Ktilha Kangri II 24660 1 28 4 11 90 26 53
!

Assam Himalaya

65 Shyok Nnbra Watershed
,

No. 3 .

.

24660 2 34 48 14 77 48 22 i Karakoram

66 Tirich Mir II 2461

1

2 36 26 52 71 60 11 Hindu Kush

67 Shyok Nubra Watershed

No. 4 .

.

24590 2 3 .1 50 31 77 47 16 i Karakoram

68 Kunjut No. 2 24580 i 3() 12 45 75 16 12 ' Karakoram

69t 24496 2 28 13 52 90 37 10 Assam Himalaya

60 Indiis-Nagar Watershed

No. 2 .

.

24470 2 36 0 14 74 .52 34 Kailas

61 LVII 24391
!

3 .30 21 58 79 69 64 Kumaun Himalaya

62 Muztagh Ata 24388 i 2 38 16 43 76 7 6 Kashgar

63 K‘* ., .. 24.370 i 4
,

35 17 46 77 1 23 Karakoram

64 A satellite of Kinchin- j

junga 24344
;

5 27 52 40 88 8 35 Nepal Himalaya

65 Tirich Mir III 24343
j

2 36 23 31 71 53 43 Hindu Kush
66 Kiien Lun No. 1 24306

1

2 35 47 48 81 8 42 Kuen Lun
67 XXVI 24299

i

1 28 23 .30 85 7 45 Nepal Himalaya

68 Harainosh .

.

24270 3 35 50 29 74 53 52 Kailas

69 Sad Ishtragh 24171 4 36 32 54 72 6 54 Hindu Kush
70 XLVIII .

.

24150 7 28 43 64 83 12 43 Nepal Himalaya

71 Kunjut No. 3 24090 2 .36 19 3 75 2 11 Karakoram

72 A satellite of Kinchin-

junga .

.

24089 5 27 47 15 88 11 55
i
Nc]Dal Himalaya

73 Ilunza-Kunji IV 24044 1 36 24 10 74 41 43 Karakoram

74 Chamlang 24012
1

2 27 46 31 86 58 56 : Nepal Himalaya

75 Kabru 24002 I

1

2 27 36 .30 88 .*6 50 Nepal Himalaya

The names adopted for the peaks are those most commonly employed by geog-

raphers. !n a later section of this paper is given a list of
Explanation ot the tables.

alternative names and symbols, which have been applied

to the high peaks at different times : in the same place are discussed a few geographical

names that are giving rise to controversy and confusion.

* The values of longitude are based on the determination of the difference between Greenwich and Madras
made in 1894-96p and are not those hithei'io accepted by the Survey of India.

t The position of this peak is doubtful
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A column has been included in tables i to v showing the number of stations from

which the height of each peak has been observed. For the attainment of accuracy it

is more profitable to observe a peak fi-om different places and distances than to multiply

observations from any one station ; and the number of observing stations is an

indication of the trustworthiness of the resulting value of altitude. The accuracy of

the adopted values of ‘height is discussed hereafter, and numerical estimates of the

magnitudes of the errors that may exist are formed.

The latitude and longitude of each peak have been given in the tables, so that its

position on the charts may be ascertained. In the drainage charts xxiv to xxxiv

(appended to Part III) these positions have been marked exactly : but in charts i to v

the scale is so small that in crowded clusters there has not been always room to mark

the precise position of each peak ;
a few of the symbols ^erlapped, and had to be

slightly displaced in order to make room for others.

It will be noticed that every peak of chart j is shown by a larger and larger

circle on < ach of the successive charts tt to v
;

the r«'ason for this increase is that

at the level of 28000 feet Kinchinjunga, for example, is in nature hardly more than

a point, but at 27000 feet the contour rouiul Kinchinjunga encloses an area ; and at

24000 feet a horizontal section taken through the Kinchinjunga pyramid would show

that a considerable area of the earth’s surface had attained that elevation.*

In the last column of each table is given ihe range on which each peak is situated,

• the great Himalaya range being divided into four sections :

—

(i) the Punjab Himalaya from the Indus to the Sutlej

;

(ii) the Kumaim Himalaya from the Sutlej to the Kali;

(iii) the Nepal Himalaya from the Kali to the Tista;

(iv) the Assam Himalaya from the Tista to the Brahmajuitra.l

The relative positions of the ranges mentioned in the tables are shown on the range

chart which serves as a frontispiece.

In table vi are given the details of a few well-known peaks, which ai c less than

Well-known peaks below 24000
feet.

24000 feet in height. This table unlike the preceding does

not contain the names of all peaks above a certain height.

and is not therefore a continuation of tabk* v. Peaks

have been omitted which exceed in height many of those of table vi ; to give

complete lists of all known peaks would be to convert this paper into a numerical

catalogue.

A great many of the peaks of table vi are visible from Mussooree and Landour,

and their outlines are shown in chart viir. J The panorama of chart vm is continuous

from left to right : it has been drawn in three sections that it might be made to fit the

size of this paper. The reference letters A and B have been added to indicate continuity.

* On chart v peaks of the fifth magnitude have been drawn as points, thetse of the fourth magnitude have been given
a diameter of 6 miles, tho.^e of the third a diameter of 12 miles, those of the second a diameter of IB miles, and those of the
first a diameter of 24 miles.

f The Punjab and Kumaun Himalaya have been for the most part surveyed ; the of the Nepal Himalaya have
been observed from long distances and the rivers and roads explored : the ^Assarn Himalaya form still a krra ineo^iitya,

although many of the peaks have been well observed from the south.

JThis chart was copied from the panorama drawn by Col. St. G. C. Gore, R.K,, in 1887.
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Table VI.—Some well-known peaks the heights of which are less than 24000 feet.

Reference

number
of Peak.

Name in common use. Height.

Number

.

stitions

from
which the

height was
observed.

Latitude.

c

Longitude.* Mountain range.

76 Api

feet

23399 3

O f ff

30 0 22

iOft*

80 55 57 Nepal Himalaya

77 Badrinath 23190 5 30 44 16 79 16 52 Kumaun Himalaya

78 Bandarpunch 20720 5 31 0 12 78 33 17 Kumaun Himalaya

79 Chumalhari 23930 2 27 49 39 89 16 15 Assam Himalaya

80 Chumunko
([,

.

.

17310 4 27 27 31 88 47 12 Nepal Himalaya

81 Dayabliang 23750 2 28 15 22 185 31 9 Nepal Himalaya

82 Deotibba 20410 5 32 12 51 77 23 54 Punjab Himalaya

83 Dubunni 20154 1 35 57 23 74 38 5 Kailas

84 Dunagiri

Gangotri t

23184 4 30 30 57 79 52 4 Kumaun Himalaya

85 21700 3 :10 52 58 78 .52 14 Kumaun Himalaya

86 Gardhar 21140 1 32 55 7 76 42 48 Punjab Himalaya

87 Gaurisankar J 23440 G 27 57 .52 86 20 16 Nepal Himalaya

88 Jaonli §
21760 1 30 51 17 78 51 25 Kumaun Himalaya

89 JibjibiaEast i
Jibjibia West J

«

21839 2 28 7 41 85 52 16 Nepal Himalaya

90 22876 2 28 10 25 85 46 51 Nepal Himalaya

91 Kailas 22028 2 31 4 2 81 18 50 Kailas

92 Kaufmann 23000 39 18 20 72 50 3 Trans Alai

93 Kedarnath 22770 6 ;30 47 53 79 4 7 Kumaun Himalaya

94 Kharchakund 21695 1 30 46 46 79 7 47 Kumaun Himalaya

95 Leo Pargial N. 1 ^ 22210 2 31 54 8 78 44 39 Zaskar

96 Leo Pargial S. J
'• 22170 2 31 53 5 78 44 5 Zaskar

97 Lunkho 22641 2 36 46 36 72 26 16 Hindu Kush

98 Mer or Kana
||

23250 2 .34 0 48 76 3 22 Punjab Himalaya

99 Nampa 22162 4 30 0 37 81 0 3 Nepal Himalaya

100 Nandakna 20700 2 30 20 56 79 43 9 Kumaun Himalaya

101 Nandakot 22510 3 30 16 51 80 4 11 Kumaun Himalaya

102 Narsing 19130 4 27 30 40 88 17 2 Nepal Himalaya

103 Nilakanta 21640 3 30 43 52 79 24 28 Kumaun Himalaya

104 Pancb Chulhi 22650 3 30 12 51 80 25 41 Kumaun Himalaya

105 Pandim 22010 8 27 34 .38 88 13 10 Nepal Himalaya

106 Pauhunri 23180 2 27 56 56 88 50 39 Nepal Himalaya

107 Sargaroin 20370 2 .31 6 8 78 30 4 Kumaun Himalaya

108 Ser or Nana ** 23410 6 33 58 56 76 1 31 Punjab Himalaya

109 Simvo 22360 2 27 40 44 88 14 38 Nepal Himalaya

110 Srikanta 20120 4 30 57 25 78 48 22 Kumaun Himalaya

111 Tengri Khan 23600 42 24 10 80 16 43 Tian Shan

112 Tharlasagar 22610 2 30 51 41 78 59 45 Kumaun Himalaya

113 Trisul East 22320 4 .30 16 14 79 52 24 Kumaun Himalaya

114

I

Trisul West 23360 7 30 18 43
I

79 46 40 Kumaun Himalaya

r ,

* The values of longitude are based on the determination of the difference between Greenwich and Madras

made in 1894-96, and are not those hitherto accepted by the Survey of India.

I The twin* of Jaonli. % Twins.

X Double-peaked. ||
The twin of Ser.

§ The twin of Gangotri. ** The twin of Mei*.
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2

NOTES ON CERTAIN OF THE GREAT PEAKS.

Mount Everest.
•

The elevation of Mount Everest was first observed in 1849, but its height was

not computed till 1862. Though half a century has elapsed since its discovery and the

mountains of Asia have been continually explored in the interval, no second peak of

29000 feet has been found. There is but little probability now of a higher peak than

Mount Everest being discovered and even the prospect of Ending new peaks of 27000

or 26000 feet is becoming remote.

Some geographers have held that peaks higher than Mount Everest were standing

behind it to the north, but their opinion was not founded on trustworthy observations,

and when Major Ryder traversed Tibet along the Brahmaputra in 1904 he passed

80 miles north of Mount Everest and found no peak approaching it in height.

Three panoramas showing the outline of Mount Everest are included in chart vi.*

Owing to the objections of the Nepalese Government Mount Everest cannot be

approached by surveyors from the side of India within 80 miles, and the trigono-

metrical observations that have been made of the Everest-Makalu group of peaks

have been carried out under great disadvantages. The following description of Mount

Everest is taken from a report by Colonel Tanner:!
“ The outline of Everest is rather tame than otherwise

;
it is fairly sharp and has a long snowy

slope on its north-east flank, the south-east being precipitous. Peaks of 22000 feet and thereabouts

“ encircle its southern base, and below them are seen many outlines of dark mountain masses which
“ are without snow.

‘‘ From due south, near the Kosi river in the Bhagalpur district, Everest is by no means a marked
‘‘ feature in the landscape

;
its southern face has but 190 feet of snow, below which the mountain

‘‘ falls for 4000 to 5000 feet in a series of crags of very dark-coloured rock, only here and there dashed
“ and streaked with snow, below which are snow fields and broken masses of rock intermingled

“ with snow and n6ve. When the atmosphere is not very transparent the sharp tip is seen as ii

“ mere floating white speck, the rock below it being almost exactly of the colour of the sky and thero-

“ fore invisible.

“ The southern face of Everest from a near point of view is doubtless wild, and its cliffs must
“ be very lofty, but the great distance from which it is viewed renders this aspect of the mountain
“ uninteresting. In fact, from the south, Everest has all the appearance of a very moderate liill, not

“ in the least imposing and hardly picturesque. It is interesting only because by trigonometrical

operations its summit has been found to rise up further from the general level of the earth’s

surface than that of any other point.”

* The panoramas froDi Mahadeo Pokra and Kaulia were drawn by Captain H. Wood, 11. E., in 1003 : those from
Darjeeling and Sandakphu by Captain Harman, B.E., in 1882. Major Ryder’s description of Mount EFcrest as seen
from Tibet will be found in the Qtogravhical Journal^ Vol. xxvi. “It stands alone,” he wrote, “in magmfioont
“ solitude,” There is no doubt, whatever, that the peak observed by Ryder from Tibet was the same peak as had been
fixed by the Q. T. Survey from Bengal.

t Oeneral Report, Survey of India, 1883-84.
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Peak K2.

The great altitude of peak K'"* was first discovered in 1868 by trigonometrical'

observations.
‘

‘ It was across the plains of Deosai,” wrote Colonel Montgomerie, “ from
“ Haramukh that I took the first observation to peak K* at a distance of 137 miles.”

K® is described by Colonel Godwin-Austen as follows: “ K* is a conical mass with
“ sides too steep to allow the snow to rest on them long : it lies therefore only in large

“patches and stripes on the fissured surface.”

Sir Martin Conway writes that K" has a double summit, which he has seen

on several occasions. Colonel Godwin-Austen, however, believes it to be single-

peaked.*

Kinchinjunga.

K* has always been supposed to be the second highest mountain on the earth,

but its height does not differ much from that of Kinchinjunga, and we cannot yet

state with certainty which is the higher of the two.f

The following extract is from Colonel Tanner’s report for 1883-84 :

—

" Kinchinjunga is a better known mountain than any in the Himalaya, and it is perhaps,

“ with one exception, the grandest in the whole range. It is regarded by the permanent residents

“ of Darjeeling with admiration that never palls, and although it is constantly, in clear weather,

“ a prominent object in their front, the beholder is never wearied of studying the great snow slopes

“ and ice fields vthich cover its sides.

“ The aspect of the mountain has many phases which constantly alter its appearance from day
“ to day. It is seen to best advantage when its base is veiled in a delicate curtain of clouds, so that

.

“ the imagination is allowed to magnify the part which is hidden from view.

“ From Darjeeling and from Sandakphu KabruJ appears as a straight-topped and
“ uninteresting ridge of snow, standing slightly away from the central peaks of Kinchinjunga, but at
“ a distance of 100 miles from points in the Furnea district of Bengal a telescope reveals the fact that

“ the face of Kabru presented towards Darjeeling is only one side of a huge snow-clad tableland

“ (24000 feet), quite smooth at the top with a very slight slope down to the westward. Kabru is

“ connected with the second highest peak of Kinchinjunga (27803 feet) by a ridge, the very lowest
“ depression of which has an altitude of 22100 feet.”

In 1883 Mr. W. W. Graham claimed to have climbed E^bru, but his claim has

been disputed by many authorities, though recognised by others. Colonel Tanner

thought that Graham had mistaken a lower peak for Kabru.

Although the snow -line in Sikkim is lower than in the Western Himalaya and

Karakoram, there are more naked spots on the slopes of Kinchinjunga than at similar

altitudes on K* and Nanga Parbat.

I’he outline of Kinchinjunga as seen from Darjeeling is shown in chart vi.

* Qeographieat Journal, VoL 111, pages 431 and S27.

t Survty of India, Professional Paper No. 9, 1905. Annual Report of the Board of Seientifie Advice for India.
1906-06.

t Vide table v.
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Makalu.

A rock basin filled with glacier-ice is situated near the summit of Makalu and
gives a striking appearance to the peak.

In 1863 before trigonometrical observations had been taken Captain Sherwill wrote

of Makalu :

—

“ One mountain in the Nepal range is a most remarkable object, both for its curious shape and
“

for its immense height : its name none of my party knew, nor have I yet succeeded in obtaining the

“ name. The peak is a hollow crater-like mountain probably 27000 feet in height with a long table-

“ mountain attached to it, both covered with glaciers.” *

In 1884 Colonel Tanner wrote:—
“ With the exception of the Kinchinjunga peak, Makalu is the finest yet fixed in the eastern

“ Himalaya. It stands apart from the Everest group and exposes a great mass of snow towards the

“ Sandakphu ridge. From the south, in the plains of Bhagalpur anc^^urnea, it is the most striking

“ object in the panorama of snow. It has a remarkable cup or hollow, which extends for about onc-

“ third down its slope, by which it may be recognise<l. When examined with a high-power telescope

“ great masses of glacier-ice may be seen finding their way over the edge of the cup. This ice has

“ been collected round the sides of the amphitheatre-like hollow. The upper half of the mountain is

“ composed of a very light coloured rock, but the southern spur is dark like the cliffs, which are seen

“ on the southern face of Everest. The white colour of the rock lends it a softness, which is absent

“ in the appearance of its higher neighbour. The southern and eastern faces are fully snow-clad, but

“ on the west are much bare rock and extensive streaks and patches which are too steep to retain

“ snow on their slopes. No northern spur of this mountain has been seen, but I have traced one

“ of about 10000 feet elevation towards the east, until it dips into the Arun valley. To the south two

“ picturesque branches fully clad with snow are thrown off, but I cannot say that I have detected

“ any saddle or ridge connecting Makalu with Everest.”

Makalu is remarkable for its sharp-edged buttresses, one of which is a magnificent

specimen of the spiral type. These spiral buttresses conveying the idea of torsion

are to be seen in all parts of the Himalaya : Rakaposhi in Hunza has one, Simvo

(22360 feet) in Sikkim has one, and to residents of Mussooree the curvature of the

eastern buttress of Banog (7433 feet), a small peak in the vicinity, is a permanent object

of beauty.

Hermann de Schlagintweit, when observing Makalu from Phallut in 1856, mistook

it for Mount Everest, f same mistake has been made by other travellers.

Sandakphu, situated 38 miles from Darjeeling and on the Singalila ridge, commands

a fine view of Makalu: from there the peak is 78 miles distant and is a more striking

feature than Mount Everest, which stands 12 miles in rear.

The outlines of Makalu and Everest as seen from Sandakphu are shown in chart vr.

Peak

T*^ is a high peak of the Nepal Himalaya seventeen miles north-west of Mount

Everest. It appears to have been missed by the observers of the Great Trigonometrical

Survey in 1850, but was observed by Tanner in 1884 from three different stations.

Tanner recorded that it had a rounded top.

Journal, Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. XXll, 18r)3.

t Vide Nature, No. 1828, Vol. 71 ;
Nov. 10, 1904 ; jmgo 3.
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Nanoa Parbat.

Nanga Parbat is the most isolated and perhaps the most imposing of all the peaks

of Asia. With the exception of subordinate pinnacles rising from its own buttresses,

no peak within 60 miles of Nanga Parbat attains an altitude of more than 17000 feet.

Throughout a circle of 120 miles diameter Nanga Parbat surpasses all other summits

by more than 9000 feet. Its upper 5000 feet are precipitous.
ft

“Perhaps in describing mountains,” wrote John Ruskin in Modem Painters,

“ with any effort to give some idea of their sublime forms, no expression comes oftener

“ to the lips than the word ‘ peak,’ and yet it is curious, how rarely even among the

“ grandest ranges an instance can be found of a mountain ascertainably peaked in the

“ true sense of the word,—pointed at the top and sloping steeply on all sides.”

A traveller in the HiiSft,laya, who has studied the writings of Ruskin, must constantly

be impressed with the accuracy of his observations. How often do we see a high

peak towering above us, only to find on ascending that it is but an obtuse angle in the

slope of a buttress ? How often is a needle discovered to be but the end of a sharp-

edged ridge? Many of the peaks of tables i to vi, though they may form good definite

points for surveyors, fail to satisfy Ruskin’ s definition.

But no one can question the claims of Nanga Parbat : its form and its solitude

render it a “ peak,’ ’ however we define the word.

“ Nanga Parbat’s summit,” wrote Colonel Tanner, “ is 26620 feet above the sea, and its base

” stands on the left side of the Indus valley, which at that point is but 3500 feet : it therefore exposes

“ 23120 feet of its side to an observer, who, standing as near as ho may dare to the edge of perhaps the

“ most lofty cliff in the world with the Indus valley 12000 feet below him, may regard at the distance of

“ less than 40 miles the unparalleled view presented by the vast snow fields, glaciers, and crags of this

“ King of Mountains. It is a scene that is not grasped or taken in at once, but after a while the

“ stupendous grandeur of the view is appreciated. It is quite overwhelming in its magnitude ; it is

“ in fact one of the grandest spectacles that nature offers to the gaze of man.”

Until the height of Nanga Parbat had been determined by the Great Trigono-

metrical Survey, it was given on maps as 19000 feet. An error amounting to 7600

feet in defect in the case of a solitary impressive peak shows how worthless are eye-

estimations of height.*

Masherbrum or Kb

The Masherbrum peaks are two well-defined points connected by a saddle : they

are 1000 feet apart and differ by 50 feet in altitude.

Rakaposhi.

Of Rakaposhi Colonel Tanner wrote as follows ; “.The mighty Rakaposhi or devil’s

“ tail of Gilgit, rising from ground which is 7000 or 8000 feet above the

“ sea, may be viewed from a distance pf less than 40 miles by any one bold enough to

* Annual Beport of tht Board of Scientific Advke /or India, 1004-05.
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“ make the journey over the dreadful Saichar pass to Cliaprot and thence up to the

“ grassy downs above that place, and the splendid appearance of Rakaposhi will be a

“ sufficient reward for his trouble. It is a vast clean-cut brilliant snow needle, abso-

“ lutely sharp, rising thousands of feet above a mass of broken snows, below which are

“ the wild precipices and serrated ridges peculiar to the Gilgit mountains.”*

Kamet.

Kamet is a conspicuous landmark from all the elevated parts of Nari Khorsam

;

it is also visible from Almora on the Indian side, “ where, however, its appearance is

“ so modest that, till 1849, it remained unnoticed and unmeasured, though but 250 feet

“ lower than the King of the western Himalaya, Nanda Devi.”t

Kamet stands behind the Great Himalaya range and its height was first de-

termined by Richard Strachey. Its outline as seen from Ch^ia is shown in chart vii.

Ttrich Mir.

Snow forms a thick unbroken covering over Tirich Mir, and gives to the peak a

rounded rather than a pointed top. The patches of naked rock, that are to be seen

on all the slopes of the great peaks of the Himalaya, are absent from the flanks of

Tirich Mir.

Gurla Mandhata.

Dr. T. G. Longstaff made an attempt to climb Gurla Mandhata in 1905, and

attained a great height, possibly exceeding 23000 feet, but failed to reach the summit.J

In 1878 Mr. Ryall wrote of this mountain as follows :

—

“ Gurla Mandhata, which is 3500 feet higher than Kailas, is held in comparatively

“ little religious esteem among the Buddhists and Hindus. Owing to its immense

“ bulk and height—3000 feet above any peak within a radius of 40 miles—it is perhaps

“ the most impressive sight in the whole of the Himalaya, the celebrated mountain of

“ Nanga Parbat alone excepted.”§

Kungur and Muztagh Ata.

The peaks of Kungur and Muztagli Ata have been mistaken for one another by many

travellers. Captain Trotter was the first trigonometrical observer of Kungur, and from

the plains of Kashgar he determined its height at 253.50 feet ; he named the peak
‘

‘ Tagharma.’ ’

Muztagh Ata is 26 miles south of Kungur and is not visible from Kashgar. Travel-

lers have frequently thought that they have seen Muztagh Ata from Kashgar ; but they

have been misled by the natives, who believe Kimgur and Muztagh Ata to be one

summit. Colonel Wahab called the Muztagh Ata peak “ Tagharma.”

* GenenU Report, Survey of India, 1883-84. ^
t Journal, Royal Geographical Society, Vol. XXIII, 1853,— H. Strachy On th^ Phynical Oeography of Western

Tibet

Henry Strachey wrote the height of Nanga Parbat had been iifKiertained. Montgomerio wa.s right when .

ho said that Nanga Parbat was as much tlie King of the western Himalnya as Mount Kvere.^t was of lh‘* eastern. Nai^a ^L.

Devi i.s Ihe highest point of the Kuinaun or central section of the Himalaya, but »locs not compete witli Nanga

Parbat.

J Charles A. Sherring : Westetm Tibet and ihe British Borderland ; also Alpine Journal, August

§ General Report, Survey of India, 1877-78.
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The fact that both Kungur and Muztagh Ata were named “Tagharma**

by surveyors has tended to increase the confusion. The name Tagharma is given

by natives to the peak of Muztagh Ata because it towers above the town of

Tagharma in the Sarikol valley, and Wahab was correct in his application of the name.

But Trotter made a mistake in adopting the assumption of Kashgarians, that the

great snow peak they see to the south-west is the same peak as seen from Tagharma.

There has not only been a confusion of names, but differences of opinion have

existed as to which of the two peaks is the higher, Kungur, the northern, or Muztagh

Ata, the southern. The values of height entered in tables iv and v are those derived

from the data at the disposal of the Survey of India, but it has to be acknow-

ledged that the observations are less reliable than those of the Himalayan and Kara-

koram peaks. In the cal^ of observations taken to peaks from stations in India the

height of the place of observation is accurately known, but the same cannot be

said of the points from which Kungur and Muztagh Ata were observed. Though all

our information goes to show that Kungur is higher than Muztagh Ata, by about 768

feet, the great weight of Sven Hedin’s authority is on the side of Muztagh Ata.

“Muztagh Ata,” he writes, “ the loftiest mountain of the Pamirs and one of the

“ loftiest mountains in the world, towers up to the height of 25600 feet, and like a

“ mighty bastion overlooks the barren wastes of Central Asia. It is the culminating point

“ in a meridional chain. The unchallenged pre-eminence of Muztagh Ata over the peaks

“ which cluster around it is proved by its name, which means the Father of the Ice

“ Mountains.”*

Sven Hedin made three attempts to climb Muztagh Ata, but was not successful.

Lord Curzon describing the peaks of Kungur and Muztagh Ata wrote :
“ The

“second and southerly peak, which from Sarikol obscures the first, is the real

“ Muztagh Ata, the height of which is probably a little less than its nameless brother,

being calculated at about 26000 feet, but which is a far finer mountain since it is

“conical and comparatively isolated, whereas the more northerly mountain is the

“highest crest of an extended ridge. ’’f

Api and Nampa. ^

The remarkable group ,of peaks in western Nepal, of which Api and Nampa (table vi)

are the principals, has been imperfectly studied. During the observations of the Great

Trigonometrical Survey the cluster was continually obscured by haze, and only one

peak was observed. A crowded cluster that is seldom visible in winter, except perhaps

on certain days for a few minutes at sunrise, and that is completely hidden by clouds

in summer, presents great difficulties to the observer.
‘

* Sven Hedin: Through Asia, page 221. It is perhaps unfair to give this quototion» for when Sven Hedin wrote
ho may have been unaware that there was any qudstfon at issue. As» however, his book has had a wide oirouJation,
we think it right to point out that our results do^ not dbofirm Sven Hedin’s opinions.

t Geographical Journal, Vol VIII, 1806-
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If he succeeds in observing the directions of six peaks from both an eastern and a

western station, each of the six rays from his eastern station cuts each of the six from

his western, and thirty-six points of intersection are given within a small area. If

the peaks have been observed from a third station also, difficulties disappear, but

when they have been seen from two only, the true points of intersection have to

be determined from a study of the several values of height.

Many map-makers have confused the peaks of Api and Nampa, but their heights

differ by 1237 feet. Colonel Tanner’s observations show that Api is a double peak,

the higher point of which (23399 feet) stands half a mile north-cast of the lower (23287

feet).

The observations of Colonel Tanner’s assistant Rinzin show another peak called

Ningru (23143 feet) rising between the two peaks of Api. Il^ extremely unlikely that

the name of Ningru has been attached by natives to this close companion of Api.

and it is more reasonable to assume that Api and Ningru are alternative names

employed, perhaps in different localities, for the same snowy mass.

According to the observations of Tanner’s assistants Nampa is a double peak also,

the two summits being 2 miles apart. The higher Nampa is 4 miles east of the

higher Api.

The only peak of this cluster observed by the Great Trigonometrical Survey was

peak LIII : its position was fixed, but not its height; its position, which was

determined from two stations of observation only, is 1^ miles south-south-west of Api

(23399 feet).

The Eneyclfjpcedia Britannica shows a peak of this cluster as Mount Humla (24702

feet), but, incomplete as the trigonometrical observations of the Api-Nampa group have

been, they are sufficient to indicate that no peak exceeding 24000 feet stands in this

region. :

The outline of Api is shown in chart vii.

“ The purity of its unbroken snow and boldness of its outline,” wrote Colonel Tanner of the Api

peak (23399 feet), “ I have nowhere seen equalled. The ridges that connect the highest with the

“lower points of Api are perfectly sharp and decided, and for several thousands of feet there is scarcely

“ a splinter of naked rock to mar the unrivalled whiteness of its slopes. The base and lower spurs of

“ Api touch the Kali valley and are clothed with variegated masses of birch and pine except in those

places where constantly recurring avalanches admit only of the growth of short grass.” *

Chumalhari.

The peaks of Chola (17310 feet) and of Chumalhari (23930 feet) appear from Senchal

near Darjeeling to be in almost the same direction, the distance of Chumalhari being

double that of Chola.f

Oeneral Report, Survey of India, 1884-85.

t Chola is called Chumunko in table vi and Gaoring on North-Eastern Trans-Frontier sheet No. 7 N. W.
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A letter written by Dr. Campbell from Darjeeling in 1848 is interesting as showing

how mistaken the natives of the mountains may be. His letter runs

“ When Colonel Waugh left this place in November last, after having satisfied himself of the

“ position of Chumalhari by observations from 'tonglu and Senchal, I took some Lepchas and
“
Bhotiahs, who had travelled into Tibet by the Phari route, with me to the top of Senchal, to

“ point out (Jhiimalhari to them, as they were positive in stating their belief that it was not visible from

“ any part of this neighbourhood. When I said ‘ There is Chumalhari,’ the whole party exclaimed

“‘No, it is Chola, and not Chumalhari.’ I took pains to ascertain the reasons of their dissent,

“ and afterwards wrote an epitome to Colonel Waugh, who said, as far as I recollect, ‘ You may rely

“ upon it, that I shall not finally decide the point until you arc satisfied that I am right.’
”

Colonel Waugh eventually proved that the peak observed from Senchal was

Chumalhari.

Kailas.

“ It is solely due,” wrote Mr. E. C. Ryall, “ to the circumstance of its shape resem-

“ bling that of a Hindu temple that Kailas is vested with a sacred character.”t

Ser and Mer.

Ser and Mer, known also as the Nun Kun peaks, are remarkable twin giants (vide

table vi), rising from a region of perpetual snow : they are the highest points of the

Punjab Himalaya between the Sutlej and Nanga Parbat. Ser is white and Mer is dark,

being too precipitous on the side of India to retain much snow.

Ser is 2^ miles south-west of Mer : a third peak (22810 feet) stands miles east-

north-east of Mer, and there is a fourth peak (22310 feet) two miles east of Mer. The

positions and heights of these four peaks were well determined. The account given in

the Geographical Journal J of the Bullock-Workman expedition refers to a third peak

of the group, exceeding 23000 feet. No third peak however of 23000 feet was observed

by the Trigonometrical Survey. The peak climbed by Mrs. Bullock-Workman was Mer.

Tengri Khan.

Tengri Khan is the highest peak of the Tian Shan and the highest point of Asia

north of latitude 39°. In his Central Tian-Shan Mountains Merzbacher describes

the isolated eminence of Tengri Khan as “ without example ’’in mountain systems of

like extent.” “The mountain,” he says, “has no rival and overtops the highest

“ summits of all the neighbouring ranges by over 3000 feet.”

Journalt"Asiatic Society of Bengal^ Vol. XVil.

t General Heporf, Survey of India, 1877-78.

, X November, 1906.
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3

ON. THE NAMES OF CERTAIN PEAKS.

It is not often that a surveyor can discover a native name for a peak : natives of

the hills do not give names even to remarkable peaks.
Absence of Nabve names. “ To my disappointment,”- wrotc Sir Joseph Hooker, “I

“ found that neither priest nor people knew the name of a single snowy mountain.” *

Of the 76 great peaks included in tables i to v but 19 have native names. If

we take into accoixnt the lower peaks, we find that there am many thousands of pro-

minent but unnamed summits in Asia, and the problem m nomenclature has to be

considered. It would be a mistake to attempt to attach an actual name to every

peak. A.stronomers do not name the stars : in olden times they grouped them in con-

stellations, and they now number them according to right ascension. Colonel

Montgomerie endeavoured to introduce for peaks a method resimrbling that of

constellations, and he named the whole Karakoram region K, and its peaks K‘,

K2, K3, etc.t

This system would have answered well, but Colonel Tanner and subsequent

surveyors have departed from it, and have adopted the plan of designating each peak

by the initial letter of the observer : Tanner called, for instance, the pcfiks he had observed

himself T*’, T”, etc. The employment of observer’s initials has led to confusion »

two and more observers have had the same initial, and the same symbol has thus become

attached to different peaks. Moreover the designations given under Tanner’s system

furnish no clue as to the region in which the peaks are situated.

The nomenclature of n, mountain region should not be forced ; it should grow spon-

taneously, and we should never invent a name until its absence has become

inconvenient. We cannot do better for Tibet and Turkistan than extend the simple system

introduced by Montgomerie for the Karakoram : his method of constellations is more,

suitable for the peaks of Asia than a long series of successive numbers from west to east

would be. We need not design constellations to include one whole range, and we need

not follow the astronomical plan of drawing animals and heroes
;
we can have rect-

angular constellations enclosed by meridians and parallels.

Peaks however possess in their heights an attribiite which stars lack, and there

is no more useful means of distinguishing peaks than by
*** distinguished by their heights. If we are dealing with a comple.x cluster

of peaks, it is simpler to indicate the several members by

their heights than to confer on them separate names. In discussions of the peaks of

Asia heights must be accepted to a certain extent as substitutes for names.

* Himalayan Journals, Vol. 1, |>agc 370.

t A note on the name Karakoram i« given in Section 16 of Part II of this pai>er.
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There will be no difficulty in preventing the same value of height being given to

two or more peaks. The heights of peaks are not known within 10 feet, and it is thus

possible to adjust the height of a newly measured peak by one or two feet, if it happens

to have been given the same height as one previously determined.

If the heights of peaks come to be recognised as a means of identification, they

should not be altered whenever any trifling improvement in the value is believed possible.

The* height of Mount Everest was originally deteriftined at 29002 feet, and this value

should still be retained : a few years ago its height on maps was reduced to 28996 feet

because the stations from which it had been observed were found to be 7 feet lower

than had originally been assumed : subsequently for a similar reason the height was

altered to 28994 feet. But these alterations were not justifiable, and only tended to

produce confusion. It i^known that the height 29002 feet is, if anything, too low,

but it is not desirable to alter it, because the value 29002 is a clear indication of the

particular peak denoted.

We are not proposing now to bind our successors for all time to adhere to the

present values of heights :
periodical revisions of values can be carried out every twenty

or fifty years, if fresh information has been accumulated in the interim. All that is

proposed now is that the heights allotted to the peaks in tables i to vi be accepted

until proof is forthcoming of serious error, and that no small or frequent changes in

value, such as have constantly led to confusion in the past, be made in the future.

In the following table are shown the various names and symbols that have been

applied to the several peaks of tables i to vi at different times by surveyors and

travellers ;

—

Table VII.—Names and Symbols which have been used by different authorities to denote the
peaks of tables i to vi.

No. of

Peak.

Name adopted in this

paper.

Name employed in the
j

records of the Great 1

Trigonometrical Survey. 1

Names employed by
observers in the field.

Alternative names
occasionally used.

1 Mount Everest XV See below.

2 K» . ... Karakuram No. 13* . K* by Montgomerie Mount Godwin-Austen
(see below), Dap-
sang hy Schlagintweit

in 1856.

3 Kinchinjunga I IX . . . . ,

,

4 Kinchinjunga II , VIII .
j

i

6 Makalu XIII .

i

* * * *

6 . ... ! or T45 hy Tanner 1

7 Dhaulagiri . xLii ! ! !
1

• • • • !

8 XXX XXX .
1

. . . .
i

9 Nanga Parbat I Nanga Parbat » S • •
1 Dayamur, Dairmal,

Deo Mir.

10 1 XXXIX . . . XXXIX • • a •

• The name Karakoram was spelt Karakuram hy Moaigomerie, and is consequently so spelt in many of the records of the Great
Trigonometrical Survey. But the form Karakoram is now held to be correct.
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Table YII.—Names and Symbols which have been used by different authorities to denote the

peaks of tables i to vi

—

cmtmtied.

No. of

Peak.
Name adopted in this

paper.

•

Name employed in the *

records of the Great
Trigonometrical Survey.

1

Names employed by
j

observers in the field.

Alternative names
oooasionally used.

11 K” or Gasherbrum I

•

Karakuram No. 9 .

1

. . . .

12 or Gasherbrum II Karakuram No. 10 .

(Guaherbrum)

K* . . ••

13 Gosainthan . XXIII . . • e

U or Gasherbrum III . Karakuram No. 11 . K>" . . . ,

,

16 XXXIV XXXIV ,

,

16 K’ or Gasherbrum IV . Karakuram No. 12 . K» . . 0. . .

.

17 T” . . . . . hy Tanner ,

,

18 .... ... by Barckley . Fishback by Tanner

19 XXVIII XXVIII. . . . . • •

20 Kambachen . . North of Kanchin hy

Robert, S. E.13 by Tanner

• •

21 XXIX XXIX . .

,

22 Masherbrum East . Masherbrum E. K* East ,

,

23 Nanda Devi . LVIII . A No. 2 hy Hodgson

and Herbert

:

XIV hy

WM
24 Masherbrum West . Masherbrum W. K} West .

25 Nanga Parbat II . ... Great Range No. 30

26 LIX .... LIX . . . . . . .

27 Rakaposhi Rakipushi U*® . . . .

28 ;
Kunjut No. 1 Kunjut No. 1. Trans-Indus No. 4 .

Ibi Gaming Schlagint*

weit

29 Kamet LXVII . Kamet by Richard Strachey,

Kangmen by Ryder

30 T** . ... ... by Tanner

31 XLIIl XLIII . . . . .

32 Tirich Mir I . DsEb by Tanner

33 . ... N®* hy Robert

34 Ki" .... Karakuram No. 3 . K'« ....
35 Hunza-Kvmji I Kunji No. 8 . by Tanner

Nimo Namling by

Tanner
36 : Gurla Mandhata . Memonamnyimri by Ryder

37 Jano XI . . . . ... Jannu

38
i

K'l . ... Karakuram No. 4 . : K“ . . . . • •

39 XLIV XLIV . . . . • •

40 ;B”* .... • • • B7&3 l)y Barckley .
.

.

41
i
Shyok Nubra Watershed

1

k5.
Sheok-Nubra Water-

shed No. 5.

K« . . . .

Tagharma hy Trotter,

Mount Dufferin by

Ney Elias

42 Kungur I . . .

j

• • • Peak 2 of Camp 9 by Ram
Singh

43 .... • • • B^'’^ by Barckley • •

44 Hunza-Kunji II
r

* * *
1

Highest Peak South by

Holdich

• •

45 Karakoram No. 8

1

Karakuram No. 8 . K« . ...
1

Chogolisa by Norman
1

ColUe
\

D
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Table VII —Names and Symbols which have been used by different authorities to denote the
peaks of tables i to vi

—

contmiied.

No. of

Peak.

Name adopted in this

paper.

Name employed in the

1

records of the*Qreat

,
Trigonometrical Survey.

Names employed by
observers in the field.

Alternative names
occasionally used.

46 XLVI XLVl .

n

47 Hunza-Kunji III . Hunza No. 2 . U'* . . . .

48 Kungiir II . • Peak 3 of Camp 9 hy Ram
Singh

••

49 XLV .... ' XLV . • . • .

60 XXXVI XXXVI • • •

51 Kulha Kangri I

k
Bhutan-Tibet range

No. 2 Pk
.

52 Karakoram No. 5 w. Karakuram No. 5 . K»« . . . .

63 XXXV XXXV . • . . .

64 Kulha Kangri II . Bhutan-Tibet range

No. 1 Pk
. R*^^% Ryder

55 Shvok Nubra Watershed

No. 3

Sheok-Nubra Water-

shed No. 3

. . . . ••

66 Tirich Mir II ... IGmi by Tanner Nushau No. 1

57 Shyok Nubra Watershed

No. 4

Sheok-Nubra Water-
shed No. 4

K2» . . . . ••

58 Kunjut No. 2 Kunjut No. 2 . Trans-Indus No. 2 hy

Montgomerie
••

69 R*"* .... . or R264 hy Ryder

60 Indus-Nagar Watershed

No, 2

Indus-Nagar Water-

shed No. 2

.... ••

61 LVII .... LVII . .

62 Muztagh Ata ... Tagharma by Wahab
63 K12 . . . . Karakuram No. 4 . K*2 . . . .

64 A satellite of Kinchin-

junga

Centre of great broad peak

65 Tirich Mir III . .
i1 ... IGmf by Tanner ...

66 Kuen Lun No. 1 . .
j1

... Peak 9, Camp 58 hy Ram
Singh

-

67 XXVI XXVI . • • a .

68 Haramosh Haramosh B'* U” . . .

69 Sad Ishtragh ... Dsb . . . .

70 XLVIIl XLVIIl • • •

71 Kunjut No. 3 Kunjut No. 3 . T®^ by Tanner

72 A satellite of Kinchinjun-

ga

• Centre of hug^mass, North
of Kinchinjunga

••

73 Hunza-Kunji IV .

XIV . ! !

CBu ...
j

Boyohaghurdonas
74 Chanilang • . • .

75 Kabru X ... ...
76 Api ... . . . . . .

‘

. Ningru
77 Badriuath • LXIX . VIII h>j WM
78 Bandarpunch , LXXVII • • • • Junmootri hy Gerard
79 Chumalhari . 1 ...
80

i

Chumunko . IV . . • • • • Chola by Dr, Camp^
bell

81
1

Dayabhang • XXV . . . • « w • L or Dayabang by Col,

Crawford
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Table VII.—Names and Symbols which have been used by different authorities to denote the

peaUs of tables i to vi

—

concluded.

No. of

Peak.

Name adopted in this

paper.

•

Name employed in the

records of the Great
. Trigonometrical Survey.

Names employed by
observers in the field.

1

Alternative names
occasionally used.

82 Deotibba Deotibba

83 Dubunni Dubunni • .

.

84 Dunagiri

Gangotri

. ar^ by Carter . . .

85 Gangotri a S. P. Ryall •

.

86 Gardhar Gardhar . . •

.

87 Gaurisankar XX . . . .

88 Jaonli LXXV . . . . •

89 Jibjibia East XXII . .

90 Jibjibia West XXIV . • • • •

91 Kailas Kailas . Kangrinpoche

92 Kaufmann . • • * . . . .

.

93 Kedarnath . LXXII . Ill hy Webb . Bharti Khunta

94 Kliarchakund . Kharcha Koond No. 2 S.P.

by Ryall

• •

95 Leo Pargial N. r^eo Pargial N. . • •

96 Leo Pargial S. Leo Pargial S. . .... ...

97 Lunkho ... IGmp .... *

.

98 Mer . ... Mer or Kana . .... Kana. Kun. Dam Huy.
The Nun Kun peaks

are Mer and Ser

99 Nampa ... . Namju

100 Nandakna LXIV . . • . •

101 Nandakot LVI .... •

.

102 Narsing VI . . . ....
103 Nilakanta LXVIII . IX (Nilakanta) by Webb

104 Panch Chulhi LIV . . . XX by Wel^ • •

105 Pandim VII .. .
^ ....

106 Pauliunri ill ... Powhunri Donkia by Dr, Hooker

107 Sargaroin LXXIX . H. Left Peak by Hodgson

and Herbert

108 Set ... . Ser or Nana . • • • • Nana. Nmi. Pajah

Huy. The Nun
Kun peaks are Mer
and ^r

109 Simvo S 30 .

I

no Srikanta LXXVI
’

’.

! Bus peak by Du Vemet^ G
or Srikanta by Hodgson

and Herbert

111 Tengri Khan ... • . • • •

.

112 Tharlasagar LXXIV . M or Mont Moira by Hodg-

son and Herbert^ I by

Webb

113 Trisul East . LX . . . XIII (East Trisool) by

Webb

• •

114 Trisul West • LXII . A No. I by Hodgson and

Herbert, XII (West

Trisool) by Wdih

• V

I) 2
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The name of Mount Everest

In 1862 the chief computer of the Trigonometrical Survey informed the Superin-

tendent, Sir Andrew Waugh, that a peak designated XV
had been found from the computations to be higher than

any other hitherto measured in the world. This peak was discovered by the computers

to have been observed from six different stations: on no occasion had the observer

suspected that he was viewing through his telescope the highest point of the earth.*

The Indian Survey had always adhered to' the rule of assigning to every geo-

graphical feature its true local or native name, but here was a mountain, the highest

in the world, without any local or native name that the surveyors were able to

discover. The Surveyor General, Sir Andrew Waugh, decided to name the great

snow-peak “ Mont Everest ” after his former chief, Sir George Everest, the celebrated

geodesist.

Waugh wished to introduce the word “Mont” in preference to “Mount, ” but

“Mont” never came into vogue. It seems to have been immediately replaced in

• common usage by “ Mount, ” and for 60 years “ Mount Everest ” has been the name

generally adopted throughout the world.

When Sir Andrew Waugh announced that the peak was to be named “ Mont

Everest,” Mr. Hodgson, who had been political officer in Nepal, wrote many papers to

show that Waugh had been mistaken, and that the mountain had a local name, viz.,

Devadhunga. But Mr. Hodgson mistook another peak for Mount Everest and it is

probable that he never saw Mount Everest at all. All subsequent and recent infor-

mation goes to show that there is no peak of the Himalaya called Devadhunga.f

In 1856 Hermann de Schlagintweit visited a hill in Nepal called Kaulia near

Katmandu, and from it took observations to the snow peaks. He saw the mountain

called Devadhunga by Hodgson, and he identified it as Mount Everest ; he however

repudiated Hodgson’s name of Devadhunga and certified that the local native name for

the peak was Gaurisankar. Many geographers accepting Schlagintweit’s views have con-

tinued to this day to call the highest mountain in the world Gaurisankar: the Indian

Survey however were unable to reconcile Schlagintweit’s results with their own and

declined to follow him. There is no doubt now that Schlagintweit was misled in his

identification of Mount Everest. In 1903 Captain Wood, R.E., visited Kaulia by order

of Lord Curzon : he found that Gaurisankar and Mount Everest were different peaks

36 miles apart, and that the peak called Devadhunga by Hodgson and Gaurisankar

by Schlagintweit was a peak long known in the records of the Survey as peak XX
(height 23440 feet).|

In addition to his Kaulia observations, Schlagintweit observed at Phallut on the

SingaUla ridge, and from there he painted his now well-known picture of Mount

* Nature, Nos. 1828 and 1830, Vol. 71 ; Not. 10 and 24, 19M.

t This name may possibly be a mythological term applied to the whole snowy range by the natives of a
certain part of NepaL

.

t See Wood’s Report on the'IdetO^ieilitlWtni Nomendattire of the Hitnakiyan peaks aa seen from Katmandu,
4904; also his Norraitve ifepori, 1903-04.
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Everest: but unfortunately he fell again into error, for the mountain he painted is

clearly Makalu and not Mourlt Everest.

Of recent years endeavours have been .made to show that the Tibetans have a

<iname for Mount Everest, namely, Jomokangkar or Jhomogangar or Ghamokankar,

but no reliable evidence has been produced. In 1904 the surveyors attached to the

Tibet Frontier Mission made careful enquiries, but found no such name applied to the

great Himalayan peak. On the other hand the explorer Kishen Singh found a mountain

called Jhomogangar * in the interior of Tibet, 216 miles north-east of Mount Everest.

This peak of Jhomogangar has been shown on maps of Tibet since 1872. Kishen

Singh in his narrative describes his arrival at Dung Chaka (16700 feet) and then adds,

“ About 10 miles to the east there is a lofty snowy peak called Jhomogangar, some-
“ what of the same shape as the Kailas peak near Manasarov^ : it is a noted object of

“ worship, being considered as a female divinity.”
"

After 60 years of controversy no true native name has been produced for Moimt

Everest : each of those suggested has in turn been shown to be inapplicable, and the

evidence that no such name exists is overwhelming. In the meantime the name Mount

Everest has been widely adopted, and it would be a mistake to go back upon it now.

Personal names for geographical features are doubtless objectionable, but we must

accept accomplished facts
:
geographical progress is retarded by unprofitable changes

and by barren controversies over names.f

No native name for peak K* could be discovered by surveyors, and in 1866 it was

designated K* by Montgomerie. The designation has been

generally accepted, and will now, it is hoped, be retained in

perpetuity.

When the final results of the Kashmir Survey were being prepared for publication,

the numbering of the peaks of the Karakoram range was altered in order to produce

continuity from west to east, and in some publications of the Great Trigonometrical

Survey the peak K* is shown as Karakoram No. 13. This duplication of designations

is now regretted, and the symbol K® will alone be used in future.

The height first given by the Survey to K* was 28278 feet; the value now

accepted is 28260 feet.

Schlagintweit thought that the native name of peak K* was Dapsang : Sir Martin

Conway gave it as Chiring and other travellers have reported it to be Chogo Ri.8

The name of K2.

Latitude 29®50^ N.; Longitude 89°50' E. Geographical Journal^ Volume XXV, p. 179.

t In connection with the subject of personal names Lieutenant Wood, K.N., is often quoted os having given

the name of Victoria to the Lake of Sir-i-Kul in the Pamirs; it may therefore not be out of place to quote

Wood’s own words ;
“ As I had the good fortune to l)o the first European who in later times had sucotedod in

“ reaching the sources of this river, and as, shortly before setting out on my journey, we hodircceivi d the news of

“ her gracious Majesty’s accession to the throne, I was tempted to apply the name of Victoria to this, if 1 may so

term it, newly re-discovered lake ; but on considering that by thus introducing a new name, however honoured,
“ into our maps a great confusion in Geography might arise I deemed it better to retain the name of Sir-i-Kul, the

appellation given to it by our guides.”

J ProceidingSf Royal Geographical Society, Vol. XIV, p. 857, and Geographical JowtjmI, Vol. I, p« 177.

§ Ri merely means ** monntain.” ^
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None of these names is in common use by the natives, and nothing would be gained

by the adoption of any one of them.

Sir M. Conway writes of the Chogo peak as being quite distinct from K*, and Dr.

Hunter Workman attaches the name of Chogo Ri on his map to a different peak from

K*. Professor Norman Collie gives the name Chogohsa to peak No. 45 of table iv.

In 1888 at a meeting of the Royal Geographical Society it was proposed by

General Walker to give the name of Godwin-Austen to peak K* after the oflB.cer

who first surveyed the Karakoram range and glaciers ; the name Godwin-Austen is now
applied to the peak by many map-makers, but it has not been accepted by the

Surveyor General of India and has not been entered on the maps of the Government

of India.

Of all the designatkias suggested for the supreme peak of the Karakoram that

of K* has now the widest vogue, and it will be in the interests of uniformity, if this

symbol be adopted henceforth to the exclusion of all others. The permanent adoption

of the symbol K* will serve to record the interesting facts that a moimtain exceeding

28000 feet in height had not been deemed worthy of a name, by the people living under

its shadow, and that its pre-eminent altitude was unsuspected until it was brought to

light by trigonometrical observations.

The name Kinchinjunga has been spelt in a variety of ways. Uniformity in

spelling is of more importance to geographers than correct-
rhc n&tnc of Kinchiiijiio^^ mi. i. c i i-xi i.

*

ness. The correct forms are doubtless Kanchenjunga or

Kanchendzonga, but the more familiar form of Kinchinjunga is that adopted by

the new Imperial Gazetteer, and this, it is to bo hoped, will now come into general

use. In north-eastern Nepal Kinchinjunga is known as Kumbhkaran Langur.

The name of Leo Pargial has figured too long upon maps to be abandoned now,.

. ... . .
but the natives on both sides of the Bashahr-Tibet border

Leo Pargial.

call the peak Rio Porgyul. Rio is merely a different form

of the word Ri, meaning mountain, as in Chumalhari.

Leo Pargial.
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Errors of observation.

ON THE ERRORS OF THE ADOPTED VALUES OF HEIGHT

The values of height given in tables i to vi of this paper must be accepted with

caution ; some are more reliable than others, but none arc correct to a foot, and many

investigations will have to be completed before altitudes can be determined with- a

greater degree of accuracy than at present.

All observations are liable to error ; no telescope is perfect, no level is entirely

trustworthy, no instrumental graduations are exact, and

no observer is infallible.

In ordinary triangulation the objects to be observed are sharp and specially erected

signals, but for the observations of a high peak, the summit, however ill-defined, cannot

be furnished with a suitable mark.

If a flat-topped peak be observed from a near station, the surveyor runs the risk of

mistaking some lower point for the summit, the latter being obscured from his view by

an intervening shoulder.

Errors of measurement however can be greatly reduced and rendered practically

negligible, if a peak be observed with a good theodolite on several occasions and

from different stations ; observations of Mount Everest, of K.-^, of Kinchinjunga, and of

others have been repeated so often and from so many different places that the local

angles of elevation have been probably determined within one or two seconds of the

truth and the errors in the mean values of height due to faults of observation are probably

less than 10 feet. But in the cases of peaks Nos. 18 and 30 of table iv, and others,

which have been observed from one station only and on but few occasions from that,

errors due to faults of observation may attain to 100 feet. A single intersection of a

peak from a single station deserves no weight whatever : it may give a result hundreds

of feet in error.

Heights in the Himalaya that have been measured from one or two stations only

may in places be thrown into error to the extent of 10 or

height for the observing station. Ifi feet by the adoption ot erroneous altitudes lor the

stations of observation.

In the case of the Karakoram and Ladak ranges the liability to error on this

account is larger and is perhaps 30 feet : the peaks of the Hindu Kush have been observed

from less known stations than those of the Karakoram and are possibly 70 feet in error

in consequence.

The Kashgar range being still more remote from the triangulation of India, the

heights of its peaks are less reliable than those of the Hindu Kush ; and the peaks of

Kungur and Muztagh Ata may be in error by 300 feet, or even more, on account of the

accumulation of error in the assumed altitudes of the stations from which they have been

observed.
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Variations of snow.

An element of uncertainty is introduced into heights by the fact that the altitudest-

of peaks are always var3dng in nature with the increase-

and decrease, of snow. The discrepancies that obtain

between the different determinations of height of the same peak may be partly due to

the fact that some observations have been made after the snow has been accTunulating,

and others after it has been diminished by heat, evaporation, wind, and avalanches.

All heights on land have to be measured from the surface of the sea, and as the latter

rises and falls with the tides, a mean level of the sea has to be adopted ; and so in the

case of the great peaks, we shall have eventually to assume the mean level of the

snow at their summits as the altitude to be determined.

A plumb-line is a string supported at its upper end and stretched by a weight

The deviation of gravity fr^^' attached to its lower end.* If there were no irregularities

the normal. matter near the earth’s surface a plumb-line would hang

truly normal ;
but mountains exert a lateral pull, and tend to deflect it towards them.

In the same way as plumb-lines are pulled out of the normal, so is the surface of water

near mountains pulled out of its spheroidal form. The attraction of the great mass of

the Himalaya and ^Tibet pulls all liquids towards itself, as the moon attracts the ocean,,

and the surface of water in repose assumes an irregular form at the foot of the Hima-

laya. If the ocean were to overflow northern India its surface would be deformed by

Himalayan attraction. The liquid in levels is similarly affected and theodolites cannot

consequently be adjusted: their plates when levelled are still tilted upwards towards

the mountains, and angles of elevation as measured are too small by the amount the

horizon is inclined to the tangential plane. At Darjeeling the surface of water in repose

is inclined about 36" to this plane, at Kurseong about 61", at Siliguri about 23", at

Dehra Dun and Mussooree about 37".

No attempt has yet been made to apply corrections to the values of heights on

account of Himalayan attraction : the determinations of the deflections of the plumb-

* To render intelligible references to the deviation of gravity it is necessary to define the following words,

vertical, horizotUal, normal, level, tangential. If the earth had been at rest, it would under the influence of gravity

have the form of a sphere: its rotation round an axis has converted the sphere into a spheroid flattened

at the poles. The present figure of the earth is not a perfect spheroid, however, as the surface is disfigured by

mountains and valleys, which are rigid enough to withstand the influences®! gravity and rotation. Everywhere

in fact on land we meet with slopes and cliffs that are obviously inclined to the general surface of the earth.

Water, however, whether it be in a basin, or lake or ocean, conforms closely to the spheroidal surface, and it is

more exact to say that the figure of the sea is a spheroid, than that the figure of the earth is one. The surface

of the sea, however, though more nearly spheroidal than that of the land, suffere from slight irregularities, and water

in repose does not conform exactly to the spheroid. Continents and mountains attract water towards themselves,

and their attraction disfigures the surfaces of oceans and ponds and levels.
^

If the earth were a homogeneous and

perfect spheroid, the direction of gravity would everywhere l>e perpendicular to its surface, but the earth is

irregular, and gravity does not always coincide with the perpendicular to the general surface. Gravity acts in a

diTOTtion perpendicular to the surface of water. We have then to consider what we mean by a vertical line—

whether it is the perpendicular to the earth’s mean surface or whether it is the direction of gravity. The word

vertical, wv think, should be employed to describe the direction of gravity ; the line perpendicular to the mean

surface should be called the normal. The actual surface of the sea and of water, however disfigured from a

spheroid, is the fwef surface, and the word feed should only be appUed to this actual surface. The foUowing

will explain the difference between the horizontal and tangential planes at any point of the earth’s

surface : the horizowUd is the plane that is tangential to the local surface of water, however the latter may be

deformed : the tangential plane is the plane that is tangential to the mean spheroidal surface.
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line are at present not sufficiently perfect to justify the results being utilised to correct

altitudes.*

We know that all angles of elevation. to Himalayan peaks measured from the

plains of India and from the outer hills are too small, and consequently all our values

of Himalayan heights are Too small. Errors 6f this nature range from 40 to 100 feet.

•

Of the deflection of gravity from the normal in Tibet or Kashgar or on the Kara-

koram or Hindu Kush we know as yet nothing.

If a peak be observed from different directions, the deflection of the plumb-line in

the plane of the peak will probably be different at every observing station, and the

several values of height may consequently appear discoi^ht. Such discordances,

however, are unavoidable ; their presence implies that the direction of gravity has been

varying, and it leads us to hope that the errors due to deflections of the plumb-line are

tending to cancel in the mean.

The most serious source of unceiTainty affecting values of heights is the

. , . „ , . refraction of the atmosphere. A ray of light from a peak

to an observer’s eye does not travel along a straight line^

but asstimes a curved path concave to the earth. The ray enters the observer’s eye in

a direction tangential to the curve at that point, and this is the direction in which th(^

observer sees the peak. It makes the peak appear too high. Kefraction is greatest

in the morning and evening and least in the middle of the day : it is different in

summer from what it is in winter. If we observe Dhaulagiri from the plains of

Gorakhpur, it appears to fall 500 feet between sunrise and the afternoon, and to rise

again 300 feet before sunset. Even in the afternoon, when it appears lowest, it will

still be too high by perhaps. 700 feet.

In 1853 Sir Andrew Waugh determined the curvature of the path of a ray of

light between the outer Himalaya and the low plains of Bengal by means of simul-

taneous observations taken from both ends of the ray. He then assumed that the

path of a ray to a snow peak would be similarly curved, and he reduced the apparent

heights of the peaks accordingly. But we believe now that he reduced the heights by

too much : his determination of a ray’s curvature in the outer Himalaya was correct,

but this curvature, we think, is not maintained at higher altitudes. As the rarefaction

of the atmosphere increases, the ray assumes a less curved path, and Sir Andrew

Waugh’s method attributed to refraction a greater effect than it really has. To the

Karakoram heights Colonel Montgomerie employed smaller corrections for refraction

than Waugh used for the Himalaya.

• PhUosophicol Traiiaaetiona of the Royal Society of London: Series A, Volume 206 (1905), pp. 289 to 318.

E
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If we bring together in the following table the different errors to which carefully

- , determined heights of peaks are liable it will help to focus
Summary of errors. or c

our ideas :
— •

Table VIII.—Magnitudes of possible errors.

Source of error. 1

Great Himalaya
‘

range.
*

Karakoram
range.

Variations of snow-level from the mean . Unknown Unknown .

Errors of observation ..... 10 feet 20 feet

Adoption of erroneous height for observing

station 10 feet 30 feet

Deviation of gravity 60 feet, too small Unknown .

Atmospheric refraction * 150 feet, too small . 10 to 30 feet

Kashgar
range.

Unknown.
100 feet.

300 feet.

Unknown.
60 feet.

The following table shows how the different values of the height of Mount Everest

Deduction of the height of have been deduced:

—

Mount Everest.

Table IX.—^Height of Mount Everest.

1
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SSsa

1 Station of observation.

o

§
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Height
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s
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Biatance
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Everest.
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b
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Waugh
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Resulting

he
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co-e

refraction

stations
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Resulting

he
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o
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refractic

from

statio

plains.

Feet. Miles. Feet. Feet. Feet. Feet
Jirol 1849 220 118*661 30366 28991*6 29141
Mirzapur 1849 245 108*876 30165 29005*3 29135
Janjpati 1849 255 108*362 30141 29001*8 29117
Ladnia 1849 2,35 108*861 30171 28998*6 29144
Harpur 1849 219 111*523 30221 29026-1 29146
Minai 1850 228 113*761 30282 28990*4 29160
Suberkuin 1881 11041 87*636 29576 29141

Do. 188.3 11641 87-«3« 20672 29137
Tiger Hill 1880 sm 107*952 29860 29140
Sandakphu 1883 11929 89*668 29620 29142
Phallut 1902 11816 85*553 29589 29161
Senchal 1902 8599 108*703 29041 2913i

Mean • •• •• 29002 29141 29141

Range of variation in values* 794
1

1 Misleading.f 17 43
1 o .

The 6th column gives the values of height obtained from observation, if no

correction for refraction be applied. It will be noticed that all the values of height in

this column derived from observations taken at low-lying stations exceed 30000 feet,

whereas those derived from observations taken at high altitudes are less than 30000 feet.

The reason of this difference is that refraction tends to elevate a peak to a greater

extent when the observation is made through the thick atmosphere of the plains than

* The range of variation is the differentJe between the largest and smallest values of height in the 'column above ;

it is the maximum discordance obtained, and as such it furnishes evidence as to the correctness of the refraction
co-efficient adopted-

t The extent of the range of variation affords no useful information unless the same value for refraction has been
employed throughout. By using selected values of refraction we can make all values of height identical and have no
range of variation at all.
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when the line of sight passes only through the rarefied air of hill stations. It will be
noticed that when no correction for refraction is applied, the largest of the values in

the 6th column differs from the smallest by 794 feet, but that the application of

corrections reduces the discrepancies materially.

The height 29141 is stUl probably too small, as it has yet to be corrected for the

effects of deviations of gravity. Though it is a more reliable result than 29002, the

latter value is still to be retained in. maps and publications of the Survey. We cannot

claim to have solved the problems of refraction, nor to have eliminated all uncertainties

:

our knowledge of the deflections of gravity is still but superficial, and although we may
endeavour continually to improve our heights, it would be a mistaken policy to in-

troduce new values at every step of the investigation. Values of heights, as has been

explained in a previous section, furnish means of identification and are not to be

altered frequently or without good reason. We have discu^tld the height of Mount
Everest to show the degree of uncertainty attaching to it, bim^e do not propose to

substitute 29141 for the long adopted and well-known value 29002.*

It is probable that the accepted height of Kinchin]unga is, like that of Mount

Deduction of the height of Kin-
Everest, too small : the following table shows how the

chinjunga. height of Kinchinjunga has been deduced :

—

Table X.—^Height of Kinchinjunga.

Station of observation.

1

1

!
0

1
Height

of

station

of

observation.

Distance

from

Kin-

chinjunga.

Values

of

height,

if

no

correction

for

refrac-

tion

be

applied.

Kesulting

height

as

determined

by

Waugh

with

co-efficienta

of

refraction

varying

from

0*07

to

0*09

from

atatioas

in

the

plains.

Kesulting

hei|dit

from

computations

in

1905

with

CO-

efficient

of

refraction

0*05

from

stati(ma

in

the

bills.

Besolting

height

with

assumed

co-effloient

of

refraction

0*0645

from

stations

in

the

plains.

Feet. Miles. Feet. Feet. Feet. Feet
Dumdangi .... 1847 307 84-951 28866 28137*8 28224
Thakurganj .... 1847 264 88-491 28948 28138-3 28266
Bandarjiila .... 1847 238 92-560 29000 28128-6 28312
Minai ..... 1850 228 116-174 29494 28162-5 28346
Bai.si .... 1860

1

234 116-631 29483 28152-1 28322
Harpur .... 1849 219 124*694 29651 281.33*7 28297
Senchal .... 1847 8599 50*158 28401 28138-8 28231
Birch Hill .... 1847 6874 44*907 28379 28152-3 28239 ,

,

Tonglu ..... 1847 10073 46-369 28370 28169*6 28220 , ,

Observa tory Hill
j

1884 7162 45-720 28353 28212 ••

Mean .....
1

•• •• 28146 28226
,

28295

Range of variation in values f
1

\

1298 Misleading.]; 14
j

122

1

If we examine the results of the 5th column, which have not been corrected for

refraction, we find that all the heights derived from observations at low-lying stations

exceed 28800 feet, and all those derived from observations made at high altitudes

are below 28410. The heavy atmosphere of the plains had greater refracting effects

than the rarefied air of the hills and raised the peak to a greater extent.

• Survey of India, Professional jHiper No. 9, 1905.

t Tho range of variation is the difference between the largest and smallest values of height in the column above ;

it is the maximum disconlance obtained and as such it furnishes evidence as to the correctness of the refraction

co-efficient adopted.

J The extent of the range of variation affords no useful information unless the same value for refraction has been

employed throughout. By using selected values of refraction we can make all values of height identical and have no-

range of variation at all.

E 2
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If no correction ior refraction be applied, the values of height vary from 28353

to 29661, a discrepancy of 1298 feet : the 7th and 8th columns show how this discrep-

ancy can be reduced by corrections for .refraction.

The following table shows how the height of Dhaulagiri was obtained ; no obser-

Deduction of the height of Dhauia- vations have been taken to it from stations in the hills :

—

giri.

Table XI.—^Height of Dhaulagiri.' ,

Station of obaervation.

1

Year

of

observation.

Height

of

station

of

observation.

a
eo

A
a
s

!

^

l-a
.a «
fi

Valuesof

height,

if

no

correction

for

refrac-

tion

be

applied.

Resulting

height

as

determined

by

Wangb

with

co-efficienta

of

refraction

varying

from

0*07

to

0*09.

Resulting

height

with

assumed

co-effleient

i

of

refraction

0*0645.

j

A

Morairi .... • 1848

Feoi.

3:i4

Milos.

105*976
Feet.

27974
Feet.

26791'

0

Feet.

27002
Banarsi ...... 1849 329 95*625 27928 26773*8 27128
Saonbarsa 1849 315 104*043 28093 268:30*8 27151
Purena ...... 1849 299 105*800 28011 2(i8I3-l 27044
Ghaos ....... 1849 327 95*812 27862 26775*5 27052
Tulsipur ' 1848

1

376 104*461 27930 26824*8 26988
Anarkali 1848

I

434 137*340 28640 26756*6 27002

Mean 1

• •
1

26795 27052

Range of variation in values
,

788
I

Mi.sleadiMg.*j*i

The height 26796 is too low : the reductions made on account of refraction were

too great.

The observations in the North-West Himalaya of the great peaks of K*. Nanga
Parbat, etc., were taken not from low dusty hazy plains as those of the Nepalese peaks

were, but from high stations, and the rays passed through a rarefied atmosphere.

The height of K* was deduced by Colonel Montgomerie

as follows ;

—

Deduction of the height of

station of observation.

8hantfruti

Biachuthusa
Marshala
Kastor
Thurigo

I
Haramukh
Kanuri-Nar
Harwai
Thalanka

!
Mean ....

I

Range of variation in values

Table XIT.—Height of K^.

a
o a

' ""P c-
.
^ os

1

1

Year

of

observati

eight

of

statio

observation.

istance

from

K

alues

of

height

Do

correction

refraction

be

plied.

i n Q 1 >
1,

Feet. M>7es.
1

Foot.

.
1

1859 17531 78*9
j

28640

•
1

1859 1G746 99*0 28846
I

1858 10906 58*0
i 28472

1868 15983 66*0 ! 28560
1858 17246 61*8 28515

• i
1850 1(?001 i:36*5 29300

1

1867 164:37 114*3 28920
1857 16304 88*0 28666
18.57 16830 74*7 28613

•• ••

•
i

•* •• •• 828

^ •

S 4.
®

co-Sils

lilli
ill si

Feet.
28246*6
28218*7
28240*0
28261*4
28254* 1

2829:1*9

28218*4
28258*5
28322*7

28253

104

I

I

The range of variation is the difference between the largest and smallcRt values of height in the column above;
it is the maximum discordance obtained and as such it furnishes evidence as to the correctness of the refraction
co-eflBeient adopted.

•f
The extent of the range of variation affords no useful information unless the same value for refraction has been

oniplo3rod throughout. By using selootcd values of refraction we can make all values of height identical and have no
range of variation at all.
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The following table shows the height of Nanga Parbat as deduced from the observ-

Deduction of the height of Nanga ations Using different refraction co-efficients :—

•

Parbat.

Table XIII.—Height ttf Nanga Parbat.

Statioa of

observatiua.

[
Year

of

obser-

1

vation.

i

Height

of

sta-

tion

of

obser-

vation.
Distance

from

Nanga

Barbat.

0-00 0*01

Height wi

0-02
j

0*03

TU KEPHA

0-04

OTION CO-EPFIOIENTS OV

0-05
i
0-00

;

0-07 0-08 0-09

i

1

' o-io

Feet. Miles.

!

Feet. Feet.

1

1

Feet. ! Feet. Feet. Feet. Feet. Foot. Feet. Feet. Feet.

Ahartatopa 1855 13020 133-744 27885 27040 27407 ! 27108 26020 20680 20440 26210 2.5970 2.5734 2.5404

'

Pahargarh 1855 11350 118 751 27080 27492 27304 i 27110 20023 26730 20551
j

20362 •20174 2.50H8 2.5800
Goglpatri 1855 7752 95 05.5 27332 27211 27000 1 20000 20848 20720 20004 1 20485 20303 20243 20124
Haramukh 1850 10001 59*275 20882 1 20835 I 20788 ; 20741 20094 20047 26.509 1 205.52 20505 20400 20413
Kajnag 1856 12111 73-5.50 270-28 200.50 26884 ! •20812 20740 2000OJ^505 ! 20.524 20152 20380 20307
Poshkar 1850 8323 83-401 27210 2712.5 27031 .

•20937 20843 2074111 H0r>4 . 20502 20408 20370 20282
lamail-dl-dori . 1850 12030 03-805 20947 20802 20837 1 20782 20727 20Og;^ eO017

,

20503 20508 20454 20400
Safapur 1850 10290 06-339 20017 26858 20700 . 20740

j
20081 200 S;] |b0504 1 20.506 20447 20387 20320 ,

Uant 1850 13470 43-107 20771 20740 20721 20000 20071 200‘W^ 20021 20500 26572 20540 20.522

Manganwar 18.50 8715 .50-510 20854 20811 20708
;

2072.5 20082 20038 20596 ; 20553 20510 20407 20425
Marinag . . 1S.50 118U 40-342 20780 207.51 20722

1
26003 20004 20030 20000 26570 20540 26520 20492

Mean
1

27118 27029 20041 208.53 20704 20070 20.587 , 20490 20411 26323 ‘ 2623.5

Kange of varia-

tion In values* 1

1114 000 086 475
1

205

1
i

125

1

•20.5, 380 002 812 1028

It will be noticed that when a co-efficient of 0‘10 is used, the height of Nanga

Parbat as determined from different places varies between 25494 and 26522, a range

of 1028 feet.

This great variation shows that the co-efficient of O’lO is inapplicable : with a

co-efficient of 0’09 the height varies from 25734 to 26546, a range of 812 feet. The

range of variation decreases, until with a co-efficient of 0'05 all the values of height fall

between 26624 and 26749, a range of 125 feet. If we decrease the co-efficient still

further to 0’04, the variations again begin to increase, and the range extends to 266

feet, from 26664 to 26929 : if the co-efficient be decreased to 0*00 the range of variation

becomes 1114 feet.

The actual height adopted by Montgomerie for Nanga Parbat was 26620, and

we are unable to improve upon his value : it is produced if a general co-efficient of 0’057

be accepted for refraction.

Is the great Himalaya range still rising? This is a question often asked but which

no one has been able to answer. The observations of
The rise of the Himalaya.

peaks made between 1850 and 1860 were not sufficiently

prolonged at any one station to enable us to rely with certainty on the values of

height then obtained. When the absolute height of a peak is being measured, stations

of observation have to be multiplied in order to cancel effects of refraction and

gravity, but when a slow variation in height is being determined, it is better to carry

out long series of observations from one station only. In the latter case differences

are being sought, not absolute heights, and all that is necessary is to repeat observations

* The range of variation is the difference between the largest an<l smallest values of height in tho column above ;

it is the maximum discordance obtained and as such it furnishes evidence a.s to the f'orrectneH.s of the refraction

co-efficient adopted.
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from the same station, on the same days of the year, and under the same conditions..

In 1905 a series of observations was commenced from the trigonometrical station of

Nojli, and it is proposed to observe the heights of several peaks for some years and at

different seasons in each year. If a reliable series of results be once obtained, a similar

set of observations can be repeated at a subsequent date and any actual change of

height that has occurred in the interim may be discovered.

The Siwalik range was elevated at a more recent date than the Himalaya, and is

the most likely of all the ranges to be rising still : a bench-mark has been placed on the

crest-line south of Dehra Dun, and its height has been determined by spirit levelling r

if the bench-mark is preserved, future changes in altitude should be discoverable.

Slow changes in the level of land, unaccompanied by sudden movements, have been

observed to occur alorA.many coasts. At great distances from the sea such changes

would take place withowR^oeing noticed : without the aid of the sea as a datum we da

not observe slow gradual movements, and a continuous rise of a foot a year might ga

on for centuries without attracting the attention of man. If an earthquake occurs

and a tract of land suddenly subsides along a line of fracture in the crust, the result is

apparent and measurable, but if the elevation of a large area takes place in all direc-

tions gradually and without fracture of the crust or any marked upheaval it may be

considerable and yet escape observation. In the Dharmsala earthquake of 1906 an

immense region may have been elevated or depressed through many feet, but if the

change were nowhere sudden we should not without refined trigonometrical observa-

tions become aware of its occurrence. 1 ^ ^ •
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5

ON THE FREQUENCY WITH WHICH PEAKS OF CERTAIN HEIGHTS TEND
TO OCCUR.

Lest this review should degenerate into tables of numerical data we liave

refrained from continuing the lists of peaks below 24000 feet, but in deducing the

continuity of ranges amid a vast mountainous area it is necessary to take into account

the lower peaks. I

The following table shows the total number of peaks cxcw eng 20000 feet that

have been discovered. The chart forming tlie frontispiece ^^es the ranges to
up

^ ^
which the several peaks of the table have been allotted :— e f = -

Table XIV.—The numbers of peaks of different altitudes

covered in Asia.

have been dis-

Aegiol). Rungc.

Bof.weon
20000
and
21000
loot.

Between
210<K)

and
22000
feet.

1

Bciwcou Between
22000

1

23000
und ' and

23000 ; ^4000
foot.

1

foot.

Peaks of
r>th

magni-
tude
24000

to 25000
foot.

Jr
-

Beaks of Peaka of Peaks of
4tli 3rd ' 2nd

mugni- inagni-
j

ntagni-
tiide

,
tude i tiule

250<J0 20000
1 27000

to 20000 to 27000 to 28000
feet. feet.

|

feet.

Peaks of first
M.VGNlTUDE.

28000 Above
to200(K) 29000

feot.
1

foot.

Trans-
J

Tibetan. J

Tian Slian

Trans Alai

Kashgar
Sarikol

1

I

1 1

2

1

1 2

1

.
.

1

.
.

^

c Kuon Lull 2S 10 :i 1

1

1

North-
J

Aghil •24 o 1 . .

West Tibet. ) Karakoram . 92 71 28 10 7 10 4 • •

1
,

)

L Hindu Kush . 49 29 i;{ 9 :i 1 ..
1

:

f
Kailas, West 9 8 2 1

1

'

“i

1

1

Kailas, Kast . 11
i

I- ..
1

Southern
]

Ladak, West ll .) 1

Tibet, i Ladak, Kast . 11
1

P2 r> 1

1;
' Ninchinthangla

1 :i 1 [

L' Zaskar.... 20
1

11 G 2 1

1

i r
1

. !

'

(jreat Himalaya range ~

(In As.sam) . 9 (i « 1

1

I

Himalaya
. ^

1

(InNojial) ir» ;i:i 17 i !) i:i G 1 1

(In Kumaun) . . 1 27 i •24 :i2 9 i 2

(Tn Punjab) . 7 • () 2 1 1

Himalaya
.

|

I^.sser Himalaya range

(between Kulu and
Laluiul) r>

1

Total 2r»o

j

liU
1

1

G2
i

i

27 32
!

1

n .>
'

2 1
;

Russian surveyors probably know of more peaks exceeding 20000 hict than we

have been able to allot to the Tian .Shan and Trans Alai ranges : but they have only

discovered one peak above 23000 feet,—Tengri Khan {ridf; table vi ). The highest

peak of the Trans Alai range is Kaufmann (table vj).
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Twenty-seven peaks exceeding 20000 feet have been allotted in the table to the-

Aghil range : these peaks when plotted appear to stand between the Karakoram and

Kuen Lun ranges, but they are insuffici^t in number to enable the intervening ranges

to be traced : it is possible that some of these peaks belong properly to the Karakoram

range and some to the Kuen Lun : no certain distribution can be made at present,

and the trend of the Aghil range as shown on the frontispiece chart must be regarded

as problematical.

The single peak of the Ladak range that exceeds 26000 feet in height is Gurla

Mandhata : the great peak of the Zaskar range is Kamet : the highest peak of the Kailas

range is Rakaposhi
,
The Kailas and Ladak ranges have for convenience been divided

into east and'" sections at lake Manasarowar.

The totals i^ • W'vxiv show us that more peaks of the fourth magnitude have
'

j'i'* been discovered than of the fifth. This phenomenon
e effect o snow ujiv. • ^

.
is so Striking that it is necessary to consider whether

it can be due in a» , .ay to snow-fall,—whether there can exist some critical altitude

at which a maxin im amount of snow tends to accumulate.

The term
‘

‘ snow-line
’

’ is the line through a mountain region along which the

quantity of snow that falls annually is equal to the quantity that is melted annually

;

below this line more snow can be melted in a year than actually falls ; above the snow-

line more snow falls than can be melted. In the Kumaun Himalaya the snow-line

was determined by General Richard Strachey to be 16600 feet on the south side of

the great range and 18600 feet on the north side.*

As we ascend above the snow-line, we find the depth of perpetual snow tending

to increase, but we do not know at what altitude in any given region the accumulation

becomes a maximum. As the altitude increases, less snow is melted in the year, but

the amounts removed by wind and evaporation may for what we know to the con-

trary be greater ; the snow-fall moreover itself decreases with height, and at a certain

altitude the decrease in fall begins to produce a diminution in the amount annually

accumulated.

The problem is complicated too by considerations other than meteorological. A
flat-topped summit will accumulate greater masses of snow than a precipitous and

pointed peak. Mountains such as K“, Nanga Parbat, or Rakaposhi are too sharp to-

allow the snow to lie in quantity ; as soon as snow falls upon them it descends in the

form of avalanches to lower levels and hardens into glacier-ice. But the great Tirich

Mir group of peaks have rounded tops, which have possibly been formed by constant

accumulations of snow.

The question is therefore not simply one of the balance of snow-fall and melting,,

for the shape of a peak is a most important factor. The peaks on which snow has

been accumulating for centuries are those possessing flat tops, and as flat tops are

not more likely to occur at one altitude than at another, it is not possible to attribute

* Vide Section 19, Part II of this paper.
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th© great number of peaks of the fourth magnitude to excessive accumulations of snow

at 26000 feet.

Peaks of 34000 feet

tively rare.

are compara-

e principals of

9 feet), Badri-

Tet), Glaurisankar

ave been found to

In the Himalayan system of ranges the great peaks may be divided into twelve

groups : in two the principal peaks exceed 28000 feet,

in five the principals lie between 26000 and 27000 feet,

* in three between 26000 and 26000, and in onlv two are

the principals between 24000 and 26000.*

In the Karakoram system the same paucity of 24000 feet peaks is observed : one

group surrounds a principal exceeding 28000 feet ; seven groups^urround principals

of 26000 feet, and in two groups only are the principals of 24o4» feet.

In the Himalayan system there are many groups of
^

which rise to 23000 feet ; amongst others table vi show^^ l

nath (23190 feet), Chumalhari (23930 feet), Dayabhang (‘^
^

(23440 feet), Ser or Nana (23410 feet).

So far then as observations have gone, peaks of 24000 feet

be relatively rare, and principals of groups of that height very rare. At the same

time the incompleteness of the trigonometrical survey has to be borne in mind ; the

peaks of Nepal were observed from very distant stations situated on the low-l3dng

plains of India, and some are known to have been hidden from observers by clouds.

A trigonometrical surveyor has no fixed observatory in which he can wait with

patience for clear days : he has to observe from many stations in the course of a

year, and has always to be moving forward. In observing important peaks he may

consider it justifiable to delay for days to ensure that no great altitude has been

missed, but some of the minor peaks may be lost, if clouds are persistent.

For weeks together the snow-peaks will be visible for a short time after sunrise,

and then become obscured for the rest of the day by clouds or dust-haze rising off the

plains : the surveyor utilises the few minutes at his disposal in observing carefully

the principal peaks in view, but he has not the time to make an exhaustive study of

the range. So long as the Nepal peaks have to be observed from distances of 100 miles

the trigonometrical survey will remain incomplete.f

In view of the known incompleteness of the survey, as a whole, a discussion of the

numbers of peaks of the fourth and fifth magnitudes may be considered superfluous.

But though the data are insufficient to justify conclusions being drawn, observed pecu-

liarities are deserving of notice. The surface features of the solid earth do conform

generally to the laws of probability : half the whole surface of the lithosphere is situated

within 700 feet of sea-level, and the highest heights and the deepest deeps occur very

rarely. It was reasonable to expect that we should discover more peaks of 20000 feet

than of 21000 feet and more of 23000 feet than of 24000, and this we have done : but

* The actual number of Himalayan groups is ten ; Kamet and Qurla Mandhata raise the total to tweWe.

t The Kumaun and Punjab Himalaya have however been very closely examined and the absence of peaks ot 24000

feet is more marked than in Nepid.

Colonel Tanner, who observed the peaks of Nepal from many different places, with the object of supplementing the

previous observations of the Great Trigonometrical Survey, wrote “ Very few of the groat peaks escaped the observers of

••the Trigonometrical Survey.”
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there is one striking exception to the rule,—the peaks of the fourth nuignitude exceed in

number those of the fifth.

From present data it is difficult to calculate by the law of probability how many

peaks of any particular altitude may be expected to
Arolication of the law of probability. • ,

• • • n ^ i • i

exist in a given region ; we have as yet no satisfactory

basis. We cannot, for instance, take the peaks of 20000 and 21000 feet as our data

and deduce from them the probable numbers of other heights, because we know that

many peaks of 20000 and 21000 feet have escaped our surveyors and that our

observed numbers rre in defect of reality.

We can calcul* ^ the probable numbers of peaks upon the hypothesis that all

existing peaks abs ‘ ^;^';'00 feet have been discovered, but this h)rpothe3is is not satis,

factory as it giv#>^ . weight to the few highest peaks.
'x' 5* i

*

Finally, we ct, • the peaks of 26000 and 26000 feet, and assuming that no

others of such heid exist undiscovered, we can deduce the probable number of

peaks of all heightl'
^
The objection to this hypothesis is that there are reasons for

believing that the number of peaks of 26000 feet is larger than the law of probability

would give.

In the following table is shown the number of peaks of each altitude that the

law of probability would lead us to expect to find ;

—

Table XV.—Comparisons between probable and actual numbers.

Height in feet.

Probable number
of peaks on the as-

sumption that there

exist eleven

between 26000 and
27000 and one peak
above 29000 feet.

Actual

number
of

peaks
dis-

covered.

i

!

Discrepancy
between
probables

and actuals.

Probable

number of

peaks on the

assumption
that there exist

eleven peaks
between 26000
and 27000 and

thirty-two

between 25000
and 26000 feet.

Actual

number
of

peaks
dis-

covered-

Discrepancy

between
probables

and
actuals.

Above 29000 1 ... 1 0 1 ... 1 0 .

Between 28000 and 29000.

.

2 .!. 2 0 1 ... 2 . . . +1 .

.

„ 27000 and 28000.

.

5 ..... ... 2 .... -3 4 . . . 2 ... —2 .

.

„ 26000 and 27000.

.

11 ..... .. 11 0 11 .. 11 0 ..

„ 25000 and 26000.

.

23 ..... i.. 32 .... +9 32 .. 32 0 .

„ 24000 and 25000.. 47 !.. 27 ... —20 84 .. 27 —57
„ 23000 and 24000.

.

93 !.. 62 . . . —31 218 .. 62 . —156
„ 22000 and 23000.

.

179 . 146 ... -33 544 . 146 . —398 !!

„ 21000 and 22000.. 336 . 260 ... —85 i 1302 . 250 —1052 ..

„ 20000 and 21000.

.

607 . 354 .. -263
,!

2996

1

. 354 —2642 ..

In the first half of this table the probable numbers are calculated on the assump-

tion that eleven peaks between 26000 and 27000 feet exist and one peak of 29000

feet. On this assumption the actual number of peaks below 26000 feet is shown

throughout to be less than the probable number,—a deficiency that can only be regarded
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as reasonable seeing that many peaks of these heights are known to be still unobserved.

The curious feature of this portion of the table is that the actual number of peaks

between 26000 and 26000 feet exceeds the
.
probable number by 9. The meaning

of this excess is that the number of existirig peaks between 26000 and 26000 feet is

greater than would be expected from the number known to exist above 26000 feet.

In the second half of the table the probable numbers have been calculated on the

assumption that eleven peaks exist between 26000 and 27000 feet and thirty-two

between 26000 and 26000 feet. The result of including these thirty-two peaks in the

data is to increase greatly the numbers of inferior peaks : the increase becomes enormous

if the table is extended down to 16000 feet,* and the numbers of^fceaks then shown as

probably existing are clearly in excess of the actuals. The meg giVw gb this excess is

that the number of existing peaks between 26000 and 26000 f^^ S than would be

expected from the number believed to exist below 26000 fed,.

Whilst then we recognise the insufficiency of our data, we^ /y^at the results of

table XV are not without interest : we find from that table that’- I number of peaks

between 26000 and 26000 feet is unduly great, whether they beJompared with those

abcyoe 26000 or with those below 26000 feet.

The height of the rock summit of a peak is the resultant effect of two forces,—(i) the

force of compression which elevated the range, (ii) the erosive force which is lowering

the range. The rock summit is covered by an unknown amount of snow. If we reject

the snow-covering as insignificant in effect, we shall have to assume that the combined

actions of the compressing and eroding forces have tended to produce in Asia an

exceptional number of peaks attaining 26000 feet.

Probable numbers of peaks :

—

Height in feet.

Basis of calculation

:

one peak above 29000,
eleven peaks between 26000

and 27000 feet.

Basis of calculation

:

eleven peaks between 26000
and 27000,

tbirty-two peaks between 25000
and 26000 foot.

Between 19000 and 20000 . 1070 . 6616 . .
1

„ 18000 and 19000 . . 1833 . 14030 . 1

„ 17000 and 18000 . . 3048 28666 - .

'

„ 16000 and 17000 . . 4923 . 65848
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6

ON THE GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OP THE GREAT PEAKS.

One of the difficulties encountered in the classification of mountain-peaks is that

absolute altitude is not a true indication of regional importance.

The presence of a peak of 20000 feet that surpasses in height all other surrounding

summits furnishes more instructive lessons than one like Jano (25294 feet), which is a

mere projection frd-n a buttress of Kinchinjunga.

Peaks ma;;^.in/ let be divided into four classes according to their relative local

importance : i

(i) Therec -
’ y - ^ ^ndpal of a group like Everest (29002 feet) or Tirich Mir

{25\
'

).

(ii) There ia twin of the principal like Kinchinjunga II (27803 feet) or Mer

(2326\ (.eet)—situated in close proximity to the principal and rivalling it

in altitude.

(iii) There is the companion like Makalu or Gasherbrum, which situated in the

vicinity of the principal is 1000 or perhaps 2000 feet lower.

(iv) There is the sateUite like Jano or Kabru, 3000 or 4000 feet lower than the

principal.

In the following table the great peaks of the Himalaya are divided into regional

groups : those that are twins are marked by an asterisk. The numbers of the peaks

are taken from tables i to v of this paper.
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Out of the 76 peaks of Asia that are known to exceed 24000 feet in height, 42
have been distributed amongst the ten groups above and may be regarded as befonging
to the Himalayan system. •

^

Table XVII..—Summary of Himalayan peaks.

N o. of group.
^

\ame of group.

I
I

Kulha Kangri
I

I

II
j

Kinchinjunga

III Everest

IV Gosainthan

V ...
VI ...

No. of great peaks
exceeding 24000

feet.

3

7

9

2

1

i

3

VII

VIII

IX

X

Dhaulagiri ..........
Kumaiui ..........
Kashmir ..........

Total niunbcr of great peaks on Himalayan range

Total number of Trans-Hi malayan great peaks

north of Kuniaim group.

4

6

3

2

40

o

Total 42

We described on page 10 how few peaks were really peaked in the true sense of th(^

word; and of true peaks there is hardly one that can be accurately described as solitary.

Nanga Parbat (26620 feet) is the most famous example of a solitary cone, but even

Nanga Parbat has a companion (25672 feet) standing at a distance of a mile and a

satellite (23170 feet) within 3 miles.

Gurla Mandhata is often described as a solitary peak, but it has two satellites ;

one of these, 22846 feet in height, stands 2 miles N. of its principal ;
the other is 22673

feet and 3 miles E.N.E.

Kamet appears on the charts to be standing alone on the border of Tibet, but tlii'

peak of Mana (2.3862 feet) is within 3 miles of it.

The accompanying plate contains two drawings by Colonel George Strahan, E.R.

That of Nanga Parbat furnishes a fine example of a solitary peak. The other shows the

twin peaks of Bandaryiunch with their connecting ridge resembling a suspended chain

;

these twin peaks are 3000 yards apart and 20720 and 20017 feet in height respectively.
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I’he ten groups of the Karakoram system may now be summarised :

—

Table XIX.—Sum^iaiy of Karakoram peaks.

No. of

group.
Name of group. No. of great peaks

exceeding 24000 feet.

XI

.

-

Shyok Nubra 3

XII 1

XIII 3

XIV Karakoram 8

XV Kunjut 3

' XVI Hunza-Kunji 4

XVII
i

Tirich Mir 4

1

1

i

Total number of great peaks on the Karakoram range . .
;

i

26

XVIII Great peaks between the Indus river and the Karakoram
range 3

XIX & XX Great peaks north of the Karakoram range ....
'

4

Total number of great peaks in the Karakoram system 33

Colonel Tanner has pointed oat that the imposing appearance of a peak depends
not on absolute height but on the amount of its slope exposed to view, and he gave
the following table of peaks which he had observed, to show the superiority in

appearance of Nanga Parbat.
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Table XX.

Name of peak.

i

i

• As seen from

•

Distance.

Height of :

slope '

exposed
to view.

•

1

1

1

Miles. Feet. 1

Mount Everest . Purnea, Bengal 118 8000

Mount Everest Sandakphu on Singalila ridge .... 90 12000 i

Makalu . Purnea, Bengal 120 8000

Makalu . Sandakphu 79 9000

Nanga Parbat From the right bank of the Indus .... 40 23000
'

Tirich Mir

i

1

j

On the road from Gilgit to Chitral.... 40 18000

Rakaposhi Chaprot 40

1

18000

Einchinjunga.

i

Darjeeling .......
1

46 16000
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T

THE GEOLOGY OF THE GREAT PEAKS.

In dealing with the great peaks the geologist is at no small disadvantage as com-

pared with the surveyor, whose instruments enablp him to work from a distance and

to fix with accuracy the position and height of the object of his observation. The

geologist, on the other hand, must toil arduously up the mountain sides, examining

at close quarters such outcrops of rocks as he can find clear of snow, and, where further

progress is barred, must d(!pend for his information on fallen fragments, splintered

from the cliffs above and brought down by avalanches and glaciers to form moraines

and talus heaps. Thus the cofii position of the highest peaks is rarely known in any

detail, but the general character of the rocks can be ascertained, with a fair approxi-

mation to certainty, from observation of the material on their flanks, and from a

distant view of the weathering characters and apparent structure of the peaks them-

selves : it has thus beim fourul that almost all those of 2.'5()00 feet or more in height

are composed of granite, gneiss, and associated crystalline rocks.

Of the granite there are at least two varieties, a foliated rock composed essen-

tially of (piartz, felspar, and biotite (black mica), and a younger non-foliated form

containing, in addition to quartz and felspar, white mica (muscovite), black tourma-

line, beryl, and various accessory minerals. The former variety was long regarded as a

sedimentary rock which had been converted by heat and pressure into gneiss, but its

truly intrusive nature was n'cogniscal by the late Ijieutenant-Oeneral (!. A. McMahon,*

who proved conclusively that the great central gnei.ssose rock of the Himalaya was

in reality a granite crushetl and foliated by pressure. This rock is frequently pierced

by veins of the second or non-foliated variety, aiul where these run parallel to tin* folia-

tion planes, tliey lend to the series a deceptive appearance' of bedding and cause it,

when seen from a distance, to be mistaken for a mass of stratified deposits. This

is a common characteristic of the higlu'r peaks and may be noticed in many of tlu'

granitic ma.sses of the great Himalayati range.

Although our experience leads us to a.s.sume that all the highest peaks are com-

posed iargeiy of granite, many more observations must be made before this can be

positively asserted to be the case. Thus the most important mass of all, the Everest

group, is still a blank on our geological maps, and so also is Kidha Kangri in Bhutan.

Retwee!! these two, however, we know that all the most important peaks are formed

of granite. Thus ('humalhari (23930 feet) is compo.sed of foliated (gneLssose) granite

penetrated by veins of the non-foliated variety, and flanked by the altered representa-

tives of slates and linrestones metamorphosed by the granite wliich has been forced up

through them from below. Further to the west, the Kinchinjunga group is also formed

of granite,t flanked by metamorphic rocks certainly in part derived froin pre-existing

* Rccordsy Giuloyical iiurcty (tj Inditiy VqI. XV (188‘J), p. 44. Vol. XVI (1883), iJ. 129, and

(Jeological Magazhi’^, 111. V(»lume 4 (1887), p. 2 Ig.

t K. J. CJar.vood in 1). W. Fioshtield’s Round Kangchenjunga (1903).
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sediments but re-arranged and recrystallised by heat and pressure and converted int(»

various forms of gneiss and schist. Owing to the rigid exclusion of British travellers

from Nepal, we know little or nothing of the geological characters of the highest moun-

tain in the world, since practically the whole country is still unsurvcyed. It is piob-

able, however, that, like Kinchinjunga, the Everest group is composed chiefly of granite

and gneiss.

To the west of Nopal we are on surer ground, since both Kumauii and (larliwal

have been geologically surveyed. Here again the high peaks, such as Nanda Devi,

the Kedarnath group, and Kaniet,* are all composed of granite and gneiss with gneiss

and schist on their flanks. The same may be said of most of the high peaks of Kash-

mir, including Nanga Parbat, Kakaposhi, and K2,-j- while granite is also probably the

prevailing rock on Muztagh Ata and tin; other high peaks of the Kashgar range.

This correspondence between the gn'at elevation and the geological structure of

the high peaks appears to b(! too constant to be attributable to mere coincidence, and

we are forced to the conclusion that their exceptional height is due to the presence of

granite. This may be explained on two separate grounds, either (a) that the sujierior

power of the granite to resist the atmospheric forces tending to their (h'gradation has

(aiused them to stand as isolated masses above surrounding areas of mo-re easily

eroded rocks, or (6) that they are areas of special elevation.

If now we examine the rclationshijis of the peaks to one another, we find that

along certain definite lines the intervening areas are. also frecpiently composed of the

same granite as the peaks themselves, and if we follow these ilelinite lines we further

find that they constitute the axes of the great mountain ranges. Thus the great

peaks lie on more, or h‘ss camtinuous and elevated zones composed of granite and

crystalline rocks, and since the lower portions of the zones are of the same com[)osition as

the peaks themselves, it is difficult to regard the hitter merely as relies of a once continu-

ous zone of uniform height, and it seeans probable that special elevating forces have

been at work to raise certain parts of the zone above the general level of the whole
; wlum

once such elevation has been brought about, the di.sparity between the higher peaks and

the intervening less elevated areas would undoubtedly be intensified by the destruo

tive forces at work ; the mantle of snow and ice, while slowly carrying on its own work

of abrasion, will serve as a protection for the piaiks against the disintegrating forces of

the atmosphere, whilst the lower unprotected areas will be more rapidly eroded.

By the assumption that the higher peaks are due to special elevatory forces, it is

not intended to imply that each peak is the result of an independent movement, for it

has already been shown in a previous section of this paper that the peaks occur in well-

marked clusters, any one of which may cover an area of many hundred square miles ;

when, therefore, during the development of the Himalaya as a mighty mountain range

vast masses of granite welled up from below, forcing their way through and lilting up

• C. L. Griosbach, Memoirs, Ocoluijical Survey of India, Vol. XXllI (ISOI)-

“I'K.
Lydekker, Memoird, Geologicul /Survey of India, Vol. XXll (1883j.

II
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the pre-existing rocks above, it is probable that owing to dissimilarity of composition

and structural weaknesses in certain portions of the earth’s crust, movement was more

intense at some points than at others,-and that the'granite was locally raised into more

or less dome-like masses standing above the genwaj level of the growing range : these

masses were subsequently carved by the process of erosion into clusters of peaks.

Whether the elevatory movement is still in progress it is not at present possible to say,

but many phenomena observable throughout thib Himalaya and Tibet lead us to infer

that local elevation has until quite recently been operative, and the numerous earthquakes

still occurring with such violence and frequency fprcibly remind us that the Himalaya

have by no means reached a period of even comparative rest.

G. L G P. a—No. 96 D. G. S.—144-1908.—1,000—E. A.
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PREFACE

TN 1807 a Survey detachment was deputed by the Surveyor General of Bengal to-

-L explore the source of the Ganges : this was the first expedition to the Himalaya

undertaken for purely geographical purposes. A hundred years have now elapsed,

during which geographical and geological information has been steadily accumulating

and we have at length reached a stage where there is danger of losing our way in a

maze of unclassified detail : it is therefore desirable to review our present position, to

co-ordinate our varied observations ahd to see how far we have progressed and what

directions appear favourable for future lines of advance.

The present paper originated in a proposal submitted by the Survey of India to

the Board of Scientific Advice at the meeting of the latter in May 1906. The pro-

posal was as follows :
—

“ The number of travellers in the Himalaya and Tibet is

“ increasing, and a wider interest is being evinced by the public in the geography of

“ these regions. It is therefore proposed to compile a paper summarising the geographi-

“cal po.sition at the present time.”

Subject to the modification that the scope of the paper should be geological as

well as geographical, this proposal has received the sanction of the Government of

India and the work has been entrusted to us to carry out. On the understanding

that the paper is intended primarily for the use of the public, we have endeavoured

to avoid purely technical details and to present our results in a popular manner.

Our subject has fallen naturally into four parts, as follows:

—

Part I.—The high peaks of Asia.

Part II.—The principal mountain ranges of Asia.

Part III.—The rivers of the Himalaya and Tibet.

Part IV.—The geology of the Himalaya.

Though the four parts are essentially interdependent, each has been made as far

as possible complete in itself and will be published separately. The first three parts

are mainly geographical, the fourth part is wholly geological : the parts arc subdivided

into sections, and against each section in the table of contents is given the name of the-

author responsible for it.



PREFACE

The endeavour to render each part complete must be our apology for having

repeated ourselves in more places than one : the relations, for instance, of a range to a

river have been discussed in Part IT, when the range was being described, and have

been mentioned again in Part III under the account of the river.

As the mountains of Asia become more accurately surveyed, errors will doubtless

be found in what we have written and drawn : it is not possible yet to arrive at correct

generalisations and we have to be content with first approximations to truth.

Maps, too large for insertion in such a volume as this, are required for a study of

the Himalayan mountains : the titles of maps illustrating the text are given in foot-

notes and are procurable from the Map Issue Office of the Survey of India in Calcutta.

Constable’s hand-atlas of India will be found useful.

We are much indebted to Babus Shiv Nath Saha and Ishan Chandra Dev, b.a., for

the care with which they have checked our figures and names, and to Mr. J. H. Nichol

for the trouble he has taken to ensure the correctness of the charts. Mr. Eccles and

Major Lenox Conyngham have been kind enough to examine all proofs, and to give

us the benefit of their advice and suggestions. Mr. Eccles has also supervised the

drawing and printing of the charts, and we have profited greatly by the interest he has

shown in them.

S. G. Burrakd.

Mirch 1907.

H. H. Hayden.
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8

ON THE ORIGIN OF MOUNTAIN RANGES.

rpHE surface of Central Asia appears to consist of two primary elevations of the
-L crust, separated by a trough -like depression

; the

haIteen“L^“and
““ southern elevation is tile plateau of Tibet, the northern

is the Tian Shan chain, the intervening depression is

the Tarim basin (see frontispiece, Part I). A second trough is to be seen south

of the Tibet plateau, separating that plateau from the ancient Vindhya mountains
; it

is now filled with alluvium and constitutes the plains of Northern India,

These two wide elevations of the crust and their complementary depressions form

the basis of the mountains of Asia.

Until a comparatively recent date in the geological time-scale—the middle ter-

tiary epoch—all the northern part of what is now the Himalaya, and probably the

whole of Tibet were covered by a great sea,* in which deposition of sediment had con-

tinued for a vast period. At length, owing to force's, the- origin of which we can at pre-

sent only conjecture, a period of crust-movement set in and the floor of the Tibetan

sea began gradually to rise and to be thrown into a series of long parallel wave-

like folds.

As the crests of the earth-waves rose from the waters of the sea, they were eroded

by rain and weather, and the rising land became brokt'ii and irregular : drainage

basins were carved out of its flanks and a river systt'ni, cornposetl of “ transverse
”

valleys, was gradually developed. As elevation continued, the troughs of the folds

emerged and a series of “ longitudinal ” valleys was established at right angh's to

the transverse valleys and parallel to the longitudinal axes of the folds. From

a combination of the concurrent processes of ehwation and erosion, the existing moun-

tain systems of the Himalaya and Tibet have been slowly evolved. As denudation

has proceeded, deeper and deeper parts of the crust have been laid bare, but the foi-ms

of many folds can still be traced and the trends of their longitudinal axes followed

for long distances. The folds, although analogous to waves, more nearly resemble the

breakers on a beach than the swell of the open sea; the form of their surfaoi' is rarely

that of a simple arch and trough ;
fold has been superimposed on fold, arclu's have

been overturned until they are almost horizontal, and whole areas have been so distorted

and crumpled, that the details of structure can only be unravelled with difficulty,

Where the stress has exceeded the breaking-strain of rock, the structure has been com-

* This old sea of a previous geological age once covered much of Europe ab well a.s Central Asia and has been named by

guess the “ Tethys,” Nattirdl Scitnee^ Vol. ft (1893), p. 183.
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plicated by fracture
;
parts of the crust have in some cases subsided, and in others been

moved horizontally. Nor are these the only causes of complexity, for along many of

the planes of weakness and fracture molten material has been forced up from below,

and has partly absorbed the original sediments.

Though the origin and nature of the forces which produced the Himalayan

mountain system are not subjects which fall within the

The forces that raised the moun scope of this paper, it may not be out of place to allude
tains. ^ IT Mr

, • 1 1 V
briefly to the more important theories that have been put

forward to explain the cause of folding.

The great series of parallel plications in Asia are supposed to have been caused

by a horizontal thrust from the north : the sediments of the Eurasian sea were

forced against the northern coast of the once continuous Indo-African continental

mass which stood like a buttress in the path of the advancing earth-waves. The

following hypotheses among others have been advanced to account for the origin

of such a thrust :

—

(a) Contraction of the earth.

(b) Disturbance of isostasy.

(c) Change in the rate of the earth’s rotation.

(o) Contraction of the earth.—^This hypothesis is based on the assumption that the

earth as a whole is contracting in volume, owing to loss of heat or other causes, and that

the rate of contraction of the inner nucleus is greater than that of the crust
; the latter

is thus left unsupported and becomes wrinkled, when adapting itself to its reduced core.

Although this theory has met with wide acceptance, it has been adversely criticised by
many authorities chiefly on the ground of the inadequacy of any known cause—whether

it be gravitation or loss of heat—to produce contraction on a sufficiently large

scale to account for the observed folding.*

The extent to which the surface of the earth has been contracted by folding appears

to be considerable ; it has, for instance, been calculated that the folds of the Alps

represent a contraction of 74 miles, and it has been roughly estimated, that the ori-

ginal surface of Asia has been shortened by wrinkling between Siberia and India by

at least 100 miles, and by possibly as much as 400.t Estimates of the contraction of

the surface of the earth from the observation of folds are, however, of doubtful value.

Even in areas of which the structure is known in greatest detail, the problem cannot

be solved by simple measurements, for folds of strata have, in certain cases, been found

to indicate stretching rather than contraction, and it is impossible to tell how far the

one effect has balanced the other.|

(6) Disturbance of isostasy.— Tliis hypothesis was put forward by Captain' C. E.

Dutton in the year 1889.§ The terra “ isostasy ” may be most suitably explained in

* Vide. Rev. 0. Fisher’s Physics 0/ the Earth's Crust,

t In the Sub-Himalaya C. S. Middleiniss found a contractum of 8 miles in 19. Memoirs, Geological Survey of India

^

Vol. XXIV, Part 2. p. 77.

^ In tho Henry Mis., G. K. Gilbert found that a bed of sandstone had been stretched by 300 feet in a distance of threo

miles. Repon vh the Geology of the Henry Mts. , TJ. S. Df.partmeni of (ht Interior^ 2iid Edition ( 1880)* p. 7 5.

§ Ridf. Phil, Soe,, Washington, VoL XI (1802), pp. 5U^l4.
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Dutton’s own words :
“ If the earth were coniposed of homogeneous mutter its nurmai

'* figure of equilibrium without strain would be a true spheroid of revolution ; but if hetero-

“ geneous, if some parts were denser or lighter than others, its normal figure would
“ no longer be spheroid^. Where the lighter matter was accumulated there would
“ be a tendency to bulge, and where the denser matter existed there would be a tendency
“ to flatten or depress the surface. For this condition of equiUbrium of figure, to which
“ gravitation tends to reduce a planetary body, irrespective of whether it be homo-

“ geneous or not, I propose the name isostasy. We may also use the corresponding

“ adjective isostatic. An isostatic earth, composed of homogeneous matter and without

“ rotation, would be truly spherical. But if the earth be not homogeneous, if some

“ portions near the surface be lighter than others, then the isostatic figure is no longer

“ a sphere or spheroid of revolution, but a deformed figure bulged where the matter is

“ light and depressed where it is heavy.”

The presence in mountain ranges of masses of shallow-water deposits, having

a vertical thickness of many thousand feet, without break of continuity, proves that

during vast periods of time deposition of sediment took place in seas of which the depth

remained constant ;
this could only occur if the sea-floor continued to sink pari passu

with the deposition of sediment. Observations have also shown that the adjacent land

surfaces, from which the sedimentary material was being taken, were gradually rising

and Captain Dutton was led to conclude * that “ these subsidences of accumulated

“ deposits and these progressive upward movements of eroded mountain platforms

” are, in the main, results of gravitation restoring the isostasy, which has been disturbed

“ by denudation on the one hand and by sedimentation on the other ” ; that is to say,

the eroded portion becomes lighter and rises while the loaded area becomes heavier

and sinks, isostatic equilibrium of the crust of the earth being analogous to hydro-

static equilibrium in a fluid. A cause has thus been suggested for the sinking of the

sea-floor on the one hand and the rising of the land on the other; but in order to

explain the folding of the deposits laid down, it is necessary to take a step further an<l

assume, as Dutton has done, that as sediment accumulates, the lower layers, owing to

the pressure of the overlying material, acquire a certain amount of plasticity, and that

there is produced “ a true viscous flow of the loaded littoral inward upon the unloaded

“ continent”; such a process might tend to form long parallel plications following tlu'

trend of the coast-line. The theory of isostasy however does not account for the ris(i

of the sea-floor and its conversion into a continental mass ;
in fact, us enunciated by

Dutton, it tends rather in the opposite direction, and its author expressly stated tiiat

“ the theory of isostasy offers no explanation of these permanent changes of level.”

So far as the Himalaya arc concerned there are grounds for believing that isostasy

is operative and has been an important factor in mountain-building at least during

the later stages of growth of the Siwalik range,t but the hypothesis in its present form

Op. Cii.t !>. 50.

f Rev. O. Fisher: Physiat of the EartlCs Crust (1889), and

C. S. Middleinir^K : Memoirs, Geologkal Sumy of India, Voi. XXIV, Part 2 (1889).
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undoubtedly seems inadequate to accoupt for the uplift of the northern ranges and

of the Tibet plateau.

(c) Charuje in the rate of the earth's rotation.—The rate of the earth’s rotation

was formerly greater than it is now and, as the figure of a rotating body depends on

its rate of rotation, any change in the latter will be accompanied by a change in the

former. Retardation of the rate of rotation produces a more perfect sphericity, and

tends to reduce both the excess of matter at the equator as well as the deficiency at

the poles. The strains thus set up miglit produce a wrinkling of the crust, but can

hardly be hold to account for the general plication of the surface of the earth.

Dther theories have been propounded to explain the origin of mountain ranges,

but all are open to objections. Theories, that attribute surface-folds to changes in the

position of the earth’s axis, cannot be given any weight, for although such changes

are knowTi to take place, they have so far been found to be very small.* The theory

ascribing the elevation of the sea- floor to the expansion, which it undergoes from heat

when it becomes buried under layers of sediment, has been fully discussed and dis-

carded by Middlcmiss.f

• prof. Albrecht: Astron. Nuch, Xo. 3619, abstracted in Nature., Vol. 58 (1898), p. 42.

t S. .Middleniias : Memoirs^ ChokKjicat Survtyof India, Vol. XXIV, Part 2 (1890).
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OBSERVATION^ OF THE PLUMB-LINE AND PENDULUM.

Observations of height cannot be trusted to show the original axial alignment of

a mountain range. In the case of a recent l ange like the Siwalilc, the higliest peaks do

perhaps overlie the axis of elevation, but in the course of years rain and rivers dis-

figure the original form to such an extent, that when ranges are old, their highest points

afford no clue as to the original configuration. Cleologists have often found from

examinations of the lie of rocks, that a row of peaks, which appears to trigonometrical

observers to be a range, marks the lim; of a. former valley, and that the original hills

on either side have all been washed away.

Just as geological studies of rocks have upset conclusions derived from surface

measurements, so have observations of the plumb-line and pendulum shown that the

structure of mountains is more complex and deep-rooted than investigations of surface

rocks would lead us to suppose.

A plumb-line, as is explained in Part J, is a string hanging under the influence

of gravity, A cord stretched by a hanging weight is forced to assume a vertical position

by the attraction of the earth upon the weight, but if a mountain is situated on one

side, and a flat plain or deep sea on the other, the plumb-line dt)es not coincide with the

normal to the spheroidal surface of the earth but is deflected towards the excess of mass.

If the crust of the earth were homogeneous, and if no mountains nor hollows existed

at the surface, the plumb-line would everywhere coincide with the normal.*

The earth is so large compared with mountains, that attractions exercised by the

latter have but slight influence upon hanging weights, and deflections of the plumb-

line are always small. Nevertheless deflections do exist, and by studying them

we are able to calculate the excesses and deficiencies of mass hidden in the crust.

In many places in Southern India the plumb-line undoubtedly coincides with

the normal, but deflections of 3" and 4" are also common. Near Bangalore a deflection

of the plumb-line of 1
" towards the south has been discovered ; at Deesa one of 8"

towards the north, and at Bombay one of 10" towards the north. At none of the.se

places are there mountains sufficiently high or near to cause so large deflectiojis of

gravity, and the sources of disturbance must be subterranean.

f

Between 1830 and 1840, when the trigonometrical survey was first exbuiding its

operations across the plains of Northern India, Sir George Everest found that the

attraction of the Himalaya mountains was not appreciable, even when they were actually

in view. Everest’s station of Kaliana near Muzaffarnagar is 40 miles from the outer

For deiinitions of the words normal and vtrtical sec part I, footnote to page 24.

f Deflections of the plumb-line are determined from astronomical observation.?, and are relative to soiiie assumed datum.
The values given in this paper are taken from The inlnmly and direction of th>' force of fjrnvibj in India, Philosophical

Trancaelions of the Royal Society, Scries A, Vol. 205 (1905).
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hillsi and 120 miles from the line of great peaks, and at this point the plumb-line ia

only deflected 7" towards the Himalaya.

In 1862 Archdeacon Pratt of Calcutta calculated what the effect of Himalayan

attraction should be at Kaliana according to the laws of gravitation, and he found

that the plumb-line there ought to be deflected 27^,towards the north. Seeing how large

a deflection was indicated from theory, and how small the actual deflection proved to

be, Pratt devised his famous hypothesis of “ mountain compensation”. He explained

the difference between the theoretical and the actual deflection by assuming the moun-

tains to be “ compensated”. In all parts of the earth’s crust, he said, the amount of

matter is the same. “In the land portions of the earth’s surface,” to quote his

own words, “ there is a deficiency of matter below the sea-level approximately

“ equal to the amount of matter above it : below ocean beds there is an excess of

“ matter approximately equal to the deficiency of matter in the ocean as compared

“with rocks.” Pratt’s theory, like the modern theory of isostasy, assumed that

mountains were being supported not by the rigidity of the crust but by the buoyancy

of light matter floating in a denser medium.

As the operations of the trigonometrical survey have come to be extended to the

foot of the Himalaya, it has become increasingly evident, that these mountains are not

compensated—at any rate not completely—by underlying deficiencies of density. At

the foot of the hills north of Kaliana great deflections of the plumb-line have been

observed—at Nojli 13", at Debra Dun 37", at Rajpur 47": at Siliguri in Bengal the

deflection is 23". Throughout the outer Himalaya themselves large deflections prevail,

—

at Kurseong 61", at Tonglu 42", at Birond 44", at Mussooree 37". These deflections

all go to show that the Himalaya mountains must be exercising a more powerful

attraction than tin* observations at Kaliana and other similarly situated places had led

Pratt to believe.

The problem that confronted Pratt was,

—

Why do the Himalaya exercise no attrac-

tion at Kaliana ? The problem that has confronted his successors has been,

—

How can

the Himalaya exercise a 'pimerjyl attraction at Dehra Dun, ami yet cause hut a small

deflection at Kaliana, only 66 miles south of Dehra Ihin ?

If the attraction of the Himalaya is capable of producing a deflection of 37" at

Dehra Dun, it will produce a deflection of 18" at Kaliana, and one of 1*6" at Cape

(’omorin, the southernmost point of India.* The attraction of a great mountain

n\as8 must decrease with distance in accordance with the laws of gravitation, and

cannot die suddenly away.

It was suggested by General Walker that the deficiencies of matter underlying

the Himalaya were situated so many miles below the surface, that their effect on a plumb-

line at Dehra Dun was small and at Kaliana great—^that their presence compensated

the visible Himalaya when observed from the distance of Kaliana, but not when observed

from a near station like Dehra Dun. But this hypothesis did not satisfy mathematical

tests ;
the actual effects of compensating deficiencies were calculated for a great

* MoiMy Notices, J'ioyat A^tronomitol Society, 1902.
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many assumed depths, and no depth could be found, at which the deficiency would be

compensating for Kaliana and not for Dehra Dun.*

The explanation of the observed phenomena, that is now accepted, is that an in-

visible chain of excessive density, parallel with the Himalaya, is underlying the plains

of northern India : this bftried chain is 150 miles distant from tin; foot of the mountains

;

at stations like Kaliana the southerly attraction of this chain is counteracting

the northerly attraction of the Himalaya ; at Dehra Dun, where the Himalaya

are near and the buried chain is distant, the effect of the latter is not very apparent,

but as we move southwards, the attraction of the visible mountains to the north de-

creases, and that of the invisible mass to the south increases. The suddenness with

which deflections of the plumb-line decrease as we recede from the Himalaya

is due to the presence of a southern and subterranean source of opposite attraction.

In 1903 pendulum observations were commenced in India in order to test the

correctness of the conclusions that had been drawn
Observations of the Pendulum. - , ^ it i mi ^ ^

irom observations ot the plumb-lme.y The plumb-line

shows the direction in which gravity is acting, the pendulum shows the strength

with which it pulls. Deflections of the plumb-line are due to the horizontal attractions

of surrounding masses : observed differences in the strength of gravity are due to

variations in the vertical attraction of underlying masses.

When a pendulum is being observed, the time in which it makes one vibration

has to be measmed : if this time is shorter than the normal time, gravity is strong in

that locality ; if the time is longer than the normal time, it is a proof that gravity

is weak. If the force of gravity is found to possess exceptional strength, there mu.st

exist an excess of matter in the crust underneath the pendulum station : and if

gravity is exceptionally weak there must be subterranean deficiencies of density. Thus

the pendulum indicates to what extent the local crust differs from the normal crust

in density.

The following tables show the results obtained from pendulum observations during

the la.st three yearsj :

—

Table XXI—Stations in the Himalaya.

1
Invisiblo

i Height of deficiency of KcHultant

1 Pfiiduliim station.
1 Mtalion

visible exccuH
rock as

revealed
excesN of

rock in

of nxrk. by the the (Tuat.

! pendulum.

Feet. Feet. Feet.

Kurseong , , 4915 —3700 4 1216

Darjeeling . . 6966 —4070 + 2896

Sandakphu . . 11766 ! —4180 4 7.686

Mussooree (Gamers Back)

.

. . 6924 —3100 + 3824

Mussooree (Dunseverick) . . . 7131 —3270 - 3861

Simla • • 7043 —3380 1 3663
1

• UonMy Notices, Soyal Astronomical Soekly, January 1902, page 183, and Surrey oj India. Professional paper

No. 6. 1901.

PhUosophieal Transactions of the Royal Society, Serie* A, Vol. 206 (1906).

} See Major Lenox Conyngham’B reports on pendulom oporations in India, 1903 to 1900.
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It will be noticed in the third column that a deficiency of rock, averaging 3600

feet, underlies each of the Himalayan stations. The compensation is, however,

not complete, and the last column shows the heights at which the stations would be

situated, if the crust were everywhere of the same density.

Table XXII—Stations near the foot of the Himalaya.

Pendulum station.

Siliguri .

Debra Dun
Kalka
Pathankot

Height of

station

visible excess

of rock.

Invisible

deiicioncy of

rook as

revealed

by the
pendulum.

Resultant
deheienoy
of rock in

the crust.

'

j

Feet. Feet. Feet.

. :
387

'

—3840 —3453
2241 —3440 —1199
2202 —2386 — 184

1088 —5055 —3967
1

1

The hidden deficiencies imderlying these four submontane stations average about

3600 feet ;
the last column shows, that in every case the subterranean deficiency

more than compensates the excess above sea-level, and that on a homogeneous

crust the whole submontane region would be situated below sea-level.

Table XXIII—Stations between 20 and 30 miles from the Himalaya.

Pendulum utatioii.

Jalpaiguri

Ludhiana

Invisible

Height of deficiency of llesultiuit

station rock as deficiency
visible excess revealed of rock in

of rock. by the the crust.

pendulum.

1

Feet. Feet. Feet.

268

1

1

—2700 —2432
! 833
1

1

—1306
1

— 473

Jalpaiguri of table xxiii is in the plains of Bengal, and 25 miles from Siliguri

of table XXII : the underlying deficiency of matter has decreased by 1140 feet in

those 25 miles.

Ludhiana of table xxiii is in the plains of the Punjab and is more distant from
the Himalaya than Pathankot or Kalk.. of ‘able xxii by 25 miles : the deficiency

under Ludhiana is 1080 feet less than under Xalka, and 3749 feet less than under
Pathankot.
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Table XXIV—Stations between 80 and 120 miles from the Himalaya.

]

Penduluui station.

•

1

1

'

Height of
1

station—
1

visible excess
'

of rock.

Invisible

excess of

rook as

revealed
by the

pendulum.

Kesultarit

excess of

rock in

the crust.

Feet.
j

Feet. Feet.

Kisnapur ........ li:5 + 1000 -fin.-i

Mian Mir 7(KS + 170 -I' 87S
Ferozepore ........ (i47 + 227

1

+ S7

1

i

Kisnapur is in Bengal, Mian Mir and Ferozepore in the Punjab. Below theses

stations the crust is of excessive density. If the crust were made homogeneous, th<'

stations of table xxiv would all stand higher above sea-level than they do at

present.

The pendulum has therefore corroborated the conclusions whicli were drawn

from observations of the plumb-line. In Northern India there are three variations

in the crust, where the «‘ve-observcr notices but two forms of surfaiJC. The eye-

observer sees a hilly region on the north and Hat plains to the south : the pendulum

observer finds three parallel zones—the zone of mountains on the north, the zone of

deficiency in the centre, the zone of excess to the south.

Prom determinations of horizontal attractions the observer of the plumb-line

was led to the conclusion that a great chain of density lay buried underneath the plains

of northern India, and now the pendulum observer has arrived at the same result

from an investigation of vertical attractions.

If when observing near the foot of the Himalaya, we rely upon our eyes or upon

our levels, we become aware of mountains on tlie one side of us but none on the

other : but if we disregard the evidence of eye and of level, and believe our pendulums

and plumb-lines, we are led to imagine that we are standing between two mountain

ranges, one of which visible to the north rises abruptly out of the plains, whilst the

other invisible to the south slowly gains in elevation tor one or two hundreds of

miles.

It is not possible to explain how these variations of density in the crust have

come about or to what they are due : the parallelism to tin; Himalaya of the buried chain

of density seems to indicate unity of origin, but whether the zones of exce.s.s and

deficiency are caused by the weight of the Himalaya and of Tibet pressing vertically

upon the yielding crust of the earth, or whether by the horizontal thrust of tlu^ Hima-

layan arches against a subterranean abutment, we cannot venture an opinion. It

may be that the Himalaya mountains are more due to the buried chain, than the

chain is to the Himalaya, and it may be that both mountain-! and chain have been

caused by one and the same movement in the crust.

L
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In reports on geodetic work it is customary to call the outer shell of the earth the

crust, and in the descriptions given above we have repeatedly referred to the crust ;

but we possess no evidence that a crust exists sharply separated from an interior core.

It would indeed be more reasonable to assume that the so-called crust and core merge

imperceptibly into one another. If, however, the^ crust of the earth does differ in

density from the core, and if the transition from the one to the other is sudden and

not gradual, the hidden excesses and deficiencies of mass revealed by the plumb-line

and pendulum may be due to variations in the depth, at which the surface of the

heavy core lies below the surface of the light crust ; the core may be approaching

nearer to the surface of the earth in some places than in others.

Our observations are at present insufficient to admit of the depth of the hidden

variations of mass being determined, but there are reasons for believing that the

excesses and deficiencies, which have been discovered, are between 20 and 70 miles

deep.
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THE HIMALAYA AS REPRESENTED UPON MAPS.

There is no portion of the earth’s surface so difficult tp represent upon maps

as the high mountains of Asia. The complexity of their
Methods of hilt-shading. "

. i • r i

J

configuration tries the skill of the most experienced

surveyors
;
and the immensity of their area obliges draftsmen to keep a reserve of

power in hand, lest they should reach the utmost possibilities of hill-shading

before they have depicted the regions of boldest relief.

In all discussions upon the drawing of mountains the fundamental fact to be

recognised is that draftsmen have at their disposal an inadequate means of representa-

tion. Hill-shading by strokes of a pen is a feeble method of indicating great variations

of slope and height, and the artistic reforms that have been introduced at intervals

are evidence of the dissatisfaction of map-makers.

Three different systems of shading by pen strokes have been devised for the repre-

sentation of mountains on paper, but no one of them can be held to be adequate. Under

the first an appearance of relief was given to a map by making eastern and southern slopes

dark, western and northern light. Under the second the strongest darks were used

for emphasising the greatest altitudes and the commanding points. Under the third

depth of shade was made proportional to steepness of slope. In many maps the

first and second systems have been combined, in many others the second and third,

and in some few there are traces of all three to be lound.

In the General Report of the Survey of India for 1904-05
,

the Surveyor General,

Colonel Longe, writes : “I believe that no system has yet been evolved by any country

“which deals satisfactorily from a systematic and artistic point of view with this

“ question. If any light can be thrown on this question by any student of the subject

“ his conclusions would be most gratefully welcomed.

If we examine large scale maps of the Himalaya we become bewildered by the

ramifications of ridges and spurs, and we fail to discover
Methods of generalisation. Piiii

any evidence oi structural law underlying the chaos.

If we turn to small scale maps, we find that the mountains have been generalised

and are now represented in a simple form. But these generalisations have been

carried out by draftsmen, who were unaware of the scientific problems involved,

and they are nothing more than conventions.

A draftsman can no more draw mountains without a knowledge of their structure

than a landscape artist can draw a village scene without perspective, or than a figure

painter can draw men and animals without studying their anatomy. If we attempt

to cover many square yards of paper with hill-shading, without having a knowledge

of the governing lines of structure, we only succeed in presenting a chaotic mass of

incoherent details.

Methods of generalisation.
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BuHkin says that it is always wrong to draw what we do not see. No one will

oppose Buskin’s uiaxini, but the difficulty in mountains is to see, and long experience

is necessary to give the power of iloing so. The untrained eye will see details

readily enough, but it will miss the governing lines. In small scale representations

we r(^(|uir(; the governing lines, not tlie details.*

In many cases the surveys incorporated in maps have necessarily been executed

by eyc'sketching from great distances and the mountain features have been roughly

delineated. But even when large .s<iale. maps do show the hills with accuracy the

general effect is apt to be uninteresting and monotonous, and the draftsman, who has

to construct from them maps on a smaller scale, is utterly at a loss to know what

to retain and what to omit.

Those who realise the dilficidti<*s attending generalisation in any branch of science

will sympathise with the draftsman who has to discover the governing lines of a moun-

tain mass. A surveyor can map the visible ridges and rivers, but he can never obtain

a bird’s-eye view of the whole, and in his generalisation he is apt to attach an exag-

gerated importance to the rivers.

On almost all maps the water-partings are made the most conspicuous ranges

:

Undue emphasis is given to water. (Iraftsmeu See two streams and create a ridge between

them : we thus have ridges running in all directions, the

more important the water-parting the darker the ridge. 'Phis system has rendered small

scale maps useless for scientific investigation. There will be no progress in Himalayan

mapping, until the water-parting ridges are subordinated to the ranges of original

elevation. The lines of water-parting, though emphasised on maps, have rarely any

structural importance, and have but little interest for the geographer or geologist.

What, for example, can be more misleading than to show Mount Everest rising from a

southern spur of a Tibetan range, because the latter happens to be a water-parting ?

Yet this was done in the map illustrating the Imperial Gazetteer of India.f

On a map a river is a sharp line, that admits of no modification ; a range is indefi-

nite, and can be squeezed at will. On all maps the draftsmen begin by drawing as

many rivers as the scale allows, and they adjust the hills afterwards to the rivers.

In nature the mountains determine the directions of rivers : in maps the rivers

determine the directions of mountains.

The principal Himalayan rivers tend to flow down perpendicular to the great

range : this important fact could hardly be illustrated on a large scale map, the details

of which would be too intricate
;
but it should be clearly visible on small scales. When,

however, in practice a map comes to bt' reduced from a large to smaller scales, the

Vhr following i» extracted from a momoiMiidiim «,:i Survey of Kasbinir by Sir Henry Thuillier, Surveyor General
of Iniliu, who was an fix|)ert draftsman ;

“ riie dift'u u!tv '>•'
« ground of sueh a character may be imagined. To

doao withanydogi-ooof faithfulneNtireijiiiio^ a piv I?-” Ub ntand isagiftas imichas copying the human fare. Stevenson,
the civil engineer, in his evidence before parlinment <»n the Ordnance Survey of Kndand stated his belief, that there were
not above tuglit persons in England who undersiood how to pourtray ground. If difficult therefore in England, it must be
still more so, where the relative coininands a»e so iimm'M-c.'' . Journal, Aftiatic Son'cJy of Bengal, Vol. XXIX, ISf^O.

I Dated
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great rivers become nearer together on the paper, and less space is left for the

hill-shading between them; in the course of reduction, though numerous ridges have

to be eliminated, the great parallel rivers are retained as though they were the

governing lines of the topography. Finally on the smallest scale the draftsman fills up

the space between two rivers with a long ridge running pirrallrl to them.

Chart X illustrates our meaning : here we have a portion of the Himalaya as re-

Representations of the Kumaun presented ou tlic 1 inch— 32 miles. map of India, and the
Himalaya.

representation has been obtained by generalisation

from maps on a larger scale.* Throe rivers, the 8utlej, the Bhagirathi, and the .Vlak-

nanda, rise behind the great Himalayan range and cut across it. These rivers have

been allowed to determine the form of the hill-shading on the map, whereas in nature

it was the great range that gave to the rivers their falls and determined their directions.

In the first drawing on chart xi the same area is shown as represented on the

1 inch = 64 miles map of India ; the influence of the three rivers upon the hill-shading

is very marked. In the second drawing on chart xi an endeavour has been made to

show how the hills should be shaded : the ranges have not been drawn following the

rivers, but at right angles to them : the long spurs between the rivers have been

eliminated, and the parallelism and continuity of the ranges have been emphasised.

Until the Himalaya have been surveyed by geologists, we shall be limited to draw -

ing conclusions from the forms of the surface. In studying surface features we must

admit as evidence only actual measurements of height and position ; the artistic con-

ventions entered upon maps must be excluded from consideration. In the drawing

of maps on small scales each range must be traced by its peaks, not by its rivers.

If we plot on a chart all the highest points of a region, we find that they align them-

selves in narrow zones. This is how the frontispiece of Part I was prepared. The

points of maximum altitude were plotted, and lines drawn through them, the higher

the points the thicker the lines were made. Until geologists prove our assumptions

to be wrong, the lines of this frontispiece will be taken to represent the axes of

ranges.

Kumaun and British Garhwal Survey, Scale I inch** 1 mile.
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11

THE HODGSONIAN CONTROVERSY.

In 1849 Brian Hodgson, the celebrated naturalist, who was then the political resident

in Nepal, advanced a theory, which has had great influence
Hodgson s views.

upon map-makers, and which is illustrated in chart xii.

The great Himalayan peaks, he maintained, did not stand on a range of mountains, but

on spurs projecting from the Tibetan range behind. Mr. Hodgson devised his theory

to account for two phenomena, viz., (i) that the great peaks are not standing on a main

water-parting between India and Tibet, (n) that the Himalayan rivers tend to converge

inside the hills instead of flowing at right angles to the high mountains in a great number

of parallel courses.

“We are led irresistibly to enquire,” wrote Mr. Hodgson,* “why the numerous

“ large feeders of the rivers, instead of urging their impetuous way from the snows to

“ the plains by independent courses, are brought together upon or near the verge of the

“ plains : how unity is effected among them despite the interminable maze of ridges they

“ traverse, and despite the straight downward impulse given them at their sources.

“ I answer, it is because of the superior elevation of the lateral barriers of these river-

“ basins, between which there arc synclinal slopes of such decided preponderance, that

“ they overrule the effect of all other inequalities of surface, how vast soever the latter

‘‘may sometimes be.”
‘

‘ It will be seen by the map (chart xii) that these lateral barriers of the river-basins

“ are crowned by the pre-eminent Himalayan peaks, that the peaks themselves have a

“ forward position in respect to the ghat line or great longitudinal watershed between

“ Tibet and India, and that from these stupendous peaks, ridges are sent forth

“southwards proportionally immense.”

Mr. Hodgson’s views were supported by Sir Joseph Hooker. “The snowy

“mountains seen from the southward,” wrote the latter,f “are not on the axis of a
“ mountain chain, and do not even indicate its position, but they are lofty

“meridional spurs projecting southwards.”
“ I have always said,” again wrote Sir Joseph Hooker, “ that the Sikkim Hima-

“ laya (I mean the snowed mountains) do not form a continuous snowed chain running

“ east and west, but that they are meridional ridges running north and south, separated

“by waters that flow southerly between them.”t

Mr. Hodgson’s arguments can be answered as follows :-^the great Himalayan peaks

arc not connected by spurs with the Tibetan range, but are separated from it by troughs

;

• Journal^ A’Hwh'c Soctt‘iy of Jitnyut, V<»i. XVIIj, 1849.

f Uimalayav Jouri^rtUy Vol. II. fiHgft 298.

t Journalf
Royal Geoyrtiphivc: Vol. XX, 1851.
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the great peaks are not limited to the ridges between river-basins as drawn by Mr. Hodgson,

but stand in a long line which intersects the basins ; the Himalayan rivers have not

been forced to converge by lofty lateral spurs, but by the recent upheavals of the outer

parallel ranges, which have barred the paths of rivers and forced them to combine

within the hills.
•

Mr. Hodgson made the mistake of assuming that the main line of water-parting

Undue importance attributed to between India and Tibet must be the main range ; in
water-partings.

jjj paper it will be shown that no single

range forms this water-parting and that in parts of Tibet the latter even crosses flat plains.

The great Himalayan range has been cut through in places by rivers rising behind

it ;
the rivers were regarded by Hodgson as the fundamental features of the topography

and the isolated blocks, into which they had cut the great range, were incorrectly

assumed to be spurs of the range behind.

The highest peaks of the Himalaya stand not on spurs but in the crest-zone of a

great range ;
this is the primary fact of structure. The range resembles a crocodile’s

back ;
it is a wide flat arch, with relatively slight prominences, called peaks, and it has no

sharply edged crest-line. The highest peaks all fall within a narrow zone running

throughout the length of the crocodile. Glaciers have cut back between the peaks, and

created a serpentine water-parting line along the zone. Many of the great peaks stand

actually on the water-parting and many stand off it on either side : but whether they are

on the water-parting line or not, they are all situated in the crest-zone of the range.

The great Himalayan range is not the water-parting between India and Tibet:

streams that flow down the northern slopes of Mount Everest eventually find a passage

through a gorge in the range, and join the streams that have their sources on the

southern slopes : though this fact prevents the great range from being a continental

water-parting, it does not prevent it from being a regional water-parting.

The range which stands behind the great Himalaya, and which was regarded by

Hodgson as the Indo-Tibet water-parting, is only a regional water-parting : it separates

the streams which flow into the Ganges of Bengal from those which flow into the Brah-

maputra of Tibet. But the Brahmaputra and Ganges eventually unite in India, and

the water-parting between their upper feeders is no more entitled to be called the water-

parting between India and Tibet than the great Himalayan range is.

A range is a wrinkle of the Earth’s crust, a water-parting is a line carved by

rivers, and though the two coincide during the youth of mountains, they begin to

separate when rivers cut the mountains to pieces.

Sir Clements Markham wrote: “A range of mountains is a ridge of elevated land

“ running in one general direction, and the fact of its being cut through by one or more

“rivers does not alter its character and convert it into a series of spurs,”*

• Clemenai R. Markham un Ihe Himalayan Syntem in iht OeograpMeal Magazine, Voluiao IV, 1877.
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Longitudinal troughs separate the Himalayan and Tibetan ranges : and the great

Hodg*« generalised from .nexcep. peaks of Everest, Makalu, Gosainthan and Dhaula^
tionai case. connected by cross-ridges with the range behind

them; but Kinchinjunga is. Kinchinjunga stands at a point where the Himalayan

range assumes an exceptional form, and Kinchinjunga beftig near to Darjeeling is

the peak that Mr. Hodgson knew best perhapwS the only great peak he had closely

observed.

A ridge, well known from the HlMcUcLyo/ii JouTuals of Hooker as the Singalila

ridge, runs from Tibet through Kinchinjunga southwards to the plains of India, and

at right angles to the great range.* This ridge is an extraordinary feature of Hima-

layan topography ;
its crest follows a straight line from Tibet to Bengal ; the descent

from the snows to the plains is almost continuous. In Southern Sikkim this ridge is

a more marked feature than any continuous snowy range. It is probable that

Mr. Hodgson generalised from the Singalila ridge and from Kinchinjunga, and in so

doing he generalised from exceptions.!

Mr. Hodgson’s theory of Himalayan configuration still finds supporters, and it has

been even applied bv subsequent writers to other ranges
Extensions of Hodgson’s theory.

'' ^
. . ,, ,

than the Himalaya. Almost all existing small scale

maps of Tibet continue to represent the great peaks of the Himalaya as standing on

spurs of a hinder range, and it is common to read in geographical works that the

highest altitudes of the Karakoram and of the Hindu Kush are to be found not on

main ranges but on lateral spur8.:|;

TheHimalayahavebeencomparcdtothe Alps, audit has been said that in neither

„ ^ .. region do the highest peaks stand on the water-parting
Comparison with the Alps. nr r n

line. But we doubt whether any sucli comparison is

jio.ssible. Though many of the high peaks of the Alps may not stand upon what

is called the main chain, yet they are all situated within the crest-zone of the range.

* tSoo Norf li-KttstiTu 'I’nuvM- frontier blieet. No. 7 N.W., 8cule ( miloH. It lia.n boeii argued that the name Singa-
lila wjuM coined by Hooker, and that no .such native name exists. Tlie name h)is, however, been widely used by geographers
following Hooker, and it cannot be nbmuioned now

.

t The transverse ridge of Singalila. separating the basins of the 'I’istu and Kosi, w not a sMnty exception, foi’ the Nar-
knnda rklgt* separating the basins of the »Sntlej aiid Jumna, and tlie Chola ridge, sopuratiiig the Tlsta and Raidak, tboug)i
smaller, are similar. Singalila and Cliola ,re jn'r^wndu-ular to the gn*Mt range, but Narkandu is obliipte. No .sueli con-
tinuous ridge separates the basins of the (hinges and Kali, or those of the (lunges and .fumna : the river- ba.Hins of the Piinja b
Himalaya are separated hv oblique ranges.

jTho following is an extract from the narrative of the Survey of Kuumun, vide Genemf Report of th4i Siirmy of India.
IS77-7S

** The features of tlie Nilang valley .correspond with the general physical geography of this Indt of the Uitnalaya as
observed in other valleys : the main watershed being as a rule luw^r and the slopes about it easier than the southern and
more interrupted range, on which the highe.st grouiw of snowy peaks m eur. The .Hijowy range is/ proiierly s|ieaking, not a
continiiout? range but a series of eiiormous spurs which everywhere dominate the parent ridge, the Indian "wiit<>rshetl.’’

The following extract is taken from A/nonf/ the Jliihafuyn^ by (/oloiifl L. A. Waddell, C.B., C.I.E., 1900 .*

—

“ It was now evident that the Everest range like that of Kinohiujunga seemed off the main axis of the Himalaya and
the margin of the great TilH'itaii plateau, and appeared a bpui and at right angles to that axis,

”

The following extract is taken from t!\e Saiid hr: ’ ^ -vw of Khotan by Dr. M. A. Stein, 1904 :

—

“ The great peak wai» entirely separated,” (from the Kuea ijiui), *' an iuter.^Kting observation fully in accord with the
orography of the Karakoram and Hindu Kush. There it ha.'* long ago been remarked, that the points of greatest olevatioa
ate not to be found on the actual wntei'shed bid im sevomlnrv spurs detached from it."
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The case of Mount Everest is quite different: here there are two parallel ranges

sixty miles apart, separated by a deep trough ; Mount Everest stands on the one,

whilst the water-parting is situated on the other. The Alpine peaks and the

Alpine water-parting are at any rate upon the same range, but the Himalayan peaks

and Himalayan water-parting are not.
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THE HIGH PLATEAUX OF ASIA.

The frontispiece of Part I illustrates the position and dimensions of the three high

The horse shoe
plateaux of Asia. The plateau of Tibet with an average

height of 15000 feet is joined at its north-western

corner to the Pamir plateau, height 12000 feet, and this again is connected by moun-

tains with the Tian Shan plateau, height 1 1000 feet. The three plateaux together

assume roughly the shape of a horse-shoe.

The want of parallelism between the Tian Shan and Tibet ranges has been supposed

to indicate a difference of origin, of age and of elevating force. But no such conclusion

is justified from the scanty existing data, and we must for the present regard the three

plateaux as one mass. It is not safe to draw too positive conclusions from the direc-

tions of ranges, or to assume that a compressing force must have acted in a direction

exactly at right angles to the range it has raised ; the heterogeneity of the crust may
have had an important influence in determining the course of a range. If a portion

of the crust, advancing under pressure, meets with hard resistant subterranean

masses, the course of the wrinkle will be deflected. Such a mass underlying the Punjab
seems to have barred the southward advance of the Himalayan ranges on the west,

to have forced the Tibet ranges to converge and to have caused the Karakoram-Hindu
Kush range to take the form of a bow.* On the extreme west the Hindu Kush range

does assume a significant parallelism with the Tian Shan.

Chart IX has been drawn to illustrate the extraordinary parallelism that exists

between the southern border of the Himalaya-Hindu Kush .system of mountains on
the one side, and the northern border of the ancient mass of rock forming Peninsular
India on the other.

The interior of the horse-shoe formed by the plateaux is an inland desert basin
{vide chart xxii) drained by the Tarim river and its feeders the sand of this

basin is annually accumulating, and Sven Hedin found towns buried beneath it.

The lowest part is the lagoon of Lob Nor (height 2200 feet), and though there is no
mountain range closing it ou the east, its mouth here is narrow and the desert of
Gobi beyond has a superior elevation of nearly 2000 feet. On the north and west
and south it is bounded by decomposing mountains, and no other portion of the
earth has so gloomy a future. Unless geological changes ensue, the sand will continue
to accumulate, until the lagoon of Lob Nor and the rivers of Tarim are choked.

We believe that the plateaux of Asia have been elevated by a horizontal pressure
in the crust, and that this has continued to act in a meridional direction through long
periods down to the present time. I’he wrinkling of the crust has taken many forms.

• Thi, iwmlulum obserTOtioM have royeate.' .hepresance of aws org^^cMit^i^d^ytag the pJains'TfthrSnj^
t Royil Geographical Society’s map in Holdich's T%h>>! th^; MyaUrUjua,
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Firstly, there are the great plateaux themselves; secondly, the surfaces of the

plateaux have been wrinkled into ranges ; and thirdly, the surfaces of the ranges have

been corrugated into smaller folds.

The ranges are composed of consolidated rock, but the flat portions of the plateaux,

—

• the only portions in fact which can be described as table-

The flat portions of the plateaux. lands,*— are troughs between ranges, which have now

become filled up with loose debris and boulders, gravel,

sand and mud washed down from the mountains and arranged in level layers by water.

Ranges vary in breadth, in places bulging towards one another, in places receding

from one another, and the intervening troughs and flat plains become alternately

narrower and wider.

“ The immense extent of the existing alluvium,” wrote Henry Strachey,t “ and

“the uniformity of its maximum elevation lead me to infer that it must have been

“ deposited under a general sea covering the whole country, and not by lakes, much

“less by rivers.”

Henry Strachey thought that the alluvium had been deposited at the bottom

of an ocean and afterwards upheaved to its present height without the horizontality

of its layers being disturbed.

From fossil bones found at a height of 17000 feet in Tibet, Colonel Godwin-Austen

drew the conclusion that in recent times the climate which is now arctic must have

been sufficiently warm to enable the rhinoceros and other tropical animals to live.

“ The only rational solution,” he wrote, “ which science could suggest, was that

“ within a comparatively modern period, closely trenching upon the time when man
“ made his appearance upon the face of the earth, the Himalaya has been thrown up

“by an increment approaching 8000 or 10000 feet.”

It is possible that the action of 'wind has helped to fill up the high-level basins

of the plateaux with loess : this was the suggestion of Baron Von Richthofen. Those*

of us who have lived in the plains of northern India can testify to the enormous

amount of dust carried annually by wind into the mountains. The finer particles of

dust are lifted to very high altitudes and are probably transported for hundreds of

miles.

Wind may also help to distribute the dust that arises from the decomposing rocks

of the plateaux themselves. These rocks are exposed by day to great heat from the

direct rays of the sun, and by night to arctic temperatures ;
and their surfaces rapidly

disintegrate under the influence of these changes.

The presence of boulders and gravel proves that the alluvium cannot be wholly

attributed to the action of wind, and Sir Martin Conway thinks that mud avalanches

have filled up the valleys. “ Mud avalanches, I maintain, have done all this w’ork

“ of filling up the valleys, and done it too with great rapidity.”J

* Valleys filled to a high level with d^biis are however not strictly speaking “ tahlc-lands.
^

t Journalf Royal Qv.ogra'phioal Socidy^ Volume XXIII, 1853.

t Ex'floration in the Mubiwjh Mountains^ by W. M. Conway in the Qtographical Journal, Vol. II, 189.).
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The Tibet julateau.

The mountainous area of Tibet extends from the foot of the Siwalik range on

the south to the foot of the Kuen Lun range on the north : the alluvial deposits have

been washed by rivers out of the greater number^of troughs south of the Ladak range

and north of the Kuen Lun range, and the principal Tibetan table-lands lie between

these two ranges (sec frontispiece to Part I). There are however rock basins on the

Indian side of the Ladak range that are still filled with alluvium, of which the

plains of Nari Khorsam and the; valleys of Kashmir, Nepal and Dingri and the several

•‘duns ”, enclosed by the Siwalik range, are the principal. The extensive plateau

of Tsaidam lies north of the Kuen Lun.*

From west to east the Tibet plateau extends from the Karakoram mountains

to the Kansu and Ssuchuan provincies of China. Southern Tibet consists of troughs

drained by the rivers of India,—the Sutlej, the Brahmaputra, the Arun and others.

Western Tibet has been compressed between north and south, and its central

range, the Karakoram, is the liighest. Northern, north-eastern and central Tibet

form a table-land which contains vast numbers of lakes. South-eastern Tibet is a

rugged mountainous country, and not a table-land : its elevated mass has been cut

up by the rivers of China and Burma and is intersected by deep ravines. Tibet is

wooded in its south-eastern portion only.

On all sides of the I’ibet plateau rivers are cutting back into it by head erosion

and th(' high level alluvial plains are only found intact in those portions which have

not as yet been reached by feeders of the oceans. On the north and south and west

th<* great rivers arc confined to a few thoroughly drained troughs, and they can only

<\xpand their drainage ar<uis now, if their upper feeders succeed in cutting back through

the ranges of solid rock bounding the troughs. But on the east the rivers of China

rise in the wide troughs of (entral Tibet and have before them the comparatively

easy task of cutting back westwards into the soft alluvium, and of capturing for their

basins long zones of the undrained portions of the plateau.

The portions of Tibet drained by the Brahmaputra, the Sutlej, the Indus and

the Yarkand rivers are fairly well-known, and chart xxii
The unexplored portions of Tibet. , . .

shows that explorers nave crossed the plateau in all

directions. Nevertheless large areas are still t&rrw incognitce. Sven Hediu has

given us maps of northern Tibet. Prejevalsky of north-eastern, and Deasy of north-

western ;
but we do not as yel know the positions and heights of the ranges and

lakes in tlie centre of the plateau, nor the westernmost limits of the drainage basins

of the Yangtze, Mekong and Salween (frontispiece to I).

The. narratives of e.xploreis have led us to believe that the interior of Tibet' con-

sists of alternate ranges and troughs nmning east and west, the troughs being jxartly

filled up with alluvium, and eoiitainine long series of lakes.

Royal Oi'ograph^cal Sooiciy lu.yu piiblinW in iloldich’s the Mysterious,
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The plains of western Tibet

In western Tibet the lakes are mostly dry, and flat plains occupy the spaces

between the mountains. Of these lofty plains the

following are the best known :

—

Area in

square miles.

800

1000

Nari Khorsaiii

Lingzi Thang
Aksai Chin .

Dapsang
Dcosai

1200

500

000

Height in

feet.

15000

17000

16500

17500

12500

[A has long been dry, and having be-

The plains of Tsaidam.

Those plains hold no water now ; Nari Khorsai

come part of the basin of the Sutlej is now intersected by the deep canyon of that river.*

The plains of Tsaidam consist of salt-wastes and swamps, and form the surface of

the great high-level area, which projects from north-

eastern Tibet, and separates the Tarim basin from the

desert of Gobi (frtmtispiece to Part I). They are situated north of the Kuen Lun
range and are consequently not always regarded as part of the Tibet plateau itself.

They however belong to the Tibet mountain system, and their exclusion from the

plateau is a mere question of definition.

According to Prejevalsky their surface is 1700 feet lower than the level of tlie

water in Koko Nor (height 10700 feet), the principal lake of north-eastern Tibet.

The mean height of Tsaidam is consequently about 6000 feet less than that of Tibet.

Prejevalsky described the Tsaidam country as a salt marsh covered with high

reeds. Its morasses, he said, were so thickly impregnated with salt as to be encrusted

with a layer in some places half an inch to an inch in thickness. The plains of Tsaidam,

he thought, were in recent geological times the bed of a large lake.f

Sven Hedin writes that the streams of Tsaidam die away in the sand and that

the central parts of the basin are occupied by extensive marshes.J

The mountains of China are the eastern terminations of the Tibet plateau, and

belong to the same system of ranges as the Himala}’a,

the Kuen Lun, and the Karakoram. The provinces of

China, that embrace the mountainous area, are Kansu on the north and Ssuchuan on

the south. Kansu is in the basin of the Hoang Ho, Ssuchuan in that of the Yangtze,

the water-parting between the two being of great altitude. The aridity of Tibet gi^’es

place in Kansu and Ssuchuan to a damji climate, and Prejevalsky found that a gri'ut

increase of moisture occurs in north-east Tibet immediately east of Koko Nor.§

Eastern limits of Tibet.

• Nari Khorsam was described in Henry Strachey’ s paper

—

Journal, Royal Qeograjihirnl 8oci*'tyy Voluriic XXllJ, :

also in Mtrmirs, Geof^ical Survey of India, Volume XXriT. 1891.

t N. Prejevalsky : Mongolia, Volume II, 1876.

J Sven Hedin : Through Asia.

§ The word Nor means Lake ;
if then wo speak of ‘ Lake Koh* Nor ’ c-ither the word Lake or the wor<l Nor is rcdiindiiiit,

for both have the same meaning. On the other hand the dcHcription ‘ Lake Koko * would not suffice, and ‘ Koko Nor ’ would
be defective in a pO]>ular acc.ount. Wo arc therefore; of opinion that at the present stage of Tibetan Geography it i.s desirable

to accept the form ‘ Lake Koko Nor. ’ In the same way we cannot avoid s^ieakiug of the ‘ Lake of Sir-i-Kul ’ though Kul
means Lake : the ‘ Ijake of Sir * would be insufficient. In England we have the case of Winder-mere and Derwent-water

which are frequently spoken of as Lake Winder-mere and J.*ako Derwent-water. Geographical names, winch include botli

a native word and its English equivalent, such as Lake Koko Nor or Lake Sir-i-Kul, should never be used upon maps : in

cases, where the native word for lake, or river or pass, ha.s come to bo an essential part of the native geographical name,

in Koko Nor and Sir-i-Kul, it is advisable in the preparation of maps to adopt tho native name without any modification

or addition.
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The Tian Shan jdateau.*

The Tian Shan consists of several ranges crowning a plateau, with alluvial plains

in the intervening troughs. The main mass of the plateau south of Issik Kul is 150

miles wide, and 11000 feet high ; the ranges separating the alluvial basins rise to 16000

feet.

The essential difference between the plateaux of Tian Shan and Tibet is that the

ranges of the former tend to run in two directions at right angles to one another, whilst

those of the latter take but one direction and are generally parallel. “ The two

“main directions of mountains in the Tian Shan, ’’writes Prince Kropotkin,“ are south-

“ west to north-east (that is, parallel to the fringe of the great plateau of East Asia) and

“south-east to north-west which direction is taken by several ranges shooting off the

“ Tian Shan. The former is the oldest ;
the mountains following it have been lifted

“ up during the palaeozoic period, while the other line of upheavals was relatively mod-
“ em and attained its greatest force during the tertiary and post-tertiary periods, ’’f

The Pamir plateau.

The Pamir mass (see frontispiece to Part I) is enclosed in the rectangle formed by the

Hindu Kush, the Kashgar and Trans Alai ranges ; it is the water-parting between two

inland systems of drainage,J one of which ends in the sea of Aral, the other in the

lagoons of Lob Nor. Its elevated plains, like those of Tibet and Tian Shan, consist of

horizontal accumulations of gravel deposited in rocky troughs.

The ranges enclosing the alluvial troughs of Tibet are parallel to one another, and

, .u « . . . those of the Tian Shan are according to Kropotkin mutu-

ally perpendicular ; the directions of the Pamir ranges have

not yet been determined. We do not know how the Kashgar and Sarikol ranges connect

with the Tian Shan (see frontispiece to Part I), nor how the crustal folds of the Pamir

plateau trend west of the Sarikol range. We can form some idea as to the direction

of the force which elevated Tibet and the Tian Shan into wrinkles, but the Pamir

presents a more difficult problem, which cannot be solved from existing data.

Humboldt’s conception of the Pamir was a great meridional range connecting the

Tibetan and Tian Shan systen,s, and this view was supported subsequently by Hayward

:

but Severtsoff and Fedchenko contended that the fundamental mass of the Pamir plateau

was a series of parallel ranges running from east to west. From the plains of Kashgar

Hayward saw a snowy range on the eaet of the Pamir running north and south

:

Fedchenko argued that this so-called range consisted only of the ends of the parallel

ranges which were running east and west.

• See The Central Tiati-Shan MounlulM, 1B05. by An esoellent account of the Tian Shan plateau was
given by KlUwortb Huatingtou in the Ueographtciu w rTJauuary 1C05,

t Geographical Journal^ Vol. XXIII. 1904.

{Northern Trans-frontier Sheet No. 2 : scale I iuchasS niUeta
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We know now that two ranges, the Kashgar and the Sarikol, separated by a high

level trough, do trend not exactly meridionally but from north-west to south-east, and

these ranges form the eastern portion of the Pamir mass.

The frontispiece to Part I shows these ranges to be connected with the north-western

ranges of Tibet. That the Kashgar range is a continuation of the Kuen Lun is considered

certain, but the connection of the Sarikol range on the chart with the Aghil is nothing

more than conjecture. We cannot even conjecture how the Kashgar and Sarikol ranges

are connected with the Tian Shan.

As to the structure of the Pamir mass west of the Sarikol range, there undoubtedly

exists a series of parallel valleys running east and west and separated by mountain chains.

But we do not know whether these east and west chains are real original ranges wrinkled

at right angles to the Sarikol and Kashgar ranges, or whether they are long spurs of the

Sarikol range carved by water. If the latter view is correct then the whole Pamir plateau

is a broad fold of the crust sloping steeply on the east, gently on the west, and running

north and south. Whatever may have been the direction in which the principal force of

upheaval acted, complicated cross-pressures from different sides have probably contribut-

ed to form the elevated mass that is now standing at the conjunction of the Tibetan and

Tian Shan systems.

The average elevation of the Pamir aUuvial plains is

The configuration of the Pamir 12000 feet, and that of the mountains dividing them

17000 feet.

“ Pamir,” wrote Stoliczka, “ is not a plateau at all : it is a congregation of chains.”*

“We may say,” wrote Sven Hedin, “ that the Pamir may be grouped intotwo sharply

“ contrasted divisions, an eastern half which is principally a plateau land such as I have

“ described, and a western half consisting of latitudinal moimtain chains disposed parallel

“ to each other. There can be no doubt that at one period the entire region was strictly a

plateau and that it is being rapidly broken down by the agency of erosion.’ ’f

“ The meridional range,” wrote Colonel Wahab, “ forms the eastern boundary of the

“ Pamir plateau ;
that range and the Hindu Kush are the dominating features of the

“ region
;
the trend of the several ranges which are being carved out of the original plateau

“ is parallel to the Hindu Kush. There is nothing on the west that can be called a

“ meridional chain, though the course of the Oxus is deflected in that direction by a great

“ spur thrown out from the Hindu Kush north of Tirich Mir.”;j;

“Beyond the fact,” wrote Lord Curzon, “ that the general elevation of the Pamir

“ valleys is from 12000 to 14000 feet, and that they are consequently at a higher level than

“ the surrounding countries, there is nothing in. their superficial character in the least

“degree calculated to suggest a table-land or plateau, which I take to mean a broad

“ stretch of flat and elevated land, surrounded, may be, and even interspersed, but not

“ positively broken up, with mountain masses. Nor can anything less like a down or a

• Suess ; Daa antlitz dtr Erde.

t Svea Hedin; Through Asiut page 186.

{ Extract from a letter.
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“ steppe be conceived than the troughs or valleys, of no great width, shelving down-

“ wards to a river-bed or lake, and uniformly framed on either hand by mountains,

“ whose heads are perpetually covered with snow, which anybody who has been to the

Pamirs will at once recognize as a fair description of those regions. In reality, over

“ the entire region embraced by the title, it has been calculated that the plains or valleys

“ constitute less than one-tenth of the total area. Correctly described, a Pamir in theory,

“ and each Pamir in fact, is therefore neither a plain, nor a down, nor a steppe, nor a

“ plateau, but a mountain valley of glacial formation, differing only from the adjacent or

“ other mountain valleys in its superior altitude, and in the greater degree to which its

“trough has been tilled up by glacial detritus and alluvium, and has thereby

“ approximated in appearance to a plain owing to the inability of the central stream to

‘
‘ scour for itself a deeper channel.

' ’ *

Lord Curzon enumerates eight Pamirs or alluvial plains :

—

(i) The Taghdumbash Pamir lies in the basin of the Tarim, and north-east of the

Kilik pass
;

it is 60 miles long and from one to five irales broad
; it is drained

by the Tashkurgan, a feeder of the Yarkand river.

(ii) The Wakhan Pamir extends for 20 miles along the northern bank of the Wak-

han affluent of the Oxus.

(iii) The Little Pamir encloses lake C'hakmaktin and follows the Aksu affluent of

the Oxus for 60 miles. It is a long grassy plain varying from one to four

miles in breadth.

(iv) The Great Pamir encloses the lake of Sir-i-Kul
; it is 80 miles long and varies

in width from one to six miles ; it is in the. basin of the Oxus.

^v) The Alichur Pamir lies north of the Great Pamir and is in the basin of the

Oxus. It contains the lake of Yeshil Kul.

(vi) The Sarez Pamir is north of the Alichur Pamir and in the basin of the Oxus.

(vii) The Rang Kul Pamir containing the lake of that name lies north-east of the

Sarez Pamir
;
it possesses no drainage* outlet.

(viii) The Khargosh Pamir is north of the Sarez Pamir and encloses the great

Kara Kul lake
;
it possesses no drainage outlet.

• Ocographtcul Journal Vt>l. VII f, 1890
, ,
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THE PRINCIPAL MOUNTAIN RANGES OP ASIA.

The plateaux have been wrinkled into ranges, and the intervening troughs have been

filled with debris and their surfaces levelled by the action of water : one of the first tasks

now confronting geographers and geologists is the investigation of the ranges,—the

determination of their positions, heights and trends.

Although large portions of the earth’s surface have been surveyed and examined,

the origin of mountains is not as yet understood ; various explanations have been offer-

ed but none has been generally accepted. Geologists and physicists and mathemati-

cians differ in their views, and the problems arising from the wrinkling of the earth’a

surface must still be regarded as unsolved. Complete surveys of the Himalaya will

afford valuable data, provided we realise at the outset the questions involved. We
must not confuse ranges and ridges ; ranges, however modified by denudation, are

features of original structure
; ridges are the results of erosion only. Ranges, as their

name denotes, must possess length, and an elevated ring or dome or compact mass-

could not be called a range. But though length is an essential feature of a true

range, a long line of mountains is not necessarily a range, for it may have been carved

by rain and rivers out of an older and larger mass.

Surveyors and geologists will have to determine in the field how the several Tibetan

ranges run, and whether they are connected by cross-ranges or not; they will have

to discover to what extent the form and structure of the Himalaya resemble those

of the Andes and Alps ; they will have to enter upon the investigation with open minds,

and endeavour to learn, without preconception or bias, how the Tibetan and Himalayan

ranges have been upraised.

The ranges of Central Asia appear all to belong to one great system, and to have

no separate existence apart from that system, and no investigations are likely to be

profitable that leave out of account the relations of the ranges to one another.
“ The

“physical unity,” wrote Richard Strachey, “of the great mass of Tibet with the

“ Himalaya range seems to me very strongly shown by the general geological

“ structure.
’

’ The p6uallelism of the Kailas, the Ladak, the Great and Lesser Himalaya

and the Siwalik ranges, all of which change direction together, is evidence of inter-

connection.

The high ranges of Asia—those that are known to us—may be classified as

follows ;

—

I. Ranges of the first magnitude, carrying many peaks above 26000 feet—
(1) The Great Himalaya in Nepal.

(2) The Karakoram.
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Ranges of the second magnitude, carrying many 'peaks above 22000 feet—

(1) The Great Himalaya in Kumaun.

(2) The Hindu Kush.

(3) The Kuen Lun.

(4) The Kashgar range.

III. Ranges of the third magnitude, carrying many peaks above 19000 feet—

(1) The Great Himalaya in Assam.

(2) The Great Himalaya in the Punjab.

(3) The Ladak range.

(4) The Kailas range.

(6)

The Tian Shan.

(6) The Trans Alai range.

(7) The Zaskar range.

(8) The Aghil range.

(9) The Ninchinthangla range.

IV. Ranges of the fourth magnitude, carrying many peaks above 16000 fed,—

(1) The Sarikol range.

(2) The Alai range.

(3) Eastern portion of the Pir Panjal range of the Lesser Himalaya.

(4) Eastern portion of the Dhauladhar range of the Lesser Himalaya.

V. Ranges of the fifth magnitude, carrying many peaks above 11000 feet—
(1) Western portion of the Pir Panjal range of the Lesser Himalaya.

(2) The North Kashmir range of the Lesser Himalaya.

VI. Ranges of the sixth magnitude, carrying peaks above 7000 feet—
(1) Western portion of the Dhauladhar range of the Lesser Himalaya.

(2) The Nag Tibba range of the Lesser Himalaya.

(3) The Mufisooree range of the Lesser Himalaya.

(4) The Mahabarat range of the Lesser Himalaya.

(6) The Rattan Pir range of the Lesser Himalaya.

VII. Range of the seventh magnitude, carrying peaks above 3000 feet—
(1) The Siwalik range.

It has been argued that the Great Himalaya range is the “ border range ” of the

plateau of Tibet, and comparisons have been drawn with other mountainous regions in

which the highest range forms the border. But the frontispiece to Part I shows that

the real “ border range ” on the south of the mountains of Asia is not the Great Hima-

laya but the low Siwalik.

Our geographical knowledge is not at present sufficiently complete to enable us to

Geographical knowledge incompieie.
^ principal ranges of High Asia, and

breaks in the tines of the frontispiece chart have been

introduced where information is al together wanting. British surveyors have observed
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the high peaks of the Himalaya, of the Karakoram, of the Hindu Kush, of the Ludak
and of the Kailas ranges. Russian surveyors have fixed the principal points of the

Tian Shan. But observations of the Kuen Lun have been limited to their western end ;

those of the Sarikol and Kashgar ranges are deficient in accuracy and completeness,

and our knowledge of the Aghil range and of all the ranges of central and eastern

Tibet is at present based not on trigonometrical determinations but on the reports of

travellers.

It is possible that many of our present ideas of ranges will be found in the future to

be incorrect
:
geographical science when it is not advanced by sound and systematic sur-

veys, but is dependent on the information acquired from the itineraries of explorers,

has to make its way by zig-zags of approach, often overshooting the mark to which it is

directed, sometimes perhaps going wrong altogether, but yet always endeavouring to

reach its goal by successive approximations.* Until all data, that are based upon the

writings of travellers and upon the cross-examinations of natives, have been superseded

by the results of a rigorous survey, the geography of central, of northern and of

eastern Tibet will have to be regarded as a preliminary approximation, which is liable

to be largely corrected in future.

We do not as yet know the number of great ranges that cross Tibet from west to

east : one explorer follows a trough between two ranges and another does the same along

a parallel line to the south, but without trigonometrical determinations of the positions

of peaks we cannot tell if the range seen to the south by the northern traveller is

identical with that seen to the north by the southern traveller.

We do not know whether the Karakoram range ramifies in its eastern extension

over central Tibet, nor how the Tibetan ranges merge into the oblique and diverging

chains of Ssuchuan and Burma, nor how the Kuen Lun range breaks up at its eastern

extremity into the complicated network of minor ranges, described by Prejevalsky and

Sven Hcdin.

It is certain that great parallel ranges do traverse Tibet from west to east and that

after being compressed between Peshawar and Yarkand they tend to diverge as they

progress eastwards. In northern Tibet Sven Hedin followed a trough running east

and west between two ranges for 400 miles, Wellby explored a similar trough and Nain

Singh traversed one of great length in central Tibet.

It is open to question whether we are justified in drawing the Kailas, the Ladak, the

, Great Himalaya and the Siwalik ranges, on the frontispiece
Continuity of ranges.

, . , , , . t>
of Part I, continuous throughout their whole lengths. By

giving them an uninterrupted continuity we imply that each range is a separate

wrinkle of the crust, raised throughout its length, not necessarily at the same time,

but by the same series of movements. It is possible that these ranges will be found

in places to cease and to consist in reality of two or more shorter ranges, differing perhaps

• See General Walker’s notes on his map of Turkistan, which he compiled in the office of the Trigonometrical Survey

at Dehra Dun in 1873.
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slightly in alignment and overlapping each other at their extremities. Observations of

peaks, however, lead us to believe that th6 ranges are continuous and are not broken by

overlaps.

In the Great Himalayan range continuity of alignment has been almost established

throughout. It is difficult certainly to trace the prolongationsof the Kumaun Himalaya

into the Punjab, the Sutlej having cut through and destroyed all signs of the original con-

nection (figure 4, chart xvr), but the evidence available tends to indicate that the

Kumaim and Punjab Himalaya were once a continuous range, and there are no signs of

the existence of any original overlap. The only overlap that we know of is one on the

Siwalik range illustrated in figure 2 of chart xix, and this occupies such a narrow area,

that if the range ever grows into a broad high fold, the overlap will be lifted up and

become a mere surface feature of the crest.

From what has been said, it will be readily understood that no complete representa-

The ciMtft of range* in Part I
principal langes of Asia can at present be pre-

pared. Between perfect knowledge and entire ignorance

there lies a wide field of imcertain information derived from inferences and speculations ;

it is not possible to omit all unverified information ; were we to do so, our chart would

be almost a blank. For the aid of future investigators we must include theories and ideas

which may be confirmed or may be disproved hereafter. In the descriptions of indi-

vidual ranges, however, care has been taken to distinguish between what is known and

what is inferred.

Though the range-chart of Part I may be found in the future to contain errors, it

summarises the present position of Himalayan geography. No attempt has been made

to show the spans of the ranges nor the numberless subsidiary ridges into which the ranges

have been carved by water; we have merely indicated the trends of the original axes

.of elevation, and, in order to give some idea of the relative magnitudes of the ranges, we

have thickened the alignments that carry the highest peaks, and drawn those of low

elevation finely.
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THE RANGES OF THE HIMALAYA.
•

The ranges of the Himalaya may be classified as follows
(
vide frontispiece of

Part I ) :

—

(I) The Great Himalaya, a single range rising above the limits of perpetual snow.

(II) The Lesser Himalaya, a series of ranges closely related to the great range.

(Ill) The Siwalik ranges, which intervene between the Lesser Himalaya and the

plains.

The Great Himalaya range.

The Himalaya is the name applied to the intricate and complex system of moun-

tains that forms the northern boundary of India from Afghanistan to Burma. Some

writers have limited the name Himalaya to the mountain ranges included between

the Indus and the Brahmaputra, but any such limitation conveys an erroneous idea

of the physical unity of the mass. The Indus and the Brahmaputra, like the Sutlej

and the Ganges, cut across the Himalaya through gorges, which they themselves have

carved, and one of the problems now confronting geographers and geologists is the

determination of the trans-Indus and trans-Brahmaputra courses of the Himalayan

ranges. We shall not therefore be in a position to define the limits of the Himalaya,

until the geology of their extremities has been studied.

The Great and Lesser Himalaya and the Siwalik ranges are so closely related

that it may perhaps be desirable to commence with

^ general description of the area they cover. The outer

zone of mountains, which is contiguous to the plains

of India and which contains the small Siwalik range and the valleys in rear of it, was

elevated more recently than the Himalaya : the width of this zone varies from five

to thirty miles, being narrow in those places where the Siwalik range is jammed against

the Lesser Himalaya, and wide where open valleys intervene.

The second zone is 40 or 60 miles broad, and is covered with mountains, that

assume in the Punjab and Nepal the form of longitudinal ranges running generally

parallel to the great range. In Kumaun the form is more intricate : here the peaks of

the second zone do not appear to follow distinct alignments of maximum elevation,

but to be scattered throughout the region and to possess everywhere a remarkable

uniformily of height between 6000 and 10000 feet.

The third zone is 10 miles broad, and is occupied by spurs projecting southwards

from the great range ; a few peaks of this zone exceed 16000 feet in height.

The fourth zone is 16 miles broad, and contains the great line of snowy peaks,

the average height of which exceeds 20000 feet. With the exception of the low
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ravines cut by rivers, the whole of this zone is situated above the limits of perpetual

snow. To an observer on the outer’ hills the Lesser Himalaya appear to vary but

slightly in altitude throughout a great area, but the Great Himalaya range to the north

seems to rise suddenly like a wall of snow.

The fifth zone is about 25 miles broad, and contains tiie troughs of rivers rising

behind the Great Himalaya. The average height of the beds of the troughs is 14000

feet and of the mountains intersecting them 19000 feet ; the average height of the

zone is considerably less than that of the snowy zone.

The ranges covered with perpetual snow and the highest altitudes of the Hima-

laya occur about 90 miles from the southern limit of the mountains.

In the charts xiv and xv eight cross-sections are shown ; they have been drawn

through the Himalaya at different points but always at right angles to the great range.

The rocks of the Siwalik range are stratified and date from the latter half of the

tertiary period ; those of the outer Himalaya are strati-
The age of the Himalaya. ^

fied also but are very much older.

The central axis of the Great Himalayan range is composed of granite and gneiss ;

on either side of it are to be seen immense depths of sedimentary strata, which show

that thousands of feet of rock have been removed from the crest-line. The granite

solidified and cooled while below the surface of the earth, and its original covering

has been worn away by the subsequent action of seas and rivers.

The Great Himalaya rose to be a mountain range in the same geological age

as the mountains of Afghanistan and Baluchistan on the west and as those of Arakan

and Manipur on the east.* The immense depression of northern India, now filled

with the alluvium of the Ganges and Indus, dates from the same period as the ele-

vation of the Himalaya ;
as the latter was pressed upwards into an arch, the former

was pressed downwards into a trough.

Though the whole length of the Great Himalaya range belongs to one geological

age, yet the Punjab Himalaya are supposed to have risen at a somewhat later date

than the Nepal Himalaya. The presence at elevations of 16000 feet in the Punjab

Himalaya of nuinmulitos indicates that this portion of the range did not emerge from

the sea till comparatively recently.

The direction of the Great Himalaya range does not bend with an uniform cur-

Bifurcations
vature, but follows different alignments. As it bends from

west to north-west it frequently bifurcates and throws off

minor ranges on the convex side of the bends. At each bifurcation the minor range

tends at first to continue in the alignment which the great range is forsaking ; it gra-

dually, however, turns and finally runs parallel to the new alignment of the great range.

For purposes of description it is convenient to divide the great range into four

Thetotaiiengthof the HimiUeya
parts,-the Assam Himalaya, the Nepal Himalaya, the

divided into four sections. Kumpun Himalaya, and the Punjab Himalaya. Whilst

* A Manuai of the Cevfoyv of ffidla, 2nd Edition, pago 4t)4.
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in all four parts the great range rises like a wall and the outer ranges tend to run

parallel to it, no one portion of the Himalaya resembles another. In Sikkim
the lesser and outer ranges are absent ; in Kashmir they are conspicuous ; in Kumaun
they exist, but being oblique in their trend are not clearly marked. Sikkim is a trans-

verse basin, Kashmir is a longitudinal basin, Kumaun is an intricate region of moun-
tains.

In Nepal we find numerous rivers cutting across the Great Himalaya range ; in

the Prmjab between the Sutlej and the Indus we do not find one. In Nepal the great

peaks stand in clusters and rows ; the great peak of the Punjab stands in solitude.

The differences between different Himalayan regions show how impossible it

is to deduce general laws from the study of one area.

The Assam Himalaya extend from the Brahmaputra to the Tista, Their liigh-

TheAss^n Himalaya.

axis of the range appears to trend from east to slgihtly

south of west ; it meets the Nepal section of the range in Sikkim, and at the

conjunction a change of alignment takes place, the great range in Nepal trending

from east to north of west.

At the point where the change occurs, a remarkable sinuosity in thc^ main range

is observable ; the lower and outer ranges moreover disappear and two long spurs

stretch southwards to the plains,—the Singalila ridge from Kinchinjunga and the

Chola ridge from Pauhunri.* It is conceivable that the change of^alignment, the

sinuosity of axis, the disappearance of the outer ranges and the two great ridges arc

all effects of an easterly pressure from the direction of Burma along the range.

The Nepal Himalaya stretch from the Tista to the Kali, and carry the peaks of

The Nepal Himalaya
Everest, Kinchinjunga, Makalu and Dhaulagiri. The great

range bends and bifurcates near Dhaulagiri (see figure 1,

chart xvi). West of Dhaulagiri (26796 feet) the height of the range diminishes and

throughout the wide basin of the Karnali the highest peaks do not rise above 22000

feet ; near the western edge of the basin there is the Api-Nampa cluster of peaks.

Not far from Nampa there is a second bifurcation of the great range (figure 2,

chart xvi). At all the other Himalayan bifurcations the more northerly branch has

been regarded as the continuation of the great range, but from Nampa the southerly

branch, carrying Nanda Devi (25646 feet) and Badrinath (23190 feet) has been assumed

to be the Great Himalaya, and the northerly branch carrying Kamet (26447 feet) and

Leo Pargial (22210 feet) to be the Zaskar range.t After the Nampa bifurcation the.

southern branch is so large and carries such high peaks, that the northern is obscured

from view from the side of India ; but at all other bifurcations the northern branch

remains the more important, and the more remarkable to Indian observers. Himalaya

was the name given by the Hindus to the snowy range visible from India.

North-East Transfrontier sheet No. 7 N. W., 1 inch=4 miles.

f Kamet is seventeen miles in rear of Badrinath, the Vishniiganga flowing between. Atlas Sheets 65 and 66: Scale i

vineb=4 miles.
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The Kumaun Himalaya stretch from the Kali to the Sutlej ; the highest peak

is Nanda Devi (25645 feet). There are bifurcations at Bad-
Tli« Knmaun Himalaya.

, \ „ .1 • / 1. \

nnath and at the Sutlej (see chart xvi).

After the bifurcation at Nampa the width of the great range becomes less and

its altitude greater; after the bifurcation at Badrinath (see figure 3, chart xvi) the

width becomes greater and the altitude less.

The upper surface of the Kumaun Himalaya appears to be corrugated. The

Gangotri glacier, for example, at the source of the Bhagirathi flows for 16 miles along

a trough in the crest-zone of the great range (see chart xxiv. Part III). The mean

altitude of its surface is 14000 feet, and there are peaks of 22000 feet on either side

within 2 miles of it ;
its trough is parallel to the axis of the great range. * Similar

corrugations exist in the Nepal Himalaya behind Mount Everest.t The parallelism

of the corrugations leads us to think that they are the results of a superficial compression

of the crust. The view of the Great Himalaya, that is obtainable from the plains

of India or from the outer hills, conveys the impression that the snowy range

possesses a narrow and sharply-edged crest-line, but this idea is incorrect : the summit

of the range is several miles broad, and the great peaks stand in a wide zone. To a

distant observer the snowy range east of the Sutlej appears to resemble the edge of a

saw, but its crest-zone measures 30 miles in breadth.

The Kumaun and the Punjab Himalaya do not follow the same alignment, and

.
originally met at an angle ; they are now separated

by the defile of the Sutlej, which cuts across the range

exactly at the angle. An important bifurcation occurs here (figure 4, chart xvi).

After the bifurcation at Dhaulagiri the elevation of the range diminishes, and a

similar diminution occurs after the bifurcation at the Sutlej. East of Dhaulagiri

there arc peaks exceeding 26000 feet, west of it but few peaks rise to 22000 feet.

East of the Sutlej the Kedarnath, Jaonli and Badrinath peaks stand above 22000 feet,

but west of the Sutlej few peaks exceed 20000 feet. We have already seen that as

a range bends, it bifurcates, and now we see that it changes its form after bifurcation.

The characteristics of the great range are so different on the two sides of the

Sutlej that doubts as to its original continuity have been expressed : our maps show

one range meeting the Sutlej from the ea^ and two, if not three, smaller ranges

leaving it on the west.

The difficulty of determining he original lines of structure is increased by the .

presence of the extraordinary Narkanda-Mahasu ridge that runs diagonally

across the Himalaya from the high snows to the low plains
:j;

this ridge is not cut across

by any river, and its unbroken imiformity of descent is only equalled by that of

Singalila. It forms the southern boundary of the basin of the Sutlej, and it was

* Atlu Sheet Na 66 ; 1 innh >4 mile*,

t Map of Nepal, 1 inch •» 16 miles.

t Sec Atlas Sheet No. 47, scale i inoh’»l miles, und Sheets of the Punjab Survey, Nos. 310 S.-K and 311
Scale 1 inch«half-a-i]|illc.
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regarded by Mr, Fraser in 1820, by Captain Herbert in 1821, and by Captain Gerard in

1822 as the real termination of the great Himalaya of Kiimaim and Nepal.

The bifurcating branch at Badrinath becomes the Dhauladliiir range of the lesser

Himalaya, that at the Sutlej becomes the Pir Panjal range of Kashmir. The Dhauladhar,

the Pir Panjal, the Punjab Himalaya and the Zaskar ranges are all secondary

undulations superposed on one flat broad arch, the span of which reaches from the

plains of the Punjab to the Indus in Tibet.

Near the centre of the Punjab Himalaya the range culminates in tlu^ Nim Kun
peaks* (23410 and 23250 feet) which stand 3000 feet above the crest.

The water-parting of the Punjab Himalaya follows an exceptionally straight line

from the Sutlej to the Nun Kun peaks, and again from those peaks onwards, but at the

peaks themselves it exhibits a double sinuosity, which is illustrated on chart xxxiv of

Part III, and which is possibly a feature of original structure. North-west of the Nun
Kun peaks the crest-zone is in places corrugated.

The northern and southern slopes of the. Punjab Himalaya are very different in

form and character; the northern are bare and stony, but contain lakes and high

plains, the southern are forest-clad but are seldom level.

In the Nepal and Kumaun Himalaya then*- an*- many river gorg(*s piercing the

granite range, but no river crosses the Punjab Himalaya. The Zoji pass, however,

is a remarkable feature- of the latter. This pass across the great range is only 11300

feet high, and is consequently below the level of the troughs that lie in rear of the Nepal

Himalaya. “ Such a depression elsewhere would have- b(*en sufHeiently d(*ep to open

“a passage for the drainage of the table-land, but the great depth of the valley further

“
north, in which the Indus flows, here gives the waters a more favourable escape in that

“ direction.”f

Though the Zoji defile was probably carved out of the range by a pro-historic

river, it is now a true pass, that is to say, it crosses a water-parting line, and from its

summit streams descend in opposite directions. The descent from the Zoji is very steep

on the side of Kashmir, but is gentle on the side of Ladak : the pass itsi'lf is grassy and

so level for half a mile that the exact water-parting line is difficult to discover. Peaks

rise immediately on both flanks of the pass to 14000 feet, and then gradually to 10000

and 17000 feet.

To the casual observer the Punjab Himalaya appear to terminate- suddenly at tli<‘

Western termination of the Great I^dus in the gigantic coiie of Naiiga Parbat : and even
Himalaya. trigonometrical observations have failed to indicate

the course of the great range beyond the Indus (see chart xvii).

Schlagintweit considered that on the western side of the Indus the Himalaya and

Karakoram (see frontispiece to Part I) could not be separated into chains: “they

“form,” he wrote, “ one mountain mass, the elevation of which decreases very

‘rapidly to the westward.

Ser and Mer» ridf. tabic vi of Part 1. For an exploration ot the Kun Kun ^iioup see Hunter Workman’s address,

Geographical Journnl, Vol. XXXI.

f Sir Richard Strachey^s Himalaya : Kmeydopaedia Britannica, Vol. XI.

i Journal, Asiatic Socitiy of Bengal, Vol. XXVI, 1857.
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Colonel Tanner wrote as follows of the country between the Indus and the Kunar

(see frontispiece to Part I):

—

‘
‘ The central backbone may be described as a huge broken table-land running up into

“ wave-like riilges, which rise but a few hundred feet above the^general level of the range.

“ The ridges and peaks on the central backbone araall of nearly the same height, and are

“ very similar to each other in appearance, and consequently not easy to identify from

‘points more than a few miles apart. For this reason neither my surveyors nor myself

have been able to fix with accuracy any points on the watershed, nor the passes which

“lead over th«! range, though several have been deterniinetl approximately. It is not I

“ only who have (^xperienccul a difficulty here, for the Great Trigonometrical Surveyors,

“ when pro8(K;uting tlui Kashmir triangulation, though they have fixed peaks far away

“ even in the very heart of Kafii-istan, have failed to determine more than two or three

“ points on the entire watershed, a distance of nearly 160 miles. From the beginning of

September the great ocean-like expanse of wavy ridges was snowed up.”*

At a subse(|uent date Colonel Tanner referred again to the same region. “ We have

“ now obtained,” he wrote,f “ nearly all the topography of that remarkable region, which

“ is situated on the northern slope of its ill-defined watershed, and to the eastward a small

“portion of the .southern slope as well. It is an immense tangle of exceedingly sharp

“ ridges, which zigzag about in the most perplexing manner. There are hundreds of peaks

“ of nearly the same height and so like each other that after moving a few miles they cannot

“ be recognised. One very marked feature in this range is the extraordinary number
“ of mountain lakes or tarns, which are found as many as three or four together at the

“sources of all the small feeders.”

Mr. Lydekkcr has also referred to the uniformity of elevation which prevails in the

region north-west of the Indus. “A remarkable feature,” he wrote, “along the Indus

“valley in Darel, for the notice of which the writer is indebted to Lieutenant-Colonel

“ Tanner, is that all the peaks over a considerable area reach to a nearly uniform height

of about 21 ()()() feet ; thus apparently leading to the conclusion that this level indicates

an old plivin of marine denudation, originally bordered by higher ground of which

“the peaks (jf Nanga Parbat and Rakapo.shi reaching to over 26000 and 26000 feet

“ are remnants.’’^

Trigonometrical surveyors have thus not been able to trace by means of heights

the continuation of the Great Himalayan axis beyond the Indus, and the problem

will not be solved without a geologic,al survey. It is possible that the range curves in

Ocneral Htjxnty Surwylof Indifiy 1S7S-75L ,

I General Report, Survey of India, 187l)*80.

'rhe following c.\tra«t is also from rannpi s fur 1870-80 :
“ When 1 my that I have fixed 145 hill peaks,

“ I do not wish it to bo understood that tlu* points h:.vp accuracy of thosev hitherto accepted by the Great Trigonometd-
** cal Survey. The apexes of some of my triangles arc so ;ivnto Unit an error of one ininiite at either of the ends of the base
would make an error of ton milen in th“ positio»i cf the ptiint I hope however at some future time to be able to improvt:

“ the sh ipe of the triangles^ so that mv j>oints -luill V- true t » a tenth of a mile.**

J Memoirs, Clohttjiad Survey of India, Vo^ \Xil, ihnI*.
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parallelism to the Karakoram and Kailas ranges, and that the Indus has cut through

it at its bend. If the bend is accompanied by a bifurcation, the same difficulty

of identifying continuity will occur here as has occurred at the Sutlej.

The country to the^ west of the Indus has not as yet been geologically

surveyed, and we know nothing of the trend of folds between the Indus and the

Kunar. We know, however, that in Chitral the prevailing strike of the stratified rocks

as observed by Sir Henry McMahon is approximately from north-east to south-west,*

whilst a similar trend has been observed by Mr. Middlemiss in all the seditneutary series

of Hazara,! and it is therefore highly probable that a corresponding change of alignment

occurs in the ranges of the intervening area.

Though trigonometrical observations failed to determine the trans- Indus extension

Eastern termination of the Great range, they revealed the general surface form
Himalaya.

qJ region^ Jjut cast of the Brahmaputra no observations

have been taken; and nothing is known at all of this extremity of the Himalaya,

beyond the meridian of 93'^.!

The southerly extension of the Ninchinthangla range shown on chart xvii is

purely conjectural.

The Arakan ranges running in directions parallel to one another and perpendicular

to the Great Himalaya appear on maps to be compressed unduly close together opposite

the extreme point of the latter range ; north and south of this point they seem to diverge

to a certain extent from one another. If we were to accept the maps as reliable, we

might be led to infer that the wrinkles of the Arakan crust had been squeezed together

by the resistance offered to them by the point of the perpendicular range : but the

country has never been surveyed and the maps cannot be accepted ; the apparent

crowding of the Arakan ranges against the Himalayan point must have originated in

the imagination of a draftsman.

Prince Kropotkin thinks that the Great Himalaya continues as a considerable

range through Arakan into China, and that it is cut across by the Salween, the M«*kong

and the Yangtze. “ The great Khingan,” he writes, “ which is the eastern border range

“of the great plateau of east Asia, joins the Himalaya, and consequently in the region

“(29° N., 117° E.) where we have on our maps fan-like chains of mountains radiating

“ between the Salween, the Mekong and the Blue river, there are simply narrow gorges

“ through which these rivers descend from the plateau. ”§

There are, however, reasons why we are unable to accept Prince Kropotkin’s

theofy : it is improbable that three extraordinar}"^ rivers, possessing long Tibetan courses,

should develop very close parallel troughs between Tibet and Burma : we believe that

Geological Magazine^ Dec. IV, Vol ft (1902). p. 5.

f Memoirs, Geological Survey of India, Vol. XXVI (1890).

J General Walker thought there were no peaks higher than 16700 foot east of longitnde ft.’l''. Proceedings, Poyjl

Qeogra'phical Society, 1887.

J OeographicalJournal, Vol. XXIII, 1004.
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the trouglis in which they flow must be features of original structure : if the three

rivers had had to force a passage through the Great Himalaya, they would have

probably united before doing so (chart xvii).

It n)ay be found that near longitude 98° the Great Himalaya changes direction

to the south-east. On the other hand it is possible that no continuous extension will

be discovered, and that the range will be shown to end between the meridians of 9t>°

and 98°.

If we consider the great difficulty of tracing the Himalayan connection across

the Sutlej through a tract that is comparatively well-known, we shall realise the

futility of theorising upon the unexplored region east of the Brahmaputra. Were

a range to maintain similarity of form and uniformity of height on the two sides

of a river gorge, no difficulty of identification would arise ; but rivers frequently cut

across ranges at the very points where the ranges are undergoing change in shape,

and destroy the ranges at the places where the differences originate.

Chart XVII illustrates the similarities between the eastern and western termina-

tions of the. Great Himalaya. We have as yet no proof that the Ninchinthangla

sweeps round on the east as the Karakoram does on the west, but the courses of the

rivers in the two regions are very similar. On the north-west we have a number of

rivers flowing parallel to the Hindu Kush and crossing the Himalayan alignment

at right angles : there arc the Indus, the Kishanganga, the Swat, the Kunar, the

Panjshir and the Oxus. On the east we observe the same phenomenon : the Brahma-

putra, the Salween, the Mekong and the Yangtze all cross the Himalayan alignment

at right angles.

On the north-west the several parallel rivers flow into the Kabul river, which

flows from the Hindu Kush on a course parallel to the Himalaya : on the east the

Zayul river is to the Brahmaputra what the Kabul river is to the Indus. The

Kaga tributary of the Brahmaputra in Tibet has its counterpart in the Shyok tributary

of the Indus (charts xxx and xxxiv of Part III).

We have now to trace the crest-zone of the Great Himalaya and to observe its

variations in height. From the ten Himalayan groups

of peaks described in Part I and tabulated on pages

37 and 38, we can determine the lengths of the

Himalayan axis carrying peaks of 24000 feet and
higher, and the lengths of axis on which no such peaks occur.

The variations in the height of the

crest of the Great Himalaya.

In chart xm a longitudinal section along the crest-line of the Great Himalaya
range, from the Indus to the Tist^i, has been drawn to illustrate the principal gaps in

the line of great peaks.* In the following table are given, firstly, the several lengths

• Wo ho TO not flutHcient information to u . exf -ndin; the section from the Tista to the Brahmaputra.
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of crest-line which have been observed to carry peaks exceeding 24000 feet, and,

secondly, those lengths on which no peaks of 24000 feet have been discovered

•

TABLE XXV.

The elevated portions of the range.

1

j

Length of fonti-

The depression, of the range.
|

exceeding 24000 feet.

T.ongth of depres-
sions ill crest-zone
where no peaks of
210IX) fi'ot occur.

Miles. Miles,

Kinchinjunga group of peaks 7 i ....

.... Passage of the Arun Kosi . .... !
G3

Everest group of peaks .
.•35 ....

.... Passage of the Bhotia Kosi . .... GO
Gosainthan group of peaks . .... 2

;

....

.... Passage of the Trisuli Gandak ....
i

;30

Group V * . . . .
; .

1
;

....

.... Passage of the Buria Gandak . 34
Group VI* . . . . i .... 10

1

....

.... Depression of range . . ....
i

2G

Group VII *
. . .

' .... 18 1 ....

.... Passage of the Kali Gamlak. .... !
21

Dhaulagiri group . 17 • • • «

....
ii
Depression of range . ...

’

223

Nanda Devi .... 1 ....

.... Deijrcssion of range . .... 470
Nanga Parbat ... .... 2

Aggregate length of crest carrying great peaks . , . 1)3

Aggregate length of gaj)s and depressions . . , . [VM]

Ninety miles of the crest-zone of the Nepal Himalaya carry peaks exceeding

24000 feet : the twin peaks of Nanda Devi are the only points of the Kurnaun Himalaya

that rise above 24000 feet, and the peaks of Nanga Parbat the only points of the

Punjab Himalaya.

If complete maps existed of the Himalaya, the whole area would be found to be

dotted with passes : the number of passes runs into

Passes over the Great Himalaya. thousands, and no attempt has been made in this paper

to compile a catalogue.

Passes do not as a rule possess any scientific interest ; they arc mostly situated

on the crests of spurs and minor ridges, and are seldom found upon the axes of the

great ranges. We will take the cases of a few well-known passes to illustrate

our meaning. The Tipta (16600 feet), for example, is a much-frequented pass

Vide page 38 of Part I.
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of eastern Nepal, but it has no geographical significance ; it is situated on the

crest of a southern spur of the Great Himalaya,—a spur that has been carved altogether

by water,—and it allows travellers to cross from the valley of the Tambar Kosi to

that of the sister-river the Arun. The Rohtangpass (13000 feet, chart xxxii) and the

Hamta (14000 feet) cross the eastern section of the Pir Panjal range between Kulu
and Lahaul and are on the water-parting between the Beas and Chenab. The Buran

ghati* (15121 feet) and the Shatul (15555 feet) cross the eastern section of the

Dhauladhar range south of the Baspa. The Kamri (13250 feet) and the Burzil (13500

feet) cross weather-worn ridges north of Kashmir. Even the Manirang (18600 feet),

south of the Spiti basin, and the Baralacha (16047 feet), north of Lahaul, cannot be

regarded as crossing the Great Himalaya.

In the Nepal and Kumaun Himalaya travellers pass from India into Tibet along

the channels of the great rivers : these ('hannels, difficult though they are, furnish

readier means of access than mountain paths above the snow, and passes over the range

are consequently not necessary. The defile of a river is sometimes regarded as a “pass,”
but when entered upon a map, the word “ pa.ss ” almost always denotes the higlmst

point of a path, with an ascent to it from one side and a descent from it on the other.f

The Bhotia Kosi and Dudh Kosi rivers (chart xxviii) rise in the Great Himalaya range
but north of its axis, the former at the Thanglang pass (18460 feet), the latter at the

Pangula (20000 feet). These passes are the highest points of routes connecting
Nepal and Tibet, but they are not situat(*d on the axis of the great range, being 30 or

40 miles in rear of it. The rivers have cut tlown the axis and the passes cross onlv
the northern Hank of the range. Similarly the pa.sses into Tibet from the Tista basin,

the Koru (16900 feet), the Naku (18186 feet), the Donkia (18100 feet), are over the

northern flank of the great range but not ov('r the axis ; the Tista has carved a bay
out of the raTige behind the axis and the pass«*s lead over the northern edge of the
bay. The Tang pass (15200 feet), however, near ('luinialhari, at the head of the Chumbi
valley, is a pass over the axis of the great range itself.

Ihe Punjab Himalaya, not having been pierced by rivers, furnishes more examples
of passes crossing the axis than the mountains of Nepal and Kumaun. A notch in a range
does not become a " pass,” until it is tmjuented by travellers, and though notches in

Nepal are probably as plentiful as in the Punjab, they are not used as passes. In the
Punjab the absence of river-gorges through the range obliges men to cross the crest-line,

if they wish to enter Tibet, and several passes, of which the Zoji (11300 feet) is the
best known, do traverse the a.xis of the great range.

•
'rto “ Boorendo ” of Gorard, 18?l.

a«nJJf'r ‘I
P*“ ” ««»>• “"'ow TIk> Afghan word “ Kotol ” and the Tibetan word “ La ”

fytnrkfff f wilh ATI ttscwt tf> it Oil Oil© .sid© and a descent from it on the other. The
1

I*®*®
** only applied on .•luip.s to or but the tcord “ pass has been applied also tolong nver beds like the Khybcr and Bulan
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Its age and continuity.

Tlte Siwalik range.

The Siwalik range separates the Himalaya mountains from the plains of India

and is the southern border range of the Tibet mountain

• system. Though its upheaval was accompanied by
movements of the Himalayan mouritains themselves, and probably by increases in

the latter’s elevation, yet the Siwalik range is of more recent formation, and is, perhaps,

the most recently formed range of similar magnitude on the earth. It is still in the first

stage of growth, and it may be expected in the futun? to rise in altitude and to expand

in width.

With the exception of a short distance of .50 miles, opposite to the basins of the

Tista and the Raidak, the Siwalik range has been shown by geologists to skirt the

Himalaya throughout their length with remarkable uniformity for 1600 miles, from

the Brahmaputra to the Indus and even to the west of the Punjab.

At the passage of the Sutlej there is a break—not a bend—in the alignment and

the two lengths of range appear to overlap. Figure 2 of chart xix shows how the

range north of the Sutlej is not a direct prolongation of the one to the south.* If the

elevation of the Siwalik range continues now to increase, and at a rate sufficient to

dam the Sutlej, the present overlap will be converted into a sinuosity of the crest-line

and water-parting, such as is often seen on great ranges, and the present defile of the

Sutlej will become a
‘

‘ pass.
’ ’

In places the Siwalik range is pressed against the outer Himalayan ranges, and

its existence would be overlooked by the casual observer

:

in other places, it is separated from the Himalaya for

distances of 20 or 50 miles and encloses canoe-shaped longitudinal valleys called

“ duns.”f The best known of these is the Dehra Dun, that stretches from the Ganges

to the Jumna : deposits of rounded stones, gravel and sand have been brought down

to the Dehra Dun from the Himalaya and have raised its surface 1000 feet above

the level of the plains beyond the Siwaliks. Other duns near Kumaun are the Kotah,

Path, Kothri, Ghgumbi, and the Kyarda, and many exist in Nepal ; but they are not

found north of the Ravi.

The Siwalik range is strongly developed opposite the Dehra Dun with steep south-

ern slopes and gentle northern : near the centre of this

dun the range bends through an angle of 40 degrees,

a similar bend being observable in the outer Himalayan range, 15 miles to the north.

On the convex side of its bend, following the example of its great Himalayan neigh-

bour, the Siwalik range threw off a branch range, remains of which are still visible

in the hill of Nagsidh (see figure .3 of chart xix). As is a common occurrence in the

great Himalaya, the Siwalik range is cro.ssed by a defile at the very point of its bend.J

Figure 1 of chart xix illustrates another bifurcation in the Siwalik range.

Atliis sheet No. 47, Scale I inch**4 miles.

f Vide Physical Oailogy of the Sub-Himalaya o/ Oarhwal and Kumaun^ by C. S. Micldlomisa : Mffnoirs, Oeologicnl

Survey of India, Vo\. XXIV,

t The defile is the Mohan pass, sec Atlas slieet 48 X, 15. ; also see sheets of the Dehra Dun ami Siwalik Survey.

Its “ duns.*

A bifurcation.
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Its rocks.

The Ganges bounds the Dehra Dun.on the east, and east of the Ganges the Siwalik

range is compressed against the outer Himalaya : it is deserving of note that the Ganges

cuts through the two ranges near their point of conjunction.

The Siwalik range is composed of the .same material,, hardly consolidated, that

forms the deposits erf the level plains of northern India.

The Siwalik zone was formerly the northernmost belt of

the flat alluvial region : it has been compressed by lateral forces into a long fold or

range. The folding of the Siwalik strata shows that the whole Himalaya must have

advanced southwards.* The thickness of the strata in the Siwaliks exceeds 15000

feet ; these immense deposits were all brought down by the Himalayan rivers and

upheaved in recent times. The rocks of the Siwaliks are entirely of fresh-water origin

and prove that the sea has not washed the base of the Himalaya since the eocene

period,t

The Siwalik range is of so recent a growth that its features are for the most part

the direct results of crustal deformation, and are con-
lu configuration.

scquontly Very different from those of the outer Himalaya

which have been mainly modelled by river erosion.

The Siwalik range is cut across by the great rivers of the Himalaya, but no open

mountain valleys have been developed by its ow’ii .streams ; the latter are mere torrents,

and arc enclosed by precipitous walls. Its ridges and spurs arc narrower, more sharply

edged and more inaccessible than those of the outer Himalaya.

The Siwalik range is of importance because of its proximity to populated tracts,

its wonderful continuity, and its geological interest, but from the point of view of mag-

nitude it cannot be compared with any other range of the frcjntispiece to Part I

;

the smallest ranges of the chart are the Lesser Himalaya and the Siwalik, and of these

two the former is immensely larger than the latter.J

The Lesser Himalaya ranges.

The Great Himalaya and the Siwalik ranges are two long parallel folds of the earth's

crust,—about 90 miles apart from axis to axis (charts xiv and xv). The region enclosed

between them is occupied by tlie intricate systenf of ranges we have called the Lesser

Himalaya and v.hicli we have briefly mentioned on page 75. If we allow for tlie

widths of the Great Himalayan and Siwalik ranges themselves, the zone occupied by
the Lesser Himalaya averages perhaps 50 miles in width.

The contortions of the strata show that the Lesser Himalaya region has every-

where been compressed horizontally. These mountains are however the result not

• A Manual of the Get logy o/ India,

t Presidontial address by Tolonel Ctidwin-Ausloii '!,v Geographical Section of the British x\ssociation for the
Advnm**>inent of Science, 1883.

t Objection may ])c taken to the occasional u.^e that been made of tl>e plural form Siwaliks, We have ourselves
no liking for it, but lind it difficult to avoid. .Fnc plural fou.. is undoubtedly in general use by residents. Similar plural
forms arc ajjplicd to many mountams, such as tiie Pyrenees, We have however avoided employing the
form Himalayas in this paper.
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of one but of many movements of the crust and their liistory is more comj)lex than
that of the Siwaliks ; ranges have been uplifted, and have been afterwards forced to

change direction : the whole region has been subjected to successive compressions, and
the general wrinkling process is probably still continuing.

In Kashmir and parts of Nepal, where outer ranges arc distinct, flat alluvial

valleys are enclosed behind the Lesser Himalaya, like the “ duns ” of the Siwalik and like

the plains of Tibet, but in Kumaun, though rivers may run for miles parallel to the

mountain axes, the longitudinal and high level alluvial valleys are absent.

Cunningham in his work on Ladak writes ;
“ The inferior mountains of the easti'rn

“chain generally run at right angles to its axis, whereas those of the western chain

“ are mostly disposed in subordinate parallel ranges.” We do not think that this view

is correct. Cunningham was probably borrowing his ideas of the Nepal Himalaya

from the writings of Brian Hodgson. Though the inferior mountains of Kuniaun

and of parts of Nepal do not run so clearly parallel to the axis of the great chain, as

those of the Punjab, yet throughout the licsser Himalaya the governing lines are parallel

and the most striking characteristic is parallelism.

If we attempt to analyse the Lesser Himalayan ranges, we find that they can be

divided into two classes
:
(a) those that branch from the Great Himalaya, (6) those

that are separate folds. The branch ranges of the first class run obliquely across

the moxintain area ; the sejiarate folds of the second class follow curvilinear alignments

parallel to the great range.

The great range bifurcates generally at the points where it is changing its aligi\-

ment, and each sxiccessive branch range adopts the alignment, which the trunk range

is forsaking. Having traversed the mountain area oblicpiely the branches slowly

alter their direction and finally run parallel to the great range.

We may classify the seven known ranges of the l^esser Himalaya as follows :

—

the Nag Tibba,

the Dhauladhar,

the Pir Panjal,

the North Kashmir.

These four ranges are oblique and are separate branches of the great range.

The three outer ranges, which may or may not be different sections of one long

range, are

—

the Mahabarat,

the Mussooree.

the Rattan Pir.

The Nwf Tif.>ha range.

The most easterly oblique range, that is known to us, branches from the Great
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Himalaya near Dhaulagiri (figure I, chart xvi) and runs at first in prolongation of the

great range’s alignment. It continues in a straight line strongly developed across

the basin of the Karnali ; it passes through Almora, Nag Tibba and the Chur,* and

conjoins with the Dhauladhar range near the Bara Bangahal (chart xvin). For

over 100 miles in Kumaun this range is without a b/eak, and it compels the

Alaknanda, the Pindar and the Sarju to flow parallel to it along its northern flank ; the

Alaknanda and Pindar rivers combine to pierce it north of Hardwar, and the Sarju

combines with the Kali to pierce it near the western border of Nepal.

Twenty-four miles west of Dhaulagiri (26795 feet) the highest peak of the Nag

Tibba range is 23760 feet : at 52 miles the highest peak is 19876 feet, at 70 miles 15000

feet, at 96 miles 12000 feet ;f south of the Pindar river its peaks are 9000 feet.

These figures indicate how the branch declines in height on separating from the

trunk range.J
The Dhatdadhar range.

The second oblique range branches from the great range near Badrinath, and

runs south of the Baspa tributary of the Sutlej. It is cut in two by the Sutlej at

Rampur and by the Boas at Ijarji ; and it is crossed by the Ravi south-west of Chamba.

The northern flank of th(! Dhauladhar range impinges against the southern flank of the

Pir Panjal range at the mountain knot of Bara Bangahal.§ The bifurcation near

Badrinath is illustrated in figure 3, chart xvi, and the conjunction of flanks at the

source of the Ravi in chart xviii.

The Pir Panjal range.

The third oblique range leaves the great range at the Sutlej (figure 4, chart xvi),

and forms the water-parting between the Chenab on one side and the Beas and the Ravi

on the other. It bends towards the Dhauladhar range near the source of the Ravi, and

the clash between their flanks has created the mountain knot of Bara Bangahal (chart

xviii). The Pir Panjal is the largest of all the Lesser Himalayan ranges, and even at

its extremity in Kashmir it carries many peaks exceeding 16000 feet.|| South of Lahaul

a considerable area rises above the snow line and numerous glaciers exist: south of

Ktushmir there ate no glaciers, but in places snow lies throughout the year.

The North Kashmir range.

The fourth oblique rang,e branches from the great Himalaya near the Zoji pass

;

it constitutes the water-parting between the Jhelum and Kishanganga, the latter river

draining the angle formed by the bifurcation. Its height is greatest near the point of

• The Cainr ie a remarkable double peak (11966 feet) twenty-fiTC miles south-east of Simla. It is composed of granite
and is sup^rted by seven buttresses. It exceeds in height by 1600 feet all points within thirty miles of it Though so
prominent it less high than the peaks of the I'ir Panjal range. In 1816 Captain Hodgson and Lieutenant Herbert deter-
mined the difference of height between the two peaks of the Chur as 400 feet ; the higher peak they found to be 14 miles
north of the lower. Atlas Sheet No. 47.

t Between latitude 29® 10' and 29'^ 20', ami luir^Itude -ad 81® 30,'

It is 17776 feet in longitude 82® 30', 16000 in 82® W, 12000 in 81® 30', and 9000 in 80® 46.'

§ Map of Knngra, J inch =* 2 miles ; Atlas Sheet No. 47

II
Map of K-oshmir, 1 ineh a 2 miles.
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bifurcation, one of its peaks, Haramukh*** (16890 feet), reaching above the snow-line, but

westwards it ramifies and declines. For the first 100 miles of its length it is without

a gorge : its width exceeds 30 miles.

The Mahabarat range.
»

West of the Singalila ridge an outer parallel range, known as Mahabarat, traverses

the basins of the Kosi and Gandak ; it is strongly marked and continues through western

Nepal.f Immediately to the cast of Singalila, however, no such range is visible, all the

lesser ranges having disappeared from the basin of the Tista. Further to the east in

Bhutan trigonometncal observations have disclosed the existence of an outer range

in latitude 27
J°.

The peaks of the Mahabarat range vary from 6000 to 8000 feet, dwindling near the

left bank of the Kosi to 5000 feet
;
throughout its length this range, though serrated like

the edge of a saw, offers but few recognisable points to trigonometrical surveyors.

The Mussooree range.

Between the Ganges and Sutlej there is an outer alignment of hills, of which Sirkanda

(9080 feet), Landour (7464 feet), Banog (7433 feet), Badraj (7320 feet), and Kasauli

(6322 feet) form prominent points : whether this is a remnant of a more southern

range, now almost extinct, or whether it originally formed a Hank of the Nag Tibba

range, 10 miles to the north, we are unable even to conjecture : nor ciin we tell at

present, whether this so-called Mussooree range is a continuation or not of the Maha-

barat range of Nepal.

The line of mountains we have called the Mussooree range has barred the exit of

the Ganges from the mountains and has forced the Bhagirathi, the Alaknanda, and the

Navar afiluents to unite in rear of it : the junction of the Tons and the Jumna is also

due to its presence.

The Rattan Pir.

South of Kashmir the outermost range is known as the Rattan Pir. This range may

be the western extremity of a long outer range, pressed near Kashmir against the Pir

Panjal range, or it may be an old flank of the Pir Panjal range itself and not a separate

fold. It is separated from the Pir Panjal by the river Punch.

If the Lesser Himalaya had consisted of the oblique ranges only, the mountains

might have terminated in the plains of India as diverging and diminishing chains

—

increasing in number and decreasing in magnitude—like the Hindu Kush in Afghanistan

and the Kuen Lun in China. But one or more outer ranges seem to have been upheaved

parallel to the great range and these appear to have pressed back the oblique ranges

and to have formed a curvilinear wall stretching almost unbroken for 1600 miles from

the Brahmaputra to the Indus. If the sea were now to flow over the Indo-Gangetic

plains, the Himalayan coast would be a long wall without capes or islands.

The trigonometrical station of Haramukh is 16001 feet high and one mile north-west of the peak,

t We can trace it from longitude 86°, latitude 27J®, through 86®, 27 and 83®, 28® to SOJ®, 29^®.
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If we examine chart xxni of Part III, or the drainage charts xxiv to xxxiv,

we find that the river basins of the Nepal Himalaya are disposed symmetrically with

regard to the ranges, but that this is not the case in the Punjab Himalaya. The Hima'

layan basins of the Tista, the Kosi, the Gandak and the Kamali are of simple and sym-

metrical shapes, such as would be expected to result from rivers flowing down from

a great range. But the basins of the Sutlej, the* Beas, the Ravi, the Chenab and the

Jhclum are disposed obliquely with regard to the Himalayan alignments : the axes of

these basins are parallel to one another but inclined at an angle to the line of snow

peaks.

The symmetry of the Nepalese basins is due to the fact that the Lesser Himalaya

ranges in Nepal are mainly parallel to the great range : the obliquity of the Punjab

•basins is due to the Lesser Himalayan ranges in the Punjab being mainly oblique.
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Its continuity.

THE RANGES OF SOUTHERN TIBET.

The three principal ranges of Southern Tibet are the Zaskar; the Ladak, and the

Kailas.

The Zaskar range.

The Zaskar range appears to bifurcate from the great Himalayan range near Nampa

(see figure 2, chart xvi), but the exact position of the bifurcation is not known.

The Zaskar range, after leaving the Great Himalaya, culminates in the peak of

Kamet (26447 feet) : near the point of its intersection by the Sutlej the twin peaks of

Leo Pargial (22210 feet) rise from it, and in the basin of the Spiti river it carries the

peak of Shilla (23050 feet). Beyond the Indus-Spiti water-parting its peaks rise to 20000

feet, but further to the north-west they do not exceed 18000 feet.

Through the basin of the Indus the Zaskar range can be traced at intervals run-

ning in a north-westerly direction parallel to the Great

Himalaya ;* the region it traverses north-west of Spiti

is, however, occupied by complex ramifications of mountains, apparently branching

in many directions, and there does not seem to be any definite continuous axis to which

all the ridges belong. In some places the Zaskar fold can be clearly seen : in others there

appear to be two or more close parallel folds. The continuity of the range as drawn in

the frontispiece to Part I has not, we think, been demonstrated.!

Sir Alexander Cunningham refers to the Zaskar range in his work on Ladak, and

is confident from personal observation of its continuity :
“ It extends,” he writes, “ in

“ one unbroken chain through the districts of Chumiirti, Rukchu, and Zaskar to the

“junction of the Zaskar river, which rushes dark and turbulent through a vast chasm in

“ the mountains where human foot has never trod. From this it extends to the junction

“of the Dras river with the Indus, where it is again cut through by the Dras river at a

“ narrow gorge called the Wolf’s Leap ; but beyond this point it stretches in one unbroken

“ chain to the great southward sweep of the Indus.”

The parallelism of the upper feeders of the Kali, in the beds they have carved out

for themselves along the eastern portion of the Zaskar
Corrugations.

range, suggests the possibility of the surface of the range

having been originally corrugated. J The Dharma, the Lissar and the Kali itself

rise in the Zaskar range and flow in long parallel troughs of the crest-zone at five-mile

intervals : their courses are inclined to the direction of the range as though they are

the troughs of minor folds obliquely superposed upon the main Zaskar fold.

* Sheets R and 0, Punjab map, 1 inchsaS miles.

t Colonel Godwin-Austen drew three parallel ranges whore we have drawn the single Zaskar. (?oe Report, British

Association for tfie Advancement of Science, 1884.) Ho had an intimate knowledge of the geology of the region.

t Atlas sheet fiO N. E.
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A great transverse spur protrudes from the Zaskar range at Kamet into the upper

basin of the Alaknanda. For a length of 20 miles its

Transverse ridges.
peaks exceed 20000 feet ; its altitude then diminishes

to 14000 feet in 6 miles, and it is not visible south of theDhauli at Joshimath.* It

is this extraordinary buttress of Kamet that separates the basins of the Vishnuganga

and Dhauli behind the great Himalayan range (chart xxiv, Part III). Its magni-

tude and continuity suggest the idea that it is a structural fold due to cross pressure.

The western boundary of the Spiti basin seems also to be a transverse range branch-

ing at right angles from both sides of the Zaskar range.

The Zaskar range, being the water-parting between the Kumaun Himalaya and

Tibet, is crossed by a great number of well-known pass-
PasseH over the Zaskar range. Upper

Karnali basin, and near the conjunction of the Zaskar and Great Himalayan ranges.

The Manghang, I^ankpya and Dharma passes are about 18000 feet, the Untadhura

is slightly below 17600 : these passes lead to Tibet out of the basin of the Kali. The

Kingri Bingri (18300 feet), the Balchha (17600 feet), the Shalshal (16200 feet), the

Silikank (18000 feet) and the Niti (16.500 feet) are all passes across the water-parting

between the Dhauli affluent of the Alaknanda and Tibet, and they by no means con-

stitute a complete list. The Mana pass (18000 feet), called also the Dhungri or Chirbitya,

is at the head of the Saraswati affluent of the Alaknanda."}" The Muling pass (height

unknown) crosses the water-parting between the Bhagirathi and Tibet. The Gumrang

and Sholarung passes are further west and connect the Himalayan basin of the

8utlcj with its basin in Tibet.

The hadak range.

The western portion of this range was called by Sir Alexander Cunningham the

Kailas ranges on the supposition that the peaks of Kailas rose from its easterly con-

tinuation. But tlu' Kailas peaks stand north of the Manasarowar lakes, and the con-

tinuation of Cunningham’s Kailas range; has been found to pass south of Manasarowar

(figure 1 of chart xxi, and frontispiece to Part 1). Many writers have followed Cun-

ningham, but Drew adopted the name “ Leh ” range. Godwin-Austen called it the

“Ladak” range, because it was the principal feature of Ladak. We have accepted the

name I^adak, and have applied it to the whole range from Assam to Baltistan. We are

not, however, in a position to c< rtify th.at a continuous range stretches in rear of the

Great Himalayan range throughout the whole length of the latter from east to west.

In rear of the Assam Himalaya the Ladak range is strongly developed, and forms

The soutiiefn water-parting of the the water-parting between the Brahmaputra of Tibet
Brahmaputra of Tibet.

Brahmaputra of Assam.

North of the Chumalhari peak of the Great Himalaya, the Nyang river has.cut

through the Ladak range, and drains northwards into the Brahmaputra.J Westwards

• Kumaiin auo* CxArnwai Survey, I inr;h=l niilo. 'tHu Sbeet. No. 66, 1 inch=4 miles.

t The Saraswati is a feodor of the Vishnuganga, The namui of passeH are spelt in various ways, and much uncer-
tainty prevails,

X North-eastern Frontier Sheets 6 N. W. and 6 S. W., 1 inch » 4 miles.
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from the Nyang basin, as far as Lake Manasarowar, the Ladak range is the water-part-

ing of the Brahmaputra, and the drainage of its southern slopes passes across the Great

Himalaya into India. The bend in the water-parting at Chumalhari, as drawn on

charts xxiii and xxxv, is therefore due to the Nyang river : at tliis one point the Great

Himalaya becomes the watbr-parting, and the trough to the north of it drains into the

Brahmaputra of Tibet.

Westwards from the Nyang basin for a distance of 200 miles, the Ladak range and

the Great Himalaya run parallel and enclose between them the long trough of the

Arun river, the plains of Dingri, and of Digur Thanka and the lake of Palgu.*

In rear of the bifurcation of the Great Himalayan range at Dhaulagiri the Ladak

range increases in elevation, and the trough separating it from the Great Himalaya

becomes less distinct.

Behind the Karnali basin the range is strongly developed
; it culminates south

of Manasarowar in Gurla Mandhata. Immediately
Continuity of the range.

great peak the continuation of the range

is not distincLf The gap here is more difficult to explain than the gorge cut by the

Nyang, and it is this break in continuity that mainly prevents us from stating definitely

that the Ladak fold is continuous. To give a single name to one long range is advan-

tageous, in that the name indicates, the position maintained by the range with regard

to other ranges. But identity of name implies identity of origin, and whether

one long fold extends through Gurla Mandhata from the east of Tibet to the west, is a

question that has not been finally decided. The apparent break near Gurla may have

been a feature of original structure ; the range east of Gurla may be overlapping

that from the west ; or a portion west of Gurla may have subsided, or have been

deflected by recent pressures ; or the Ladak range and the range to the north may

have expanded sympathetically at Manasarowar, and their flanks have been

merged by pressure (figure 1, chart xxi).J From information at present available

it appears more correct to give one name to the whole range and thereby to imply

continuity, than to give different names to different lengths and thereby to imply

independence.

When we consider what small accidents of heterogeneity or of resistance in the

crust are sufficient to break the uniformity and continuity of a long fold, our wonder

is that the ranges of southern Tibet, subjected as they have been to ever varying cross

pressures, are as continuous and as uniform as they are.

East of Manasarowar the Ladak range runs south of the Brahmaputra, and,

except at Chumalhari, forms the water-parting : west of

Manasarowar the range follows the Indus, and its rela-

tionstothis river are extraordinary.§ The frontispiece to

* Map of Nepal, 1 inchsslG miles.

t Northern Frontier Sheet, 14 S.-W., 1 inch = 4 miles. Ryder’s map of southern Tibet, Ccoyraphicol Journal,

VoL XXVL

X On ohart xxi this contact between the ranges is called a conjunction : it is however a clauh of flanks only and not
a conjunction of axes : the thick lines on the chart show only the axes of the ranges and give no idea of their spans.

{ Sheets 5 and 6, Punjab map, 1 inchssS milea.
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Part I shows how the Indus and the Ladak range are intertwined : for the first 180'

miles from its source the Indus flows along the trough north of the Ladak range and

parallel to the range : near Thangra, north of Hanle, it bends at right angles, cuts across

the range, and forsakes the trough it has been occupying. It now flows for 300 miles

along the south flank of the Ladak range, and^ then, shortly before its junction with

the Shyok, passes back across the range to its original side. It remains on the north

side for 100 miles and then cuts across the range for the third time.*

At the intersection near Hanle the range is strongly developed, and that it is cut

through there can be little doubt. On both sides of the river-gorge the core of the

range is found to be of granite, and the alignment is found to be the same.

The troughs on either side of the Ladak range in Ladak are comparatively open and

contain but small impediments to the flow of the mighty river r the behaviour of the

latter in cutting constant gorges through a granite range in preference to pursuing a

straight and simple course is moat eccentric. As a geographical feature it is unique.f

We can only suppose that the Ladak range has grown, since the Indus began to flow,

and that like a tree trunk embraced by a creeper, it has in its expansions had grooves

cut across it by the river.

But little is known of the Ladak range between the Sutlej and its intersection by

the Indus near Hanle ; nothing is known of it cast of longitude 91°, or west of longitude

74°.

A great number of passes cross the Ladak range : on its north-western section

„ , j ,
south of the Indus are situated the Harpo (16785 feet).

Passes over the Ladak range.
^

i \ /?

the Burgi (1.5697 feet), the Bunnuk. Behind Leh are the

Lasirnuui (16900 feet), and the Laowchi or Khardung (17600 feet).

Between Ijch and the intersection of the Ladak range near Thangra by the Indus

the principal pass is the Kay (182.50 feet). Between Hanle and Manasarowar are the

Medosi (17700 feet), the Boga (19200 feet) and the Ayi (18700 feet) : south of the lake

Rakas Tal are two passes over the Ladak range, height 17100 and 18200 feet : north

of Nepal there are the Photu (15080 feet), the No (16600 feet), the Taku, the Sheru

(17600 feet), the Kura (17900 feet) and others. J

The Marsemik, Dumche, and Chang passes are on the Kailas and not on the

Ladak range.

The Kailas range.

The Kailas range runs parallel to the Ladak range fifty miles in rear of it (figure 1,

chart xxi). Near Manasarowar it contains a crowded cluster of peaks, several of

which exceed 20000 feet, and the highest of which is Kailas (22028 feet). Opposite to.

Itt the froniispioco of Part 1 the third intersection of the range by the river is drawn at Buuji near the great knee*
bend of the Indus : tne continuity of the range has, however, not bwn proved. It; is clear that the Indus must pass some-
where in this region across the range to the south, but it is not certain wherd it does so. The return passage may occur a
little west of longitude 70^*: if that be the case, the range should have been drawn on the chart nearer to the Kailas range,
and the Zaskar range should have been pr<Hluced across the Indus at the point on the chart where the Ladak range crosses
it*

t Compare, however, the intersections of the Znskar mnge by the Spiti river. On chart xxxi of Part III the couise
of the Zaskar range can be traced from its peaks ot Siiilia, iJbo Piirgial, anvl Kamet.

X The natuea of passes Rve spelt in different ways, and it.is not possible to say which are the correct forms. The
Kharaung pass is described in the JHarch^.s of Hindi^tan by David hrnser. Rvder crossed the Kura Pass in 1904. vide.
Oeogravhical Journal, Vol. XXVI, p. 383.

* “
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the culmination of the range in the Kailas peak, the Ladak range culminates in

Gurla Mandhata
; both ranges expand at this point and their flanks come into con-

junction.

East of Manasarowar the Kailas range forms generally the northern rim of the

Brahmaputra’s trough : it cannot, however, be called the watcr-j)arting, as it is cut

through in places by rivers from the north.

East of longitude 86° the Kailas range bifurcates* (frontispiece to Part I), and

A branch from the Kailas range.
for nearly 160 milcs the river Raga (chart XXX) flows

along the trough between the two branches.

Immediately after bifurcation the branch range is crowned by a cluster of peaks,

many of which were formd by Captain Wood to exceed 20000 feet
;
peaks of 18000 feet

have been found upon it as far cast as its intersection, in longitude 87° 45', by the

main stream of the Brahmaputra : its height diminishes near its intersection by the

Nyang but increases again to 18000 feet further east.

The branch range appears to conjoin with the Ladak range near I.ake Yamdrok:

this section of it was called by Ryder the Karo La range.f

After throwing off its branch the main Kailas range runs eastwards with peaks

/. .. . of 20000 feet. Trigonometrical observations show that
Continuity of the Kailas range. ^

it joins with a range of Tibet, known as the Ninchin-

thangla, in longitude 88°. After this conjunction the Kailas range itself continues to

trend in its former alignment as far as longitude 92° and possibly further. Nothing

is known of the Kailas range east of 92°.

Near Manasarowar the Kailas range is strongly developed and the ranges

to the south of it expand here in sympathy. Within one region arc to be found the cul-

minating peaks of four different ranges,—Kailas, Gurla Mandhata, Kamet and Nanda

Devi.

From Manasarowar the Kailas range can be traced along the north bank of the

Indus as far as the Pangong lakes. In longitude 80° it is intersected by the Singhgi,

the eastern branch of the Indus.

On reaching the Pangong lakes it appears to end in the peak of Sajum (20018 feet),

. ^ , but further west it can be traced again, and then forms
A break in the continuity.

^

^

the water-parting between the Shyok on the south and

the Nubra on the north : the alignment from Sajum to the junction of the Nubra

and Shyok has not been determined, and the range has been broken on the frontis-

piece to Part I to denote uncertainty. J It is possible that the Kailas range has clashed

with tire Ladak west of Sajum peak, and that for a short length the two ranges are

* The Ladak range appears to bend sympathetically opjiositc to the bifurcation, Sheete 22 N. W. ''‘iid 22 N, E.,

Northern Frontier, 1 inch = 4 miles. This part of Tibet was surveyed by Ryder in iy04, vide. Report on eufvey opera-

tions on the journey from Qyangtae to tiimla vid Gurluk,

•f
North-Eastern Frontier Sheet 6 N. E., 1 inch «= 4 miles.

X North of Leh the Kailas range is clearly marked. Sheet No. 6, Punjab map. 1 inch—8 miles. For Sajum pcak^

see map of Turkistan. 1 ineli=^32 rnile^.

Q
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here welded together. It is also possible that vertical subsidences have destroyed the

continuity of the Kailas near Pangong. •

West of the junction of the Nubra and Shyok the Kailas range runs parallel to its

northern neighbour the Karakoram ;
the long troughs occupied by the Biafo, Hispai

and Chogo Lungnia glaciers lie between the Kailas and Karal^ram ranges.

Opposite the kneebend of the Indus near Bunji the Kailas range is crowned by

.... . ^ the peak of Haramosh (24270 feet).* Within nine miles
Culmination and termination.

^
^

^ ^

of its intersection by the Hunza river stands Bakaposhi,

its highest peak, and it is near this point—the point of intersection and of supreme

altitude—that the range begins to change its direction. After a long course from

south-east to north-west it bends through a wide curve, and then runs from north-

east to south-west, declining in height as it bends. West of Bakaposhi, however, its

alignment is very difficult to trace ; in this region the range has been so cut to pieces

by feeders of the Gilgit and Kunar rivers, that its present appearance resembles a

line of detached pyramids (chart xxxiv).

In figure 2, chart xxi, the Kailas range has been extended across the Kunar river

at Chitral : but this prolongation is only suggested, and has not been entered upon the

frontispiece of Part I.

• Atlaa 8heot 27 S. R, 1 inch 5= 4 miles. N oil hem Transfronlier Sheet 3 N. E., J inch = 4 miles. Map lo illus-

trate Ca)>t«in Younghuabaners ozplorution>«> 1 incli ss 16 miles.
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THE KARAKORAM AND THE HINDU KUSH.

The Karakoram.

The nomenclature of the mountain ranges of Asia has been the source of many
difficulties. The applications of names by natives are vague and indefinite

; and a
mountain chain may even be designated differently in neighbouring villages. In
the study of geography the employment of names is a means to an end, and we
should therefore endeayout to introduce as simple a nomenclature as possible. It is

not necessary to retain several names for a single range ; nor is it advisable to abandon
a name, after it has been for many years in common use upon maps, because faults

come to be found with it.

Moorcroft was the first western geographer to apply the name Karakoram
to the great range of mountains, which separates the Indus and Tarim basins. Moor-
croft was a careful observer, and he learnt the name from natives in Tibet. For

60 years the name Karakoram was eniployed by geographers, and throughout the

surveys of Kashmir and Baltistan no objections to it were raised by surveyors.

Some 20 or 30 years ago the alternative name, Muztagh, was introduced and
an endeavour was made to displace the name Karakoram. There was nothing

to be gained by the change, and it has only re.sulted in confusion. By some writers

and map-makers the name Karakoram has been retained, by others the name
Muztagh has been accepted, and by others the two names are now given together.

The objection raised to the old name “ Karakoram ” was that it meant “ black

“gravel,” whereas “ Muztagh ’
’ means “ ice mountain.” The original meaning of a name

has nothing to do with its suitability : black gravel is found on the slopes of the

Karakoram, and Moorcroft relying on native information named the range “black

“ gravel.”

The confusion caused by the introduction of the name Muztagh should be a warn-

ing to geographers to accept accomplished facts. Now that the name Muztagh has

come to be applied on modern maps to the Karakoram range, explorers are discover-

ing that it is attached to every snow mountain in Chinese Turkistan. The peak Muz-

tagh Ata is not on the Karakoram but on the Kashgar range : Sven Hedin writes of the

Kashgar range as the Muztagh range :* on the authority of a village headman

Dr. Stein gives the name Muztagh to a peak of the Kuen Lun ;t Semenoff called the

western portion of the Tian Shan “ the Muztagh.”

Muztagh, meaning “ ice mountain,” is in fact a description, not a name. Colonel

Wahab writes,“ Muztaghs are as common all over Central Asia as Safed Kohs on our

“ north-western frontier. The name Karakoram is q\iite established now for the moun-

“tain range separating the Indus and Zarafshan, and is the most suitable.”

We are of opinion that the name Muztagh should be used for the peak Muztagh

Ata, but not as an alternative for the name Karakoram ; the latter alone should in

future be applied to the mountain range, of which K^ is the highest summit.

q2

Sven Hedin : Through Asia, page 670.

t M. A. vStein ; Sand-buried ruins of Khotan,
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The Karakoram and Hindu Kush ranges of mountains are different sections of

the same crustal fold. The fold traverses western

Tibet from south-east to north-west, curves round

through Hunza and (^ilgit, passes north of Chitral, and enters Afghanistan in a

direction from north-east to south-west.* The eastern portion of the fold is known as

the Karakoram range, the western portion as tKe Hindu Kush.
The range does not change its name at any particular natural feature ; but, as

the limits of application of the two names require to be settled for the convenience

of geographers, it will perhaps be well, if we call the mountain chain in Tibet and
Hunza the “Karakoram,” and in Gilgit, Chitral and Afghanistan the “Hindu Kush.”
The water-parting between the Hunza and Gilgit rivers (charts xx and xxxiv) situated

some ten miles east of the meridian of 74° will then form the dividing line.f

In chart xx a longitudinal section of the Karakoram has been drawn to explain

Gaps in the Karakoram range.
graphically the causes of the gaps in the range. This

section has been made to follow the curved alignment

of the Karakoram and Hindu Kush ranges. A comparison of the section against

the groups of peaks, described in Part I, will show how the range is divided into

blocks : the following table gives both the continuous lengths of range that carry

peaks higher than 24000 feet, and the intervening gaps, where no such peaks exist ;

—

TABLE XXVI.

The elevated portionH of the range,
carrying peaks of 240(X) feet and The depressions of the ranire.

higher.
^

Length of con- i

i
tinuou^ crest,

j

;
zone oarrying

{

I peaks exceeding

i 24000 feet. I

i

Length of depres-

sions in orest-

zone, where no
peaks of 24000

feet occur.

Shyok Nubra group of peaks .

Group XIIJ ....
Group Xlllt.

Karakoram group .

Knnjut group

• • # •

Hunza-Kunji group

• • » *

Tirich Mir group

Passage of the Nubra river

Crest-zone carries no great peaks

Crest-zone carries no great peaks

Crest-zone carries no great peaks

Passage of the Hunza river

r Long depression of range

)

-< containing the gorges of the [•

C Gilgit and Kunar rivers . )

Miles. 1 Miles.

5 • * • •

• . • • 12

1

.... 35

13 • • • •

.... 22

18 • • • •

• • • 60
25 « • • •

• • • • 22
16 ....

.... 140

26 * • • .

There are no peaks of 24000 fee?t west of the Tirich Mir'group.

Aggregate length of crest carrying great peaks .

Aggregate length of gaps and depressions

104

291
The curvature of its course is sharper than that of the great Himalaya.

~ ~

«. p.rl«p. a.mm.MuS RtoT.toSiSSSST <“«»• <J1« Urn. Hnn,

X Ftds page 40 of Parti.
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The Shyok, Hunza, GUgit and Kunar rivers drain the trough behifd the Kara-

koram range ; the Nubra river rises in the Karakoram, the glacier at its source having

out a notch in the crest-zone.

Though the number of great peaks is less on the Karakoram than on the Great

Himalaya, there is a greater length of high range, on which great peaks stand without

deep intervening depressions. A length of 104 miles of the Karakoram crest carries

great peaks against one of 93 miles of the Great Himalaya. The Karakoram rises

as it leaves Tibet, culminates in K", and then slowly declines : its crest does not show

the surgings of the Great Himalaya.

The western termination of the Karakoram is the Hindu Kush, but of its eastern

termination we know nothing.* The peak of Aling
****”****” ** Kangri, which stands in Tibet near the eastern source

of the Indus, has been supposed to mark the continuation

of the Karakoram fold, but chart xx illustrates our inability to draw the eastern

section of the range. At Pangong and Rudok, between the known eastern extremity

of the Karakoram and its supposed continuation at Aling Kangri, no range appears

to exist,f but our geographical knowledge of this region is very imperfect.

As we said of the Kailas range when referring to this same region, a portion of

the Karakoram may have subsided vertically : on the other hand, the normal height

of the Karakoram at this spot may not be above 17000 or 18000 feet, in which case it

would be now projecting only 1000 or 2000 feet above the surface of the high level allu-

vial plains of Tibet and be attracting no particular attention from explorers.

East of Aling Kangri a great range was observed by the explorer Nain Singh.

He left Leh in July 1874, and travelled due east from Rudok for a distance of {more

than 800 miles
;
an almost continuous range of snow mountains, he said, trended east-

wards from Aling Kangri (longitude 81°) to the Ninchinthangla peaks (longitude

90° SO') (see frontispiece to Part I).J

Another question that cannot yet be answered is—Are there two Karakoram

ranges parallel to one another? There are, we "shall

Ka^oK^mge”***"'***^***^** show hereafter, two Hindu Kush ranges (frontispiece to

Part I), and we have not been able to discover where

the northern Hindu Kush range terminates towards the cast.

North-west and south-east of the peak K^ we see in rear of the Karakoram range,

• and at a constant distance from it, a very marked water-parting shown on maps, which

curves back from the Karakoram axis in two places (see areas C and H of chart xxxv).

It is crossed by numerous passes, the Shimshal (14719 feet), theKhunjerab (15420 feet),

the Mintaka (15430 feet), the Kilik (15600 feet), the Karakoram (18550 feet).§

What is this water-parting? Is it a fold of the Earth’s crust? Is it an easterly

•continuation of the northern Hindu Kush fold, and has it been welded by pressure

* Map of Hunde^ or Nan Khorsam, 1 inoh = 8 miles.

t Acoeea to Tibet from the west is easy at this point, vide Sir Thomaa Holdioh’s India.

i Oe^rai Report, 0. T. Survi’y of India, 1874-76.

I The two Muzti^h passes, the western of which was crossed by Yonnghnsband, are on the range.

Height of western Muztagh pass 19029 feet, Ferber’s aneroid value, Geographical Journal, vol. XXA, Uec. 1907, p. 639.
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into the Karakoram at K^? These are questions we are quite unable to answer^.

No second Karakoram range has been' shown upon the frontispiece to Part I ; its

existence as a separate crustal fold is conjectural, and it would be unsafe to draw

conclusions as to structure from observations of drainage. It is possible that the

Karakoram range has thrown off bifurcations, and that these have complicated the

orography.

Even the great Karakoram peaks themselves seem to follow two alignments.

The Masherbrum peaks and peak 63 (table v of Part I) surmount a ridge parallel

to that on which the peaks of K* and Gasherbrum stand, and at a distance of ten miles

from it. Of the Karakoram peaks north-east of K* we have no knowledge, and there

is no more likely spot than this for great undiscovered peake to be existing.

Colonel Montgomerie gave the following account of the mountains of western

C omparisons with the Alps.

Tibet, of which the Karakoram is the backbone :
“ From

“ any point in the Punjab at the foot of the Himalaya

“ it takes a man assisted by a pony sixty-six days to cross the mountains
; and I think

“ that even if a man tried his utmost he could not well do it under fifty-five days ; during

“ that distance the road is for twenty-five marches never under an elevation of 16000

“ feet, and during forty-five marches never descends below 9000 feet.”

“ The Alps, I suppose, would take, at the outside, three days for a man to cross,

“ and I believe that a good walker can cross from a village on one side to a village on

“ the other in one summer’s day. The Munshi took twenty-five days to march from

“the last village south of the Karakoram to the first village north of the Karakoram.”
“ In no parts of the Alps,” writes Sir Martin Conway, “ is there anything like the

“ amount of rock ruin, even in proportion to the size of the mountains, that one finds

“ in these dry districts of the Karakoram.”*

The Karakoram is a more arid and less wooded region than the Himalaya ; its

topographical features are consequently different. Rain-water runs off more rapidly,

less sinks below the surface, and the rocks are not protected to the same extent against

variations of temperature by a mantle of verdure.

The Hindu Kush.

. Humboldt believed that the Hindu Kush range was a continuation of the Ku(fn

Lun,t and an examination of the frontispiece to Part I shows how natural such a sup-

position was. Even now we cannot draw the crustal folds of the Pamir plateau or

of the region to its south-east.

Trigonometrical observations and topographical surveys have shown that the

Hindu Kush consists of two distinct parallel ranges.^ The highest peaks and the

deepest gorges are found on the southern range, and smaller variations of relief on

the northern.

• W. Conwn> : KUthhiky U ihe ISM.

t A. Von Hiiirboldt ! Vol. II, page

J Holdioh*B /Hdia, paRo 84.
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The northern Hindu Kush range bears the same relation to the southern, as the

Drainage of the Hindu Kush
range does to the Great Himalaya in Nepal : that

is to say, the northern is the primary water-parting, and
its drainage escapes through the gorges of the loftier southern range.

The Hunza river rises beyond the southern range and cuts through it. Simi-

larly the Gilgit river drains the trough between the two Hindu Kush ranges for

40 miles and escapes through the southern range ; the crests of the two ranges are

13 miles apart in the basin of the Gilgit. The Kunar river drains the interior of the
trough for over 60 miles and pierces the southern Hindu Kush range at the Ishpirin

defile.* The Panjshir river drains a great length of the trough and passes through

the southern range to the Indus.f

West of the peaks of Tirich Mir a portion of the trough appears to belong to the

system of the Oxus, and still further west is a second and similar alternation of the

drainage.t (Chart xx : figure 2 of chart xxi : chart xxxv.)

The frontispiece of Part I and the section in chart xx show that the southern Hindu
Kush range is a western extension of the Karakoram

fold,J and on page 98 we decided to assume the

water-parting between the Hunza and Gilgit rivers as the boundary mark between the

two names.

For a distance of 140 miles, from the Hunza-Gilgit water-parting to the peaks of

Tirich Mir, the Hindu Kush rises to no great altitude, and the original alignment

• can in places be only traced by the presence of huge pyramidal masses 20000 feet

high, which have been carved out of the range.

North from Tirich Mir a perpendicular buttress projects from the Hindu Kush

and deflects the Oxus to the north : it resembles the
The Tirich Mir buttress.

buttress of ' Kauiet (page 92), and in the same way

as the latter issues from the culminating point of the Zaskar range, so does the former

protrude from the Hindu Kush at the place of its greatest vertical expansion. The

association of a giant peak surpassing all its neighbours with a perpendicular ridge

seems to indicate that the crust of the region has been subjected to extraordinary cross-

Continuity of the Hindu Kush.

pressures.

It will be seen that the drawing in figure 2 of chart xxi does not reproduce the

representations of the frontispiece to Part I ; the diver-

The clash of ranges at Tirich Mir. gence helps to illustrate the Uncertainties surrounding

the orographical problem. In the frontispiece of Part I

we have shown the two parallel Hindu Kush ranges extending westwards from longi-

tude 74° and forming the basins of the Panjshir and of the Hari Rud ; the range

pierced by the Kimar river at Chitral is, in this chart, the southern Hindu Kush.

In figure 2 of chart xxi we have suggested an alternative solution, and have made

• Northern Transfrontier Sheet No. 2, I inch « 8 miles,

t North-west Transfrontier Sheets Nos. 26, 27, 1 inch « 8 miles,

^ Chart XX illustrates the southern range only. On this chart the Kunar river has been wrongly called the yaranun*

which is a local name for one section of the river.
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the two Hindu Kush ranges conjoin near the mass of Tirich Mir, and continue there-

after as one range. According to chart xxi the range pierced by the Kunar river

near Chitral and the range forming the southern limit ofthe long trough drained by the

Panjshir river are extensions of the great Kailas fold, a further extension of which

then becomes the southern rim of the basin of the Hari Hud.*

Westwards from Tirich Mir the Hindu Kush continually throws off minor branches

and declines in height : in longitude its peaks rise above 16000 feet, in 66*^

they rise to 12000, in 63° they hardly reach 10000.

It is not known whether the water-parting between the Indus and the Helmand

(longitude 68^°) is a structural bifurcation from the Hindu Kush or whether it is a

ridge carved by rain : its elevation rapidly diminishes as it extends southwards from

the Hindu Kush.

The beds of the great rivers that pierce the southern Hindu Kush range, pro-

vide thoroughfares, and the number of well-known

Passes over the Hindu Kush. passes over this range is consequently not large. The

Darkot (16000 feet) is perhaps the most important
;

it

crosses the range opposite to tlie Baroghil (12460 feet) and Shawitakh (12660 feet) passes

of the northern Hindu Kush.

The northern Hindu Kush is pierced by few torrential streams, but by no great

river. It is crossed by an extraordinaiy number t)f passes : west of longitude 67°

there are the Sharak Kuslita, the Barkak and several others between 10000 and 11000

feet. Further ea.st there are the Irak (13600 feet), the ('hahardar (13900 feet), crossed by

the Afghan Boundary Commission in 1886, the Kaoshan (14340 feet), crossed by Alex-

ander the Great, and the Khawak (11640 feet), a great trade route.f In the Tirich

Mir region there are the Dorali (14800 feet), the Agram (16630 feet), the Nuksan

(160.')0 feet), the Khatinza (17600 feet) and the Sad Ishtragh (17450 feet). Between

the last named and the Kilik pass, near the trijunetion of the basins of the Indus,

(Ixus and Tarim, there are numerous passes which average in height about 16000 feet,

two of them however being low, namely, the Baroghil (12460 feet) and the Shawitakh

(12560 feet). These lists do not pretend to be complete
;
a few names only have been

mentioned to indicate tlu^ gcmeral elevation of tins lowest notches in the Hindu Kush.

* Map of Afglianistaii, 1 inch « 16 miles,

t Holdicirs page Ho.
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17

The Kuen Lun.

THE RANGES OF NORTHERN TIBET AND TURKISTAN.

The AghU, the Kuen Lun and the Altyn Tagh.

But little is known of the Aghil range
;

it was discovered by Sir Francis Young-
husband, and a few of its peaks have been observed by

The Aghil range. , • . i i i i

surveyors ; but its length and direction have not been

determined. The position given to it on the frontispiece to Part I and its juiuition

with the Sarikol range are conjectural. The peaks observed between the Kuen Lun and

Karakoram ranges along the upper courses of the Yarkand river appear to be

scattered rather than aligned, and the region seems to resemble in complexity that

between the Indus and Kunar rivers.

It may be that the Kuen Lun, Aghil and Karakoram folds have been pressed

against one another
;
all the ranges of Tibet tend to converge at the north-western corner

of the plateau, as though they were trying to escape through the neck of a bottle ; onc('

having passed the neck they separate again, but during the passage they appear to

suffer from extreme compression.

The Kuen Lun range runs in an east and west direction through northern Tibet (vide

frontispiece to Part I) ; as far as we know, there are in the

Kuen Lun no outer and lower parallel ranges as there are

in the Himalaya, and from longitude 76'^ to 83° the Kuen Lun may be described

as the northern border range of the Tibet mass. It is, however, only west of longitude

83° that the Kuen Lun faces the Tarim desert : east of this its branch, the Altyn Tagh,

becomes the border range.*

The absence of outer and lower ranges has an effect upon the drainage : there are in

the Kuen Lun no long valleys like the Dehra Dun, and rivers instead of converging, like

those of the Himalaya, inside the mountains flow more directly down from the snows, and

enter upon the plains in greater numbers and with smaller volumes. South of Khotan

and Kiria the rivers issue from the Kuen Lun at intervals of 20 miles
;
on the Himalayan

side the average interval exceeds 60 miles.

From the snows to the plains of India the Himalaya are 80 or 90 miles broad ;

from their crest to the plains of Tarim the Kuen Lun arft 40 or 60 miles broad.

The portions of the Kuen Lun drained by the Yarkand and Karakash rivers are

known as the western Kuen Lun, the remaining lengths as the eastern. Many trigono-

metrical observations of peaks have been made in the western Kuen Lun, but our

knowledge of the eastern range is confined to that gained by explorers, among whom

Prejevalsky and Sven Hedin are pre-eminent.* East of longitude 86° the Kuen Lun

is known as the Arka Tagh.

* For map, aee Holdich^s Tibet the Myeterioue, In the frontispiece chart of Part I the axis of the central Kuen
Lun has been drawn too far north. 3^ longitude 84* the axis should have boon placed in latitude 3(h* Chart XXXV
repeats this mistake. Chart XXIII is correct

a
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The north-eastern portion of Tibet consists of the high level plains and basin of Tsai-

dam, which are bounded on the south by the Kuen Lun,
The Aityn Tagh.

north-west by the Altyn Tagh, and on the north-

east by the Koko Nor range. The Altyn Tagh was discovered by Prejevalsky ; it is a

precipitous range, and portions of it rise above theJine of perpetual snow. The easterly

prolongation of the Altyn Tagh is the great range of Nanshan, considerable lengths

of which rise also above the snow-line. The principal peaks of the Altyn Tagh are

Anambarula, Amuninoku, and Koukye, all of which probably surpass 19000 feet in

height. Both the Altyn Tagh and its continuation the Nanshan appear to be wide

folds with minor corrugations superposed. The Koko Nor range of Tsaidam is

parallel to the Nanshan, and the trough between them is over 300 miles long, the

lake of Koko Nor being situated at its ('astern extremity.

As the Kuen Lun passes from Tibet eastwards into China, it loses the form ot a great

continuous fold and breaks up into minor ramifications, as

Easterly tennination of the Kuen the Hiiulu Kusli does in Afghanistan. There is however

this difference, that whereas the Hindu Kush does not

,

split up into secondary folds, until it has emerged from the high plateau and descended to

lower levels, the Kuen Lun begins to throw off its branches before it has left Tibet.

Kastern Tibet is very intricate, no surveys have been made, and it is not possible at

present to analyse the mountains from existing data, or to determine the relations of

the Kuen Lun to the numerous ranges that traverse western China between

the Hoang Ho and Yangtze rivers.

From Prejevalsky’s descriptions the Kuen Lun appears to bifurcate at its eastern

extremity into two ranges, the Burkhan Buddha and the Shuga.*

“ The Burkhan Buddha,” he wrote, “ is a distinct range more particularly on the

“ north, where it rises boldly from the perfectly level plains of Tsaidam ; it has no very

“ conspicuous peaks, but extends in one unbroken chain.”

“ The ground gradually rises to another range the Shuga, lying parallel with the

“ Burkhan Buddha and terminating as abruptly on the west, where it abuts on the

“ Tsaidam plains.f About 70 miles to the south of the Shuga range rises a third

chain of mountains called by the Mongols Baian Kara Ula : they are situated on the

“ left bank of the head waters of the Blue river, called by the Mongols Murui-ussu, and
“ form the watershed between its basin and that of the sources of the Hoang Ho.”

“ Between the Shuga and Baian Kara Ula chains lies a terrible desert 14500 feet

‘'above the level of the 8ea.”J

The Baian Kara Ula range is an eastern e.xtension of the Kokoshili range of Tibet,

which will be described subsequently.

The Kuen Lun does not form the water-parting between the Hoang Ho and Yangtze.

The most westerly source of the Hoang Ho is in the interior of Tibet and s<mth of the

N. Prejoval«ky : MongolWf Vol* II, page 17ff.

t Idem, page i78.

I Idem, page 180.
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The Sarikol range.

Kuen Lun ; a feeder of the Yangtze drains the southern slopes of the Kuen Liin west of

the Hoang Ho’s source.*

The Kashgar and tsarikd ranges.

The Kashgar and Sarikol ranges are two parallel mountain chains that form the

The Kashgar range.
* eastern flank of the Pamir plateau, and that trend from

south-south-east to north-north-west (frontispiece to

Part I). The more easterly of the two is the Kashgar range, called by Huniboldt the

Bolor and by Hayward the Kizil-Art. It rises like a wall from the Taritn deserts, and

is surmounted by glaciers and snow-clad peaks.

The Kashgar range is shown on the chart as a direct continuation of tlu* Kuen Lun

on the high authority of Stoliezka, but its connection with the Tian Shan is not under-

stood (chart xvii).

North of the Kungur peaks (table iv. Part I), the Kashgar range appears to bend

towards the north-west ; at its bend it bifurcates, and throws out a branch range on

the convex side of the bend. The Gaz river cuts through the range at the bifurcation

a few miles north of Kungur. From its crest to its easternmost flank, where its

further continuation is buried under sand, the Kashgar range is 60 miles wide.f

The Sarikol range, running parallel to the Kashgar on the west and at a distance of

30 or 40 miles from the latter, is the lower range of the

two, and its peaks do not reach 20000 feet. Nevertheless

it is a primary water-parting of Asia, its western slopes draining into the Oxus and

sea of Aral, its eastern into the Tarim river and lagoons of Lob Nor. The Sarikol

range separates the Taghdumbash Pamir from the Little Pamir, and is crossed by

the Nezatash (14915 feet), the Uzbel (16200 feet), and other passes.

The connection between the Sarikol and Aghil ranges is conjectural (frontispiece

to Part I).

The trough enclosed between the Kashgar and Sarikol ranges is known as the Sarikol

valley
;

it extends from the Taghdumbash Pamir to the little Kara Kul lake.

“ The valley of Sarikol,” writes Sven Hedin. “ is a gigantic trench piercing to the

“ heart of the stupendous Pamir plateau.” The plains of the Taghdumbash Pamir form

a southern continuation of the Sarikol valley ; and the plains of Tashkurgan and of

Tagharma are in the valley itself.

The Tashkurgan river drains the Taghdumbash Pamir and the northern slopes of

the Hindu Kush, and passes into the Sarikol valley : in the valley it bends at right angles

and piercing the Kashgar range escapes through a precipitous gorge to the plains of

Tarim. The northern portion of the trough between the Sarikol and Kashgar ranges is

drained by the.Ulu-Art and Ikebel-su rivers, which unite and force a passage through

the Kashgar range at the Gaz defile.

The Kashgar and Sarikol ranges thus constitute a system similar to that of the

Hindu Kush and to that of the Great Himalaya. The Great Himalaya is higher than

* On chart xvii the name of the Chinese river waa spelt Huang ; the new edition of the Ii?i|)erial tGazetteer

apellfl it Hoang Ho.

fMap to illustrate Younghusband’s explorations, 1 inch » 16 miles.

r2
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the Ladak range, but the latter is the water-parting, and its drainage cuts across the

former through deep gorges. The same phenomenon is witnessed in the Hindu Kush

;

the southern range is the higher but the northern is as a rule the water-parting. Now

again we see the Kashgar range higher than the Sarikol and yet pierced by the

drainage of the latter.

The chart xvii was drawn primarily to illustrate the apparent clash of the

Great Himalayan alignment with the Hindu Kush on the

KMhgarl^r"
**”*“"“*'“' north-west and with the Arakan ranges on the east, but

it has been made to include the clash of the Kashgar and

Tian Shan ranges. East of the Brahmaputra we find the Great Himalaya

trending perpendicularly to the Arakan chains
;

at the Indus we see the same

giant range advancing at right angles to the Hindu Kush. And now to the north we have

the Kashgar range running perpendicular to the Tian Shan. Just as we ask ourselves

what has become of the Himalaya beyond the Brahmaputra and the Indus, so are we

unable in Turkistan to decide how the Kashgar range has ended. The forces, that create

ranges, are so powerful compared with those that are available for our experiments, that

we cannot calculate the probable results of their action even under given conditions.

What would now be the effect on the Himalaya if the earth’s crust were compressed

between Afghanistan and China, and if wrinkles like the Hindu Kush and the Arakan

mountains began to advance from the west and the east against the ends of the

established range ? Would the axis of the latter be crumpled in plan into horizontal

sinuosities, or would it be forced into an uniform curve, or would its ends be bent and

crushed ? These are questions we are unable to answer.

The Tian Shan ranges.*

The Tian Shan mountains are a complex system of ranges. They appear to be a broad

crustal fold, the surface of which has been wrinkled into minor folds by forces acting

from different directions. Severtsoff writes of the Tian Shan as “a system of

“ intersectional ranges the predominant ranges, he thinks, trend from east-north-east

to west-south-west.l

Prince Kropotkin writes, that the two main directions of mountains in the Tian

Shan are, firstly, from south-west to north-east, and, secondly, from south-east to

north-west.J

The axial line of the Karakoram range has been shown to trend from south-east to

north-west and to bend round into the Hindu Kush, which runs from north-east to south-

west. A remarkable parallelism, therefore, exists between ranges situated north and
south of the mountain knot, known in geography as the Pamir plateau.

'

Of the Tian Shan ranges that run from south-east to north-west the Kugart range is

perhaps the best known : of the ranges that run from south-west to north-east there are

* V\dt Tion Shan plateau, page of this paper,

r Journal, Hoyal ticographiud Hodety, Vol. XL, 1870.

t QeographM Journal, Vol. XXIII, 1904.
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the Alai and the Trans Alai, as shown on the frontispiece to Part I, and then south of

Issik Kul there are the Terek range on the north, the Koktan in the centre, and the

Artush bordering the Kashgar plains. The great lake of Issik Kul (height 5300 feet)

lies north of the Terek range and is itself bounded on the north by the two granite

ranges of Alatau. •

At one time it was believed that no sedimentary rocks existed in the Tian Shan, but

Semenoff showed that this idea was incorrect, and now Merzbacher writes, that the most

elevated region of the Tian Shan is built up exclusively of sedimentary rocks.

The great peak of the Tian Shan is Tengri Khan (23600 feet, vide table vi of

Part I) ;
the height of its summit surpasses all other peaks of the region by 3000 feet.*

Many of the crests of the Tian Shan are above the line of perpetual snow, and it is

probable that several peaks of 20000 feet exist on the central ranges. The outer ranges

do not carry peaks above 16000 feet.

The outer ranges of the Himalaya enclose longitudinal valleys known as “ duns,”

The “ duns ” valleys are not found in the Kuen Lun. On the

southern flank of the Tian Shan they occur in places. “ A
“ peculiar feature,” wrote Stoliczka, “ in this part of these hills consists in the occurrence

“ of extensive plains, to which the name ‘ jilga ’ is generally applied. It means origi-

“ nally, I think, merely a water-course, and on a large .scale these plains may be looked

“upon as water-courses of former water-sheets. They occur at the base of the

“ high range, and in some respects resemble the ‘ duns ’ of the southern slopes of the

“ Himalaya. North of Tangitar one of these large plains occurs within the lime-stone

“ rocks, being .surrounded by them on all sides. It must be about 30 miles long from

“ east to west, and about 16 from north to south.”')'

Professor Ellsworth Huntington writes :
“ Apparently the Kashgar basin has long

“ been growing smaller by a process of continuous folding along the edges.”J

In his Central Tian-Shan Mountains, however, Merzbacher gives a different descrip-

tion of the outer hills : the latter he describes as “ subsiding gradually in ranges of

“ transverse spurs, whose cape-like ends project far into the desert.” “ Much of the

“ outermost skirting range,” he says, “lies buried in the enormous rubbish heaps of

“ the high plain. The hitherto prevailing conception of the wall-like descent of the

“ range must be given up.”

At their eastern extremity the Tian Shan are separated from the Altai mountains of

Mongolia by the remarkable depression known as the Zungarian strait, 2300 feet high

;

on the west they end in the Alai and Trans Alai ranges.

The Trans Alai range is the snow-clad chain, which borders the Pamir plateau on the

north : it is a very important range and surpasses in height

all the mountains that intersect the Pamir plateau itself.

Kaufmann (23000 feet) is its highest peak ; the pass of Kizil-Art crosses it at a height of

14260 feet.

• Merzbacher: Ceiitral Tian-Shan IhOu.

f T. D, Forsyth ; Report of a Jftsston to Yarkand, 1873, page 472.

t Compare this, however, with our irvreceding note on the Kuen Lun in whieJi we come to the conclusion that outer

Canges are absent.

The Trans Alai.
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The Alai range is north of the Trans Alai and lower; its average elevation does not

exceed 16000 feet, and its highest peaks rise only to 19000

feet. There are several passes crossing it at 12000 feet.

The trough between the two ranges is known as the Alai valley ; it is crossed by

the water-parting between the Aral and Tarim basins, the drainage of its eastern por-

tion flowing one way, that of its western the other. The height of the trough at the

water-parting is 11000 feet ; the surface of the trough has gentle slopes, and the actual

water-parting is not a marked feature. The two rivers flowing eastwards and.

westwards from the water-parting of the Alai valley are both named Kizil-su.
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THE RAJTGES OF THE INTERIOR OF TIBET.

A complete history of the exploration of Tibet will be fovmd in Sir Thomas Holdich’s

Ttbc< the Mysterious. Chart xxii of this paper illustrates the tracks of explorers

over the interior of Tibet.

Many parallel mountain ranges have been found to exist, but their number and

positions and heights are not at pre.sent known.

Between the Kailas and Kuen Lun ranges there are probably at least five primary

ranges, and of these the prolongation of the Karakoram fold is probably one. We
have observed the continuity of the Great Himalaya, and of the Kailas and Ladak

ranges in Southern Tibet ; and explorers have traced the Kuen Lun on the north of

Tibet from west to east. It is probable, then, that the central folds will also be found

continuous
;
they may bend in places, and subside in others ; they may bifurcate and

conjoin
;
and different lengths may appear to overlap

;
but the primary folds probably

do continue from Afghanistan to China.

Many explorers have emphasised the fact, that the interior ranges of Tibet and

their intermediate troughs trend from west to east.* Nain Singh followed a long west

and east trough containing a continuous series of lakes : Bower followed another, and

Sven Hedin a third. The large rivers of central Tibet appear to flow in west and east

directions.

“Like all the previous lakes,” wrote Sven Hedin in northern Tibet, “lake No. 18

“ had an east and west direction, and was one of the largest we encountered
; we travel-

“ led beside it the whole of the day (sixteen and three-quarter miles).”

The explorer Kishen Singh traversed Tibet from south to north, from Lhasa to

Saichu, and crossed over several ranges : the following are extracts from the

narrative of his journey in the interior of Tibet:

—

(f) “We reached the Lani La pass by an easy ascent of miles. The Lani La
“ range comes from the east, and far of! in that direction are some high

“ peaks covered with perpetual snow.”

(m) “ Tangla is a long range of mountains running from the west and possess-

“ing several snowy peaks and spurs.”

(m) “ The Dungbura Khuthul pass has an easy ascent. The general direc-

“ tion of the long range bearing this name is from east to west.”

iiv) “ We crossed the Kokoshili Khuthul pass which has an easy ascent.

“The general direction of the range is from east to west.”

(v) “ A steep ascent of Ij miles then brought us to the Angirtakshia Khuthu
“ pass. The Angirtakshia, a long range, lies east and we8t.”j:

* Iiit(ledale*8 evidence does not support this view ; he marched southwards from the Kuen Lun (latitude 36^ 5^ to

Tengri Nor (latitude 30** 40'). We never, ” he wrote, “ saw a single continuous mountain range, till we came to the Ninchin*
*'thangla.’'

X J. B. N. Hennessey ; Report on the exploraiione in Great Tibet attd Mongolia made by A-K in 1879-1832.

1 Angirtakshia is a local name for an easterly extension of the Kuen Luo.
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The Ninchinthangla range, however, trends from north-east to south-west and

forms a very striking exception to the east and west rule (frontispiece to Part I).

If we examine the frontispiece to Part I we see that the meridian of 92° crosses

four ranges in Tibet ; of these that situated north of latitude 30° is the Lani, that

north of 31° is the Ninchinthangla. The Tangla is near latitude 33° and the

Kokoshili is north of 35°. Kishen Singh’s Dungbura range, which has not been

shown on the chart, runs, north of 34° between the Tangla and the Kokoshili.

On the west of Tibet we find between the Kailas and the Kuen Lun ranges two

primary ranges, the Karakorahi and the Aghil : on the east we find five, the Lani,

the Ninchinthangla, the Tangla, the Dungbura and the Kokoshili. Two ranges

are thus known to enter the interior of Tibet from the west, five have been observed

to issue from it on the east. How the two become five, or whether there are not

more than five we do not know.

WhenWellby travelled in 1896 from west to east through northern Tibet he

marched south of the Kokoshili range for a long distance.

The Kokoshili.
Hediu explored the long trough to the north

between the Kokoshili and Kuen Lun. In longitude 94° 20' the Kokoshili is cut

through by a northern affluent of the Yangtze, but east of the gorge it becomes, under

the name of Baku Kara Ula, the water-parting between the Hoang Ho and Yangtze.

Wellby’s “ Abrupt ” peak and the “ King Oscar ” peak of Sven Hedin rise from

this range.

The Tangla range forms the water-parting in Tibet between the Yangtze

and Salween, and Prejevalsky traced an affluent of the
The Tangla.

former almost to its source in the Tangla at a height

of 16400 feet.

The Ninchinthangla range forms the water-parting between the Brahmaputra

and the closed basin of Tibet. Mr. and Mrs. Little-
The Ninchinthangla.

Crossed this range by the Goring pass (19587 feet),

and the explorer Nain Singh crossed it by the Khalamba pass (17200 feet). Little-

dale described the Ninchinthangla as “ a magnificent range—a succession of snow-clad

“peaks and glaciers.” “Above all,” he wrote, “towered with cliffs of appalling

“ steepness the great peak of Charemaru, 24153 feet. From this point of view it was

“ perhaps one of the most impressive mountains I had ever seen.*” Colonel Montgomerie

wrote ;
“ To the south the lake is bounded by a splendid range of snowy peaks flanked

“ with large glaciers, culminating in the magnificent peak Jang Ninchinthangla which

“is probably more than 25000 feet above the sea. The range was traced for nearly

“ 150 miles running in a north-easterly direction.”t

In a table below we give a list of all the highest peaks of Tibet, the positionef of

which are known : we are unable to identify either Montgomerie’s peak Jang Ninchin-

thangla or Littledale’s Charemaru ; the two were possibly the same peak.^ In 1904

• Ueographieal Journal, Vol. VII, 1896.

t Oolond Montffomerie's Memorandum on tUe oxploratioii n£ tho Nam Tao or Tangci Nor Lake, 1873-74.

I For Ryder’a note on Bonvalot'a i)eaks se^ Rvporf gh Survey fiperationa with the Twet Frontier GommUHon, 1904
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Major Ryder fixedseveral peaks of the Ninchinthangla range from the neighbourhood

of Lhasa. R^U was the highest peak he obsetved, and its altitude was 23266 feet.

It is unlikely that Montgomerie’s or Littledale’s peaks are higher than this.

The Lani range is an easterly branch of the Ninchinthangla.

Nothing is known of the Dungbura range beyond the fact that Kishen Singh

crossed it.

The prolongation on the frontispiece to Part I of the Karakoram range and its

conjunction in longitude 92° with the Ninchinthangla

Tibet*"*******"

**** ^ are hypothetical. We do not yet know that the Kara-

koram range does continue eastwards through Tibet,

and even if it be proved to do so, it may be found to connect with the Tangla range

north of latitude 32°, and not with the Ninchinthangla. Observers of the. Hima-

laya, the Ladak and the Kailas ranges have been impressed with their apparent conti-

nuity, and it is perhaps natural that we should seek for the prolongation of the

gigantic Karakoram : the prolongation, however, as entered on the chart, is intended to

suggest only the possibiliiy of continuity, and must not be accepted as fact.

The following extracts show the evidence upon which the drawing of the Kara-

koram range in the chart has been based :

—

“ A number of lofty snowy peaks were determined from various stations of the

“ route survey, the most remarkable being the Aling Kangri group north of the Indus,

“ which, judging from the great mass of snow seen on its southern face during August

“ and September, must be upwards of 23000 feet above the sea, possibly as much as

“ 24000 feet. The line of perpetual snow on the southern slopes of the Ladak

“ Mountains approximates to 20000 feet in the same latitude, and it would require

“ several thousand feet of snow above that line in order to be very imposing at 80

“ miles, at which distance the Pandit first saw it. The Aling Kangri group had never,

“ as far as I am aware, been heard of before. They appear to be a continuation of

“ the range between the Indus and the Pangong lake.”*

“ The Pandit Nain Singh left Leh in July 1874, and succeeded in crossing tlie

“ Tibetan frontier in the disguise of a Lama or Buddhist priest. Passing about 1.6

“ miles to the north of Rudok, he travelled nearly due east for a distance of more than

“ 800 miles over a new line of country, separated from the valley of the Sangpo

“ (Brahmaputra) by an almost continuous range of snow mountains, which trends east-

‘ wards, from the Aling Kangri peaks in longitude 81°, up to the Ninchinthangla peak.s

“in longitude 90j°.”+

In central Tibet the line of perpetual snow does not lie much below 20000 feet,

and the fact that Nain Singh saw snow extending almost continuously from longitude

81° to 90
J° is evidence of the existence of a great range.

•Colonel Montgomorie'a Rtport on Tram-llimalayan Exphrationn, The ruii^“ l)etweoii the Iniliia and th»

Pangong lake to the Ladak range : posaibly the Kailaa range alno ponses between. The Aling Kangri peok-s are now re-

lieved to itandoonaiderably north of the Kailas and Ladak ranges, and to mark perhaps the eonlinuat ion 01 the ara oraiii.

•f
An account of Trans-Hi mahiyan expiorations by General d. T. Walker. R.K., KR.S. 1{< Orcai Trigonoinel^

Heal Survey of India, 1874-75, page 20.
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The question may be asked whether the snowy range seen by Nain Singh

to the south may not have been the Kailas range ; the answer is that the snow

peaks fixed by Nain Singh stand 120 miles north of the Brahmaputra and many miles

north of any known peaks of the Kailas range. Thus the Aling Kangri peaks east of

longitude 81° are a hundred miles north of the sacred peatks of Kailas. In longitude

85° the two ranges are one hundred miles apart and in 86° eighty miles. The interval

in fact between Nain Singh’s range of peaks and the Kailas range is greater than

between the Kailas and Ladak ranges, and if we have regard to the spans of the known

ranges of the Himalaya and Karakoram, we find it more reasonable to assume that

an intermediate trough separates Nain Singh’s range from the Kailas than that the

two apparent chains of mountains are the respective flanks of one broad range.

The following extract from Captain Trotter’s report on the Trans-Himalayan

explorations of 1873-74-75 gives further details of Nain Singh’s journey :

—

Four hundred miles east of Aling Kangri “the Pandit encountered a lofty

“range of mountains, which was crossed by a high but easy pass called Kilong, 18170

“ feet above sea-level. This range runs southwards and culminates in some enormous

“ peaks known by the name of Target, from which extends eastwards a snowy range,

“ numerous peaks of which were fixed by the Pandit along a length of 180 miles

“ up to where the range terminates in a mass of peaks called Gyakharma, which also

“ lie to the south of and very near the Pandit’s road. The highest of these Gyakharma

“ peaks was ascertained by measurement to be 22800 feet above sea-level, and the

“ Pandit estimates that the highest of the Target peaks, which lay too far off the road for

“ vertical measurement with a sextant, is at least 2600 feet higher

“ This range is probably not the watershed between the basin of the Brahma-

“ putra and the lake country of Tibet, for the Pandit was informed that to the south

“ of the range, running parallel to it, is a large river, the Durapho or Hota Sangpo
“ which ultimately changes its course and flows northwards into the Kyaring lake.”

“Thus far on his journey,” continues Captain Trotter, “the Pandit states that

“ a cart might be driven all the way from Noh without any repairs being made to

“the road, but in crossing the range the path was steep and difficult. There is an
•' alternative road, however, lying to the north, by which it is said a cart might
“ easily travel to the Nam Tso lake without meeting a single obstacle en route.”

“ The height of the plateau traversed appears to vary but little between 16000
“ and 16000 feet above the sea-level. The plain is as a rule confined between moun-
“ tains which run parallel to the direction of the road, but a few transverse ridges

“ of considerable elevation are crossed en route.”

The following table gives a list of the high peaks of Tibet, as known to us, and
shows the ranges on which they stand. A few of the heights such as those of Leo
Pargial, Kamet, Kailas and Gurla Maudhata have been well determined and may be
ranked as values of the first class in accuracy : many heights, however, which have been

• Estimates of heights of snow peaks have so oft<m proved to be in error by 5000or6000 feet, that no woieht what-
ever is now attached to them, ®
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measured trigonometrically from stations in Tibet, can only be regarded as belong-

ing to the second class of accuracy, owing to the uncertainty attaching to the altitudes

of the points from which the observations were taken. The sextant observations of

Nain Singh furnish heights of the third class of accuracy, whilst his numerical

estimates of Aling Kangrf, Targot Yap, and Samdankang Jang can only be accepted

as indications of imposing height. The explorer Kishen Singh contented himself with

recording against Jhomogangar “ very high”, and refrained from numerical estimation.

Table XXVII.—The high peaks of Tibet.

Note.

—

Peaks of the Himalaya, Karakoram and Kucii Lun ranges have been excluded, as this list is intended to
show peaks that stand in the interior of Tibet.

Range.

Zaskar

I

Ladak

Name. Height in feet. Latitude. Longitude.* ' Authority.

0 f // 0 / n j

Leo Pargial S. . 22170 31 .53 5 78 44 5 ) Great Trigo-

Leo Pargial N. 22210 31 54 8 78 44 39 ' noinetrical

Kamet 25447 30 55 13 79 35 37
,

' > Survey.

Gurla Mandhata 25:55.5 30 26 18 81 17 57 G. T. Survey.

20751 30 13 46 82 8 5

21007 30 14 25 82 8 38

\V156 214.31 .30 17 8 82 8 53
'yyiofl

^ 2i:58;j 30 9 37 82 9 41

W'« 22032 .30 7 26 82 11 17

W‘« 21568 30 12 35 82 11 28

'\Y164 ' 20467 30 1 50 82 19 36 '

W'« 20168 30 0 44 ' 82 21 51

217.54 29 51 0 82 42 16
\yi62

^ ^
i 20684 29 47 57 : 82 43 23 {.Wood.

;

^154 22492 29 45 29 ! 82 45 0

. . J 21477 29 40 32 i
8.3 0 .3

; ! ! !i 20000 29 36 11 ! 83 13 21

1

\yi5f)
^ ^

i 20244
1

1 29 30 57 8.3 21 5.3

. . J 20560 ' 29 33 51
:

83 39 5

. . . 20727 i 28 45 34
i

85 32 27

. . .1 21248 : 28 46 37 i
85 32 57

W77 . . . 21169
;

28 56 58 j
86 5 12

. . . 21263 28 57 58
1

87 16 51 J
j^ii9 orNo

j
inkang 23600

1

28 57 2
1

90 11 1
'*'1

bang
R*2i 218.52 ! 28 51 13 1

90 12 43
1

1

1

j

R12Z 21424 1 28 50 18
;

90 13 26 1

1 Ryder.

R’2=> 204.56 28 48 25 i 90 13 3.'> 1

1

R“9 21660 28 46 33 ! 91 59 20
i

R-99 {a) (Yala Shimbo
1

21768 28 47 46 i 91 59 20 1

i

of Nain Singh) i \ .

-

.J1

;

• The values of longitude are based on the determination of the difference between Oreenwich and Madras made m

1894-96, and are not those hitherto accepted by the Survey of India.
^
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Table XXVII.—The high peaks of Tibet—continued.

Range.

Kailas

These peaks

stand on a

range in Tibet

that may
possibly prove

to be the

continuation
of the Kara-

koram.

Aling Kangri

Ning Kangri

Shyalchikang Jang

Targot Yap
Gyakharma

Name. Height in feet. Latitude. Longitude.*

1

•t

. •
iOf ’*
\

o / n

Y?215 20437 31 5 18 81 13 57

Kailas 22028 31 4 2 81 18 50
Wi^s 21600 29 55 16 84 33 33

W>9* 23150 . 29 50 4 84 36 39

W'** 21300 29 48 49 84 38 8

w‘“ ! 20628 29 43 16
,

85 10 11

Harkiang . ...
i

29 32 0 85 14 0

W”^ 20616 29 26 46 85 21 44

W‘“® or Cho-or-dzong 2i;300 29 27 43 1 85 23 8

W»® 20752 29 26 37
;

85 23 18

W®* 21097 29 29 25 85 24 52

W” 21227 29 28 30 85 24 53

W*“ 20000 29 33 25
;

87 8 38

R2” 214.39 29 20 56 ' 91 45 42

24000

Very high

25000

22800

32 46

32 15

31 45

30 40
30 50

81 2

83 0

84 45

86 15

88 30

Nincbinthangla

Central Tibet
{!

Norbh-Eastern

Tibet . .

Jhomogangar . .i Very high 29 50 0
: 89 50 0

R"" . . .; 22950 29 54 7 90 2 3

R«‘ 20207 29 51 26
:
W 13 25

R*‘« . . .1 21694 30 18 9 ' 90 29 7

R«'‘ 20466 29 67 7 90 32 46

R«7 2.3255 30 22 17 90 35 19

R«» 20.366 30 27 37 90 41 41

R2-2 or Samden; ;

Khansa of A-K 20576 :«) 47 55 91 25 54

U223 21543 30 50 38 91 29 40

fSamdankang Jang .

'

24000 30 50 0 91 30 0
Potamolam . .

•

• • • 30 30 0 91 49 0
R224 20130 .30 30 33 91 52 9

Kangdigar 20600 1 31 20 0 1 86 45 0
Munza Kangri ••• 32 20 0 87 15 0

Caroline 18000 i 35 20 0 97 30 0

Authority.

Wood.
G. T. Survey.

I

Wood.

Nain Singh.

Wood.

Ryder.

1
! I

‘ ^Nain Singh.

Explorer A-K.

Ryder.

^
Nain Singh.

Ryder.

®
j|

Nain Singh.

Rookhil).

* The values of longitude are based on the der<*riuiiiation of the difterence between Greenwich and Madras made in
1 894-96, and are not those hitherto accepted by the Survey of India.

t The Samdankang Jang of Nain Singhis probably identieol'witli • possibly the Samden Khanaa of A-K is the
same peak also, and not R282 as shown. The Poiatnloiam of Nidn Singh is probably identical with R^^*. Nain 8ingli*9

value for the height of Samdankang Jang has h-wn uliowni by Ryder to be over 2000 feet too great.
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Tablb XXVII.—^The high peaks of Tibet

—

concluded.

115

Range. Name. Height in feet. Latitude. Longitude.* Authority.

(

•

Abrupt peak
•

n

. 35 30 0

O f ff

82 30 0
i

Wellby.
Nordiern Tibet

5
UllugMuztagb 24000 36 30 0 87 20 0 i'

j- Sven Hedin.
( King Oscar peak ... 35 30 0 87 '40 0

r Camp 74 peak 273 . 20010 33 58 3 79 40 28 !'

» 51 „ 170 . 20980 32 47 58 81 8 68
j

f> SI
fl

169 . 20730
1

32 47 10 81 12 40
j

M 67 „ 186 . 20100
1

33 40 37 81 18 2
'

„ 109 „ 84 . 20370 34 32 49 81 33 9
j

l» >>

• » »f

179 .

142 .

20200

21020

33 42 16

33 26 66

81 39 26
i

81 42 31 i

y Deasy.

49 144 . 20550 33 36 49 81 55 41

M 61 „ 165 . 20180 33 26 30 82 12 57
1

» 32 „ 116 . 20970
,

33 27 64 ‘ 82 15 30

29 ,, 94 . ! 20100 33 68 46 ,
82 17 6 i

110 „ 103 . . 20260 ' 34 40 19 82 19 19
j

Western Tibet Peak 95 20350 33 49 4 82 19 32 ; Ram Singh.
1 Camp 57 peak 162 . 20650 i 33 48 65 82 19 41

» 110 „ 93 . 20750 ' 34 44 20 82 20 49
,

^
Deasy.

» 110 94 .
1

20490 : 34 43 53 82 21 4
1

» 51 „ 163 .
i

20820 33 46 38 82 21 11 1 3
Peak 89 , 20310 1 33 48 7 82 22 19 Ram Singh.

Camp 110 peak 92 . 20640 34 46 33 82 22 42

» 32 ,, 89 . 20690 ! 33 40 53
;

82 30 21 ^
Deasy.

Snow Peak 34 . 20010 34 25 4 83 1 13 Ram Singh.

1

Camp 32 peak 110 . 20480
:

33 16 24 83 6 18

1 1 » 32 „ 109 . 20910
:

33 11 2 83 24 45 r Deasy.

» 32 „ 108 . 20120
!

33 15 33 83 29 9

• The values of longitude are based on the determination of the difference between (ircenwich and Madras made in

1894-96, and are not those ITitherto accepted by the Survey of India.
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19

THE LIMIT OF PERPETUAL SNOW.

Ihe “ snow-line
’

’ is the lower limit of perpetual snow—^the line above which thesnow

resists the heat of summer, and below which it all disappears for a certain time every

year. Snow will remain unmelted in deep ravines long after it has disappeared from

neighbouring summits, but in determining the snow-line we have to consider not shel-

tered snow but snow exposed to the rays of the sun.

The snow-line is dependent upon temperature and snow-fall, and to a lesser degree

upon wind. A light snow-fall renders the line high
; the temperature of air at the snow-

line is always below the freezing point of water in regions of scanty snow-faU.

If snow-fall were everywhere uniform, the height of the snow-line would vary

with temperature, and would consequently tend to decrease from the equator to the

poles, as the latitude increased. It would, however, under such conditions, be slightly

lower (north of the equator) on northern slopes than on southern, owing to the

difference between the angles at which the sun’s rays are inclined to the mountain

surface.

On the southern slopes of the Great Himalayan range the snow-line is 3000 feet

lower than on the northern : this large difference is mainly due to the southern slopes

being exposed to damp winds from the Indian ocean, which drop their moisture be-

fore they cross the range. Tibet and the Tian Shan are extraordinarily dry, and

their snow-lines are consequently higher than those of mountains situated in the same

latitudes but in other continents. In western China and in the extreme east of Tibet

a quantity of rain and snow falls, and the snow-line is low.

Table XXVIII.—Height of the snow-line in Central Asia.

Height of

Range. Aspect* Latitude. snow-line Authority.

in feet.

Nepal Himalaya South 28^ 14700 Hooker : Journal, R. G. S., XX, 1851.

South-East Tibet . . . .

.

29° 1.3000 Gill : Journal, R. G. S., XLVIII, 1878.

Kumaun Himalaya . South .10° 30' 15500 ) Richard Strachey : Journal, A. S, B,,

Kumaun Himalaya . North 30° 30' 18500 J XVIII, 1849.

Punjab Himalaya South 34° 17000 Montgomerie : G. T. Survey Syn., Vol.

! 34°

1

1
;

VII.

Punjab Himalaya North
! 19000

)
Zoskar South 34° 20000

^
Cunningham’s Ladak.

Zaskar North
1

34°
1 19600

Ladak range near Leh.

Ladak range near Leh»

Nortil

South
!

34°

;

34°
1

18600

19000 1 ^
Drew : Jumtnoo and Kashmir territories.

Kailas South
1

31° '

IflSOO..,
j

Richard Strachey : Journal, A. S. B.,

i

j

1

1

i

,
XVIII, 1849.

!
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Table XXVIII.—Height of the 8now;line in Central Asia

—

continued.

Range. Aspect. Latitude.

Height of

snowline
in feet.

Authority.

Western Tibet .

%

34° 20000 Richard Strachey : Encffclopcedia

Britannica^ article Uimalaifa,

Drew : Jummoo and Kashmir territories,

Deasy : In Tibet and Chinese Turkistan,
Karakoram South 30° 18500 Cunningham’s Ladak,

Karakoram North 36° 18500 Hayward : Journal, R, G, S., XL, 1870.

Karakoram North 36° 18000 Cunningham’s I^idak,

Tian Shan . . • 42° 11000 Semenoff: Journal, R,G.S,, XXXV, 18G5.

Alai 40° 14000 Delmar Morgan : R. G. S., Supplement-

ary Papers, 1886.

The snow-line in Europe and Western Asia.

Pyrenees

.

!

43° 8500

Caucasus

.

... 43° 10000

Alps . .

.

46° 8500

Twenty thousand feet is the highest elevation to which the snow-line has been

observed to recede, and it is probable that it will be nowhere found higher : the

snow-lines on the Kuen Lun and in central Tibet have never yet been determined,

but they are estimated to lie lower than that of western Tibet, which is one of the

driest regions of the earth.

We do not know at present to what extent the rainfall or snow-fall varies with

height, nor have we been able to determine the elevation of maximum precipitation.

Sir Joseph Hooker doubted whether the winds from the Indian Ocean ever reached the

summit of Kinchinjunga, and he thought that very little snow fell at that great

height.*

The outer Himalayan ranges everywhere intercept a large part of the rainfall from

the Indian Ocean ; the Pit Panjal range, for example, prevents the moisture-laden

winds from reaching the valley of Kashmir. But the snow covering the Great Hima-

laya shows that there are damp currents at high altitudes, which are prevented by the

range from entering Tibet.

The water in the lakes of western Tibet is due not to rain falling on the high

plains but to snow accumulating on the ranges and descending in glaciers.

“ The height,” wrote Richard Strachey, “ at which it is certain that snow will fall

“ every year in this region (Kumaun) of the Himalaya, is about 6600 feet, and at an
“ elevation of 5000 feet it will not fail more than one year out of ten. The least height

“ to which sporadic falls of snow are known to extend is about 2500 feet, and of such

“ falls there are only two authentic instances on record, since the British took possession

“ of Kumaun, viz., in 1817 and 1847.”

t

Snow was observed to be falling on one occasion, at 10 o’clock at night in

February, 1906, in Dehra Dun, at a height of 2400 feet.

Himalayan Journal, Vol. II, page 390.

t Jcutnal, Asiatic Society of Bcmjal, Vol. XVlIf, 1849.
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the’ drainage of the plateaux.

rilHE lugh plateaux and mountains which we have been describing in Part II con-

tain the sources of the principal rivers of Asia. In chart xxiii the drainage is

illustrated.

If we commence at the Tian Shan and work round by west to south, and thence

to east, we find that the rain and snow, which fall on the plateaux, flow to the lower

levels of Asia in the following ways :

—

(i) The northern slopes of the Tian Shan are drained by small rivers that

flow on the east into the Mongolian lakes and on the west into lake

Balkash.

(ii) The western portions of the Tian Shan are drained by the Jaxartes (Syr

Darya) and the western flank of the Pamir plateau by the Oxus (Amu
Darya). The Jaxartes and the Oxus empty their waters into a flat shallow

depression of western Asia, and create the sea of Aral.

(iii) The Helmand, draining the western portions of the Hindu Kush, has its

course stopped by a small range of hills on the borders of Afghanistan

and Persia, and, being forced to empty itself into a flat inland desert basin,

it creates the lagoon of Seistan.*

(iv) Feeders of the Indus, described in detail hereafter, drain the southern slopes

of the Hindu Kush and Karakoram ranges, and both the northern and

southern slopes of the Punjab Himalaya.

(v) Feeders of the Ganges and Brahmaputra carry off all the water and snow

that fall on the Kumaun, the Nepal and the Assam Himalaya.

(vi) The Irrawaddy, the Salween and the Mekong drain the south-eastern

portions of Tibet, and flow, the two first into the Bay of Bengal, and

the last into the Pacific Ocean.

(vii) The Yangtze and Hoang Ho drain Eastern Tibet, and flow through China

to the Pacific Ocean.

(viii) The rivers of the Tarim system drain the interior of the horse-shoe, and

empty their waters into the shallow lagoons of Lob Nor.

(ix) The rivers of Central Tibet flow into one or other of the numerous

Tibetan lakes, and have no outlet to the sea.

In comparing rivers we can have regard to the areas of their basins, or to the volumes

of their discharges, or to the populations they support ; and the following table, though

not based altogether upon trustworthy data, will give some idea of the order of

* Vide Jowmalt R, 0. 43, 1873, page 278 : also Holdich^s geographioal notea, A^han Boundary Commiaaioni Proceed*

ings, R, Q* 5., Vol. VII, 1885 : also Annwd Report of ihe Board of ScierUifU Advice for India, 1905-06.

U
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importance of the different drainage systems.* In this table the most important

system is that numbered ” and the least important is that numbered 13.

Table XXIX.

i

Drainago system.
|

«

OaDBa OF IMPORTANCE OF THE SEVERAL RTVERSf

aI estimated :

from size of

basin.

from disoharge

of water.

from population

supported.

Yangtze
1

1 ! 1 1

Hoang Ho 2 2 2

Ganges 3 3 3

Mekong 7 5 4

Indus 6 7 5

Brahmaputra 8 6 6

Irrawaddy 9 4 7

Tarim . 4 10 9

Oxus . . 10 8 8

Rivers flowing into Tibet lakes 5 11 13

Salween 11 9 12

Helmand 12 12 11

Jaxartes
1

1

13 10

The primary water-pirtings.

Chart XXXV has been drawn to illustrate the primary water-partings of the

high plateaux. The highest ranges of mountainsf are shown by dotted lines with

heavier dots at intervals to symbolise peaks, and the main water-partings are shown

by black continuous lines. In places where the highest range forms the main water-

parting a dotted line and a continuous line have been drawn side by side. The water-

parting between India and Tibet has been shown by a double line.

In order to study this chart we will commence with the Tarim basin.J The Tarim

basin lies between the Tibet plateau and the Tian Shan.

Its surface is a sandy desert, and the Tarim river, which

drains the Karakoram, the Kuen Lun, the Tian Shan and the Pamirs, is the only source of

life. “ This great depression,” writes Prince Kropotkin, ” is only relative in comparison

“with the high plateaux which surround it, and represents on the contrary a vast mas-

“sive swelling of the Earth’s crust. In its western portion it has still an altitude of

“from 3000 to 4000 feet, and 2600 feet in its lower part,—the depression of the Lob Nor.”§

On the east the ranges of the Tian Shan approach those of north-east Tibet, and the

mouth of the Tarim basin becomes narrow, but the two systems of mountains do not

actually come into contact at this point, and the plains of .Tarim are continued without

interruption into Mongolia and the deserts of Gobi. The surface of the desert inside

the basin is at a lower level than that of Gobi outside.

• Riven draining the northern bIo^ oMim Tian Shan are omitted from the table,

t Compare chart xxxv with fronti«pieoe.. to Part I and with chart xxiii,

I Map of Turkistan, 1 ioch w82 miM.

§ Geogm^ieal Journal, VoK XXnT^ 1904. The Orography of Ania,
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The rivers of Terim empty their waters into the lagoons of Lob Nor (see frontis*

piece to Part I). Sven Hedin has shown that whilst these lagoons are getting choked
with sand, the desert on their north is being excavated by wind : their water, he says,

will ultimately overflow apd seek the lower level. This has happened before, and in

266 A.D. Lob Nor lay considerably north of its present position. As the lakes move,
so do the vegetation, the animals, and the fisher-folk ; and Sven Hedin calls Lob Nor
the oscillating pendulum of the Tarim river.*

The rivers of the Tarim basin may be divided into four classes :

—

(i) There are the rivers rising in the Tian Shan mountains. The water-parting

of the Tian Shan dividing the drainage of the Jaxartes from that of the

Tarim is north of the principal range in one place only.f At the peak

^of Tengri Khan {vide table vi), near the meridian of 80°, the Tian

Shan range appears to bend to the south-west, and to throw off a northern

branch. The river Sariati drains the basin enclosed between the branch-

es, and breaking through the southern and principal range it flows into

the Tarim basin. The area drained by the Sariati north of the Tian

Shan main range is marked A on chart xxxv.

(ii) There are the rivers that drain the trough between the Sarikol and Kash-

gar ranges
;
these have carved passages through the latter and flow east-

ward into the Tarim basin. The areas drained by these rivers behind

the main Kashgar range are marked D on chart xxxv.

These rivers are :—(o) The Ulu-Art (or Yanymya or Muji) which drains

the whole trough north of Muztagh Ata, and which pierces the main range

by the Gaz defile. (6) The Tashkurgan river, which, rising north of

the Kilik pass on the Indus-Tarim water-parting, drains the trough south

of Muztagh Ata, and passes eastwards through the Kashgar range by

the Chiragh Tar gorge 60 miles south of the Gaz defile.J

Many rivers rise on the eastern slopes of the Kashgar range and flow into

the sandy deserts of Tarim.

(iii) The Yarkand river, which drains the area marked E on chart xxxv.

The Yarkand river is the largest and the most important of all the rivers of

Tarim ;§ it collects the drainage of two parallel troughs, the Karakoram-

Aghil trough, 100 miles long, drained by the Oprang tributary, and the

Aghil-Kuen Lun trough, 170 miles long, drained by the Raskarn ; it
*

pierces both the Aghil and Kuen Lun ranges, and it carries water from

the glaciers of peak K* to the lagoons of Lob Nor.

South-east of K® the Indus-Tarim water-parting leaves the main Karakoram

range and bends sharply to the north-east ; feeders of the Yarkand river

• Qeographieal Journal, Vol. XXI, 1903. Three years' Exploralum in Central Asia.

t Not knowing how reliable the maps of Tian Shan may be, we can only refer to topographical featurea with,

diffidence.

J The Chiragh Tar gorge was explored by Rai Sahib Ram Singh in 1906.

§ In its mountain course it is known as the Raskam Darya and the Zarafshan river.

u 2
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receive the drainage of the re-entering angle thus formed, as far east

as the meridian of 78°.

(iv) The Karakash river drains the area marked F on chart xxxv, and the

Kiria river drains the area marked J. The Karakash river flows for 100

miles in a trough south of the Kuen Lun, before it pierces the range at

ShahduUa.

The northern slopes of the Kuen Lun, between the areas F and J of the

water-parting chart, are drained by the Yurangkash river : the Kara-

kash and Yurangkash are within fifteen miles of one another when

passing the town of Khotan, but they do not unite for another 80 miles.

After their junction they are called the Khotan river.

A vast number of minor rivers drain the northern slopes of the Kuen

Lun and lose themselves in the sands of the desert.*

The Yarkand river contains water all the year round, but the Khotan river

remains dry during the greater part of the year. “ The Khotan river,”

writes Sven Hedin, “ flows through the worst section of the Takla Makan

“desert, and has a far harder fight of it with the drift sand than its

“ sister stream to the west (Yarkand). Indeed the sand is seriously

‘‘ threatening to choke it up and cut it off from the main river—a fate

“ which has already overtaken the Kiria Darya.”f Sven Hedin reached

the point where the Kiria river died away in the sand,
‘

‘ finally giving

“up its desperate struggle against the desert.”

The water-parting between the Tarim basin and the Tibet lake-basin was

taken for chart xxxv from old maps and is shown too far north in

longitude 84°. According to modem maps the water-parting in this

longitude is hardly north of latitude 36°, and chart xxiil is probably

more nearly correct. In the frontispiece chart of Part I the axis of the

Kuen Lun was shown too far north in longitude 84°.

Chart xxxv shows that the Jaxartes drains the western portions of the Tian Shan,

and that the Oxus drains the Pamir plateau: the

The jaxurtea and the Oxus. Sarikol range forms the Water-parting between the Oxus

and the Tarim.

The Hindu Kush consists of two parallel ranges of which the southern is a westerly

'extension of the Karakoram fold, and carries the highest peaks. The northern how-

ever forms the water-parting between the Oxus and the Indus, except for a length of

60 miles south-west of Tirich Mir, where the southern Hindu Kush range is the divide.t

Farther to the west the southern range becomes for a similar length the water-parting

between the Oxus and the Helmand.'

“
^

~~

• Royal Qeographioid Society'n map pubH»h«d in Holdioh’s Tibet the Mysterious.

t S^en Hedin i Through Asia^ 1808.

t North-West Trans-frontier Sheet No. *26, 1 inoh ^ 6 miles.
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The two Hindu Kush ranges will be seen from chart xxxv to enclose a long narrow

The
trough, and the drainage of this trough flows alternately

north and south.* On the west the trough forms
the narrow basin of the Hari Rud river, flowing westwards into the desert. East

of the Hari Rud basin confes a portion of the trough that is drained by streams flowing

northwards : then follows the long area marked B on the chart, which is drained by the

Panjshir tributary of the Kabul river, and which belongs to the basin of the Indus.

Thus in the first instance the two Hindu Kush ranges form water-partings enclosing

a single river : then the southern range becomes the water-parting, and subsequently

throughout area B the northern range. Near the meridian of 71° occurs another change,

the southern range becoming the water-parting again and the trough draining north-

wards into the Oxus. A few miles west of Tirich Mir appears a third change, the Arkari

river rising in the northern range and flowing into the Indus. Eastwards from Tirich

Mir the northern Hindu Kush range remains the water-parting, and the trough

between the ranges is drained by affluents of the Indus.')'

The Kilik pass is very near the point of trijunction of the basins of the Tarim,

the Oxus and the Indus:| from this locality rivers take three different directions ; the

Panj branch of the Oxus flows towards the west, the Tashkurgan tributary of the Tarim

flows east, and the Hindu Kush feeders of the Indus flow south.

The long area marked C on chart xxxv stretching east from Tirich Mir is drained by

the Kunar, Gilgit and Hunza rivers, which force separate passages through the Kara-

koram range :§ the two latter unite near Gilgit and eventually join the Indus at its

knee-bend above Bunji. The range which forms the water-parting in rear of the area

C is lower than the main range to the south.

The area marked H is drained by the Shyok tributary of the Indus : the water-

parting north-east of H will be seen to be in the same alignment as the water-parting

north-east of C, and it has been surmised that the two are perhaps different portions

of one range ;
if this proves to be the case it will furnish another example of how a water-

parting alternates between one and the other of two parallel ranges, clinging to the

north-eastern range behind areas C and H, and to the Karakoram in the interval.

The water-parting in Tibet between the Karakash tributary of the Tarim (area F)

and the Shyok tributary of the Indus (area H) is however not in all places a mountain

range, as the following extracts from a letter from Mr. Shaw to Sir Roderick Murchison

will show :—1|

“ What was my astonishment after walking a few yards to find some water

“ trickling westwards towards the mountains. I had, therefore, already passtid the

“ imperceptible watershed between the great river systems of the Indus and of Central

" Asia. Beyond the lake we had just passed, the waters feed the Karakash ;
while the

The longitudinal section in chart xx shows the portion of tho southern Hindu Kush range that forms the water-

parting between Indus and Oxus.

t Map of Afghanistan, 1 inch ^ 10 miles.

i Northern Trans-frontier Sheet No. 2, 1 inch = 8 miles.

§ See longitudinal section in chart zx.

11
Proceedings, Royal Geographical Society, Vol. XV, 1870-71.
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“ trickling stream which I had reached pierces the great limestone range and much
“ augmented on the way runs through the rocky gorges into the Shyok, which is one

“of the chief sources of the Indus.”

“ Thus the great water systems of southern and of Central Asia are here separated

“ by no gigantic mountain range, but merely by a few yards of level sand, at a prodigious

“elevation it is true.”

Between the area H and the Aling Kangri the Kailas range is believed to be the

Indus-Tibet water-parting.

The great Himalayan range runs north-westward from the Badrinath-Gangotri

peaks to Nanga Parbat, and west of the meridian of 78° both its faces are drained by

feeders of the Indus : it may be argued then, that this range south-east of Nanga Parbat

should not have been shown on chart xxxv as a primary water-parting, the whole region

being in the basin of the Indus. But we have not accepted this view ; we are treating

in this paper of the Himalaya and Tibet, and not of the hydrography of Asia : the Punjab

Himalaya form a water-parting between great Himalayan rivers,—the Indus on one side

and the Jhelum and Chenab on the other
;
and the fact that the Jhelum and Chenab

subsequently join the Indus in the south-west of the Punjab docs not affect the

question. The coincidence of the Indus-Chenab, and of the Indus-Jhelum water-partings

with the crest-line of the Punjab Himalaya presents a most interesting contrast to

the divergence that obtains in the Kumaun, Nepal, and Assam Himalaya.

The rainfall on the Indian side of the Punjab Himalaya is greater than on the Tibetan

side, and the slopes on the Indian side are steeper than on the Tibetan. The tributaries

then of the Chenab and Jhelum, descending from the crest-line, should have greater

volumes and velocities, and should be able to deepen their channels and expand their

basins more rapidly than the feeders of the Indus on the opposite side of the crest, and

the water-parting should now be slowly retiring towards the Indus. But if this process

had been actually in operation, the water-parting would be a more sinuous line than it is.

There are but two sinuosities in the crest-line of the Punjab Himalaya. The

first is in the shape of an S, of which the Nun Kun peaks form the central

point : on the south of the Nun Kun the waterTparting is being shifted towards Tibet,

but on the north it appears to be moving towards India. The second

sinuosity has been caused “by the Rupal. glacier cutting back from the north

immediately south of Nanga Parbat, and in this instance the water-parting

is being shifted towards India and not towards Tibet. The Punjab Himalaya thus

furnish an interesting example of a range, on which the water-parting seems in places

to be moving towards the side of greater rainfall and steeper slopes.

The area marked L is drained by feeders of the Sutlej ;
and that marked K by

The Sutlej
tributary of the Sutlej. The area marked

Z denotes -Uie Manasarowar basin.*

• Northern Frontier Shoot No. 14 S. W., I inoh=4 miles.
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As will be described hereafter, the Manasarowar lakes overflow at times into the

Sutlej and on chart xxxi the lake-basin has been included in the area drained by
the Sutlej. If the Manasarowar lakes had been held to belong to the Tibet lake-basin,

the double line of chart xxxv would have been made to encircle them.

The drainage system that obtains between Manasarowar and the great Himalayan
range is complex. The Ganges and the Kali drain the northern slopes of the great

range in Kumaun, the Zaskar range forming the limit of their basins in Tibet. The

water-parting between the areas Z and M is, however, not the Zaskar but the Ladak
range. The area L is drained by the Sutlej flowing north-west, and the area M by the

Karnali flowing south-east, the Sutlej and Karnali basins being in contact across tlie

Tibetan plains. The Zaskar range separates the basins of the Sutlej and Karnali on

the one side from those of the Ganges and the Kali on the other. The Sutlej and Karnali

drain the trough between the Zaskar and Ladak ranges, and the Ganges and Kali drain

that between the Zaskar and the Great Himalayan ranges. The Ganges and Kali rise

behind the Great Himalayan range but not behind the Zaskar
; the Sutlej and the

Karnali rise behind the Zaskar range, and their basins touch behind the basins of the

Ganges and the Kali.*

The areas M, N, P and R are all drained by tributaries of the Ganges of Bengal which

^ ^ rise in the Ladak range behind the great Himalaya and

pierce the latter. East of Nampa there is no range like the

Zaskar intervening between the great Himalayan and Tiudak ranges, and the drainage is

less difficult to unravel. The parallelism here of the water-parting and the great

Himalayan range is very marked ; it seems to indicate that the water-parting is following

an original axis of elevation.

Near Churnalhari the great range bcicomos, for a short length only, the water-part-

ing between India and the Brahmaputra in Tibet.! In the
The Brahmaputra. ” ^

.

Assam Himalaya the area S behind the great Himalayan

range is drained by the Assam rivers Raidak and Manas. I’he Ladak range forms

the water-parting between the Ganges of Bengal and the Brahmaputra throughout the

areas N, P, R and S, all of which are drained by rivers which pierce the Great Himalayan

range and flow southwards

:

but near Churnalhari occurs the solitary exception ; here

the Nyang river pierces the Ladak range and flows northwards into the Brahmaputra.§

The water-parting between the Indian and Tibet basins cannot be drawn with cer-

tainty : in places it is without doubt the Kailas range, but the latter has been cut through

from the north by feeders of the Brahmaputra whose basins have not been determined.

The Lhasa river, the Charta and others drain the trough north of the Kailas range, and

pierce the Kailas range in the same way as the Himalayan rivers pierce the Himalayan

• The basins of these rivers are described in detail hereafter.

t Wo must endeavour to avoid confusion from a double use of the name Uanges : we have in f5hart xxiv Ji|»|>li<‘d the

name Ganges to the Himalayan basin draino<l by the river above Hardwar : but in Part III wo have emplffyed the name

Ganges to include the whole basin drained by the Ganges of Bengal and its tributaries. Both applications are correct,

and the context must be trusted to indicate the meaning in each case.

t North of CJhumalhari is a small lake-basin containing the Kala Tso. See Ryder’s note on overflows from this basin in

his^i^epoff on Survey operations with the Tibet Frontier cofnmissioti, ltM)4.

$ North-Eastern Frontier sheet No. 7 N. W., 1 inch— 4 miles. North-Eastern Frontier sheets \oh. 0 N. W., 0 S. W.,

6 N. E., 6 S.-E., 1 inch=4 miles.
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ranges. Their waters flow into India and their basins belong not to Tibet but to the-

Brahmaputra.

From the basin of Tibet (charts xxiii and xxxv) no water escapes to the sea-

j t. • » . In the interior of the plaljeau the troughs contain

long series of lakes. Several rivers of considerable volume

are known to rise in Tibet, and to empty their waters into one or other of its lakes.

The rainfall over the basin was doubtless greater in former ages than at present

;

the rise of the great Himalayan range during recent geological periods must have cut

off much of the rain that would have formerly reached Tibet. The clouds laden

with moisture from the Indian Ocean now drop the greater portion of their burden on

the outer Himalayan ranges : each successive range receives less rain than the one

immediately exterior to it. Central and western Tibet are consequently sterile regions ;;

eastern Tibet, however, is watered by rain-bearing winds from the Pacific Ocean.

In drawing chart xxiii we were in doubt whether the inland basins of Tsaidam

and Koko Nor should be included as part of the closed basin of Tibet or not. We
have excluded them, and on this chart they form part of the area allotted to the

Mongolian lakes.

If the Tibet lake-basin is held to include the whole elevated area from which no

water escapes to the sea, then Tsaidam and Koko Nor perhaps belong to it : Tsaidam

is, however, 6000 feet and Koko Nor 4400 feet lower than Tibet.

The closed basin of Tsaidam is in contact with the closed basin of Tibet on one

side, and with the closed basin of Koko Nor on the other, and the three form one

continuous area encircling the upper Yangtze and Hoang Ho. But continuity of area

does not justify the assumption that the three enclosed basins are parts of one geogra-

phical whole, for the inland basins of Tarim and Mongolia, neither of which possesses

any outlet for drainage, are also in contact with Tsaidam and Koko Nor.

The Kuen Lun range separates Tsaidam from Tibet, and we have taken this

range to be the north-eastern boundary of the Tibet lake-basin : the basins of the

Yangtze and Hoang Ho separate Koko Nor from Tibet.

The Tibet lake- basin, it will thus be seen, does not coincide with the Tibet

plateau : the plateau includes besides the lake-basin the upper valleys of the Indus,

Yangtze, Hoang Ho, Salween and Brahmaputra and the outlying plains of Tsaidam

and Koko Nor : the lake-basin consists only of the compact portion of the Tibet

interior that has no outlet for drainage.*

The peculiar feature of the Irrawaddy (chart xxiii) is its immense volume of water

in northern Burma : Mr. Gordon estimated the high flood

The Irrawaddy. discharge of this river above Bhamo as 1000000 cubic

feet per second : its width at Bhamo is six miles.

• An idea of the shape and size of the Tibet platenh obtained, if we recollect the longitudes of three of its principal
lakes. Pangong, the extreme western lake of the plateau^ is in longitude 80*“: Nam Tso (Tengri Nor) at the south-eastern
corner of the Tibet basin is in longitude 90® : Koko Nor at the extreme north-eastern comer of the plateau i.s in
longitude 100®.
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The catchment basin above Bhanio has according to modern maps an area of

18000 square miles, and is smaller than the Himalayan basins of the Kosi, the Karnali

or the Sutlej. Its immense discharge, issuing as it appears to do, from the drainage

of a small area led Mr. Gprdon to believe, that the oUl Chinese surveyors had been

right, and that the Sangpo of Tibet flowed into the Irrawaddy.

During the latter half of the nineteenth century, however, geographical evidence

continued to accumulate, and the identity of the. Sangpo of Tibet with the Brahma-

putra of India has now been proved.

General Walker has endeavoured to account for the great volume of the Irrawaddy

by assuming that the Lu river of Tibet flows into it. The Lu had always been sup-

posed to be the upper course of the Salween, and General Walker was led to adopt

his view by the account of the explorer Kishen Singh, who described the Salween south

of latitude 30° as an insignipmnt stream. But the casual ob8(»rvations of explorers are

unsafe data, and General Walker’s view has not been accepted by geographers.

What Kishen Singh did prove was that no Tibetan river west «>f the Lu was flow-

ing into the Irrawaddy. In 189.5 Prince Henry of Orleans marched aci’oss from South-

ern China into Assam : he crossed the Mekong and the Salween, but not the Irrawaddy :

he stated that the most northern branch of the Trrawaddv rises in a latitude not

higher than 28° 30'.*

The parfillelism and proximity of the Yangtze, the Mekong and the Salween in

their exits from 'Tibet are amongst the most extra-

Tibet*

south-eastern
Qpjjjjjjjpy {(.{iturcs of the earth’s land surface : each of these

rivers drains a large area of eastern Tibet (chart xxiii),

and on the surface of the plateau they flow at (jonsiderable distances from one another.

But during their descent they bend to the ea8t-.south-ea.st, and assume absolutely

parallel courses, the Mekong in the centre being 28 miles from the Yangtze and 20

miles from the Salween. Here then are three trunk rivers, each larger than the Sutlej,

flowing through a mountain zone 48 miles wide.

In 1880 Kishen Singh crossed the three parallel rivers near latitude 30° : of

the Yangtze he wrote :— “At 10 a..w. we cro.ssed the Di Chu, here about 300 paces

“ wide and having a rapid current.”

Of the Mekong he wrote :
—“ The arrangement for crossing consists of a thick

“ leather rope stretched very tight from an elevated point on one bank to a lower

“ level on the opposite bank. The length of the rope-bridge was estimated to b<'

“ about 130 paces.”

Of the Salween he wrote :
—

“ We crossed the river Giama Nu Chu, also called

“ Nu Chu, which is deep and rapid and about 200 paces wide.”

Since Mr. Hennessey published his account of Kishen Singh’s explorations, the

Th Salween
Tibetan course of the Salween has been shown on maps

as the Giama Nu Chu. No reliable observer has as yet

traced the course of the Salween from its source in Tibet to the point where it appears

• Geografhical Journal^ Vol. VII, 1896.

X
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in Burma. At its exit from Tibet it is shown on maps to be confined between two

mountain ranges, and as possessing no affluent for 200 miles. If geographers are

justified in doubting still the identity of the Sangpo of Tibet with the Brahmaputra,

when 40 miles of its course alone remain unexplored, how gnuch greater uncertainty

must they feel over the identity of tlie liU river of Tibet with the Salween of Burma,

when tlic unexplored link exceeds 200 miles.

The geography of the Salween has been rendered obscure by the multitude of

names which have been applied to its supposed upper courses. “ It is mentioned,”

writes Mr. Gordon, “in the Yuking of China 2200 B.C., as the Black River issuing from

“ the Black Lake of Tibet, where it has already had a long course from tlie Northern

“ Himalaya through the high plains <)f the great lake region, as the Target or Shyal

“ river, and it successively takes the names of Nag (fiiu Kha, of Lu Chu and of Nu Chu
“ and finally emerges from the plat(!au in about latitude. 26'’ as the Salween.”*

In his report on the trans-Himalayan explorations of 1873-74-75 Colonel Trotter

expressed doubts as to wlnither the Nag Chu Kha of Tibet, which Mr. Gordoii assumes

to be a feeder of the Salween, was not a branch of the Yangtze or the Mekong.

In the map published by the Royal Geographical Society in 1894, the river which

rises in Tibet north-east of lake Tengri Nor was made in accordance with General

Walker’s views the upper course of the Irrawaddy. The exploration of Prince Henry

of Orleans led to the basin of the Salween being largely expanded in maps of Tibet and

that of the Irrawaddy being greatly reduced.

The Neg Chu Kha of Tibet, which is now, and perhaps prematurely, identified

Th« Mekong
maps with the Salween, was crossed by Fathers

Hue and Gabet, who were told that it was the Mekong.

According to Dutrcil de Rhins, who believed that he had traced the Mekong to its

soixrce, its Tibet name is the Chiamdo Clm. Other names arc however applied
,
to

the Mekong, notably the Du Chu and the Nam Chu.

Whilst we owe much to the intrepid e.xplorers who have penetrated eastern Tibet,

our geographical knowledge of this region is still very imperfect. We have not yet

ascertained the true positions of the sources of the Salween and the Mekong (chart

xxiii), and future surveys will probably discover great errors in existing maps.

The problem has been complicated by the convergence of the Salween, the Mekong and

the Yangtze as they issue from Tibet : when the courses of three great rivers lie

within 60 miles of one another, it is hardly possible for an explorer to decide to which

of the three a very distant feeder belongs, unless he follows the stream down : hitherto

explorers have only crossed the rivers at right angles, and none have yet succeeded in

following their courses.

Mr. Gordon estimated the discharges of the Salween, Mekong and Irrayraddy

in the same latitude to be in the proportions of one, three and nine.f

* Proceedings^ Rutfol Ovographicnl Society^ Voi. VII, 1885.

t Proceeding's, Royal (ittjgraplikal Society, Vol. IV, 1882.
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The Yangtze is the largest river of Asia, and it traverses the most thickly populated

The Yangtze.
provinces of China. It is over 3000 miles in length

and is navigable for 600 miles. It rises in eastern Tibet,

and its source is believed do be west of longitude 90“, further west than the sources

of the Hoang Ho. Mekoifg or Salween (chart xxiii).

It is known in Tibet as the I.)i Chu, and as the Dre Chu, and as the Ndu Chu, and as

the Murui-ussu. In its Tibetan course it flows eastwards -for 500 miles, and then

bending to the south it is confined for a great distance between two close parallel

ranges, running at right angles to the direction of the Himalaya.

In 1873 Prejevalsky reached a point on the Tibetan course of the Yangtze in lati-

tude 34° 43^ and longitude 04° 48', and 13143 feet above sea-level : it is here that the

two principal Tibetan branches of the Yangtze join, the Napchitai-ulan-muren rising

in the Kuen Lun range on the north, the Murui-ussu flowing from a lake from the

west. Prejevalsky described the river as a rapid torrent, 5 to 7 feet deep and 750 feet

wide ; from bank to bank the bed of the river was a mile wide and in the rainy season

the whole expanse was under water.*

In 1870 Prejevalsky crossed both the great tributaries above their point of con-

fluence : the Napchitai-ulan-muren he struck in latitude 35° 20', longitude 03° 10',

and the Murui-ussu in latitude 33" 50', longitude 02° 20'. Ho followed an affluent of

the latter almost to its source at 16400 feet in the T’angla range.

Part 11 of this paper (page 110) will have shown how little is known of this Tangla

range of Tibet : it is drawn in the frontispiece to Part I in latitude 33°, and it forms the

water-parting between the Yangtze and Salween. The Tibetan basin of the Yangtze is

bounded by the Kuen Lun range on the north and the Tangla range on the south,

and is 250 miles broad.

East of longitude 94° the Baian Kara Ula range separates the basins of the

Yangtze and Hoang Ho, and forces the former river to bend to the south.

In 1879 the explorer KLslien Singh crossed the Murui-ussu branch of the Yangtze

in Tibet : he described it as flowing in seven channels each about 40 paces wide,

the entire river-bed having a width of 800 pac(!s : the greatest depth was 3 feet, and

the height above sea-level 14040 feet.^

The Hoang Ho rises about longitude 95° in the trough between the Shuga and

The Hoang Ho
Baian Kara Ula ranges. The Shuga range separates the

basin of the Hoang Ho from the marshy depression of

Tsaidam, and the Baian Kara Ula forms its water-parting from the Yangtze. In this

trough the Hoang Ho is divided into two or three channels, each from 70 to 90 le(!t wide

and two feet deep at the fords. Further east it passes through the great Tibetan lakes

of Tsaring and Oring, 13704 feet above the sea, and then making a sharp bend to avoid

X 2

* X. Prejevalsky ; Mongolia^ Vol. II, 1876.

t Mr. Hennessey’s report on the Explorations of A-K in great TilnU and Mongol, ot.
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the snowy Araneh-machin range,* bursts through the chains of the Kuen Luu and

hurries on to China proper.f It is known in Tibet as the Ma Chu.

Feeders of the Hoang Ho drain the exterior slopes of the mountain chains, which

encircle Koko Nor, the great lake of north-eastern Tibet, but there is no connection

between the lake and the river : in one place the water-pafrting stands only 1000 feet

above the level of the lake.

At 3500 feet above the sea the Hoang Ho is 1421 feet broad.J

* This is perha)>B a prolongation of ilio Shitga range, and in piercing it the Hoang Ho escapes from its original trough after

the manner of the Himalayan rivers.

t ProcccdwgSf Royal Geographical Society, VoL IX, 1887. Prejevalsky'8 journt^ys and discoveries in Central Asia^ hy Delmar
Morgan,

X Prtjevcdsky,
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THE HIMALAYAN RIVERS: INTRODUCTION.

The Himalaya mountains from Afghanistan to Burma are drained by nineteen

principal rivers, the drainage areas of wliudi arc illustrated in charts xxiv toxxxiv.

Chart xxij 1 furnishes an index to the severa I river charts. Eight section lines have

been drawn across the index chart : tliev indicate the positions of the eight cross-

sections of the great Himalaya given in charts xi v and xv of Part TI, and, if scrutinised,

they will be found to explain the positions given to the different Tibetan troughs in the

cross-sections.

In describing the nineteen rivers of the Himalaya we might have commenced at

either end of the range and taken the rivers in their geographical order. It was found

more convenient, however, to start from the centre near Simla, and to take the rivers

in order, firstly from west to east, and then to return to Simla and to complete the

remainder from east to west. By this arrangement the river .Jumna comes first (see

chart XXII i), and the Ganges second, and when the Brahmaputra has been reached, we

return to the Sutlej, and end with the Indus.

Though there may be certain objections to classifying rivers by magnitude, when

the limits of the several orders of magnitude are arbitrary, yet it is a course that has

many advantages. It corrects erroneous pr<?conception8, it gives true ideas of

proportion, and it helps to save us from the mental confusion that long lists of new

and meaningless geographical names are apt to produce.

We have therefore divided the Himalayan rivers into six orders of magnitude,

classifying them by the dimensions of the mountainous areas they drain.

Table XXX.—The Rivers of the Himalaya.

i

Name of river.
Order of magni-

tude.

1
Himalayan area

I

included in the

catchment basin.

Total discharges

of \val43r in one
year (esti-

mated* ).

Ratio Ot discliurg(‘

to area, taking

that of tho Ravi
to be unity.

Squni'c miles.

--

Indus ....
i First

J 0382.3
i

!) (>•3

Brahmaputra . . i !t!)24G 15 (1-5

Kosi .... • "1 2391)2 8 I-l

Karnali.... . ^
Second

1

20G23 8 1-1

Sutlej .... 1

. J 18.')!54 3-5 0-0

The riumbera in this column jIo not represent any actual units of measure. The total fli.H(;har^;e ot the river Ravi

has been taken as unity ; and the numbers op|X)sitc the other rivers show tho ratios of their disohargoH to that of tlic Ravi.

These numb^, it must be noi:ed, are almost all de[)cndent on short observations nnd rough estimates.
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Table XXX.—The Rivers of the Himalaya

—

contd.

Name of river.
Order of magni-

tude.

Himalayan area

included in the

catchment basin.

I

Total discliarge iRatio of discharge!

of water in one to area, taking !

^ year (esti- that of the Ravi
, mated).

|

to be unity. I

!
;

(Tiindak..... . Square iiiileh.

1465J 7

1

1*4

Jlielum . . . . » .Third 13030 5-5 1*3
1

1

Manas . . . , . 12380 unknown
1

•

(’henab ..... 1 10588 5-5 1-6

iiaidiik ..... I

^ Fourth lOlGl unknown

(langfis ..... j 8040 5*5 1-6

i

Kali I') '6318 4 2-0

Bras 5663 2*5 1*3

Tista

.Fifth

1 4823 3 1-9

Jumna .....
>

1

4546 2 1-3

Ravi , . . .
.

1

3123 !

!

i

1

1

1-0

Ilamganga . . . .
j

1

'

.2611

1

1

!

Rapti . . . . .
1

^ Sixth

2406
1

.... ....

Ibiglimati .... 1

1507 — —

The discharges of Himalayan rivers have not been sufficiently observed to justify

any close study of the results obtained. The discharges of the smaller rivers vary

from nothing at all in the hot season to thousands of cubic feet per second in the rains

;

their beds may remain dry for months, and be flooded for a few days in the year. It is

not possible under such circumstances to deduce any average values of daily or monthly

discharges. The discharges of the larger rivers that have sources in glaciers never

cease entirely, but their variations are yet sufficiently large to render averages mean-

ingless. The discharge of the Indus will vary from 9000 cubic feet a second to a

million, and in almost all the Himalayan rivers the maximum discharge is 100 times as

great as the minimum. Spasmodic observations of discharges possess but little value ;

before we can compare two rivers, the diurnal and seasonal and long-period variations
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in their discharges are required to be known, and these can only be ascertained by
systematic measurements.

The nomenclature of the rivers of Asia is a source of perjjetual trouble. In certain

Nomenclature.
‘ regions the main channel of a river assumes a different

nanu! after every bend ; Chitral. .\snar, Yasin, Kunar and
Mastuj are all names given to the same river. Tashkurgan, Taglidumbash. Danwuliash,

Sarikol, Karat-chukor, Tisnaf, Chiragh Tar and Alnialigli are - all names applied to

one river. In Ladak the Indus is known by many names : so is the .SutK'j. The
names Karnali, Gogra, Sarda ami Kurriali all belong to one river, and these in addition

to its purely Tibetan names.

Where two main affluents join, the combined stream is frecpumtly given a name
differing from either tributary, but this system has many advantages to recommend it.

Ganges is the name given to the river formed by the junction of the Alaknanda and

Bhagirathi, and no one would suggest that any of these thri'c names is su])erfluous.

But to change the name of a main river after its junction with every fccdei-, or upon

its approach to every town, is a course that cannot be justified in geography.

Multiplicity is, however, not the only source of confusion, for whilst it is common
for a river to be given many names, it is equally common for the same name to be

given to diflerent rivers. The names Sarju, Bamganga, Kali, J.)hanli, Kosi, Sarda are

all applied to more than one Himalayan river ; the groat Kali river for instance has

the alternative name of Sarda, but the neighbouring river Karnali is also called the

Sarda. One of the vjpper feeders of the Kali in Kiimavin is the Dhauli, and the

principal affluent of the Alaknanda in Kumaun is the Dhauli. 'Pwo rivers rise at

a pass in the Alai valley and flow in opposite directions, one towards the east and one

towards the west : both are named the Kizil-su. It would be wearisome to mention all

the numerous cases of one and the same name being applied to different riviTS :

instances are to be found in every mountain tract of Asia.

In order to place the geography of High Asia on firmer foundations two reforms in

river nomenclature are necessary
: firstly, we, must limit the number of alternative mimes

for a single river ;
and secondly, we must avoid the use of the same name* for different

rivers. The preservation of every local name is incompatible with scientific geography ;

the multiplication and repetition of names may not be troublesome to hill men, whose

lives are confined to a single valley, but they become unmanageable, when the iimnn-

tains of Asia are being considered as a whole.

Some native geographical names are undoubtedly of great agi*, aiul have been

handed down from successive generations. These have to be carefully jireserved and

their disappearance from maps would be a serious loss
; but vast numbers of names after

being in vogue for perhaps twenty or fifty years die out, and new names are invented.

A traveller, following a Himalayan river, will be astonished at the apparent errors of

his fifty-year-old map : many important names on the map, he will see, are unknown
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to the natives and many names employed by the natives he will not find on the map..

His first tendency is to blame the original surveyors and to attribute the discrepancies to

their want of care, but the true explanation of the differences is, that the old names have

died out and new names have come into existence.
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THE RISERS OF THE KUMAUN HIMALAYA.

A separate chart (xxiv to xxxiv) has been drawn to illustrate the Himalayan

area drained by each of the principal rivers. Streams have been shown in light

blue and boundaries of basins in heavy black lines : the ranges, being facts of

deduction rather than of observation, have not been entered, but the highest peaks in

each river basin have been plotted, and these indicate the alignments of main axes of

elevation.

The thick lines, representing the basin boundaries, are water-partings but not neces-

sarily mountain ranges : the line, for instance, in chart xxxi between the Sutlej and the

Karnali crosses a flat plain in Tibet, and that between the Ganges and Jumna in chart

XXIV is in nature not a significant feature.

The principal rivers of the Kumaun Himalaya are the Jumna, the Ganges, the

Ramganga and the Kali.

The Jumna.

The Jumna (chart xxiv), called also the Jamuna, is supposed to bo the

Saraswati of the Vedas. On debouching from the mountains it now sweeps round

to the south-east, and joins the Ganges at Allahabad ; but it is believed to have

pursued a westerly course to the Arabian Sea in former times.* The great change in its

course may have been caused by alterations in the level of the land west of Saharanpur,

or by the constant advance of the sands of the Rajputana desert under the influence of

the south-west winds.

Within the mountains the Jumna, like other rivers, flows alternately through narrow

gorges and over wide alluvial expanses. AVherever a defile through a range is narrow,

the flow of water is retarded above it, and the stream drops its load of gravel and silt

;

when the gradient and current increase, the stream is able to re-lift its load and to

carry it a further stage.

The Himalayan basin of the Jumna has been surveyed, and the courses of its

affluents are well-known. The two principal affluents are the Tons and the Giri. the

former of which is larger than the Jumna itself.t

The Jumna and the Tons unite in rear of the Mussooree range of tlie lesser

Himalaya, and their combined waters are joined by the Giri in the trough between

this range and the Siwalik.

• A Manual of the Oeotogy of India, page 450.

t sheet 48 N.K., i inch « 4 miles.

Y
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The defiles in the Mussooree and Siwalik ranges through which the Jumna

passes are directly opposite to one another, and the

The Jumna is older than the Siwalik conclusion is justified that the river was able to deepen its
range.

^

^

channel and maintain its
,
former course, when the

Siwalik range rose across its path.* Tn crossing the axiq of the Siwalik range the

Jumna makes a curious bend for a mile or two, and this may perhaps be regarded as

evidence that its waters were hold in check for a time by the rising range, and had

dilficulty in cutting a passage. But the barrier could never have been sufficiently

high to cause a lake to form behind it, or the Jumna would have taken a south-easterly

course across the Dehra Dun and pas.sed the Siwalik range at Hardwar by the gateway

created by the flanges.

A striking haitiire of the basin of the Jumna is the Chur, an isolated pyramid of the

Nag Tibba range of the lesser flimalaya, surmounted by twin peaks. The ('hur rises

from the interior of the river basin and not from the boundary linc.f

The structural trough betwc'cn the outer Himalaya and the Siwalik range is very

distinct on the two sides of the Jumna ; on the north-west this trough is known as the

Kyarda Dun, and on the south-east as the Dehra Dun.

The outer range of hills west of the Jumna is drained by a small river called the

Clhaggar (chart .xxiv) ; this stream is of interest, because

the (lhaggar is said to have crossed the plains of the

l.’unjab at one time as a considerable river. In the Rajputana desert the wide bed

of an cvtinct river, called the llukra, can still be traced for milciS through the sand

and the llukra may have been a continuation of the ( lhaggar.J This we cannot

decide, but one thing seems certain ; the (lhaggar could never have been a large river,

had its Himalayan catchment basin been always as small as at present; and the

question arises as to whether the (liri coidd formerly have drained info the (lhaggar

and given to it the volume of water that tradition a.scribes to it.

An objection to this idea is that the (lhaggar is reported to have been a large

river within f he historic period, whereas the deflection of the Giri,—whether caused

by the slow upheaval of a range across its course, or by a feeder of the Jumna cutting

back to it south of the (Hiur and capturing its waters,—must have occurred long before

the period of history, if it ever occurred at all.

The Ghaf^gar.

The. Ganges.

The Ganges (chart xxiv) is the great river of northern India that drains the-

Vindhya mountains and the Kumaun and Nepal Himalaya, and that waters the plains of

Rohilkhand, Oudh and Bengal. Regarded as a Himalayan river, the name Ganges

is applied to the particular affluent that issues from the mountains at Hardwar.

It was believed by Rennell that the Ganges had a course 800 miles long above Hard-

war, and that it drained Kashmir and Ladak ; and these views were represented in his

United Provinces of Agra and Ondh, abeet No. 1 : 1 inch=*l mile,

t Atlas Sheet 47, 1 inch 4 miles.

It may possibly have been a former bed of th(> Satlej.
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map of India published in 1790. He also thought that the Ganges after draining

Tibet passed under the Himalaya through a natural tunnel. “ This great body of

“ water, ” he wrote, “ forces a passage through the ridge of Mount Himalaya, and sapping
“ its very foundations rushes through a cavern and precipitates itself into a vast basin
‘‘ which it has worn in the rock at the hither foot of the mountains. The Ganges tlius

“ appears to incurious spectators to derive its original spiings from this chain of

mountains, and the mind of superstition has given to the mouth of the cavern the form
“ of the head of a cow, an animal held by the Hindus in a degree of veneration almost

equal to that in which the Egyptians of old held their God Apis."*

Rennell was relying upon the descriptions given to him by travellers : what lie

thought was a cavern under the Himalaya was merely the iee-cav(' at tin' (‘ud of the

Gangotri glacier, from which the Hhagirathi issues. Gaptain Hodgson has d(‘scril)(‘d

this cave of ice:
—

“j* The Bhagirathi or Ganges issues from und(‘r a very low arch at the

“ foot of the grand snow-bed. The river is here bounded to the right and left by high

snow and rocks, but in front over the debouch the; mass of snow is ])(M'fectly perjiendi-

‘‘ cular, and from the bed of the stream to the summit we estinnii e the thickru'ss at

“ little less than 300 feet of solid frozen snow, probably the at'ciimulation of ages.”

By 1807 geographers had begun to doubt the correctm'ss of Kcmneirs conclusions,

and in that year the Government of Bengal authorised a survey of t-lu' river Ganges in

the mountains to its source. (Captains Kaper and Webb were direi:ted to ” survey tin*

“ Ganges from Hardwar to Gangotri, where that river is supposiMl either to forc i' its way
“ by a subterraneous passage through the Himalaya Mountains, or to fall over their

brow in the form of a cascade, to ascertain the dirmmsions of the fall, and d(*lineat(' its

appearance, and to observe its true geographical situation in latitude and longitude.”;];

After following the two great branches of the (binges until tlu^y b(»ca,mo narrow

torrents, the survey officers reported that the sourc.es of the river wen' on tlu' southern

side of the Himalayan chain. We know now. from nmdern surveys, that both tlu^

Alaknanda and Bhagirathi rise north of the Himalaya and pass through the gn'atrange

in narrow gorges. The mistake of Haper and Webb is mon' instructive than that- of

Rennell : the latter was merely basing conclusions on hearsay (*-vi(l('ricc ; tin* fornu'r

actually penetrated and passed the great Himalaya, through a stiqxmdous d(*(ih' carved

by the Ganges, but so hemmed in were they by mountains, that they ('ntirely failed

to understand thfit they had crossed the snowy range. From the bed of the (JaT)ges

on the northern side of the Himalaya, Raper and Webb reported that they had found

the source of the river on the southern side. Mr. Golebrooke summed up the n'siilts of

the Raper-Webb expedition as follow\s :—§”rfthe Bhagirathi and Alaknanda rivers

‘‘ had a passage through the Himalaya, it should follow that the channel of its stream

would form the Ghatti (or pass) by which the snowy range bcicame passable. But

“ since this principle holds good in practice, and since it is utterly impossible to cross the

* Memuir of a Map of Uindoostanf 1793.

^ Aiiatic ReAenrehes, V'ol. XIV, 1822.

X Asiatic Res/^archeSf Vol. XI, 1810.

%Asiatir Rrs( arches, Vol. XI, 1810.

Y 2
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snowy range in a direction which the channels of these rivers might be expected to

“ assume, I consider that at least aU former reports are determined fictitious. No
“ doubt can remain that the different branches of the river above Hardwar take their

rise on the southern side of the Himalaya or chain of snowy mountains.”

In 1812 Moorcroft made a similar mistake: he passed through the great Himala-

yan range by the valley of the Ganges and crossed the Niti pass into Tibet. The Niti

pass is situated on a hinder range, and is thirty miles in rear of the Himalaya ; never-

theless when Moorcroft, who was an accurate and capable observer, arrived at the pass,

he was quite unaware that he had crossed the Himalaya.*

Such mistakes as these bring home to us what a bewildering maze the unmapped

Himalayan area really is. “From an extensive experience in Himalayan surveying,”

wrote Colonel Tanner,
‘

‘ I can safely state that even when carrying on our work with

“ the aid of the best maps, instruments and requisite knowledge of surveying, we are

“liable, until we compute out the positions of our points, to mistake one mountain for

“ another, even though we may have learnt their appearance by heart from other

“ stations.”

t

Colebrooke’s conclusions were held to be correct until the fallacies underlying

them were exposed in 1817 by Captain Herbert, who showed that both the Alaknanda

and Bhagirathi rise on the Tibetan side of the great Himalayan range.

The Alaknanda has many feeders that rise north of the line of snow, the Dhauli J

Feeder* of the Canges
Vishnuganga being the principal. The Dhauli

has its source at the Niti pass of the Zaskar range, and

the Vishnuganga behind Badrinath : they join at Joshimath (6000 feet) and here the

passage through the great range commences (chart xxiv).

At Karnprayag the course of the Alaknanda is deflected by the lesser Himalayan

range (Nag Tibba), which also determines the direction of the Pindar tributary. At

its junction with the Pindar the height of the Alaknanda’s bed is 2600 feet.§

The Bhagirathi issues from the Gangotri glacier behind the Kedarnath peaks at

a point called Gau Mukh, 13000 feet high.|| When Captain Hodgson and Lieutenant

Herbert visited Gangotri in 1817, they named four prominent snowy peaks, standing

near the head of the glacier, St. George, St. Andrew, St. Patrick and St. David : these

names have now fallen into disuse and it would be a pity to revive them : the four

peaks of Hodgson and Herbert can be identified with the group, known to modern
geographers as Satopanth.

The Jahnavi, the westernmost feeder of the Ganges, joins the Bhagirathi seven

miles below Gangotri temple : their combined waters cut through the ^eat Himalayan

• Asiatic Resfarches, Vol. XII, 181

t General Report, Survey of India, 1883-1884.

% Dhauli or Dhauliganga : there are many riyers of this name in the Himalaya, but none as large as this tributary of the
Alaknanda.

J The range south of the Pindar river has on a small scale a resemblance to the Pamir plateau ; on the north the Pindar
river like that of Tashkurgan flows for a long distance paralljel to the range : on the south several rivers, like the affluents

of the Oxus, rise in the range and flow d*)Wn at right angles 16 it.

Vide Atlas sheet 66 N.W. and sheets of the Knmaun aiKH^arhwal Survey,

II
Atlas 8beet 66, scale 1 inchac4 miles.
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raage between the peaks of Srikanta and Bandarpunch, four miles west of the former,

eight miles east of the latter, and 13000 feet below them (chart xxiv). This gorge of

the Bhagirathi is “ one of the most remarkable in the Central Himalaya, and for

“ picturesquenesa can hardjy be surpassed by any valley in the world. Its sides are

often absolutely vertical,, smoothed down by the torrent, which rushes 600 feet or
“ more down below through a narrow slit in the rocks.”*

At Tihri the Bhagirathi has cut down 20 feet into the solid rock below the bed of

its tributary, the Behling. This is characteristic of the Himalayan rivers, the develop-

ment of the trunk streams being commonly in advance of that of the lateral feeders.

The Alaknanda and Bhagirathi unite at Deoprayag in rear of the Mussooree range of

the lesser Himalaya, and their combined waters pass the latter through a defile.

The Kaliganga or Mandakini is an important tributary of the Ganges draining the

southern faces of Kedarnath and Badrinath (table vi).

During the earlier half of the nineteenth century controversies frequently arose over

the claims of different affluents to be the main source of
The source of the Ganges.

Ganges, and Captain Herbert, who was for many years

the greatest living authority on the Himalaya, was of opinion that the Jahnavi was

the true 80urce.f

It has come however to be recognised that a river, which is being fed from great

numbers of glaciers, cannot be referred to any one source, and the question has ceased

to be of interest : it is probable that not a twentieth part of the water in the Ganges is

derived from any single glacier. If, however, we were to be called upon now to select

the most important source of the Ganges, we should not be able to support Herbert’s

view. Herbert, not having seen the Alaknanda, assumed that the Bhagirathi was the

true Ganges, but Sir Richard Strachey has pointed out that the Alaknanda is twice

the size of the Bhagirathi, and that,, if a source is to be named, it must be tlie Dhauli.J

Some writers define the source of a river as the point of its course, that is most

remote from its mouth. Colonel George Strahan has shown that if this definition

be applied to the Ganges, its source will not be Himalayan at all, but will lie near Mhow
in Central India at the head of the Chambal (chart ix).

The following descriptions are taken from Captain Herbert’s report on the Miner-

alogical Survey of the Himalayan raountains.§ “ I must not leave the Dhauli, however,

“ without saying something of those great accumulations of boulder stones, the very

“ sight of which strikes the traveller with a-stonishment, and forces him to admit the

“ action of some great rush of waters. These diluvian beds are here seen on a scale,

“ which sets at nought any theory that would derive its agent from the body of water

“ at present occupying that channel.”
“ The beds of some of the rivers are, for a part of their course, in the solid rock. In

“ these cases, the depth is often considerable, while the appearance is such as leaves

* 0€6lQgy of (he Cf'.ntral Himalayas by Griesbach, Mi moirHf Geological Survey of India^ Veil. XXIIT, 1K91.

t The name Jahnavi does not now appear on Indian maiJH, but it ie still employed locally though more cummoiily

corrupted to Jadganga. The Jahnavi joins the Bhagirathi at Kopang. Atlas sheet

} Journalj Royal Geographical Society, VoL XXI, 1851.

§ Journal, ABialic Society of Bengal, Vol. XI, Part 11, 1842,
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“ not a doubt in the spectator’s mind but that the present chaimel was once filled up
“ with solid rock. This is a conclusion we cannot escape from however difl&cult it may
“ be to understand the removal of so many thousand cubic feet of solid rock by the

“ agency of water.”
‘

‘ In all the river beds too we sec that there are accumulations of gravel and bould-

“ or stones, all perfectly rounded, and consequently all of them such as have been subject

“ to the action of water. These collections, it appears from the details I have given,

“ are in many cases of very great extent, and frequently occur at a height of even 300 feet

“ above the present bed of the river. That these collections should ever have been

“ formed by such bodies of water as arc' found at pre.sent in their vicinity, is altogether

“inadmissible, 'fheir extent, the size of the fragments, the distance from which they

“ are derived, above all their great depth, and the height at which they are found above

“the present bed of the river—all forbid so incredible a supposition,”

Captain Hodgson described how the Canges was at one time obstructed by the

fall of a cliff.* “ Five hundred yards further on,” he wrote. “ are the falls of Lohari Naig

“ where the river is more obstruetcal than in any part of its (iourse, and tears its way
“ over enormous masses of rock, which have fallen into it from the mural juecipice which

“ bounds its left shore. This frightful granite cliff of solid rock, of above 800 feet high,

“ appears to have been undermined at its foot by the stream, and the lower and middle

“parts have fallen into it, while the summit overhangs the base and the river. The

“ vast ruins of this fall extend for about a ([uartcr of a mile ; the river has now forced its

“ way through, and partly over the rocks with a noise and impetuosity, we thought

“could not be surpassed, but on our return iti June when the (Janges was doubled in

“ d('pth, the scene was still grander.”

The Itatiujmuja.

The llamganga (chart xxv) is an unimportant river, draining the southern

face of the le.sser llimalayaji range, in Kumaun.f fts basin has Ix'on accurately sur-

veyed.

The principal affluent of the llamganga is the Kosila or lesser Kosi : it rises

in the lesser Himalayan range and dot^s not join the liamganga, until they have es-

caped from the- mountains and entered the plains.

During the gradual rise of the Siwalik jange the Canges had sufficient water to

wear down the growing range and to maintain a direct passage across, but the Ram-

gauga’s small volume was unequal to the task of cutting down the new range, as it

rose, and the river was deflected by the latter ktr ten miles to the north-west, before

it found a suitable place for an outlet. J

The structural trough between the lesser Himalaya and the Siwalik range, through

which the Ramganga flows is known as the Path Dun : it is of a crescentic shape
4 .i

~

. —— —
Asiatic Vol, XIV, t

t There are several Bamgangas iu the Himalaya, but all are smaller than the one imder description.

t J/e/new. Geological Survqf of Itidw, Vol. wKXlV; 1890. i>art 2, page lo.
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with the concave side facing south :
* it contains immense terraces of gravel of different

heights which have been deposited by the Ramganga. ‘‘ It is,” writes Mr. Middle-

miss, “one of the most beautiful spots that the North-West Provinces of India can

“boast. It is undisfigured, by villages and bazars. A solitary forest bungalow is all

that breaks the magnificant monotony of its billowy forests and grass-grown alluvial

flats.”!

In its course through the Path Dun the Ramganga flows parallel to the Pindar

tributary of the Ganges at a distance of 45 miles, and at a level lower by 1 400 feet.

The trough intervening betwiMn the lesst'r Himalaya and the Siwalik range through

which the Kosila Hows is known as tlu^ Ivotah Dun : it is 14 miles long and stn'tehes

from north-west to south-east : its level is 7o0 feet higher than that of the alluvial plains

on the outer side of the Siwalik range.

The Kali.

The Kali or Sarda (chart xxv) rises near tin* ljanlc|)ya Lok pass behind tln‘ great

Himalayan range, and after running for 30 miles parall(»l io the latter turns and

pierces it (figure 2, chart xvi). The height of its bed wlion it commencevs to force* a

passage through the great range is 10000 feet.

The Api-Nampa group of peaks stands immediately (*ast of tlie Kali: Taka-chull

peak (22661 feet) rises between the Dharma and (!ori affluents, and further west on

chart xxv, we see the axis of the great Himalayan range marku'd by Nanda

Devi (25645 feet), and Badrinath (23100 feet).

In its upper courses the Kali river and its two aJHuents the Dharma a.nd Lissar

flow in long parallel beds five miles apart. No one of them rises north of the Zaskar

range, but the Kali itself appears to flow along a furrow in the crest-zone. The long

parallelism of the Kali, Dharma and liissar rivers in their upper cours(*s shows, perhaps,

that minor wrinkles have in this region been superposed on the primary Himalayan

folds.lj;

The Sarju§ affluent of the Kali flowing south-east is on the same alignment as the

Pindar tributary of the Ganges ;||
for 100 miles these two rivers continu(> in one line and

the beds of both arc possibly occupying an original trough created in rear of tlu^ Nag
Tibba range of the lesser Himalaya when the latter was upraised.

Colonel Tanner describes a remarkable waterfall, which he discovered in the basin

of the Kali.^

“ Taking some guides from (iarbiang,” he wrote, “ 1 went ih.wn the Kali insU*ad of aseending

the moraine, and after a difficult journey found myself at the hottom of the. wildest place 1 have

ever been in. On one side rose the cliff of the moraine ba(‘ked by tlu*. mountains on the right bank

Athis Sheet 66 S.W., I inch“4 miles.

t Metnmrst Geological Survey of Jndia^ Vol. XXIV, 18JK). pari 2, pa^c or».

The Lissar river flows during the greater part of its coHrwe along the axis of a metrical antielinal formed of <jiirbon«

•* ifcrous rocks, leaving it near the end of the Chingehingmauri gljKucr this anticlinal is flanked on both .‘<id«‘ft by a
** system of other plications more complicated on the north-east.” ilriesb'oh’s o/ (Jrnfral fUmaloya.

Oenlogical Survey of India, Vol. XX III, 1891.

3 There are many Sarjus in the Himalaya.

11
Compare charts xxiv and xxv, and Atlas sheets 66 X.W.. <>6 S.W., uml titl S.IC.

^ Oeneral Report. Survey of hidin. 1884-85.
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of the Kali
;
opposite towered more clifEs fringed, wherever there was standing room, by forest trees,

and down the face of the overhanging scarp in front of me poured the waters from Api in a feathery-

cascade of great volume and with a fall of between three and five hundred feet.”*

“ The foot of the fall we could not see, as it descended into a deep abyss, where it was lost in

the unseen Kali, which thundered and roared along immediately befow our feet, but how far below

us we could not say. Sheets of spray filled the cleft of the Kali an4 were blown hither and thither

across the face of the cliffs, and the sun which was well overhead lit up the great hollow at our feet

with a mass of bright prismatic colors.”

“ Having visited this fall, which is called the Yangla Dhar, it was a question whether we should

return by the way we had come or try and reach my camp by continuing our jouniey down the valley

of the Kali. We decided on the latter course and though none of rny men had previously visited

this extraordinary place, they said that there might possibly be a means of skirting the cliffs, but

that of course there would be bad places. Bad places there were indeed, and before long when clinging

to the rough places in the face of a slope that was nearly a cliff, I fervently wished I had not

come, and sometimes had it not been for the friendly grasp of Rinzin’s hand, I believe that I

should not have emerged safely out of this awful valley. Gradually the dangers of the road

became less, and towards evening we reached the most beautiful and charming village of Budi

—

literally the most delightful place I have seen in the Himalaya/’f

“ Four valleys converge on Budi; the view of each could occupy an artist for a month. Spreading

terraced cornfields skirt the foaming Kali, and hero and there on the mountain aides small

terraced spots, surrounded with many tinted forest trees, support the quaint houses of the-

cultivators.”

“ At one day’s march below Budi the passage of the Nirpania-ki-Danda or waterless ridge com-

mences
;
it has taken the ceaseless toil of generations to construct the series of stone steps or ladders

over which the traveller has to make his way for a day and a half before he reaches an ordinary moun-

tain path. This extraordinary trade-route consists of a kind of winding stair-case, which is carried^

ujp and down in the face of cliffs in many places overhung with crags and with seemingly an almost

bottomless abyss below. The rough steps are built into the rock wherever it has been possible to

find foothold.
”

The Yangla Dhar falls are not true falls in the usual acceptation of the term.

When a great river in its course drops suddenly and perpendicularly the drop may be

described as
‘

‘ falls ;

’
’ but the cascade on the Kali is due to the difference in level

between the bed of the main stream and the bed of a tributary. The Kali river has

cut a deep channel for itself, with a perpendicular wall on each side, and it is over

one of its lateral precipices that the Yangla Dhar falls occur.

The falls at Kishtwar on the Chenab are also over the face of . a side precipice

and are not on the main course of the river. Throughout the Himalaya similar

cascades can be seen, though rarely so grand as that described by Tanner ; trunk streams,

that drain extensive trans-Himalayan troughs, deepen their channels at a greater

rate than the lateral streams can do, and consequently flow at a lower level at tlie points

of junction. In the higher mountains the differences of level between trunks and their

* For tbe peak Api, see Uble yl

t AU.< Sheet DON. E.
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branches might be attributed to former glacial action, but this is not possible in the

outer hills.

Though there are innumerable cascades throughout the Himalaya only two

instances of falls have been recorded ; one is on the Indus where the drop is 20 feet,

the other is at Pemakoi on Jhe Brahmaputra, where the drop is 150 feet.
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23

THE RIVERS OF THE NEPAL HIMALAYA.

Th6 principal rivers of tlie Nepal Himalaya arg the Kamali, the Rapti, the Gandak,

the Baghmati, and the Kosi.*

The Ka/rnali.

The Karnali, called also the Kauriala or Kurriali, is a great Himalayan river

(chart XXVI ) ;
in its passage across the plains of India after its exit from the hills it is

known as the Gogra.")'

The sources of the Karnali have been explored by the brothers Richard and Henry

Strachey, by (Honel Tanner and by other reliable observers, and its course has been

traced in Tibet from Takla Khar to the shrine of Kojarnath ; but it then enters Nepal,

and with the exception of the information gained by a native explorer, nothing more

is known of it, until it reaches the plains of India.

The basins of the Karnali and the Sutlej are in contact in Tibet, behind the basins

of the Kali, the (langes and the Jumna. In escaping from Tibet the Karnali passes

through a remarkable trough with Gurla Mandhata (25355 feet) on the one side and

peaks of 22000 and 23000 on the other : near Kojarnath this trough is less than 18 miles

wide at a height of 20000 feet, a peak of 21800 feet standing eight miles north-east

of the river and one of 20300 feet ten miles south-west.

Between Gurla Mandhata and Nampa the Karnali is now creating a canyon simi-

lar but inferior to that of the Sutlej.

The great tributary of the Karnali is the Birehi ;X the two rivers do not unite

until thev have left the mountains ;
as their courses in the Himalaya are convergent

their delay in conjoining is noteworthy. The two main affluents of the Ganges unite be-

hind the lesser Himalaya range to force a common passage ; the tributaries of the Gandak

and Kosi do the same ;
and the Karnali alone of the greater Himalayan rivers possesses

two outlets through the lesser range.§

It may be thought that the lesser Himalayan range is but slightly developed

across the lower basin of the Karnali, but this is not the case. ' The number of peaks,

that have been fixed on one alignment across the basin, and the number of minor rivers

that are believed to rise in this alignihent are sufficient indications of the presence of

a distinct range.

Mftp of Nopal, 1 inoh=16 mil**.

For an account of the Karnali see /ikKo, by John Strachey.

Knownaethe Birehi in ite upper oourefe, at the Bahai in ita middle, and as the Sarjn in iU lower.

§ The reference here is to the outer parallel range (Mahabarat) and not to any tibli<|ue range.
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The following extracts are taken from the diary of a native explorer who followed

the upper course of the river Birehi in 1873 from a place called Tibrikot (7226 feet) as

far as the Digi pass (16880 feet), which is on the water-parting of the Gandak.
“ From Tibrikot I followed the course of the Bheri (Birehi) river and reached Charka on the

4th September, having passed^ some lama-serais on the road. One of them called Barphang Gonpa

contains 40 or 50 lamas. Near another named Kanigang Gonpa, the river has high perpendicular

rocky banks, and the people have made a tunnel 54 paces in length through the rock. There was

originally a crevice, and the rock on either side of it was cut away sufficiently to allow of a man with

a load to pass through with a squeezing, the height of the tunnel not being .sniticienl. in all parts to

admit of his going through standing.”

“ Charka is the last village on the river Bheri : on the opposite side of the river is a gonpa (lama-

serai) to which the first-born male of every family in the village, as is the practice amongst the Bud-

dhists generally, is dedicated as a lama. I left Charka on the 5th and a.scended the Digi La, about

16880 feet above sea-level (called by Goorkhas Balali-Patan) by a gentle incline.”

“On cither side of the pass there arc; snow-coverc'd ridges. The pass is broad, and there is a

cairn on it at the watershed.”*

The Karnali has deepened its bed to a far greater extent than the Birehi. The

height of the bed of the Birehi at the point where the river crosses the great range, is

believed to be about 6000 feet : the bed of the Karnali is between 3000 and 3500 feet

high, where it intersects the zone of great peaks : in its passages across the granite axis

of the great Himalayan range the Karnali flows at possibly a lower altitude than any

other Himalayan river, excepting perhaps the Indus.

The Rapti.

The sources and course of the Rapti in Nepal have never been thoroughly explored

;

the maps of the Survey of India show it as rising in the lesser Himalaya and

chart XXVI of this paper gives it a small longitudinal basin situati'd in the outer hills

between the Karnali and the Gandak ;f but other maps place its sources in the great

Himalayan range west of Dhaulagiri. Neither plan has been constructed from surveys

and neither deserves much weight.

A river that rises in the lesser Himalaya receives its water from the periodical

rains only, and is almost dry for a great part of the year. But a river that is hul by

glaciers has a perennial stream. The Rapti is never dry enough in th(i plains of India

to be generally fordable : it is at its lowest in January and February
;
snow water comes

down in May, and the river rises considerably early in June, and remains in flood till

September. These facts throw doubt upon the eorrectne.ss of the Survey of India maps

from which chart xxvi has been drawn. In a letter dated September 8th, 1906,

Mr. H. Spencer, C.S., writes :
—

“ This year there were two heavy floods in the, Rapti

“ in August simultaneously with unprecedented floods in the Sarju (Birehi) and Kauriala

“ (Karnali) which unite to form the Gogra. The local rainfall had nothing to do with

• Exphrer^s narrative of his journey from I^H(r<m<vrh %n Kumaon vidJvmla to Tadum and hark nlonfj thu KaliGandah river

to British territory. General Report^ Survey of India, 1873-74.

The Dig* pass is shown on chart xxvi.

f On ths authority of the Survey of India, set Map of India, wah? .32 miles inoh.

• z 2
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“ these floods, and it might be inferred that these rivers come from the same tract

“ of mountain ranges.
’ ’

The Gandak.

The Gandak has three principal affluents, which haye been named by survey

explorers the Kali Gandak, the Buria Gandak and the Tripuli Gandak (chart xxvii).

Of these three the Kali Gandak is known, and the other two are bdieved to rise in the

trough behind the great Himalayan range. Having pierced the range independently,

they join their waters on its southern side, and in one great stream force an opening

through the lesser Himalayan range. It would thus appear that each of the three

principal affluents of the Gandak has been able to carve a defile through the greater

range, but that all have been stopped and deflected by the rise of the lesser range.

The geography of the Gandak basin is, however, so largely theoretical and

.. , conjectural, that it is not possible to arrive at
Absence of proper surveys. ^

,

definite conclusions. The courses of the great tribu-

taries have been followed by a native explorer, and Colonel Tanner sketched

what he could see of the country from great distances : but results obtained by such

methods can only be regarded as first approximations to truth, and they will certainly

require to be corrected when Nepal becomes accessible to scientific surveys. The

following extracts from Colonel Tanner’s writings will illustrate his own opinions :

—

(i) “ From the Sorneshwar hills which rise at their highest point to a little over 2000 feet, my

assistants were able to secure a certain amount of Nepal topography and to fix a considerable

number of peaks, but a low range about 20 miles to the north masked all but the snowy range which

lay behind it, and no portion of the larger streams such as the Buria Gandak, the Kali and the

Trisuli Gandak could be seen.”

“ The hydrography of this part of Nepal is in considerable confusion, and though we were able

to fix with fair precision the upper courses of one or two of these rivers, where the great snow-clad

mountains give forth glaciers, yet in the lower ranges their courses have been laid down from the

route-surveys of native explorers only, and as some of these route-surveys show a want of complete-

ness in this neighbourhood, the points of junction of the rivers above named remain largely open to

doubt. One glance at a tract north of the low range above noted would furnish more geography

than could be derived from years of work by explorers
;
yet I regret to say, access to any point north

of the Sorneshwar range is denied us.”

(ii) “ Distant sketching based on trigonometrically fixed peaks affords a fairly good basis whereon

to adjust the traverses and topography of the explorers, but it is very difficult work and can only be

prosecuted during the very few days in each year, when haze is absent from the atmosphere, and when

clouds do not envelop the hill ranges. With the exception of a blank of some ten miles wide which

occurs on the west of the Gandak river in Central Nepal, the whole country has been sketched in

some form or other, from the towers and other stations of the Great Trigonometrical Survey in the

plains and from the hill stations of Kumaun in the west and of Sikkim in the east, but such work

being the result in some cases of sketching done from points a hundred miles distant is necessarily

vague and incomplete and at the most only s^ures the tops of the more conspicuous ranges.

* Our preaent knowledge of the Himalaya, by Colonel T&nnw.
.

Proceed,, JR. 0, 8., Vol. XIII, 1891, page 419.

t Oeneral Report of the Survey of India, 18S7-88. ^^ote8 by Colonel Tanner on reconnaissances and explorations in

litpal, Sikkim, Bhutan and Assam,
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„ , „ In 1849, Mr. Brian Hodgson wrote of the Gandak aa
Names of affluents.

^

follows* :

—

“ In the basin of the Gandak wo have, successively from the west, the Barigar, the Narayani,

the Sweti-Gandaki, the Marsyangdi, the Daraindi, the Gandi and the Trisul. These are the ‘ Sapt-

Gandaki ’ or seven Gandaks of ihe Nepalese, and they unite on the plainward verge of tlie mountains

at Tribeni above Saran. They drain the whole hills between Dhaulagiri and (losainthan, the Barigar

and one head of the Narayani rising from the former barrier, and the Trisul with every tlrop of

water supplied by its affluents from the latter. Nor does a single streamlet of the Trisul arise east

of the peak of Gosainthan, nor one driblet of the Barigar deduce itself from the westward of

Dhaulagiri.”

With the exception of the Trisul, Mr. Hodgson’s names for the principal afllueuts

differ from those given by the explorers : he obtained his information by ([uestioning

Nepalese at Katmandu, and the explorers gained theirs from the inhabitants of thij

respective localities. It is not uncommon in the Himalaya and Tibet to find a

name used for a geographical feature by people at a distance differing Jrom that

employed by the local natives.

In our description of the Karnali we quoted from the diary of a native explorer

who followed up the Bindii tributary to the Digi Pass:

Exploration of the Gandak basin. this mail crosscd the Digi Pass, and di'sceiiding into

the basin of the Gandak, reached the town of Kagbeni.

Kagbeni is situated at the junction of the Kali Gandak and the Muktinath stream

;

it is about 9000 feet above sea-level and consists of 100 houses inhabited by Bhotias.

The explorer followed the Kali Gandak to its source at the Photu Pass, and crossed

over into the valley of the Brahmaputra. The height of the Photu Pass he found

to be 15080 feet above sea-level and 250 feet above the plains of the Bralimaputra to

the north. This low depression in the Ladak range is a peculiar feature. It may have

been carved by the Kali Gandak in a former geological age, when that river had its

sources in Tibet and further north than at present.

Our information concerning the Trans-lliraalayan trough of Muktinath is so scanty

that the following note by the explorer is of interest :
“ To the east and south-east of

“ Muktinath, about two miles, are lofty snowy mountains extending in a north-east

and south-west direction, from which the stream takes its rise which Hows by Muk-

“ tinath to the north, takes in the temple water and joins the Kali Gandak river at

“ Kagbeni.”t

If we are to rely upon the description in this extract, there must be a transverse

ridge higher than the snow-line (16000 feet) separating the basins of the Kali Gandak

and Buria Gandak north of the Great Himalaya. No observer, however, has actually

crossed this ridge, and its existence may be doubted.

The explorer from whose diary we have quoted is the only geographical observer

who has ever traversed the defile of the Kali Gandak through the great Himalayan

* Journo/f Asiatic Hocicty of Henyoif Vol. XVIH, Purt 11, 184H.

t Qenerat Bcfortf Survey of ImHa^ 1873-74, pago siii.
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range. This defile cuts the range 4 miles east of Dhaulagiri peak ; the height of the

peak is 26795 feet, that of the bed of the defile 5000 feet, and the fall from the one

to the other exceeds 6000 feet a mile. The explorer’s narrative of his journey along

this extraordinary river is disappointing, though not without interest. “ On the 6th of

“ October,” he wrote, “ no villages were met with during the»march, and the road passed

“ through jungle the whole distance, crossing several small streams running into the
“
Kali Gandak. I passed the night in the jungle.” He was thus unaware that he was

crossing the great Himalayan range : he did not see Dhaulagiri and was ignorant of

its proximity. His references to the jungle and his failure to notice the rocky preci-

pitous sides of the gorge tend to show that the Kali Gandak possesses a wider passage

than many of the Himalayan rivers.

Little is known of the upper courses of the Buria and Trisuli Gandak. In 1865

an explorer marched from Katmandu up the Trisuli Gandak, and passed 15 miles west of

peak Dayabhang : he was able to follow the river and did not describe the passage as

difficult. He estimated the height of the river’s bed, where it crossed the axis of the

great Himalaya, to be between 6000 and 7000 feet. He found no open plain nor flat

basin behind the great Himalaya, the spurs of the latter being apparently sepa-

rated by ravines from thos^ of the Ladak range to the north. He crossed a pass

(16400 feet) over a ridge behind the great range, and found himself in the basin of

the Buria Gandak.

The Buria Gandak rises at the No pass (16600 feet) on the Ladak range : it is

possible that the Shorta Sangpo, now a tributary of the Brahmaputra, once flowed

over the No pass into the Buria Gandak.

The Buria Gandak and the Trisuli Gandak unite on the south side of the great

Himalaya, and after flowing as one river they join the Kali Gandak at Deb Ghat, a

goal of pilgrimage. Below the junction of the streams, the explorer stated, the river is

called the Narayani ; this is one of the names given by Mr. Hodgson in the extract

we made from his writings.

The Baghmati.

The Baghmati rises in the Mahabarat range of the Lesser Himalaya, and drains the

central valley of Nepal (chart xxvii). This famous valley is a rock-basin filled

with alluvial deposits ; it is of an oval shape, its greatest diameter being 12 miles

and its smallest 9 miles ; it is small compared to Kashmir, and unlike the latter is

'

not enclosed between the Great and Lesser Himalaya.

Colonel Kirkpatrick visited Katmandu in 1793, and subsequently published an

account of the Nepal valley. In 1806 Colonel Crawford, who was afterwards Surveyor

General of India, conducted surveys in Nepal, and measured some of the peaks of the

Himalaya, being the first to discover immense height.* The records of Colonel

* A Mtmoir on iht Indian Survey9, by Clementn Markham.
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Orawford’s observations were lost, but a few of his results were given in Buchanan
Hamilton’s Account of the Kingdom, of Nepal. From 1805, when Colonel Crawford

took observations, to 1903, when Captain Wood was permitted by the Nepalese

Government to observe the^peaks of Gaurisankar and Mount Everest, no survey officer

was allowed to enter Nep^il.

The Kosi.

The Kosi (chart xxviii) is one of the most important of the Himalayan rivers.

Its principal affluent is the Arun which drains an immense trough in rear of the great

Himalayan range. Chart xxviii has been taken from the most recent maps of the

Survey of India : its main features are probably correct, but it can lay no claim to

accuracy of detail.

In the General Report of the Survey of India for 1883-84, Colonel Tanner wrote :

“ I now have to dispose of the various branches of the Kosi river, which wind about
“ out of view behind the Mahabarat range, and this I confess I am at present unable to

“ do. Between us, Mr. Robert and I have dotted the country south of the snows with

“ trigonometrical points, and I can find no room between any of them for a valley
“ wide enough to contain the western Kosi in its course from west to east.”

No additional geographical information has been gained, since Colonel Tanner

explained his difficulty, and the course given to the Sun Kosi on the chart is conjec-

tural. All wc know is that the tributaries of the Kosi west of Mount Evere.st are

deflected by the Lesser Himalayan range, and that they pass through the. latter in the

defile carved by the Arun.

The fact that the Arun flows now in a straight course from the great range to the

plains shows that it was able to maintain its passage across the lesser range during

the latter’s growth : the Bhotia Kosi, the Dudh Kosi and all other Kosi affluents were

stopped by the rising range, and have had to escape through the gorge forced by the

more pow'erful Arun.

Mr. Brian Hodgson divided the Kosi into seven principal affluents. ” The basin

“ of the Kosi,” he wrote, “ has seven principal feeders. These are as follow's :—the

“ Milamchi, the Bhotia Kosi, the Tamba Kosi, the Likhu, the Dudh Kosi, the Arun and

“the Tamor. Of these the Milamchi rising from Gosainthan is the most westerly and

“thcTamor rising from Kangchang (Kinchinjunga) is the most easterly feeder.”

“ And those two great peaks with the pre-eminent ridges they send forth southwards

“ include every drop of water that reaches the great Kosi of the plains through its 8ev<!n

“ Alpine branches. All these branches, as in the case of the Gandak, unite within the

“hills, so that the unity of this Alpine basin also is as clear as are its limitary peaks

“ and its extent. The Alpine basin of the Kosi is denominated by the Nepalese the

“ Sapt-Cousika, or coimtry of the seven Kosis.”*

• Journal, Aeiatic Society of Bengal, VoL XVIII, Part II, 1849. We quote Mr. Hodgson for the iufoniiatiou that he gives

concerning names : we do not agree with his theories. The basin of the Kosi is not bounded by two great peaks ; it is

traversed by a whole line of them. The peaks in the interior of the basin ore as high as those on the lateral water-partings

The affluents of the Kosi have not been forced to converge by the ridges running southwards from Kinchinjunga and

•Gosainthan, but by the recent rise of the lesser Himalayan range across their paths.
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It will be seen on chart xxvm that one affluent is named the Tamba Kosi and

another the Tambar Kosi : it is doubtful whether these names are correct. Hodgson

mentions the Tamba Kosi, but the Tambar he calls the Tamor ; Hooker called Hodgson’

s

Tamor the Tambur, and Montgomerie called it the Tamru.

The Arun Kosi is a very large river and possesses a considerable drainage area : rising

The Arun Kosi
great Himalayan range, its eastern feeders

encircle Kinchinjunga to the north, and its western

feeders drain the northern slopes of Mount Everest.

The eastern branch in rear of the Himalaya is known as the Khantongiri, the

Hangtang and the Yarn ; the western branch is always called the Arun.

The trough between the great Himalaya and Ladak ranges drained by the Arun

is a wonderful example of a structural or tectonic hollow ;
its length exceeds 200 miles.

In no other part of the Himalaya is the trough between these two ranges so clearly

defined and so free from transverse ridges or interruptions.* The western portion of this

remarkable trough contains the lake of Palgu (16000 feet in height), and the eastern

the lake of Tso Motretungf (14000 feet). Neither lake has at present any perennial

outlet, but Tso Motretung is surrounded by feeders of the Arun and is believed to

overflow occasionally into the Yaru. J

The central portion of the trough is drained by the Arun, which has created for

itself a gorge of escape through the great Himalayan range between Mount Everest and

Kinchinjunga.

In its Trans-Himalayan trough the Arun is 76 paces broad in October, and it

meanders over flat plains of alluvium, known as the Dingri Maidan.

Sir Joseph Hooker describes its upper valley as
‘

‘ the broad sandy valley of the

“ Arun.” § Mr. Hodgson once asked a Nepalese soldier if the Dingri Maidan was as

large as the Central Nepal valley. “ Horsemen,” the man replied, ” could not gallop

“ about Nepal
;
they would have to keep to the roads and pathways. But numerous

“ regiments of cavalry could gallop at large over the plains of Dingri. ”||

The height of the plains in the upper valley of the Arun is between 13000 and 14000

feet. The glaciers of Nepal do not now descend below 16000 feet, but there
^
are

many proofs that they once occupied the plains of Dingri. Sir J. Hooker describes an

ancient moraine, deposited in the upper Arun valley by a former glacier, but now remote

from existing ice.
‘

‘ In front,” he writes,
‘
‘ close above my tent was a gigantic wall of

“ rocks, piled—as if by the Titans—completely across the valley for about three-quarters

“ of a mile. This striking phenomenon had excited all my curiosity on first obtaining.

“ a view of it. The path I found led oyer it, close under its west end, and wound

The valley of the Arun is larger than that of Kaahmir;A comparison, however, is hardly suitable, as the former is

situated in a structural trough on the Tibetan side of the great Himalayan range, whilst the latter is in a trough on the

Indian side.

j Tso Motretung was called Chomto Dong in former reports and maps of the Survey,

t Norih-Eastem Frontier Sheet No. 6 N.W., seak X iqp{)i«4 miles.

§ Himaiayav! Journals, Vol. II, page 167.

II
SeleclioM from the records of the Oovemment of Bengal, Yol XXVII, page 92.
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amongst the enormous detached fragments of which it was formed, and which were-

often 80 feet square: all were of gneiss and schist with abundance of granite in

blocks and veins. A superb view opened from the top, revealing its nature to be
a vast moraine, far belov^ the influence of any existing glaciers, but which at some

“ antecedent period had been thrown across by a glacier descendiiig to lOOOO feet

“from a lateral valley on the east flank.”*

The Bhotia Kosl rises at the Thanglang pass, which is 36 miles north of the

crest-zone of the great Himalaya ranue and l() miles
The Bhotia Kosi.

1 1 i * rm i • i

south ot the upper Arun. The height of this ])ass is

18460 feet : the source of the Bhotia Kosi is thus 6000 feet above the Arun valley to

the north, and 6000 feet below the nearer peaks of the great range. The Bhotia Kosi

as a river is thus interesting in that it rises behind the axis of tlu' great range, though

it has not tapped the trough in rear.

In 1871 a native explorer of the Survey of India crossed the Thanglang pass from

the north, and marched down the Bhotia Kosi. and from his accounts the following

deecription was compiled by Colonel Montgomerie :

—

” Between Nilam (north of the great range) and Listi Bhansar {.south of the range)

“ the explorer followed the general course of the ^Bhotia Kosi river, and though it is

“ but some 25 miles direct distance between the two places, the explorer had to cross the

“ Bhotia Kosi river 15 times by means of 3 iron suspension and 12 wooden bridges, each

“ of from 24 to 60 paces in length. At one place the river ran in a gigantic chasm,
“
the sides of which were so close to one another, that a bridge of 24 paces was sufticient

“ to span it. Near this bridge the precipices were so impracticable, that the path had
“ of necessity to be supported on iron pegs let into the face of the rock, the path being

“ formed by bars of iron and slabs of stone stretching froni peg to peg and covered with

“ earth. This extraordinary path isin no place more than 18 inches and often not more
“ than 9 inches in width, and is carried for more than one-third of a mile (775 paces) along

“the face of the cliff, at some 1500 feet above the river, which could be seen roaring

“ below in its narrow bed. The explorer, who has seen much difficult ground in the

“ Himalaya, says he never in his life met with anything to equal this bit of path.”f

From Listi Bhansar the explorer’s route passed through country characteristic

of the Himalaya south of the great range, being extremely rugged for considerable

distances, and easy in the troughs or ‘ duns ’
: he cro.ssed the Indrawati feeder of the

Kosi, and found that it drained five small tarns called Panch Pokri,

The Dudh Kosi, like the Bhotia Kosi, rises in the great Himalayan range Ixdiind

the crest-zone and the great peaks. It separates Mount
The Dudh Kosi.

Everest from Gaurisankar, and rises close to the great

peak T42 (25433 feet).

In 1886 an explorer followed the course of the Dudh Kosi from the south, cro.ssed

the Pangula pass at its source and descended into the upper Arun valley behind.

• Himalayan Joumalst Vol. I, Chap. X. This moraine stood 700 feet above the floor of the valley,

t General Report on the operationa of the Great Triynnrymetriojl Surwy of India, ) 87 1 -72.

The Dudh Kosi.
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The Fangula pass be described as the highest and the most formidable one that he had

ever crossed ;
it is 24 miles west-north-west of Mount Everest, and the explorer’s route

passed within 15 miles of the great peak.* He thus approached nearer to the highest

point of the earth’s surface than any other geographical observer has ever succeeded

in doing : he, however, saw nothing of it, as it was hidden from view by intervening

cliffs and ridges.

It has always been regretted that this explorer failed to make any determinations

of height : he estimated the height of the Pangula pass at 20000 feet, but no reliance

can be plaoed upon his guesses.

The Tambar or Tamor or Tamru is the most easterly affluent of the Kosi : it rises

The Tambar Kosi.

behind the crest-zone of the great Himalayan range, and

drains the south-western face of Kinchinjunga and the

western slopes of the Singalila ridge. The peaks of Jano and Kambachen stand

within its basin, and the glacier of Yalung feeds its waters.

* Qtneral liepoft of ilie Survey of Indian 1885*86.
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THE EJVERS OF THE ASSAM HIM^iLAYA.

The principal rivers of the Assam Himalaya are the Raidak, the Manas and the

Brahmaputra : the Tista has been included with them in this section, but it is the river

of Sikkim, and does not enter Assam, Sikkim is the name given to the Himalayan

area drained by the Tista ; it is situated at the junction of the Nepal and Assam Him-
alaya, and separating the two belongs to neither. Some writers have referred to the

mountains of Sikkim as the Sikkim Himalaya, but in this paper we have endeavoured

to limit the numbers of Himalayan divisions, and as Sikkim is a very small area, we have

regarded the bed of the Tista as the eastern boundary of the Nepal Himalaya and as

the western boundary of the Assam Himalaya.

The Tista. *

Compared with the basins of other Himalayan rivers that of the Tista possesses

exceptional features (chart xxviii). The Lesser Himalayan range and the Siwalik

range seem both to be absent, and the great Himalayan range has been cut back into a

bay instead of being pierced by a river gorge, f

The great Himalayan range trends from Kinehinjunga to Chumalhari, but it may

be questioned whether its alignment between the two peaks was originally straight.

It is possible that the great range was slightly curved east of Kinehinjunga. But whether

the Tista originally flowed down from a straight range, or whether its development

w’as assisted by a concave bay in the range, there is but little doubt that it has suc-

ceeded in cutting back through the great Himalaya by head erosion, .and that its sources

are now situated behind the original line of crest.

The Tista rises on the northern side of the Himalayan crest-zone, but not north

of the range itself, and it does not drain any structural trough in rear of the range as the

Arun does. The drainage of the northern slopes of the Kinehinjunga mass, though not of

the supreme summit, passes into the Arun.

The basin of the Tista has probably a heavier rainfall than any other Himalayan

basin ;
not only is it situated at the head of the Bay of Bengal but there are no outer

ranges of mountains to bar the progress of the moisture-bearing winds.

On issuing from the mountains the, Tista flows near the water-parting between the

alluvial basins of the Ganges and Brahmaputra : formerly its course in the plains

was southwards and it joined the Ganges at Jaflirganj, but in 1787 it suddenly • changed

its direction and opened out a new channel to the eastward, in which it has since flowed,

joining the Brahmaputra above Divanganj.j;

» Much interesting informtitiou concerning the Tista and many beautiful views of Sikkim will be found in Douglas Frcbh

field’s Bound Kangchenjwnga,

f North-East Trans-frontier Sheet, 7 N. W., 1 inch = 4 mile*-'.

J Rudime/nU of Physical Qtography, by H. F. Blanford.

2 a2
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From Sir Joseph Hooker’s descriptions of the Tista it would appear that it does

drain a comparatively level valley in rear of the great granite range, though not a

tectonic trough. “ Above 11000 feet,” he wrote, “ the valley expands remarkably, the

“ mountains recede, become less wooded and more grassy, while the stream is suddenly

“leas rapid, meandering in a broader bed and bordered b^ marshes.”*

“ The upper portion of the course of the Tista (Lachen-Lachoong) is materially

^‘different from what it is lower down, becoming a boisterous torrent as suddenly as

“ the Tambur does above Mywa Guola. Its bed is narrower, large masses of rock

‘‘impede its course, ’’f

” From its principal source at lake Cholamo it descends from 17000 to 16000 feet

“ with a fall of 60 feet to the mile
;
from 16000 to 12000 feet the fall is 140 feet to the

“ mile ; in the third part of its course it descends from 12000 to 6000 feet with a fall

‘ of 160 feet to the mile : and in the lower part the descent is from 6000 feet to the

“ plains of India at 300 feet giving a fall of 60 feet to the mile. There is, however, no

“ marked limit to these divisions ; its valley gradually contracts, and its course gradually

“becomes more rapid.”J
Sir Joseph Hooker calls attention also to the remarkable absence of large stones

or boulders from the bed of the Ti8ta.§

TJie Raidak and the Manas.

The Himalayan area drained by the Raidak and Manas is known as Bhutan (chart

xxix). The positions and heights of a few peaks in the basins of these rivers have

been fixed, and the courses of the main streams followed ; but observations have been

insufficient to justify any definite statements, and to a great extent the country is a

terra incognita.]]

“
In Bhutan, ” wrote Colonel Tanner in 1891, ‘‘ all the rivers can be set down

as unknown, except the Lhobrak of Tibet, which emerges into India as a part of those

“large rivers which, united, form the Manas of the plains.”^

Captain Pemberton traversed Bhutan from west to east in 1838, and he dis-

covered that there were several passes leading from Tibet into the bavsin of the

Manas.

The interesting feature in the geography of the Raidak is that the hill rivers flow

out independently parallel to one another and perpendicularly to the ranges, instead

of combining behind one of the outer ranges to force a joint passage. The reason

of this peculiarity is that the outer Himalayan and Siwalik ranges are not represented

by any marked chains of mountains in the basin of the Raidak.

Himalayan Journals, Vol. 11, page 66.

f Himalayan JourticdH, Vol. II, page 16.

X Himalayan JournaU, Vol. II, page 399.

I Himalayan Journals, Vol I, ' 897.

II
For exploration of the Manas basin, see Otneral Report, Survey of India, 1866-67.

\ Proceedings, Royal Qecgrnphical Societyt Vol XIII, 1891, page 416.
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In the Manas basin the lower ranges re-appear and gain their normal elevation,

and the phenomenon of rivers converging and uniting in the mountains is again
witnessed.

The valley of Chumbi is drained by the Ammu tributary of the Raidak, and
consequently forms part of the basin of the latter.* This valley is the only portion of the
Himalayan area south of ‘the great range, that belongs to Tibet. The rainfall in

Chumbi is very small compared to that of the contiguous province of Sikkim.

The Bmhtmputra.

The basin and tributaries of the Brahmaputra are shown in chart xxx : this

river rises near the sources of the Karnali and Sutlej in Tibet at a height of 16000 feet.

Unlike the Indus, or Sutlej, or Karnali, it has cut no deep channel for itself in

Tibet, and in spite of its immense elevation it is, south of Lhasa, a sluggish and navigabh;

river. Its basin is nowhere in contact with that of the Indus. Its bed is 14840 feet

high at Tradom, II800 feet at Shigatze, 8000 feet at Gyala Sindong and 442 feet at

Sadiya in Assam,

The remarkable feature of the Brahmaputra in Tibet is the tendeiury of its feeders

to flow in a direction opposite to that of the trunk
Change in direction of How. . ri rii i ^

river. It but one feeder had been observed to take a

course contrary to that of the river, the phenomenon might have been attributed to

some local topographical peculiarity ; but when all the principal affluents of a

long section of the river are found to follow the same contrary (iourse, it becomes

evident that the Brahmaputra must at no distant time have flowed from east to west

in Tibet, and that its tributaries were developed during that period of its history.

It has been held by some authorities that the Brahmaputra has bemi diverted from

an original course through China, and has been forced to cut a passage through the

Assam Himalaya.^ But in our opinion the evidence furnishc'd by its feeders is

conclusive ;
the Brahmaputra formerly flowed through Tibet from east to west. It is not

possible to express an opinion at present as to where it escajied through the Himalaya ;

it may have flowed over the Photu pass and through the defile, of the Kali Candak
;

it may have passed through the basin of the Karnali, and it may have followed the

present Himalayan course of either the Sutlej or the Indus : arguments can bo adduced

to show that each of these hypotheses is worthy of future investigatioti, but with our

present knowledge no conclusion can be reached. §

North East Frontier Sheet, 7 N. W., 1 inch — 4 niiles.

t Annual Report of thfi Board of Scientific Advice for IndiOf 1905-06.

4; India, by Sir T, Holdich, 1905, page 111 .

§ The following evidence 8up|K)rtH the idea that the Ilrahniapulra once CHcaped from Tibet along the present eoiirsf? of the

Kali Gandak. The Photu piwa separating the basin of the Kali Gandak from the iiresent hnsin of the HrMhinamitra is an

'Extraordinary depression in the Ladak range and is only 250 feet higher than the Brahmaputra plains of 'I’ihet. 'rhe gorge of

the Kali Gandak intersecting the great Himalaya is irnmenHely deep and can hardly have been cut by the volume* of water

issuing from so small a catchment basin, as the river now jKissesHCs lM*hind the great Himalaya.

That the Brahmajiutra once flowed out from Tibet by the channel of the Suthij is an hypothciHis that helos tf> explain

the present existence of the great canyon in Tibet ;
the small stream that now trickles along the floor of ihe canyon cinno*^-

have suflSced to cut such a mighty ravine. The course of the Sutlej in Tibet follows the same alignment as that of the

Brahmaputra, and the channels of the Spiti and the Chenab arc further extensions of the same line, (continned on ruxl pnf/e).
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Of the great rivers of the world, the Brahmaputra furnishes the only instance ot

drainage flowing in a diametrically opposite direction to what it formerly did, though

still occupying the same bed.

The principal Tibetan tributaries of the Brahmaputra, that may be observed to..

flow against the present river, are :

—

(i) The Kyi, or Lhasa river.

{ii) The Nyang, joining the Brahmaputra at Shigatze.

{in) The Rang.

{iv) The Shang.

Many smaller feeders adopt contrary courses also.

The most recent maps show that shortly before their junctions with the Brahma-

putra, these tributaries are beginning to bend in their courses, and to turn towards the

present direction of the Brahmaputra’s flow, and in their future development they

will doubtless adapt themselves to the altered conditions.

The Nyang tributary rises near two lakes north of Chumalhari, forces its

way through the Ladak range, and falls into the
The Nyang tributary. ^ t • ^ i •.

Brahmaputra near Shigatze.* It rs the only Tibetan

tributary of the Brahmaputra that drains the great Himalayan range, and the

only river east of Manasarowar that pierces the Ladak range. The peculiar bay, which

is to be noticed in the water-parting on chart xxxv between Kinchinjunga and Chum-

alhari, is due to the passage of the Ladak range by the Nyang river. The Arun, the

Kali Gandak, the Birehi and others rise in the Ladak range and pierce the great Him-

alaya, the Nyang rises in the great Himalaya and pierces the Ladak.

The Kyi or Lhasa river rises in the Ninchinthangla range, and forces a passage

The Kyi and Raga tributaries, through the Kailas range.

The frontispiece chart shows how the Kailas range bifurcates in Tibet : it is this

bifurcation that gives rise to the Raga river.

The great lake of Yamdrok is situated at a distance of five miles from the Brahma-

putra : it is confined between two ranges, the Ladak

range to the south and the branch of the Kailas to

the north.f The level of water in the lake is 14360 feet, that of the bed of the

Brahmaputra opposite to it is 11700 feet, a fall of 2650 feet in five miles. In the

range separating the lake from the river is a notch 15400 feet high,—about 1000 feet

above the level of the lake. It is doubtful whether any connection exists between this

lake and the Brahmaputra the water of the lake is believed to flow westwards by an.

The belief that the Hraiiinfiputra was formerly an ^aiHuent of the Indus in Tibet rests only upon the great depth to

which the Indus has cut down its bed in Til)et. The bed of the Sutlej at its exit from Tibet is^lOOOO feet high, that of

the Brahmaputra is 8000 feet, but that of the Indus is only 4600.

The suggested explanations of the former course of the Brahmaputra aro<the merest conjectures ; it will be noticed

that they all depend upon the tacit assumption that existing streams conimt have accomplished the work of erosion that has

bc’wi acoomplislK'd. We possess however no siiflibient data upon which to build estimates of the eroding power of streams

acting through millions of years, and seeing that Tibet once possessed a moist climate, we are not warranted in assuming
that the volume of water discharged by rivers has larger than at present.

•North-Etist Frontier Sheets, 6 N. W., and 6*S. WTT'i inch « 4 mUes.

t North-East Frontier Sheets, 6 N. E„ aud 0 S. E., d inch-4 miles.

X 8vc Ryder’s notes, General Meport, Snrvejf of India^ 1903’1904» Appendix, p. xviii.
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underground channel into the Rang tributary. For many years it has been an open
question whether the lakes of Manasarowar ever overflow into the Sutlej, and the
connection between Yamdrok and the Brahmaputra presents a similar problem.

The Tibetan portion of i;he Brahmapiitra was formerly known in geography as the

• Sangpo. For many years uncertainty prevailed as to
**** Sangpo and

vvliether the Sangpo flowed into the Brahmaputra of

Assam, or into the Irrawaddy of Burma. I’hc idea that

the Irrawaddy was the debouchment of the Sangpo originated with TJ’Anvilh' and the

Chinese surveyors. Their view was maintained by Dalrymple, the aiithor of the

Oriental Repertor}'^, and by Klaproth, but it was opposed by Rennell in 1793.

In 1885 it was revived and ably argued by Robert. Gordon, but was combated

by General Walker, who was one of Rennell’s successors as Surveyor General

at Calcutta.* The problem was solved by the explorations of Pandit Kishen Singh,

and it is now known for certain that the Sangpo of Tibet is the upper course of the

Brahmaputra.

The existence of the Sangpo river of Tibet first became known to western geo-

graphers through D’Anville’s maps, which were compiled

ofthe'BrahmapuvaVTibrt*^ from surveys made at the beginning of the eighteenth

century by C’hinese lamas. Tlu; river was actually

crossed by Bogle on his way to Lhasa in the year 1774, and a few years later by

Turner and Manning.

It was about 1860 that Colonel Montgorueri<! first commenced to train natives of

the Himalaya in the rougher branches of surveying and to work out his plan for the

systematic exploration of Tibet and Central Asia. In 1865, Pandit Nain Singh, one

of Montgomerie’s explorers, penetrated through Nepal to Lhasa, crossing the Brah-

maputra at Tradom : this was the first occasion on which an Indian surveyor had seen

the Sangpo river of Tibet. Nain Singh returned from Lhasa to India via the Manasar-

owar lakes : he estimated that the average height of the road between Jjhasa and 'I’radom

was 13500 feet and between Tradom and Manasarowar 15000 foet.f

He discovered that the great river flowed in a south-easterly direction for about

170 miles, and thence adhered very closely to a due east tjoursc for at least 500 miles

more : at 600 miles from its source he measured its discharge, which he. found to be

35000 cubic feet a second in December. “ The navigation at 13500 feet above the. sea,”

wrote Colonel Montgomerie, “ rude though it may be, is an extraordinary feat

:

“ navigation of any kind at such an altitude being quite unknown in any part of either

“ the old world or of the new. If the Pandit had any doubt as to the great volume of

“ the river it was completely removed by a squall which suddenly swept acro.ss the broad

“expanse of water; the wind raising such large waves that the. small fleet of boats

“carrying the Pandit and his companions only escaped swamping by taking to the.

“nearest shore.”

* Proceed Royal Geogtophicnl SoaeAy^ \ ol. VII, 1885.

t Report of a rottte survey m/ide by Pandit Nain Sivgh hy Caf»taiii T. G, Montgomerie, K.E,

Tradom w in longitiidb 84"* 15' : Nortliern Frontier sheet 22 N. W.
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In 1874, Pandit Nain Singh started from Leh in Western Tibet, and marched over

1200 miles of previously unknown country. He reached Chetang, a town on the

Brahmaputra, 50 miles east of Lhasa. At Chetang, the lowest point on the course

of the Brahmaputra in Tibet that had up till then been visited by an explorer,,

the Pandit found the width of the river to be 500 yards
;

the stream was very sluggish

and the depth of the water nowhere more than 20 feet. On the left bank of the river

was an expanse of sand, one and a half miles wide, which was said by the Tibetans to

be under water during the river floods of the summer.*

In 1875, an explorer named Lala traced the Brahmaputra from Shigatze to

Chetang, but went no further eastwards than Nain Singh had done.

In 1878 Lieutenant Harman, R.E., trained a Bhutia explorer, named Nem Singh,t

. „ .
and sent him to Chetang with orders to survey the

course of the river eastwards. Nem Singh was able

to follow the Sangpo to a place called Gyala Sindong (chart xxx) which was

200 miles from Chetang : 120 miles below Chetang the explorer found the river still

very sluggish, but it was now only 250 paces broad and had become considerably deeper.

To Gyala Sindong Nem Singh gave the height of 8000 fcet.J

The largest tributary of the Brahmaputra in Assam is the Dihang ; and it had been

generally recognised by geographers, even in the early
The exploration of the Dihang. » ® /

part of the nineteenth century, that if the Sangpo of

Tibet did flow into the Brahmaputra of Assam, it must come by the course of the

Dihang—it must in fact be that tributary of the Brahmaputra, which was called in

Assam the Dihang.§

Gyala Sindong, situated on the Tibetan side of the Himalaya, was only 100 miles

distant from a point which had been fixed on the Dihang on the Assam side of the Him-

alaya. Nem Singh was told by the Tibetans at Gyala Sindong that the Sangpo after

flowing through the mountains entered a land ruled by the British.H

In 1880, a Chinese Lama of Giardong was despatched by Captain Harman to

explore the Sangpo below Gyala Sindong, and to follow the great river through the

Himalaya to the plains of India. If he was unable to penetrate the mountains, he

was directed to throw marked logs into the stream at the lowest point reached, and

Captain Harman arranged that men should always be watching the Dihang river in

Report on Triine-IUmalayan Exploratiomy 1873-74-7»'), (heat Trigonometrical Survey of India-,

| I'ho’ G. M. N. of the Indian Survey.

I Report on Trans-llitnalayon Explorations in 1878.

§ Harman found that the Dihung had a miniiiuim discharge in A«sam of 56600 cubic feet per secondg or four times that

of the Subaiwiri tributary and twice that of the Dibang (chart xxx).

Discharge of

;

Dihang

I

Lohit and Tonga

I

Dibang and Sesirt

j
Subansiri

i

jl
General RejH>rt, Survty of India, 1878-70.

I Cubic feet per second.

66600
33800
27200
1^5000
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Assam for the arrival of the logs. The identity of the great river of Tibet with the
Brahmaputra would then be proved.

Kinthup, a native of Sikkim, who had previously accompanied the explorer Nem
Singh to Gyala Sindong, and had been employed on explorations in Bhutan, was sent

with the Chinese Lama a^ his assistant. Captain Harman’s plans were upset by the

treachery of the Lama, who sold Kinthup as a slave in the Pemakoi country
and decamped to his home in China. Kinthup on regaining his freedom followed the

Sangpo down from Gyala Sindong and reached a place called Onlet (chart xxx).
Onlet is only a few miles from Miri Padam, the abode of the Miri and Padam tribes,

who are known to inhabit the country near the place, where the Dihang breaks through

the hills into Assam. Kinthup was informed at Onlet that Miri Padam was 35

miles from the plains of India.* The Sangpo of Tibet was thus traced to Onlet, which

is less than 60 miles from the place where the Dihang passes out of the Himalaya into

Assam. “ I conceive,” wrote Colonel Tanner, “ that no further doubt should remain
“ even in the minds of the most sceptical as to the identity of the great river of

“ Tibet with the Dihang.”f
In 1881, the explorer Kishen Singh, proceeding from the east, crossed the water-

parting between the Salween and the Brahmaputra, and entered the horse-shoe shaped

basin of the Zayul, the easternmost feeder of the Brahmaputra (chart XXX). He
travelled down the bed of the Zayul to Sama which is only 100 miles from Sadiya in

British territory, but being prevented from entering Assam he had to retrace his steps.J

Near Pemakoi, ten miles below Gyala Sindong, the Sangpo has a vertical drop in

its bed, and here occur the only considerable falls, which
The falls of the Brahmaputra. , , t t cti'i

have been discovered on the trunk stream or a Himalayan

river.

Kinthup described these falls of the Sangpo as follows:—“The Sangpo is two

“ chains distant from the monastery, and about two miles off it falls over a cliff

“called Sinji Chogyal from a height of about 150 feet. There is a big lake at the foot

“of the falls, where rainbows are always ob.servable.”§

Geographers have predicted that great falls would be discovered on tin; Satigpt)

between Gyala Sindong and Assam, but there are no real grounds for such a belief. The

average fall of the Sangpo below Gyala Sindong to A.ssam is no greater than that oi

numerous other Himalayan rivers, on none of which arc great falls to b(^ found. Chart

XXXVII has been drawn to show' that the further a river rises behind the great

Himalaya, the less prospect is there of great falls being discovered on its course : rivers

that rise on the south side of the great Himalaya experience the severest droj), whilst

rivers, like the Brahmaputra, that rise in Tibet have an easier fall than the Arun, the

Kali Gandak, or the Alaknanda.

Account of IWans^Hitnalttyan Exphraliom*, General Be'portf Survey of India^ 1886-87.

|- General Report^ Survey of India, 188(^-87.

jfcfr- J, B, JV. Henneseey** Report on the Kxploratiu-M of A-K in 187y*82.

§ JC-P’rf narrative, translateci by Norpa
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The Subansiri.

In 1877 Captain Woodthorpe penetrated the mountain basin of the Subansiri:

this tributary of the Brahmaputra was supposed at

one time to be the continuation of the Sangpo of Tibet,

but there is no evidence tending to connect the two, and a^ a river it is very inferior

to the Dihang. •

“ That the Subansiri,” wrote Captain Woodthorpe, “ rises behind the high snowy

“peaks seen from Tezpur, I think very likely from its size and velocity
, but its volume

“ is only one-fourth that of the Dihang. The Subansiri is a noble river in the hills,

“ and the gorges through which it emerges into the plains are singularly fine : the banks

“ are formed of precipitous masses of rock enclosing deep pools, in which measurements

“ give a depth of 70 and 80 feet : the river is about 70 yards broad at Ganditula and

“flows with great velocity.”*

A trunk stream is almost always joined by a large tributary at the point, where it

bends to pierce a range. The Gilgit river joins the

Indus near the knee-bend of the latter above Bunji : the

Maru Wardwan joins the Chenab near the knee-bend at Kishtwar : similarly the Spiti

joins the Sutlej near its bend, and a large eastern affluent joins the Arun. But so far

no great tributary has been found to join the Brahmaputra in Tibet at the point

where it bends above Gyala Sindong.

The Sutlej in issuing from Tibet pierces the border range of mountains within

4^ miles of Leo Pargial, the highest peak of its region
;
the Indus when turning the great

Himalayan range passes within 14 miles of Nanga Parbat, the highest point of the Pun-

jab Himalaya ; the Hunza river cuts through the Kailas range within 9 miles of Raka-

poshi, the supreme point of the range. It will form an interesting problem for investi-

gation whether the Brahmaputra of Tibet has cut its passage across the Assam

Himalaya near a point of maximum elevation.

Comparisons with other rivers.

General Jicporl, Survey of India

,

1877 *78 .
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THE RIVERS OF THE PUNJAB HIMALAYA.

Tlie Punjab Himalaya is the name given t« that portion of the great range which
lies between the Sutlej and the Indus. Its principal rivers are the Beas, the Ravi,
the Chenaby and the Jhelum. With these we have included the Sutlej as a Punjab
river, but have reserved the Indus for a separate section of this paper.

The Sutlej.*

it

The mountain basin of the Sutlej (chart xxxt) lies mainly north of the Himalaya ;

„ ...... th® of fh® Himalaya proper drained by this river.
Narrowness of its basin. v i

i i »

between the great range and the plains of India, consists

of an insignificant transverse strip, and it is an interesting problem to study how it

can have come about that such a great river drains such a narrow zone in its Cis-

Himalayan course.

The Sutlej is bounded on the east by the water-parting of the Giri (Jumna) and

on the west by that of the Beas : at corresponding points in the mountains the beds of

the Giri and Beas are relatively higher by 600 or 700 feet than tliat of the Sutlej, so

that the latter is running along a deeper trough than the rivers on either side of it.

Increased depth of trough means steeper slopes, and steeper slopes give to the tributary

streams greater erosive power. The mountains should therefore be more rapidly

denuded by the feeders of the Sutlej, than by those of the Giri or Beas, and the basin of

the Sutlej in the outer Himalaya should now be slowly widening—the eastern water-

parting retiring towards the Giri, the western towards the Beas. The fact that the

Sutlej has no Cis-Himalayan tributaries comparable to those of the Jumna or Beas

tends to show that it is the youngest river of the three. Whether these speculations

are correct or not, the question as to how the Giri and Beas have confined their

giant neighbour to a trough loss than 20 miles wide remains worthy of con-

sideration.

The Sutlej rises in the distant high-lands of Tibet, and possesses a very long course

, „ through the mountains. The Trans-Himalayan liortions
The sources of the Sutle). ”

i . 11
of its basin, however, receive but little ram, and table

XXX shows its annual discharge to be small.

Much of the rainfall in the higher Himalayan valleys is said to be due to moist

winds rushing up the mountain passages cut by the rivers. The rain-bearing winds

of the monsoon blow from the Bay of Bengal across the Gangetic plains, and the valley

* Known as the Sutluda by natives of the billn.

2 B 2
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of the Sutlej, lying as it does at right angles across their path, is not favourably placed

for their reception.

In drawing chart xxxi to illustrate the catchment area of the Sutlej, we were

in doubt whether to include the lake basin of Manasarowar ; we eventually decided

to do so, and will now briefly discuss the evidence available.*

A great number of streams flow down from surrounding mountains into the two

Manasarowar lakes, and the Water of the eastern lake (Manasarowar) overflows into

the western (Rakas Tal) (chart xxxi).

The connection between the two lakes was discovered by Henry and Richard

Strachey in 1846, and has been confirmed by other reliable observers. “We came,”

wrote Henry Strachey, “ to a large stream 100 feet wide and 3 feet deep, running rapidly

“ from east to west through a well-defined channel : this was the outlet of Manasaro-

“ war. It leaves that lake from the northern quarter of its western shore, and winding

“through the isthmus of low undulating ground, for four miles perhaps, falls into

“Rakas Tal.”t
Fifty-eight years later the same channel was visited by Major Ryder, and he has

given the following description :

‘
‘ We struck the channel a mile below the outlet, a

“small stream only partly frozen over; this we followed up and found that it did not
“ flow from the lake but from a hot spring, at which we found and shot some mallard.

“We then followed up the dry nullah to the lake and proved that Strachey was, as was
“ to be expected, quite correct. No water was flowing at this time of the year, but the
“
local Tibetans aU agreed that for four months in each year there was a flow during the

“ rainy season and the melting of snows, i.e., about from June to September. As a rise of

“ about 2 feet in the level of the lake would cause water to flow down the channel, this

“ appears quite worthy of belief.

The connection between the two lakes may be taken as established, but that between

the western lake and the Sutlej basin is still open to question. The following is Henry

Strachey’s description :

‘
‘ There is no visible channel from the lake, and the only effluence

“ is by filtration through the porous soil of the intermediate ground, unless it be at times

“ of extreme flood, when the level of the lake may possibly rise high enough to over-

“ flow the margin.”§

Richard Strachey wrote as follows: “A stream, the head of which we visited,

“ flows from Manasarowar into Rakas Tal, and the latter occasionally, when high, sends

“off a feeder into the Sutlej. ”|1

Captain Rawling refers to the question in his book- The Great Plaieau, which was '

published after his visit to the lakes in 1904. “ It is evident, ” he writes, “ that no
“ water had flowed from Rakas Tal down the passage for a considerable time, but there

* Northern Frontier Sheet 14 8. W., 1 moh->4 miles,

t Journal^ Asiatic Society of Bengal, Voh XVU, 1848.

X Report on Snrvty operaliofu mUhikie Tibet Frontier Commimon, 1904.

§ Journal, Asiatic Society of Bengal, l^oL XVIl, Pari II» 1848.

II
Journal, B O. S.. VoL XXl^ 1861.
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“ was nothing here toVprove that sixch might not be the case during the melting of the

“snows in an exceptionally wet season.”

The following further extract is taken from Major Ryder’s report.* “ We found
“ an old stream bed issuing from the Rakas Tal, but every Tibetan we asked told the same
“ story, that no water ever ’flowed along it now, but in days gone by, one man saying

“ before the Sikh war, water did flow out of the lake and down this channel. We followed

“it down for some six miles along the plain, and could find none of the ordinary signs

“ of water flowing down it, until we reached some low hills ; here evidently from the lie

“of the sand, water flowed at some time of the year and away from the lake.”

If the water of the Manasarowar lakes overflows occasionally into the Sutlej, they

must be regarded as belonging to the basin of the latter. We define a basin as the whole

tract of country drained by a river and its tributaries : by the word ‘
‘ drained

’
’ we do

not imply any perpetual flow, but refer only to times of rain and flood. All the small

tributaries of the Himalayan rivers are dry at certain times of the year, but a dry

tributary remains a branch of the drainage.

If the water from Rakas Tal flows into the Sutlej once a century, and then only

for such a short period as to be observed by no one, we shall still be justified in including

the lakes in the catchment area of the river.

Henry Strachey was probably right in thinking that the water of the lakes filtered

through the porous soil : examples of such filtration are
Subterranean drainage. ”

. , „ . , „ i. , ti- i

common in the alluvial valleys of the Himalaya. Rivers

disappear and subsequently re-appear at the surface. In the undergrountl obser-

vatory of the Trigonometrical Survey at Dehra Dun water accumulates in the

subterranean drains after heavy falls of rain in the neighbouring hills, even when no

rain has fallen locally
; the intervening river bed remains dry, and the water

flows along an underground course. . These underground systems of drainage seem to

follow closely the beds of surface streams. The latter hold water only when the

volume of flood is too large to sink into the ground, but when the surface is dry, there

•is often a flow at a lower level.

From Rakas Tal to Shipki, at the base of Leo Pargial, the Sutlej takes a north-

The course of the Sutlej in Tibet,
westerly direction through the Tibetan province td

Nari Khorsam.f The best known portion of Nari Khorsam

is the plateau situated between the Zaskar and Ladak ranges. This plateau is 16000

feet in height. It has been formed by successive deposits of boulders, gravel, clay

and mud in the trough between the two ranges ; the deposits lie in parallel and nearly

horizontal beds. Nari Khorsam furnishes in fact another example of the common

Himalayan type of rock valley filled up with recent alluvium.!

Repot t on Survey operaiions with (he Tibet Frontier Commission, 1904.

t Nari Khorsam is the Tibetan name: Hundes is the name used by natives of the Himalaya.

X Map of Nari Khorsam, 1 inchssS miles. Atlas sheet 65, 1 inohs=s4 miles. Northern Frontier sheet, 0 N. E., 1 inch

a=4 miles.
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In one part of Nari Khorsam the water-parting between the Sutlej and Kamali

traverses the level plain of alluvium, and a man can walk from one river to the other

without crossing a hill of any sort.

In its course through Nari Khorsam the Sutlej has gradually cut into the uncon-

solidated deposits and has created an extraordinary canyon—a canyon that bears

comparison even with the famous American canyon of Colorado. The Jhelum has

created no canyon in Kashniiir because the rainfall over the basin is sufficient there

to lower gradually the whole alluvial area ; but Nari Khorsam is an arid region, and

whilst the Sutlej has been able to excavate a channel 3000 feet deep through the

plateau by means of water received from the glaciers of Kailas, no rain has fallen locally

to erode its perpendicular cliffs.

The Sutlej is joined by several tributaries in Nari Khorsam, the beds of which lie

1000 feet or more below the surface of the plain : their overhanging cliffs like those

of the Sutlej have been spared from destruction by rain, and flat portions of the plateau

now remain standing between profound gorges.

The water-parting between the Sutlej and the Indus in Nari Khorsam is the Ladak

range with peaks of 19000 and 20000 feet. Twenty-five miles north-west of Manasaro-

war feeders of the Sutlej have cut back through the Ladak range into the trough

behind ;
the water-parting between the Sutlej and Indus is at this point as low as

16200 feet, only 900 feet above the Indus near Gartok.

The passage of the Sutlej through the Zaskar range is near Shipki and within

miles of the summit of Leo Pargial, the highest peak on this part of the range : the

proximity of the gorge to the peak is a striking phenomenon. The height of Leo Pargial

is 22210 feet, that of the bed of the gorge 10000 feet, a difference of 12210 feet.

Ten miles below Shipki the right bank of the Sutlej is a perpendicular wall of rock

6000 or 7000 feet in height.*

The principal tributary of the Sutlej is the Spiti river, which drains a large area

behind the great Himalayan range. Its bed lies deep
The Spiti river.

i • ,

below the alluvial terraces, and its water is consequently

rarely available for cultivation. The terraces are stratified deposits of gravel and sand,

and rise to a height of 400 feet above the river : on the terraces rest immense

accumulations of debris which have fallen from the surrounding mountains. The

basin of Spiti like that of Kashmir is surrounded by mountains, and except for the

channel of the river can only be entered by passes.^ It consists of two parallel

troughs separated by the Zaskar range both of which drain towards the south-east

and away from the Indus.

After its junction with the Spiti the Sutlej becomes a furious torrent dashing over

a rocky bed, and forms one continuous rapid from its source to the plains. There are,

however, signs of the former existence of a series of lakes along its course : terraces

composed of stratified deposits are to be seen in many places, and these are evidences

• Narrative of a journey from Caumpore to the Boorendo jxtae made in 1821, by Lloyd and Gerard, 1840.

t Atlas shoot No. 66, 1 inch w» 4 luilo*.
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that the Sutlej once meandered slowly through Himalayan lakes, as the Jhelum docs
now through the Wular lake. Many of the feeders of the Sutlej in the hills show signs

of having run at higher levels within recent times.

The Sutlej crosses the great Himalaya at a point where the range bifurcates, and it

Passage of the Himalaya by the*
is difficult to trace a connection between the ranges on either

^*****^'‘
side of it. At Rampur it crosses the Dhauladhar range

through a narrow gorge of solid rock. The passage of the Sutlej across the great Him-
alaya and the Dhauladhar ranges is illustrated in figure 4 of chart xvi (see also chart

xvin). Figures I and 2 of chart xix show the Sutlej escaping through successive

Siwalik ranges. It is interesting to observe on chart xix how effectually these small

ranges stopped and deflected the Sutlej below Bilaspur.*

In its course over the plains the Sutlej is supposed to have flowed at one time

through the Patiala and Bikanir states and to have joined the Indus in southern Sind :

it now bends to the west on leaving the mountsiins, and joins the Beas. It is believed

to have changed its old and straighter course to the sea for its present and less direct

one about the end of the tenth century
: f the advancing sands of the Rajputana desert

have been supposed to be the cause; of the change.^

The fall of the Sutlej from its source to the plains of India is very uniform, and

averages on every section of its length about 30 or 35 feet per mile : the lu'ight of its bed

is 15000 feet near Rakas Tal, 10000 feet near Shipki, 3000 feet at Rampur, 1000

feet at Bilaspur.

The Beas.

The Beas or Beyah {Sanskrit Vipasa, the Hyphasis of the Greeks) rises in the Pir

Panjal range at the Rohtang pass near the source of the Ravi (chart xxxii) : its several

affluents combine to pierce the Dhauladhar range at Larji § (chart xviii). In the 75 miles

from its source to Larji, its fall averages 125 feet a mile,|| but after Larji the gradient rapid-

ly decreases, and in the valleys of the outer Himalaya is hardly more than 10 feet a mile.

The upper basin of the Beas encloses the district of Kulu, which for beauty of

scenery is the rival of Kashmir.

Six miles from its source the Beas enters the gorge of Koti. “ Here the river

“ plunges into a vast chasm, enclosed on either side by a precipitous barrier of rock and 20

“ feet apart and often almost touching. For some 300 yards the Beas races through

“ this almost subterranean passage, when it again boTinds into the sunlight, its exit on

“ the further side being most strikingly beautiful.

South of Larji the Beas passes through another precipitous defile intersecting the

Dhauladhar range ; below the defile its valley widens out.

Sir Alexander Cunningham estimated the minimum discharge of the Beas at

not less than 3000 cubic feet per second.

* Atlas sheet No. 47, 1 inch = 4 miles.

t A Manual of the Geology of India, page 4/50.

J Annual Report of (he Board of SeierUifio Advice for India, 1905«4)6,

§ Atlas sheet No. 47.

II
Alexander Cunningham’s Ladak, page 124.

^ Sdectione from the records of the Government of the Punjab, No. 10, Himalayan diHrich, by Captain Haroouit.
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The Ravi.

the Ravi {Sanskrit Iravati, the Hyaraotes of the Greeks), illustrated in chart xxxii, is

the smallest of the five rivers of the Punjab : it has its sources in a remarkable mountain

knot formed by a conjunction of lesser Himalayan ranges (chart xviii). The Nag Tibba

range appears here to have been forced from the south-west against the Dhauladhar range,

and the latter has combined with the Pir Panjal range to form the rock-basin of

Bangahal,* The Ravi rises in the basin of Bangahal, and drains the southern slopes of

the Pir Panjal and the northern slopes of the Dhauladhar. The basin of Bangahal is

sixty miles in circumference. Numerous tributaries of the Ravi flow down its inner

walls, many of them with steep gradients ;
the Bhadal rises on the north at 16000 feet,

and falls 314 feet a mile for 35 miles
;
the Nai, which rises in the mountain known as

Kali Devi, has a length of 30 miles, and an average fall of 366 feet a mile.f

The height of the bed of the Ravi at the lowest point (Wulas) of the Bangahal

basin is about 5000 feet. Gathering together all the water that runs off the inner walls

of this extraordinary rock cauldron, the Ravi flows out to the west.|

The gorge, by which it escapes from Bangahal, may without exaggeration be

described as inaccessible : it appears to have been scooped out of solid rock and its

sides are perpendicular.

After leaving Bangahal the Ravi flows through the valley and state of Chamba in

a north-westerly direction parallel to the Dhauladhar range (chart xvill). West of

the Chamba capital it makes a sudden bend at right angles and cuts its way through the

Dhauladhar to the south-west. The defile that it has carved through the range is a

few miles north-west of the station of Dalhousie.

The Ravi leaves the Himalaya at Basaoli : the length of its course in the

mountains is 130 miles, and its total drop 1.5000 feet; its fall therefore averages 115

feet a mile.

The Chenah.

The Chenab (Sanskrit Asikni, the Acesines of the Greeks) has two chief upper streams,

the Chandra and the Bhaga, and the river below their junction is called by their joint

name the Chandra Bhaga (chart xxxiii).

The Chandra and the Bhaga rise on opposite sides of the Baralacha pass (16047

feet), the Chandra on the south-east, the Bhaga on the north-west.§ They unite at a

place called Tandi, 7500 feet above sea-level. The course of the Bhaga above Tandi is

direct and only 60 miles in length : that of the Chandra is in the form of a loop, and is

1 15 miles long. The fall of the Bhaga is 150 feet a mile, twice that of the Chandra.(|

* The flanks of tbe ranges are in contact, not the axes,

t Sir Alexander Cuuuinghain’s Lctdak* ^
"

X Map o! Kiingra, sheet 2 (1 inch t Atlas sheet 46.

§ Atlas sheet 46.

II
General K. Maolagan. K,E.. on The rivere ol iht Punjab, Ptoued,^ jK. G, Vol. VII, 1886.
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" A. mile from its source the Bhaga enters the Suraj-dul, a lake about a mile and a
**
half in circumference, 16000 feet above sea-level, and escaping through this flows for

“ten or eleven miles to below Zingzingbar, a barren encamping ground.”*
“ Leaping from a bed of snow on the south-eastern slopes of the Baralacha, the

“ Chandra is from its commencement a stream of some size. It passes through a totally
“ barren land, where there are no signs of life, the solemn mountains clad in eternal snow
“ lying on its either flank. No villages adorn its banks, no attempts at cultivation, no
“ signs of human life are to be met with, and nothing greets the eye but the never-ending
“ and monotonous cliffs, which are lapped by the fierce stream, as it rushes in wild fury
“ against its banks. Now widening out the Chandra passes the remains of the Shigri

“ glacier, which some 80 years ago spread across the river and dammed it up, causing
“ what is known as the cataclysm of the Chandra.”f

After their junction at Tandi the Chandra and the Bhaga flow as a joint stream in a

north-westerly direction for over 100 miles : throughout this length the valley of the

river is the structural trough formed by the great Himalayan and the Pir Panjal ranges

{vide figure 4 of chart xvi and chart xvni). Instead of continuing on the same

alignment through the valley of Kashmir, the Chenab makes a great bend at Kishtwar,

and escapes through the Pir Panjal by a gorge, which it has carved for itself. -In the

long trough from Tandi to Kishtwar the fall of the river averages 34 feet a mile.

The following description of Kishtwar is taken from Mr. Frederic Drew's well

known work. The Jummoo and Kashmir territories

“ The mountains around are rocky below and have wooded slopes above. The wood

“is oak on the eastern hills and deodar and fir on the opposite ridge. The

“mountain on the south-west of the plain (of Kishtwar) is a remarkable one
;
it

“ is separated from us, as we stand at the western edge of our plateau, by the river valley

“ (Chenab) which has been cut down to some 1300 feet below u.s ; as we look across, a great

“ cliff of some 3000 feet in height faces us, from the summit of which the ground slopes

“ back to the wooded ridge. The most conspicuous and beautiful feature is made by the

“ drainage from the upper part coming over the cliff in a waterfall of great height. Of this

“ fall it is impossible to obtain a near and at the same time general view, but by going

“ some way down the slope, we get a fair sight of it, though at the distance of a mile or

“ more. The water comes down not in one but many jumps ; the aggregate height of the

“ falls within view is about 2600 feet, and above these are a few hundred feet more,

“ which can be seen from other points. The first two falls are each of about 600 feet

;

“these are conspicuous from the town ; below them are two or three small ones, making

“ up six or seven hundred feet more ; then there are irregular drops and cascade.s, partly

“hiddenby vegetation and by the irregularities of channel, these extending for some

“ eight hundred feet to the river ; thus the two and a half thousand feet are made up.
”

* Himalayan districts, by Captain A. F. P. Harcourt, vide Selections from the records of the OovtrnmnU of th»‘ Punjab,

No. 10.

t On the Himalayan Valleys, Kulu, Lahaul, and Spiti, by Captain F. P. Harcourt. Journal, R. G. 8., V ol. XLI, 1871-

t Published 1875.

2 C
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At Kishtwar the Chenab is joined by the Mara Wardwan river, that has its sources

in the glaciers of the Nun Kun peaks.

The Chenab passes the diminishing range of Dhauladhar near Arnas, and leaves the

mountains at Akhnur. Akhnur is 180 miles below Kishtwar, and the average fall of

the river between the two places is 26 feet a mile.

Above Akhnur “ the banks of the Chenab, ” Mr. Drew writes, “ are in places low or

“ may be cliffs of no more than 100 to 200 feet in height ; this is where the river cuts across

“one of the flat longitudinal valleys. In other parts opposite the ridges, the river is

“bounded by high irregular rocks, which is the range seen in section.”*

From the Baralacha pass to Akhnur the length of the Chenab is 400 miles and the

total fall is 16600 feet, or 39 feet a mile.

It is worthy of notice that the general course of the Chenab resembles on a smaller

scale that of the Sutlej, and that the course of the Ravi resembles on a still smaller scale

that of the Chenab. The basins of 'these three rivers, unlike the symmetrical basins of

Nepal, lie obliquely across the mountain ranges.

The Jhdum.'\
»

The Jhelum (the Hydaspes of the Greeks), illustrated in chart xxxin, rises near

Virnag at the south-east end of the valley of Kashmir,
The valley of Kashmir. ^ n

and flows in a north-westerly direction across a wide

alluvial plain, imtil it enters the Wular lake. Its most distant source is in the lake

of Shesha Nag at the head of the Lidar tributary. At its exit from the Wular lake

it assumes a south-westerly direction as far as Baramula, where it escapes from

Kashmir through a gorge in the Fir Panjal range, j;

The upper basin of the Jhelum forms part of the trough between the great Hima-

laya and the Fir Fanjal ranges, and is known as the valley of Kashmir. This famous

valley is of oval shape, its long diameter lying parallel to the general direction of

the ranges. From crest to crest the transverse ridges on the south-east and north-

west of the basin are about 120 miles apart, and from the crest of the Fir Panjal range

to that of the great Himalaya the distance is 76 miles : the flat alluvial bottom of the

basin measures 90 miles from south-east to north-west, and 26 miles from south-west

to north-east. On the north-east side peaks of the great Himalaya rise above 17000

feet : on the south-west the loftiest peaks of the Fir Fanjal exceed 16000 feet. Those

of the two transverse ridges attain to 13000 feet. The height of the alluvium of

the valley varies from 6200 to 6000 feet.

Through the alluvial flats of Kashmir the course of the Jhelum is navigable and

is the chief artery of tra£Eio : the fall averages a little over 3 feet a mile, and the usual

rate of the current is about a mile and a half an hour. At Baramula where its' course

* Jummoo and Kashmir iwrrifijr Frederio Drew, 1875,

t The Sanskrit Vedesta, sometimes known in modem times oe the Behat,

I Map of Kashmir, 1 inch «s 2 n^es ; Atlas sheet 28, 1 inch » 4 miles.
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through the open valley terminates, the river rushes through a narrow chasm in the
rocks and entirely changes from a placid stream to a raging torrent.*

The alluvial deposits filling up the basin of Kashmir were held by the earlier geolo-

gists to have been formed from the waste of the surrounding mountains, and to

have been laid down at the bottom of a great lake. It has been stated that these

deposits once covered the whole valley to a height of 1000 feet above its present level,

and that the greater portion has been carried away by the Jhelum to the plains of the

Punjab. The Wular lake which now measures 10 miles in length and 6 in breadth, was
regarded by IMontgomerie as a last relic of the great expanse of water which once

covered aU Kashmir. But this idea of a great prehistoric lake has been abandoned

by Mr. K. D. Oldham. Mr. Oldham studied the Karewas and the present lakes of the

Kashmir valley in 1903, and came to the conclusions that the Karewas are of fluviatile

and not of lacustrine origin, and that there was never at any time a materially larger

lake than at the present day.I
“ The country of Kashmir,” writes Mr. Frederic Drew,J “ has justly a reputation

“ for something distinctive, if not unique, in its character. Its position and form together

“ are such, that there is no parallel to it in the whole of the Himalaya. It is a

“ plain embedded among the mountains, a wide vale enclosed by mountain ranges, lying

“ at such a height above the sea as on the one hand to be of a climate entirely different

from that of India, being saved from the heat that parches its plains, and on the other

“ hand to be free from the severity of cold that visits the more lofty plateaux or wide

“ valleys.”

When Mr. Drew described Kashmir as unique, he had in mind the excellence of

its climate : from a geographical or a geological point of view the Kashmir valley is

typical of the Himalaya, the Nepal valley, the plains of Dingri, and the plateaux of

Tibet being other examples, though at different stages of development.

The Jhelum enters the Pir Panjal range near Baramula (5040 feet) in a direction

approximately perpendicular to the strike of the moun-
Passage across the Pa Panjal.

tains and coutinucs on a Straight course for 20 miles to

Uri.

The defile below Baramula, called by the Kashmiris Basmagul, is 7000 feet in

depth, and has almost perpendicular sides In places it is but 70 feet across, and its

bottom is wholly occupied by the river.§

At Uri the river changes its course and follows the direction of the range to

Muzaffaiabad (2470 feet). From Baramula to Muzaffarabad the distance is 80 miles

and the fall 2600 feet or 33 feet a mile.

At Muzaffarabad the Jhelum joins the Kishanganga and bending to the south

follows the course of its affluent. The strike of the rocks changes at the very point

See synoptical volume VII, Great Trigonometrical Survey of India.

•f
Beoords, Oeologieal Survey of IndiOf Vol. XXXII, p. 152.

t The Jummoo and Kaahmir territories^ 1876.

§ On (he Trigonometrical Survey and physical configuration of the valley of Kashmir, by W. Purdrm. Journal^ G, Sf.,

Vol. XXXI, 1861.
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where the Jhelum alters its direction and may be the cause of the latter’s bend.* From
Muzafiarabad to the plains the fall of the Jhelum is 21 feet a mile.

The Kiflhanganga rises in the mountains west of Dras and south of the Deosai

The Kishanganga.
plateau. It flows through the districts of Tilail, Gurais

and Shardi, and skirts the northern rim of the Kashmir

basin. After following the strike of the ranges it makes a knee-bend at Shardi, similar

and parallel to the knee-bends of the Indus at Btmji, of the Jhelum at Wular, of the

Chenab at Kishtwar and of the Ravi in Chamba.

Colonel Montgomerie, who superintended the survey of Kashmir from 1864 to

1863, described the valley of the Kishanganga as being throughout very precipitous,

and for the greater part little better than a chasm in the mountains. Its basin is

peculiarly narrow and elongated, being in places only 17 miles wide from water-parting

to water-parting.

The Kunhar tributary of the Jhelum flows between the Kishanganga and Indus

rivers and through the district of Khagan ; it joins the parent stream a few miles

below the great bend at Muzaffarabad.

The Zoji pass over the Great Himalayan range forms a notch in the rim of the

Jhelum’ s basin : this pass is 600 yards broad and 2
The Zoji pass.

^

miles long, and its surface is so flat that a pedestrian

cannot tell where the actual water-parting is. The ascent from Kashmir to the top

of the Zoji is steep, the descent on the northern side is gentle. The height of the pass

is 11300 feet ;
on each of its flanks the crest of the range rises to 13000 feet, and then

by slow degrees to peaks of 19000 feet. The Zoji was probably cut by an extinct

river or glacier during the growth of the Great Himalaya.!

Memoirs, Geological Survey of Indioy Vol, XX 11, 1883. The, Geology of the Kashmir and Chaniba territories, and the

British District of Khagdn, by 11. Lydckker.

^ Records, Oioloijical Survey of India, Vol, XXXI, 1904* Note on the glaciation and history of the Sind Valley,

Kashmir,, by II. D. Oldham.
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THE INDUS.

The Indus, or Sind (ahart xxxiv), rises in the trough between the Kailas and

, , . ,
Ladak ranges, and for its first 180 miles flows in a north-

Intersections of the Ladak range by
i i i •

the Indus. westerly direction along the inner Hank of the Ladak
range. It then forsakes the trough, and bending at

right angles cuts through the Ladak range near Thangra. Having pierced the barrier

it resumes its north-westerly direction, and this it maintains along the outer flank of

the Ladak range for over 300 miles. Near Skardo (8900 feet) it cuts again through

the Ladak range, and having crossed back to its original trough, pursues the same

north-westerly direction.* A hundred miles below Skardo it makes its third bend

;

and pierces the Ladak range at Bunji. From Bunji it rushes towards the peak of

Nanga Parbat, but is deflected to the west near the foot of the mountain, and after a

tortuous passage across the Himalayan ranges it emerges on the plains of the Punjab at

Attock. t

We have read in preceding pages of this paper of many instances of rivers piercing

mountain ranges, but the Indus furnishes a unique example of a river, that passes

backwards and forwards across the same range three times.

From the source of the Indus to Pitak opposite Leh the distance is 400 miles,

The gradient of the Indus.
and the fall of the river 6000 feet or 16 feet a mile. The

whole length of the mountain course of the Indus from

its source to Attock is 1100 miles, and the whole fall is 16000 feet or 16 feet a mile.

Over a considerable length of its course in Tibet the fall is hardly more than 3 feet a

mile ;
between Skardo and Bunji the fall averages 21 feet a mile. The equable and

comparatively gentle fall of the Indus, as it crosses the Himalaya, is very remarkable : it

is due to the low level to which it has cut its bed on the plateau of Tibet. When

the Brahmaputra leaves Tibet the height of its bed is still above 8000 feet, but the

height of the Indus at Bunji when it turns to quit the plateau is only 4600 feet.

The fact that the Indus has cut down its bed in Tibet' to a greater extent than

the Brahmaputra has promoted the development of its Tibetan tributaries.

“ At Ohind,” wrote Sir A. Cunningham, 15 miles above Attock, I found the

“ current of the Indus much more rapid than that of any other river of the Punjab. From

“ its source to Ranak the Indus is a broad and fordable stream, rolling its sluggish waters

through open grassy plains. Its general width is about 250 feet. From Ranak to

“the junction of the Zaskar river the stream is a brawling rapid from 100 to 160 feet

•' broad, and thence to the confluence of the Shyok it is a furious torrent raving from

“ side to side of a narrow ravine.’’^

* The gorge near Skardo where the Indus breaks acrosH the Ladak range in naid to run between proripicoH 14000 fool

sheer : seo article Indian^ Imperial Gazetteer, fir/tl edition.

t Map of Turkistan, 1 inch=l6 miles. Punjab map, sheets 5 and 6 ( 1 inch = 8 miles), atlas shoots 27a S. E., and 44, 46,

46 and 64.

^ Ladak and surrounding tounlries, page 89.
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General Maclagan estimated the fall of the Indus as follows :
“ Twenty-four feet

“ per mile from the source to Skardo, 600 miles. Seventeen feet per mile from Skardo to
“ Attock, 440 miles. Fifty inches per mile from Attock to Kalabagh, 110 miles. Twelve

inches per mile from Kalabagh to Mithan Kot, 370 miles. Six inches per mile from

“MithanKot to the sea, 470 miles.”*
,

It is so seldom that a truly vertical drop has been discovered on the course of a

main Himalayan river, that a fall of the Indus is perhaps worthy of mention. It was

observed by Sir Martin Conway north of Kashmir. “ The Indus itself,” he wrote,

“ plunges in a single white wave over a drop of about twenty feet, and then races down

“a rapid.”t

The little that is known of the course of the Indus between Bunji and Attock

^ ^ ^ has been derived from the observations of an explorer
Exploration of the Indus.

^ ^ ^ ^

^

in 1876. Tills man, described in the reports of the

Indian Survey as the Mullah, made a rough survey of the course of the river for a

length of 220 miles above Attock.

In the 220 miles that intervene between Bunji and Attock, the river descends

from a height of 4600 feet to one of 1200 feet. Its way winds tortuously through great

mountain ranges and its valley is in many places but a narrow deep-cut gorge : as

a rule there is more open space and culturable land in the lateral valleys nestling

between the spurs than on the trunk 8tream.|

“ The Indus valley,” wrote Sir Martin Conway, “ in the Bunji reach, is to be pictured

“ as broad and flat-bottomed. Its western side is a mighty

the bed of the Indus. wall ot TOCK. On the east it IS bordered by steep slopes.

“The slopes and the wall must meet not less than 600

“ feet, and probably as much as 2000 feet below the level of the surface of the debris

“accumulations, which fill the valley. By what processes were these vast debris

“ accumulations brought together ? ”§

“ By far the deepest of all the river valleys,” wrote Mr. Lydekker, “ is that of

“ the Indus below Bunji in Gilgit. Between that place and the Darel district, which

“ has hitherto only been traversed by native explorers, the writer is informed by Lieu-

“ tenant-Colonel H. C. B. Tanner of the Survey of India that the river flows in a narrow
“
gorge, bordered by vast precipices ranging up to 20000 feet in height, at a level of a

“ little over 3000 feet ; thus making the river gorge nearly 17000 feet in depth. That

“ a great part of this tremendous gorge has been cut by the river itself is proved by the

“occurrence of river gravels and honey-combed rock surfaces many hundreds of feet

“ above the present river-level.”||

• Proceedings, JtoycU Geogra^ical Society, Vol. VII, 1885.

t Climibing an4 exploraHtm in (he Karakoram.Himalayas, page 588.

X Chnoral Report, Survey of Tndifh 1876«77*

I Climbing and exploration in ^ Karakoram Himalayas,

II
Memoirs, OsoiogieeU Survey of India, VoL XXII, 1883.
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Many observers have noticed that the Indus once flowed at a level considerably

higher than its present bed. The following extract is from a report by Adolphe
de Schlagintweit written in 1856 :

—

“ In the valley of the Indus near Skardo, in the valley of Astor near the place
** where the Indus enters fih® Himalaya, I on several occasions observed gravel and
“ sand beds evidently deposited by these rivers, and ancient marks produced by the

“large streams on the rocks, at elevations of 3000 and 4000 feet above the present
“ level of the rivers. We have many proofs independent of each other to show the great
“ depth, to which aU the valleys of the rivers, tributary to the Sutlej and Indus, have

“been excavated.”

“ The decrease of glaciers as observed by us must be due to some general change
“ in the climate of the surrounding country, and I think that we have numerous obser-

“ vations to show that this change of climate is due in a great measure to the great

“excavation of the Tibetan and Himalayan valleys by the action of the rivers.’’

“ Many of the valleys of western Tibet exhibit ancient water marks at 3000 and
“ 4000 feet above the present bed of the river. The sides of these rocky valleys, thus

“ gradually excavated, are now heated under the influence of the sun to a much greater

“ extent than was the case formerly ; the warm air, thus produced, ascends the valleys,

“ and tends to melt the ice of the glaciers near the origin of the valleys, to a greater

“ extent, than was the case before the excavation of the valleys had taken place.”*

Referring to the same subject Colonel Godwin-Austen wrote :
“ The height of

“ the upper lacustrine deposit at Kuardo is quite 4000 feet above the present river, and
“ this deposit also rests on the rock of Skardo in the town. Once this Skardo basin

“ contained a vast lake with swampy grassy margins, long subsequent to the time when
“ the higher deposits were settling down in the first deep lake.”f

Sir Alexander Cunningham wrote :
“ The bed of the Indus, like that of all the

“ other rivers, has once been crowded with a series of lakes.’’^

We have so far been treating of the Indus itself, and we have now to refer to its

The principal tributariea of the
Himalayan tributaries ; of these the following arc the

Indus. most important :

—

(i) the Singhgi, (ii) the Zaskar, (iii) the Dras, (iv) the Shyok, (v) the Shigar,

(vi) the Gilgit and (vii) the Kabul.

The areas of the catchment basins drained by the seven tributaries may be

approximately estimated as follows :

—

Kabul river 35000 square miles.

Shyok „ 13000 „

Gilgit „ 10000

Zaskar „ 10000 ,,

Singhgie „ 7000 „

Dras „ 5000

Shigar „ 5000 „

Joumalt Asiatic Society of Bengal, VoK XXVI, 1857.

t Journal, Boyal Oeographieal Society, Vol. XXXIV, 1854.

% LadaJc and surrounding countries.
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It will be noticed that four of the tributaries have larger mountain basins than

the Ganges, and that the Kabul river has a larger basin than seventeen out of the

nineteen rivers of table xxx.

Colonel Montgomerie compared the tributaries of the Indus with those of the

Brahmaputra as follows ;
* “ Judging from my knowledge of these rivers I should

“ say they were not equal to the six tributaries of the Brahmaputra above Lhasa
“ as described by the Pandit. But supposing that they are equal and that the sizes

“ of rivers are somewhat in proportion to their lengths of course, i.e., that they

“ would drain 'the same area, I conclude that the Brahmaputra below the junction

“ of the Lhasa river is at least equal to the Indus at Attock. The latter probably
“ drains a country which receives very much less moisture than the Lhasa
“ territory.”

One of the native explorers expressed astonishment to Montgomerie, that the

Brahmaputra in Tibet became no broader, after it had received its largest tributaries.

Montgomerie referring to this peculiarity wrote that it is “ quite in accordance with

“ what is known of the upper course of the river Indus. The Indus receives the Zaskar,

“ a river nearly as large as itself, below Leh, and yet the increase in the breadth of the

“ main stream is hardly perceptible to an ordinary observer. The same thing happens

“ at its junction with the Dras river, and again it is still more remarkable at the point

“ where the Shyok river joins the Indus, both great streams with but little difference

“ in volume, yet the combined stream appeared to me almost narrower than either of

“ them separately : the increased volume of water having simply made the stream

“ deeper.”

The Singhgi is the name given to the eastern branch of the Indus, which drains

The Singhgi
slopes of Aling Kangri peak. The existence of

this eastern branch was doubted at one time by geo-

graphers, but it was indicated by Henry Strachey from native information on his map

of Ladak in 1863. In 1867 a route survey by the Pandit Nain Singh proved that

the eastern branch was in truth the main stream of the Indus. The Pandit named

this river the Singhgi Chu or Singhgi Kamba.|

The branch of the Indus, known as the Garjung or Gartang, and which flows by

Gartok, and which is generally accepted as the source of the great river, is smaller

than the Singhgi.

J

The Zaskar rises between the Indus and the great Himalaya range ; at its com-

The Zaskar
mencement it flows towards the range, as though it

were going to pierce it, but it sweeps round through

two right angles, and turning away from the great Himalaya, it pierces the Zaskar

range, in which it had its source, and joins the Indus below Leh.

From its source to Padam the distance is 140 miles, and the fall 4000 feet, or 28

feet per mile. At Padam (12000 feet) the Zaskar makes its second bend, and adopts
I

' ' '* I »
'

'» '^1. 1111 !— I —
* In his referenoe to six tributaries Montgomerie was omitting the Singhgi.

t Report of the Trans-HimtUayan Expiorations ^ring 1867* by Captain Montgomerie.

X Northern Frontier sheet, 14 N.W., I inch *»= 4 miles.
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its final direction towards the Indus : from Padam to the Indus the length of the river

is 90 nules, and the fall 2000 feet or 22 feet per mile. According to Henry Strachey
the main supply of water in the upper part of the Ladak Indus is derived from the

Zaskar river : this river has its sources in Himalayan glaciers, whilst the other affluents,

though longer, rise in drier climates.

The Dras river drains ‘the plains of Dcosai by means of its two tributaries, the

TheDras.
Shingo and southern Shigar :* it also drains the mountain
slopes north of the Zoji pass. Its great tributary is

the Sum, which like the Zaskar starts on a course towards the great Himalaya, but

eventually bends completely round and flows away from the range.

The Sum makes an extraordinary loop at the base of the Nun Kun peaks.f Dr.

Neve writes that the Sum river, having ctit a deep and narrow gorge at the bend,

has become roofed in by boulders and debris for 300 yards.

The Shyok rises behind the Karakoram range, and after piercing the range joins

the Indus near Kiris : the great bav, which is to be seen
The Shyok. . - • i- p i x i i

in the water-parting line ot the Indus m rear of tlie mam
range on chart xxxv, is drained by the river Shyok. The Trans-Karakoram basin

of the Shyok contains the well-known plains of Dapsang. The pa8.sage of the Shyok

across the Karakoram range is indicated in the longitudinal section of chart xx.J

From its sources near the Karakoram pas3§ to its junction with the Indus, the

length of the Shyok is 400 miles, and the total fall is 11000 feet or 27 feet a mile.

“ The general character of the Shyok,” wrote Sir A. Cunningham, ” is exactly

“ the reverse of that of the Indus. Its upper course is rushing and turbulent, down
“ a narrow glen, but its middle course is either broad or divided into numerous

“ channels in an open valley : and in the.se places where the waters are much .scattered,

“ the river is generally fordable, although not without difiiculty. Between Tertse and

“ Unmaru there are seven distinct branches, of which three arc between 300 and 400

‘‘ feet in width and the others much smaller, with an average depth of two feet.”

“At the Turtuk bridge the river narrows to 70 feet, and in the lower part of its

“ coxirse, the Shyok is generally a furious rapid confined between precipitous clifls.”|{

At 10000 feet elevation the bed of the Shyok is four miles wide.^f

The principal tributary of the Shyok is the Nubra which has its source in a large

glacier, the Saichar ; this glacier lies across the Karakoram range, and appears to have

cut back to a point 35 miles behind the crest-line of the range. The Nubra rises and

flows amid great mountains ;
on the portion of the Karakoram range, which is situated

between the Nubra and the Shyok, the principal peaks vary from 24000 to upwards of

25000 feet in height.

• Not to be confused with the northern Shigar river, which join* the Indus near Skardo. Mii|' «! Tmkisliin and

Punjab Map.

t Ser and Mer of table vi.

X Atlas sheets 44 and 45.

§ This pass is not on the main Karakoram range, but on the parallel ridge behind.

|(
Ladak and surrounding countries.

Dr. Hunter Workman and Mrs. Bullock Workman : In the ice-worCd of Htmfdmja.
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The valley of the Nnbra consists of a flat plain, a few miles broad, bounded on

each side by almost vertical cliffs which rise 4000 or 8000 feet above the river.*

“ From Tsati to Changlung,” write Dr. Hunter Workman and Mrs. Bullock Work-

man, “ some forty miles, the Nubra valley is from two to three miles wide, and presents

“ some features not seen everywhere in Himalayan vafleys. The valley bottom is

“ composed of alluvium, sand and stones, over which the river flows in a broad bed

“ with many channels and arms, which leave the main stream at various points, and
“ soon join it again enclosing in their course numerous islands. The river is fed by many
“ tributary streams.”t

The northern Shigar river drains the southern slopes of K* and collects its waters

The northern shigar
Biafo, Baltoro and Chogo Lungma glaciers.

The Gilgit river has two principal branches, the Gilgit and the Hunza : both

branches have pierced the Karakoram range, and both

now drain considerable areas behind it.{ The Gilgit

is the more western branch, and has its sources near the Darkot and Baroghil passes

of the Hindu Kush.

The following extract is from an account of the Gilgit valley by Sir Martin

Conway :
—

“ This accumulation of debris fills up the valley to a depth of probably

** from 600 to 1000 feet or more. The Gilgit river flows in a gorge like a canyon, not

“ so much out through as built up by this accumulation.”

" Mud avalanches appear to be annually discharged by all the gullies, which

“ reach up to the snow region, and traverse the barren levels beneath. Bapid serial

“ denudation, the extraordinary activity of which has been observed by all travellers

“ in the desert belt of the world, annually provides the materials for these discharges.”§

In rear of the Kailas and Karakoram ranges the Hunza valley is broad and open,

but it becomes a defile with precipitous sides as the river passes through the ranges.

The Hunza river pierces the Kailas range within 9 miles of Rakaposhi, the highest

point of the range.

“ The Hunza valley,” we quote again from Sir Martin Conway, “ in its present

“ condition shows the intermediate stage through which the Indus valley has passed.

“ The Hunza river flows down a gorge between alluvial cliffs. The ancient alluvial

“ cliffs of the Indus practically exist no more. It is only here and there at high altitudes

“that a fragment of them remains.”

“ The fact seems to have been that all the valleys of this region were at one time in

“ the condition exemplified by the Pamirs, filled to a depth of from one to two thousand
“ feet with mud avalanche debris. In the present geological period this deposit has

“ been largely washed out again, but the depth of the existing valleys is not much below

“that of the old ones in which the deposit was laid.*”|l

• Oftai Trigowmttrieal Survey of India, Synoptical polume VJI,

t In the ice-worid of Himalaya,
7

X Northern Trans-frontier sheets* Nos. 2 and 3, 1 inob w 8 miles i also 3 N. 3 N« W.» 1 inch wm 4 miles.

§ Geographical Jotamalf Vol. II, 1893.

II
Climbing and Exploration in the Karakoram Himalayieu^
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The Kabul river takes its name from the Afghan capital town, near which one

The Kabul.
branches flows. Thirty-five miles east of Kabul

it receives the Panjshir afiluent, draining a great length
of trough between the north, and south Hindu Kush ranges.* Subsequently the Kabul
receives from the north-east the rivers of Kafiristan, of Chitral and of Swat, which
flow parallel to the Indus (chart xxxiv). The most important of its tributaries is

the Kunar, which has been graphically described in Sir Thomas Holdicb’s Indian Border-
land

:

this river, known higher up as the Mastuj, rises in the same Hindu Kush trough
as the Panjshir and pierces the Southern Hindu Kush range in Chitral.

The Indus, like the other rivers of the Punjab Himalaya, is subject to sudden

and extraordinary floods : these are due not to excessive

rainfall but to the damming of the river by huge land-

slip8.t

In December 1840, a side of the hill known as the Hatu Pir fell into the defile of

the Indus at the base of Nanga Parbat, and formed a dam 1000 feet high. An immense

lake was created behind the dam, the water in which became at one place 900 feet

deep
; at Bunji the water rose to the level of the fort, 300 feet above the bed of the

river ; the lake became nearly 40 miles long and reached almost to Gilgit town. For

six months the waters were held back by the debris of the fallen mountain, till they

rose to the level of the top of the dam. The dam then burst, and the lake emptied

in one day, the immense volume of water rushing down to Attock.J

* North-West Trans-frontier sheet 27, 1 inch =» 8 miles : Northern Trans-frontier sheets 2 and 3.

t Theee landslips oocnr more frequently in the bare mountarns of the Punjab than in the more wooded parts of the Him-
alaya, but all Himalayan rivers are liable at times to be dammed by sHx^s. In 1893 a tributary of the Gangos was dammed
at Qohna by the fall aoross its course of a mountain side.

X This account is given on the authority of Colonel Montgomerie. Mr. Frawi* in his Marches of Hindustan uttributes

the cataclysm of the Indus in 1841 to the damming of the river by a glacier.

2d2
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THE HIMALAYAN RIVERS: SUMMARY.

On the direction of river-flow in the structural troughs of the Himalaya.

Rivers flowing in troughs of the Punjab Himalaya pursue as a rule north-

westerly courses ; the Sutlej, the Beas, the Ravi, the Chenab, the Jhelum, the Kishan-

ganga, the Zaskar and the Indus all follow similar directions in the mountains. In

the Nepal and Assam Himalaya opposite conditions obtain. The Kali, the Karnali,

the Arun, the Sun Kosi, the Narayani, the Lopra, the Onchu and the Brahmaputra

all assume easterly courses in the mountains.

In the Punjab Himalaya the only important exception to the rule is the Spiti

:

in the Nepal Himalaya there is the exception of the Birehi, the principal tributary of

the Karnali.

In the Himalaya of Kumaun, which intervene between the Punjab and Nepal,

the direction of flow is less regular : in the trough behind the great Himalayan range,

the Bhagirathi flows to the north-west, and in the trough behind the lesser Himalaya

the Alaknanda does the same, but their courses in general do not altogether conform

to the Punjab type of river.

It may be that the rivers which flow to the north-west have had their directions

determined by the bifurcating ranges of the great Himalaya : the Chenab, the Ravi,

the Kishanganga and the Jhelum all rise in the acute angles formed between the great

Himalaya and its offshoots. The Sutlej, however, has cut its course across both the

great range and its branches, and has clearly not been deflected by the latter. The

evidence furnished by the direction of river-flow perhaps warrants the inference that

the heights of the Kumaun Himalaya and of the Manasarowar basin have been increased

in recent times ;* and that the uplift of this central portion of the mountains has helped

to determine the direction of flow in the troughs on either side.

When once the Himalayan rivers have reached the plains, those that belong to the

system of the Indus flow directly away from the mountains, but those that feed the

Ganges turn to the south-east and tend to flow parallel to the Himalaya.

On the gradierUs of river beds.

The gradient of the bed of a Himalayan river varies so widely at different points

of its course, that it is doiibtful whether the calculation of the average drop' over the

whole length affords information of any value.

* The rc'hxtivo jiofdtions of tlie peakti of Nanda Devi, Giirla Mandhata, Kaniet. and Kailas convey the idea that thrasts

from the directions of Nopal and tho Punjab have in recent times given an additional elevation to the already high

mountains of Kmnann along a transverse zone.
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When a river descends from a single mountain range, its gradient tends to decrease

gradually from its source to its mouth
;
* in its first stage it is torrential, in its last sluggish.

But when a river has to pierce several parallel ranges, as in the Himalaya, the case is

different ; its stream becomes then confined, in the intervals between its drops, to com-

paratively level structural* troughs lying between two ranges. In these troughs the

velocity of the water is checked by the decrease of gradient, and the river, depositing

its load of gravel and silt, forms for itself a flat and open bed.

A river confined to a trough will flow for miles with a fall of 5 or 1(» or 20 feet a

mile ; it will then cut a gorge through one of its barrier ranges, and descend to the next

trough with a fall of 100 or 200 feet a mile.

The floors of the several Himalayan troughs lie at different heights abt)ve sea-

level : it is not possible to state e.xactly the height of any trough, because however level

it might have been originally it has now been cut down and given a gradient by the

river flowing through it. The heights sliown in the following table must therefore be

regarded as rough averages.

Table XXXI.—Heights of floors of troughs.

i

1

Av(*rage height

Trough. ! Region. in ff'et of floor

above sea-level.

Between the Kailas and Ladak ranges

C Brahma putra I2(MK)

(. Manasarowar inocK)

Between the .Ladak and Great Himalayan ranges . . Arun . VMm

j ^

Kashmir

.
j

-j
Sun Kosi

' Pindar .

, 5:500

Between the Great and Lesser Himalayan ranges .
^ mK)

imo

^
Fiainganga

! ( Dehra Dun
(

•

1500

Between the Lesser Himalayan and the 8iwalik range

2000

j ^
Opposite Nepal flOO

Level of plains outside the Siwalik range

1

.
1

< 0]>posite Kiimaun .

i
( Opposite Punjab .

850

m)

The Arun in its high level trough north of the great Himalayan ranges flows for

70 miles with a fall of 16 feet a mile, but when it forsakes its trough and ])ier(5es the

great Himalaya, it drops 10000 feet in 150 miles, or 67 feet per mile.

The Arun is not stopped or deflected by the lesser Himalaya, but many rivers,

of which the Sun Kosi is one, after rapid descents from the great Himalayan glaciers,

flow in the trough below for long distances and with greatly diminished gradients.

• This rule is mbdifled, when the rooks, over whioli the river passes, possess different powers of istsistsiice to its w. „r.
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The following table gives a few numerical estimates of average gradients ; it is

not possible as yet to draw any sections along actual river beds, as sufficient numbers

of heights are not available.

Table XXXII.

Position of source.*

North of Ladak range.

Soutli of Ladak ranue,

but north of the

great Himalayan
range.

In the groat Hima-
laya.

In the lesser Himalaya.

River.

Height at its
|

passage of i

great Hima- 1

layan axis.
|

loength

in tho
mountains.

' Average

1

fall per

1

mile.

1 1

Feet. i

1

'

Miles. Feet.

i

Indus.

i

j

4000
i

1100
i

Sutlej.

t 1

1

9000 560
1

30

! ;

1

j

Alaknanda. 6000 1 200 75

1

Kali.

1

9000
1

j

150 i 100
1

Bhotia
Kosi. 5000

1

unknown

i

1

unknown

Jhelum.

!

!

. does not cross 400 28

Chonab.

i

' does not cross
;

380 40

Beas.
1 does not cross ;

250 48

Ravi ' does not cross
1

130 115

Vpnations of fall.

10 feet per mile near Gartok
; nowhere as

much as 25 feet per mile except for very
short distances.

In Tiboi 34 feet per mile ; in the Himalaya
39 foot ; below Bilaspur 5 feet.

160 feet a mile at the passage of the great
Himalaya ; from Srinagar to Hardwar 14
feet a mile.

Tliis river seems to pursue a straight course
across the mountains without deviating
into longitudinal troughs.

This river apjienrs to drop 13000 feet in its

first .30 miles—over 400 feet a mile.

Though this estimate may bo wrong the
fall is certainly immense.

200 feet a mile near its .source ; 3 feet a mile

for 120 miles in Kashmir ; 35 feet a mile

below Baramula.

65 feet a mile near its source ; 22 feet a mile

from Tandi to Kishtwar : 100 feet a mile

at passage of Pir Panjal ; 20 feet a mile

above Akhmir.

125 feet a mile from its source to Larji : 11

feet a mile below Mandi.

200 feet a mile near its source; seldom
less than 50 feet a mile anywhere.

I

Numerical estimates of gradients are always liable to be too steep : the numberless

sinuosities of a river flowing through mountains cannot be shown on a map, and the

length of the stream is always measured too small.

The following are the vjirious lengths obtained for the river Ganges from Badrinath

to Hardwar as measured from different maps:

—

Miles.

from the map of India on the scale, of 1 inch = 32 miles . . . 127

from the index map of Kumaun on the scale of 1 inch= 12 miles . 133

from the atlas of India on the scale of 1 inch = 4 ‘miles . . . 143

from Kumaun and Garhwal survey on the scale of 1 inch= 1 mile , 166

* The aouma of att theee are above ao4 poiiible to state the height of the somree of a river

rising in mountains except approximately. Tbe lower end of the principal glacier marks the point where a stream of

water is first visible, but this is not the source of the river. The snow, that falls on the highest peakiT, may eveutualljr

find its way into tbe glacier and thaneo into the rivar.
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Chart XXXVII has been drawn to show that the further back a river rises in

"the Himalaya or Tibet the less likely it is to have a steep average gradient. The
fall of a river like the Brahmaputra rising in Tibet must tend to be less than that of

one like the Ravi, which rises in glaciers of the lesser Himalaya.

It cannot, however, b(} laid down that the gradients of rivers depend only or even

mainly upon the positions of their sources, for much depends upon the subsequent

straightness of course. A river, for instance, like the Kali, that cuts 8tra,ight across the

hills from its source to its exit, tends to develop a steeper average gradient than one

like the Jhelum, which meanders through the trough of Kashmir.

Positions of the sources of the principal Himalayan rivers.

The following rivers rise in the lesser Himalayan ranges *.*

—

The Ramganga (chart xxv),

Baghmati (chart xxvii),

Beas (chart xxxii),

Ravi (chart xxxii).

The following rise in the great Himalayan range 'chart xxxvii*, ;

—

The Mandakini (chart xxiv),

Seti (chart xxvi),

Indrawati (chart xxviii),

Madi (chart xxvii),

Dudh Kosi (chart xxviii),

Jumna (chart xxiv).

Tons (chart xxiv),

Jhelum (chart xxxiii),

Kishanganga (chart xxxiii),

Chenab (chart xxxiii).

The following rise behind the great Himalayan range •

—

Bhotia Kosi (chart xxviii),

Tambar Kosi (chart xxviii).

Tista (chart xxviii).

The following rise in the Zaskar range :
—

Kali (chart xxv),

Alaknanda (chart xxiv),

Bhagirathif (chart xxiv),

Spiti (chart xxxi).

The following rise in the Ladak range :

—

Arun (chart xxviii).

Kali Gandak (chart xxvii),

• Tho position of the source of the Rs.pti (chert xxvi) is uncortAin«

t In diagram 4 of chart xxxvii the Bbagirathi has been shown as rising in the trough boiiind the great Himalaya.

This is correct, but it rises in the Zaskar range and not in the Ladak.
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Karnali (chart xxvi),

Birehi (chart xxvi),

Raidak (chart xxix),

Manas (chart xxix).

The following rises in the Kailas range :

—

Sutlej (chart xxxi).

Affluents of the following rise in Tibet north of the Kailas range :

—

Indus (chart xxxiv),

Brahmaputra (chart xxx).

The rivers that rise in Tibet show great differences in the depths to which they

have cut down their channels. At its escape from Tibet the Indus is 1000 feet lower

than the Karnali, 3400 feet lower than the Brahmaputra, and 5400 feet lower than the

Sutlej.

Variations in river-gradients.

It has been suggested that the increase in gradient during a river’s passage of

a range has been caused by the gradual rise of the range across the course of the river,

—

that the river has been unable to wear away the range as rapidly as the latter has grown.

The larger rivers, it has been stated,* are usually observed, within ten miles of the

line of the great peaks, to be flowing at an elevation of little more than 4000 feet, but

“on crossing that line the acclivity suddenly and rapidly increases, and the river

“ beds are found in a few miles to be at an altitude of 9000 or 10000 feet. Above

“this the gradient falls again, and in the Tibetan region the average slope does not

“ seem to be more than a few feet in each mile of channel.’’

‘
‘ This sudden rise in the river beds as they cross the line of highest peaks seems

“ to s1k)W that this has been a region of greater and more rapid upheaval than those

“to the north or south.’’

We do not think that any such deduction is admissible ; a river passing from a

high level trough to one of low level must necessarily flow on a steeper gradient during

the descent than when confined to cither trough, and the variation in gradient does not

seem to us to furnish evidence as to the rate of upheaval.

It may indeed be fiue.stioned whether the gradient of a Himalayan river ever

increases, as it passes the axis of the great range : the Kali Gandak for instance rising in

the Ladak range descends 3180 feet in its first 12 miles, from 15080 to 11900, or 265

feet a mile : in the next 22 miles it is in a trough and falls 2950 feet, or 134 feet a mile : it

then commences its drop to the outer trough and descends 6900 feet in 38 miles or 181

feet a mile. If the barometric observations of the explorer are reliable, the river

commences its increased fall of 181 feet a mile, not at crossing the great Himalayan

axis, but at its entry into the great range. We believe that this is the case also with

* Journal, Royal Gftxjraphieal Society f,
Vol. XXI, 1851.

Encydopadia Britannica, VoU XI.

A Manual of the Otology of India, 2nd Edition, page 402.
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the Alaknanda and the Arun. The great range is 50 miles broad, and tl\e rivers increase

their gradient, as they pass not its axis but its northern edge.

Dr. Hooker found that the peak of Jano was 5 miles distant and nise 13032 feet

„ ^ • above the, village near which he was encamped. “ This,”

• he wrote, “ is one of the most sudden slopes in this part

“of the Himalaya, the angle between the top of Jano and Kambacheu being 2780

“ feet per mile, or 1 in 1*8. The slope from the top of Monl. Blanc to the (^haniouui

“ valley is 2464 feet per mile, or I in 2’1. That from Hont llosa top to Macugnaga

“greatly exceeds either.”*

In the basin of the Dhauli (Alaknanda) there is in one place a drop of 7000 feet in

one mile. In the basin of the Kali an instance is known of a fall of 14000 fi'ct in 1;{

miles, or 8000 feet a mile.f On the north side of tin* Karakoram from the peak of

to the bed of the Oprang tributary of the Yarkand river the drop is over 3000 feet

a mile for 6 miles. From the peak of Haramosh on the Kailas range to the bed of the

Indus the drop averages 2350 feet a mile lor 8 miles.

The large angles of slope that arc to be found everywhere in the great Himalaya

are not met with in the outer and lower range's
:
perpendicular drops of a few feet are

common everywhere, but it is seldom in the lesser Himalaya that we meet with a

difference of height of 1500 feet occurring within a horizontal distances of 1 mile.

Himalayan Jourmlf, Vol. T, paj;^ 258, footnote.

t This fall takes place between llasaling fieak nnd the bed of tlie (Jori. Vide General liiiK>rt, iSurny of Inain, 1874*7.>.
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THE RIVER-GORGES OF THE HIMALAYA.
I

There is hardly a mountain range in Asia that has not 'been cut across by a river.

A river which has been flowing for miles along an open trough between two parallel

ranges will suddenly bend and piercing one of the ranges will escape through a precipi-

tous gorge.*

The lengths and depths and forms of the stupendous gorges, through which the

rivers of Asia pass the mountain ranges, have excited the wonder of all travellers who

have seen them : the extraordinary narrowness of the defiles, the perpendicularity

of their walls and the immense difference of altitude between the beds of the rivers

and the peaks towering immediately above them have given to these wonderful chasms

an absorbing geographical interest.

In many instances a range is found to possess the same form and character on the

two sides of a river-gorge intersecting it, but in others it appears to undergo a complete

change. No difference can be observed, for example, in the shape or height or align-

ment of the Pir Panjal range on the two sides of the gorge of the Jhelum, and the great

Himalayan range itself docs not change its form at the passage of the Arun Kosi. But

at its intersection by the Sutlej the change in the great range is so complete that it is

difficult to trace a connection between the mountains on either side of the gorge.

Many controversies have arisen over the origin of the great river-gorges. A century

ago the explanation generally accepted was that earthquakes or other convulsions had

produced Igng fractures through the mountains, and that the rivers had found their

way along the cracks ;
but subsequent examinations of rocks below the beds of gorges so

frequently showed no signs of fractures, that it is now generally acknowledged that

the gorges have been slowly carved by the rivers themselves during the course of ages.

Though, however, the defiles of many rivers are unconnected with transverse

fractures, yet a certain few, among which the Alaknanda is one, are now known to follow

the lines of geological faults ; even in these cases however the gorges have been carved

mainly by water and an original structural weakness was merely the determining

cause of the position of the gorge in the beginning.

A gorge may be carved by water across a.range in many different ways. Firstly, as a

* new-born range is rising slowly out of the ocean, it may be cut across at intervals by the

a«!a and divided into a series of islands ; the channels cut thus in early times may subse-’

quently develop into river-gorges. Secondly, the snow and rain falling on the front

slopes of a range may create glaciers and rivers, which slowly cut back by head-

erosion and eat through the mountains. Thirdly, the snow and ice accumulating on
the crest may gravitate towards the lowest points of the range, and thence flow off in

opposite directions and wear away the rook on both flanks simultaneously. Fourthly,

a river may be antecedent or older Htau the mountains, and have maintained its

* The River valley .

h

of the Himalayas, an dddress to the Manchester Geographieal Society, 1893, by R. D. Oldham.

Thv evolution of Indian Geography, by R. D. Oldham, Geographical Journal, March, 1894.
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path across the latter as they rose. Fifthly, the flow of a river may be dammed by
the rise of mountains across its path, and the waters of the lake so formed may eventually

overflow and carve a gorge across the barrier range.

From classifications of the known gorges of Asia geographers were led to believe

that the drainage of numerous mountain basins has been dammed by the rise of recent,

ranges, and that the imprisoned water has risen and overtopped the crests and has

eroded narrow channels in its escape. But owing to the • entire absence of lacustrine

deposits, geologists have been unable to accept this oxplahation. In view of the

differences of opinion that are now existing, we cannot presume in this paper to put

forward any theory accounting for the presence of the gorges. The courses of rivers

across ranges may have originated, some in one way, some in another, and even a

single gorge may have been partly due to one cause and partly to others.*

The charts of rivers bring home to us how different are the forms of basins. On
the one hand we see the Kosi, the Karnali and the Gandak possessing numerous branches

and draining immense lengths of the snowy range, and on the other we witness the

Sutlej a branchless trunk issuing from Tibet and draining a narrow transverse zone

of the Himalaya.

The following table shows the heights of the beds of the principal gorges through

the great Himalayan range and the widths of those gorges at certain heights ;

—

Table XXXIII.

River-gorge.

Height of bed

of gorge in feet

near the axis

of the range.

Wiath of gorge between commanding jieaks.

Average fall

per mile from

|)eak to bed.

•

Kali Gandak .

.

rmo 12 miles at 21000 feet

1

3 1(17 feet

Bhotia Kosi .

.

5000 10 miles at 2(XKJ0 feet :i(XK) feet

Bhagirathi 7000 1 1 *5 miles at 20(K)0 feet 22(il feet

Dudh Kosi mm 14 miles at 22(m feet 857 feet

Sutlej 9000 9 miles at 20(X»0 feet 2444 feet

Trisuli Gandak .

.

6000 16 miles at I'.HKX) feet 102.3 f.!et

Buria Gandak .

.

7000 18 miles at liXKlO feet i:m feet

Kali 9000 6 miles at KXKK) feet 2;».3.3 fe(‘t

Gori 10000 6 miles at JOOOO feet 20<X) feet

Arun 6000 14 miles at KKMXt feet 1420 feet

Tista 6000 25 miles at IWKX) feet 8(X) feet

Alaknanda 6000 miles at lOlKX) feet ()66 fe(*t

1

The ‘proximity of high peaks to deep gorges.

The passage of a river across a range has been observed to occur in many places

near the highest point of the range, but our knowledge of the Himalaya mountains

is insufficient to justify any statement of a general law. Some supreme summits do not

appear to stand on the edges of transverse gorges, and some of the gorges do not appear to

“Nothing can he certain till the topography and the geology are l>etter knuwu ”
: vidr Th: valltty-i of tha Ilimu-

layas, by R. D. Oldham, Geographical Journal^ November, 1907.

2 E 2
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have been cut on the flanks of great peaks, yet proximity has been so often noticed

that it must now be regarded as a phenomenon deserving attention.

It may be that the great outbursts of granite, which go to form the high peaks,

are frequently accompanied by lines of weakness in the original structure, and that whilst

the peaks themselves are hard, the rocks on their flanks have feeble powers of resistance.

It may be that the high peaks have from early times, before the mountains attained

their present elevation, condensed the moisture of southern breezes and caused more

snow and rain to be precipitated in their vicinity than on other parts of the range, and

have thus given to glaciers and streams not only a greater fall and a greater eroding

power, but a greater volume. *

It may be that, as one portion of the earth’s crust becomes elevated to a great

height, an adjacent portion becomes depressed, in accordance with the theory of

-isostasy.

It may be that the highest points of ranges occur at the bends and bifurcations of

the latter, and that the bays and angles formed by bends and bifurcations render such

places liable to the attacks of glaciers and streams. At present we are unable to

determine the cause, and the solution of the problem awaits further and more accurate

observations.

The following table contains a few examples of the proximity of extreme heights

and depths : all the peaks included in the table are the highest points of their

respective regions.

Table XXXIV.

River.

Height of

bed of gorge

near the

peak.

Range. Peak.
Height of

peak.

Horizontal

distance

from peak
to bed.

Fall per
mile from
peak to

bed.

Feet Feet Miles Foot

Sutlej 10000 Zaskar Leo Pargial 22210 2713

Kali Gandak 5000 Great Himalaya Dhaulagiri 26795 4 5449

Arkari 10000 Hindu Kush Tirich Mir 25426 8 1926

Indus 4000 Great Himalaya Nanga Parbat 26620 14 1616

Hunza 6000 Kailas Bakaposhi 25550 9 2172

Dudh Kosi ! 18500
~

Great Himalaya T^2 25433 4 1733

Qori . 10000 Great Himalaya
|

Nanda Devi 25645 ' 12
1

1304

I

Yurangkash

1

11000 Kuen Lun

j

Highest peak of

region.

1

23890 10 1289

* If the rate of flow be doubled, the force of the water it moreated 94 times. The transportation of bouiders^ the erosion

of gorge.s and the destruction of mountains are mainly the Work of rivers when in vttddil flood.
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The highest points of ranges tend to occur on transverse lines.

In the last paragraphs we dealt with the phenomenon of contrast : in this we refer to

the phenomenon of sympathy. The contrasts were between neighbouring points of the

same range, the sympathies are between corresponding points of different ranges.

The several parallel ranges of the Himalaya and Tibet tend to culminate in sym-

pathy with each other : we give the following instances to illustrate our tueaning.

(i) The Karakoram culminates in K" opposite to the Tir Panjal, which is the

highest section of the outer Himalaya. Of the intermediate ranges the

Punjab Himalaya culminate in Nanga Parbat, and the Kailas range in

Haramosh, between K“ and the Pir Panjal.

(ii) In the Nepal Himalaya the supreme peaks of Everest and Kinchinjimga

stand on the great range opposite to what appears to be an e.\ceptional

development of the outer range.*

(iii)iThe Chur peak, the highest of the Nag Tibba range, stands opposite to the

great Zaskar peak, Leo Pargial and to the Aling Kangri of Tibet.

(iv) A further example of sympathetic expansion we find in the Kumaun Him-

alaya. Here the culminating point of the great range is Nanda Devi

;

on a line at right angles to the range stands Kailas, the culminating

point of the Kailas range; south-east of this line is Curia Mandhata, the

highest peak of Ladak range, and north-west is Kamet, the highest peak

of the Zaskar range. Thus we see . that all four ranges tend to increase

in elevation within the same region.

(v) A fine example of sympathetic expansion is furnished by the Hindu Kush.

After a stretch of 100 miles from east to west, through(mt which its highest

peaks rarely exceed 20000 feet, the southern Hindu Kush range rises

suddenly to 24171 feet at Sad Ishtragh : immediately opposite to b'ad

Ishtragh the northern Hindu Kush range shows in its peak of Lunkho

(22641 feet) an even more extraordinary rise. Twenty-five miles from

Lunkho, north of the Oxus, appear the two highest peaks of the whole

Trans-Oxus region, which combine with Lunkho and Sad Ishtragh and

a peak (21297 feet) of the Kailas range on 1/he south to form a wonderful

line of maximum elevation at right angles to the direction of the ranges.

The lowest points of ranges tend to occur on transverse lines.

The above are examples of sympathetic maxima, and chart xxxvi has been

'drawn to illustrate sympathetic minima, and to show how the gorges or lowest points

•of ranges tend to occur on transverse lines.

* Map of Nepal, acale 1 iDch sss 10 miles.
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The following table will explain the meanings of the letters inserted on chart

XXXVI.

Table XXXV.

A 1 The Indus turns the great Himalaya west of Nanga Parbat.*

A 2 The Hunza river turns the Karakoram north-west of RaCiaposhi.

B 1 Passage of the Jhelum through the Pir Panjal range.

B 2 Passage of the Indus through the Ladak range.

B «3 Shimshal pass.

B 4 Passage of the Oprang river through the Aghil range.

B 5 Passage of the Yarkand river through the Kuen Lun range.

C 1 The Chenab crosses the lesser Himalayan range.

C 2 The Zoji pass.

C 3 The Shigar river crosses the Zaskar range.

C 4 The Indus crosses the Ladak range.

Karakoram pass.

0 5 The Karakash crosses the Kuen Lun range.

D 1 The Chenab cuts through the Pir Panjal range.

D 2 The Zaskar river cuts through the Zaskar range.

D 3 The Nubra cuts through the Kailas range.

D 4 The Yurangkash river cuts through the Kuen Lun range.

E 1 The Beas cuts the Siwalik range.

E 2 The Ravi cuts the Dhauladhar range.

E 3 Great bend in the Zaskar river.

E 4 The Shyok river cuts the Karakoram range.

F 1 The Sutlej passes the Siwalik range at an overlap.

F 2 The Beas passes the Dhauladhar range.

F 3 The Spiti-Indus water-parting bends through a right angle.

F 4 The Indus breaks through the Ladak range.

The Pangong line of lakes bends in sympathy with the Indus.

F 5 The Kiria breaks through the Kuen Lun range.

G 1 The Jumna passes the Siwalik range.

G 2 The Sutlej crosses the great Himalaya.

G 3 The eastern branch of the Indus crosses the Kailas range.

H 1 The Ganges passes the Siwalik range.

H 2 The Ganges (Bhagirathi) crosses the great Himalaya.

H 3 The Sutlej crosses the Z iskar range.

K I The Alaknanda crosses the great Himalaya.

K2 The Sutlej crosses the Ladak range.

L 1 The Kali Gaiidak cuts the Himalayan range east of Dhaulagiri,

L 2 The Photu pass, 15080 feet, over the Ladak range.

L3 A northern tributary (Charta Sang|)o) of the Brahmaputra cuts the Kailas range.

M 1 Knee-bend at junction of the Trisuli Gandak and Kali Gandak.

M 2 Southward bend in the Brahmaputjra.
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Table XXXV

—

oorM.

N 1 The Buria Gandak cuts the great Himalaya.

N 2 A northern tributary ot the Brahmaputra cuts the Kailas range.

The Baghmati passes the Siwalik range opposite the Bhotia Kosi’s passage through the

great range. (Charts xxvn and xxviii.)

P 1 The Anm Eosi breaks through the great Himalaya, lesser Himalaya and Siwalik range

on one alignment.

P 2 The Brahmaputra cuts northwards through a branch of the Kailas range.

Q 1 The Ganges and Brahmaputra break between the mountains of Chota Nagpur and Assam.

Q 2 The Siwalik range is destroyed.

Q 3 Bend in the great Himalaya between Kinchinjunga and Chumalhari.

Q 4 The Nyang tributary of the Brahmaputra breaks the Ladak range. t

Q 5 Northern tributary of the Brahmaputra cuts the Kailas range.

R 1 Knee-bend of the Manas river.

R 2 Lake Yamdrok.

R 3 The Kp (Lhasa) river cuts the Kailas range.

It will be held that many of the above so-called examples of sympathy are but

coincidences, and doubtless this is the case : but the total accumulation of evidence

is considerable, and can hardly be dismissed as a series of accidents.

The higher range of a trough is generally the one -pierced by the escaping drainage.

When a river breaks out from a trough, the range that is pierced is generally the

higher of the two : rivers, for example, that rise in the Sarikol trough, escape through

the higher range to the east ; those that rise in the Hindu Kush trough, with the

exception of two minor streams, escape through the higher range to . the south

;

those that rise behind the Kuen Lun escape through the higher range to the north

;

those that rise north of the great Himalaya escape, with one exception, through

the higher range to the south.

If it could be proved that the river-gorges in these cases had been caused by the

overflows of imprisoned lakes, it would become evident that the higher ranges were

younger, and were, at the times when the overflows were commencing, lower than their

parallel companions, which they now surpass.

The gorges in the Great Himalaya compared with those of the Ladak range.

The longitudinal section in chart xx illustrates the interesting fact that no river

crosses the Punjab Himalaya throughout a length of 360 miles—from the Sutlej to

the Indus. The same section shows that, in other portions of the Himalaya, rivers

are intersecting the great range at every 50 or 60 miles. The absence of gorges

through the Punjab Himalaya seems to be due to the fact that the drainage of the

northern slopes all flows towards lisdak and escapes by the Indus.
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In Tibet the Indus has cut down its bed to a depth greater by 4000 feet than the

Brahmaputra ; this lower level of the Indus has given to its tributaries in Ladak a consi*

derable fall, and has perhaps induced them to flow away from the Himalayan crest rather

. than attempt to cross it. ,

If we compare the great Himalayan and the Ladak *ranges, we find a curious

alternation existing ; in Nepal the Himalaya are pierced by many gorges but the Ladak

range is not ; opposite the Punjab the Himalaya are not so pierced but the Ladak

range is. In the region where rivers cut across the southern of the two ranges

the northern range is not intersected, but where the southern range runs for a long

distance intact, the northern is interlaced by the Indus.*

The gorges in the Great Himalaya compared with those of the Lesser Himalaya.

Our charts show that the great Himalayan range has been pierced by more rivers-

than the lesser range; f it might have been supposed that a river, which had been able

to carve a deep gorge through the great range, would be able to maintain its way across

the lesser range during the rise of the latter ; but surveys teach us that this has not

been the case. The lesser range appears to have barred the paths of many rivers,

and having forced them to converge inside the mountains has restricted the number

of principal basins and exits.

The Alaknanda and Bhagirathi have both cut passages for themselves through the

great Himalayan range, but they unite within the mountains and pierce the lesser

Himalayan and Siwalik ranges in one joint stream, the Ganges.

Three affluents of the Kali pass the great Himalayan range through independent

gorges, but unite within the hills.

One branch of the Gandak, the Kali, rises in the trough behind the great Himalayan

range ; two other great branches rise behind the crest of that range
;
yet through the

outer ranges there is only one outlet for the three.

One branch of the Kosi, the Arun, rises in the trough behind the great Himalayan

range ; five other principal branches rise in that range
;
yet there is but one outlet

through the outer ranges.

Two principal branches of the Manas rise behind the great Himalayan range, and

at least one in that range ; there is but One outlet.

In the basin of the Baidak no tendency has been observed for rivers to converge ; the

several branches flow independently and directly out of the mountains ; it is however

in this basm that the lesser Himalayan and Siwalik ranges are absent.

* We ha^e already described how the Indus in JUMMt;pa88es backwards and forwards three times across the

Ladak range ; it intersects it first near Thangra j i?
crosses \mk again to its original flank and trough^

and at Bimii it pierces the same range agaim «
"

t We are referring here to the outer paraUei ^nge of the'^lsiser Himalaya, that traverses Hepal and Kumaun, and not
to the oblique ranges, vide frontWpiooe chart of t^rlX ^

*
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If we compare the northern and southern borders of the Tibet plateau, the Kuen

Lun and the Himalaya, we find that rivers do not converge in the former to the same

extent as in the latter, that the basins of the former are narrower, and that the

number of rivers issuing fropi the same length of Kuen Lun is three times as great as

the number from the Himalaya.

The cause of this difference is obvious ; an outer Kuen Lun range has not dammed
its rivers, as the lesser range has done in the Himalaya.
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29

THE GLACIERS OP HIGH ASIA.
«

Large and numerous as are the existing glaciers of the*Himalaya and Karakoram^

they are but the relics of an older and more extensive-
Former vast extensions of glaciers. • e • n mi ^ 0.1. 11

senes of ice-nows. The ancient moraines, the perched

blocks and the glaciated surfaces all furnish proofs that the ice in former times covered

an area in Asia immensely larger than at present.

On the southern slopes of the Dhauladhar range an old moraine was discovered

by the late General McMahon at the extraordinarily low altitude of 4700 feet : * and

on the Tibetan side of the Great Himalayan range the glaciation appears at one time

to have been almost universal. No reliable observations have yet been made in central

or northern Tibet, but in Ladak, in Nari Khorsam, and in Tsang the vast moraines

and the transported blocks, perched high on hill sides far from their parent mass, are

indications of the former existence in southern Tibet of an almost continuous ice-sheet,

and of snow-fields and glaciers, such as are now to be found in polar regions only.

The diminution in the extent of the glaciers of the Trans-Himalayan region has

been ascribed to the growth of the great range, which is supposed to have slowly risen

and barred the passage of the moisture-laden winds from the south.! But this expla-

nation cannot be regarded as complete, for the decrease in the ice has been as marked

on the southern flank of the Himalaya as on the northern.

Although the Himalayan glaciers were at one time far more numerous and extensive

_ than at present, their diminution does not appear to have
Secular changes m glaciers. ^

. , mi
progressed continuously. The process of contraction seems

to have been interrupted at times, and the ice has at intervals spread again over

areas, from which it had previously retreated.

Evidence of three separate periods of glacial extension has been discovered by

Oldham in Kashmir,^ and similar oscillations have been observed by Huntington in

the Pangong valley of Ladak.

A complete study of Himalayan glaciers has long been recognised as desirable,

and numerous references to the subject will be found in the writings of Hooker, Drew,

Godwin-Austen and others, and in the records and memoirs of the Geological Survey
; §

but it has only recently become possible for Indian geologists to commence systematic

observations. During the summer of 1906, certain glaciers in Kumauh, Lahaul and

* Heeordu, Oeohgieal Survey of India, V'o!, XV' (1882). !>. 40.

t .4, Manual of ih9 Qenlotjy of India, 2wl Edition, page 480.

J Jivcords, Geoloytcal Survey of India, v'ol. XXXI, pt. 3.

§ Hooker's Himalayan Jourmds, Vol. II, p. 7.

Journal, Asiatic Society of Hemjal, N'ol. XL, pt 2, p. 393; Vol. XLIV, pt. 2, p. 299 : V^ol, XLVI, pt. 2, p. 1.

Memoirs, Gcoloyical Survey of India, Vol. 155; Vol XIV, p. 116,

Records, Geological Survey of India, Vii, » ol X, pp. 123, 140.

Drew's Jummoo and Kashmir territorif'S

Quarterly Journal. Gertogical Society. Vol. XX.fX, rp. 441, 466: Vol VII, p 310.
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Kashmir were observed, and the positions of their snouts accurately determined

;

these measurements will form a basis for subsequent work and will enable future

observers to ascertain, whether the glaciers are advancing or retreating.*

For many years systeipatic observations have been made in Europe, and almost

every glacier has been found to be retreating.

In the Tian Shan mountains, on the other hand, there is but one glacier only, the

Mushketoff, which shows signs of recent rctreat.t

In the case of the Himalayan glaciers the present direction of seciilar movement
has never yet been determined, but so far as we are able to judge from the mechanical

records left by the ice itself and from local traditions, no general rule obtains, such as

has been observed to hold in the Alps. Certain Himalayan glaciers appear now to be

retreating, others show signs of advance, and others again seem to have remained

stationary for a considerable period.

In Hunza-Nagar two glaciers are known, which have advanced rapidly ol recent

years, and which have spread over fields and stopped cultivation.J On the other

hand, the snout of the Milam glacier in Kumaun is retreating : the Pandit Kishen

Singh—the A-K of Tibetan exploration—states that the glacier at Milam has receded

100 paces in his lifetime of 55 years. “ The tradition of my village,” he writes, “imns
“ that the glacier at one time descended almost to within a line with otir houses, but

“ it is now a mile above them.
”

...t will be many years before we shall be able to generalize upon the direction

of the secular movement of the Himalayan glaciers. It is difficult to arrange for

surveys to be made of all large glaciers, and travellers will be able to render

assistance of great value, if they will but take detailed observations of the present

positions of the snouts, that they visit. Co-operation such as this will be necessary to

render our records complete.

The direction and rate of secular movement are perhaps the most important points

Seasonal variations and subordinate
^^r investigation. But other observations of interest

phenomena. are required. The seasonal variations in the lengths

of glaciers and the relations of these variations to meteorological conditions will have

to be observed. The nature of the ice, the position and movements of the ‘ dirt-bands,’

the lamination, the directions of cracks and crevasses, and the rates of abrasion of the

bed of the glacier, both in solid rock and in unconsolidated moraine, arc all objects

worthy of the attention of observers.

The rate of flow of the ice has also to be determined : this will vary with the gradient

of the bed. A transverse glacier,—that is a glacier which flows down a valley at right

angles to a range—is more likely to have a steep slope than a longitudinal glacier, or

one occupying a trough between two ranges

General Report, Geological Survey of India, 1906, by T. H, Holland, F.R.S., Director, and Recordu, Gnological Survey

of India, Vol. XXXV.

I Merzbachcr*s Central Tian-Shan Mountains, p. 192.

4 Conway’s Climbing and Exploration in the Karakoram Himedayas,

2 P 2
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The longitudinal glaciers of the Karakoram are the greatest ice-flows of the world,

outside polar regions : their gradients are gentler than those of the transverse glaciers.

Their snouts too are generally situated at higher altitudes than those of the transverse

glaciers : the great longitudinal glacier in Hunza-Nagar, known as the Hispar, termi-

nates at an elevation of 10600 feet above sea-level, whilst the transverse glaciers on
the slopes of Rakaposhi descend below 8000 feet

; the steepness of the gradients on
Rakaposhi allows the ice to reach lower altitudes, before being melted.

For the determination of secular movements, longitudinal glaciers like the Hispar,

Biafo, Baltoro and Chogo Lungma are, perhaps, more suitable for observation than the

transverse. When the snowfall has been abnormally heavy or light for one or more seasons,

the lengths of the transverse glaciers are apt to be temporarily affected, and observations

confined to a few years lead then to erroneous conclusions. If, however, observations

are extended over long periods, there should be no difiiculty in disentangling the effects

of secular movement from those of seasonal variation.

A great number of the glaciers of the Himalaya and Tibet have been roughly surveyed

The principal gladera of High Asia.
altitudes of their snouts determined, but it would

be no more possible to classify or enumerate them
than it would be to classify or enumerate the rivulets. Glaciers abound at the source

of every great river and throughout the mountain ranges.

The following glaciers of High Asia are known to exceed twenty miles in length :

—

Table XXXVI.

Name of glacier. L('ngth.
1

Region.
I

Position.

Inylchek 44 miles
i

Tian Shan
Biafo .... 39 miles Karakoram Parallel to the Indus in the
Hispar . • . . 25 miles

1

Karakoram j 1

trough between the Karakoram
and Kailas ranges.

Baltoro 30 miles

!
!

Karakoram In the trough between K* and
Masherbrum on the summit of

the Karakoram range.

Koikaf
1

31 miles
i

Tian Shan • • •

Chogo Lungma
j

24 miles 1

1

i Karakoram 1

1

I

1

Parallel to the Biafo and 13
1

miles south
;

parallel also to*

1 the Indus.

Gasherbrum . 21 miles Karakoram South of Gasherbrum peaks.

Saichar Ghainri 21 miles
j

Karakoram At the source of the Nubra.
Semenolf

1

20 miles Tian Shan • . .

No glacier of the Himalaya attains a length of 20 miles : the Rupal glacier near

Nanga Parbat was described by one observer as descending to the village of Tashing

and as beii^ 22 miles long, but this accpi^jt is known to have been inaccurate.

The maps of the Survey of Incfia sSOw the Rupal glacier to be ten miles in

length, and they represent o//ter glaciers entering the Rupal river from lateral valleys
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between the snout of the principal glacier and Tashing village. In the depths of winter

these several glaciers are buried under a continuous mantle of snow, but at the periods

of survey they were apparently unconnected.

The following table contains a list of the best-known glaciers of High Asia.*

Table XXXVIL

Region. Name of glacier. J.A>ngth. River into which it drains.
i

1

1

Sikkim Himalaya f Zemu
Kinchinjunga .

Yalung

16 miles

miles

10 miles

Tiata.

Tambar.

Tambar.

Nepal Himalaya . No positive information. Structural troughs may exist in the crest-

zone of the Nepal Himalaya, but they are at pn^sent quite unknown.

Many deep ravines and notches have been cut by rivers across the

Himalayan crest, and it is a question whether the sections of the

range intervening between them, are sufliciently long and suHi-

ciently intact to hold glacier’s rivalling the Biafo. It is well

known that glaciers extend over large areas on the slopes of

Everest and Makalu.

Kumaun Himalaya
:|:

Milam 12 miles Gori (Kali).

Round north base

of Nanda Devi.

12 miles Dhauli (Alaknanda).

Round south base

of Nanda Devi.

12 miles Dhauli (Alaknanda).

Satopanth 7 miles Vishnuganga at Badrinath.

Bagini 10 miles Dhauli (Alaknanda).

Kosa 7 miles Dhauli (Alaknanda).

Mana 12 miles .lahnavi (Bhagirathi).

Kedamath 0 miles Bhagirathi.

Gangotri . 16 miles Bhagirathi at Gau Mukh.

Punjab Himalaya § Rupal (northern) 10 miles *) Are cutting NangaParbat off

Rupal (southern) 1 1 miles J from the great Himalaya and
draining into the Indus.

Phungatori 9 miles Drain into the Indus from the

Rakiot 8 miles J northern slopes of Nanga
Parbat.

Diamir • • 7 miles !
Drains into the Indus from the

western slopes of Nanga
Parbat.

Gauri 7 miles From the Nun Kuri peaks into

Shafut 8 miles J the Suru.

1

Barmal . 8 miles Wardwan.

• The list is not complete ; the information upon which it is based is defective,

t Bound Kangchenjunga, by Douglas Freshfiold, North-East Trans-FronUer Sheet, 7 N. W.

t Atlas Sheets 66 and 66 N- E. and 66 N. W. Kumaun and Oarbwal Survey, Sheets 12 and 20.

) Atlas Sheets 46 and 46 S. W. : Northern Trans-Frontior Sheet 3 N. E. : Map of Kungra. The glaciots in Kiilii are

never 6 miles in length, and tiiose of Spiti are smaller.
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Table XXXVII—coni<i.

Region. Name of glacier.

1

Length. River into which it drains.

Punjab Himalaya Rundun . 12 miles Sum.

Durung . 14 miles Suru.

Kungi 11 miles Zaskar.

Hagshu . S) miles Zaskar.

Muni 11 miles Zaskar.

1
Gowra 8 miles Zaskar.

Reru 10 miles Zaskar.
i

Prool 8 miles Wardwan.

Braraa 10 miles Wardwan.

Tuan 10 miles Chandra Bhaga.— 9 miles Chandra Bhaga.

Sisu 7 miles Chandra.

Sonapani . 7 miles Chandra.

10 miles Chandra.

Nilang 7 miles Bhaga.

Nela 10 miles Sutlej.

Nithal 10 miles Sutlej.

1

1

Lesser Himalaya (Punjab) «! Sha . 0 miles
j

Into the Bara Bangahal basin

1

1

!

and thence into the Ravi.

Karakoram* Biafo 39 miles Braldo.

1
Hispar 25 miles Hiinza.

1 Baltoro 36 miles Braldo.

Gasherbnim 21 miles Shyok.

Chogo Lungma . 24 miles Shigar.

1

Remo 15 miles Shyok.

Saichar Ghainri . 21 miles Nubra.

,

From Rakaposhi 11 miles Hunza.

Malungatti 22 miles Hunza.

Barpu 19 miles Hunza.

1 Batura 20 miles Hunza.

j
Pasu 14 miles Hunza.

Daintar 13 miles Hunza.

HinHu Kush f
Kurkulti . 10 miles

'

Hunza.

Wasinu 7 miles Kunar.

Rich 10 miles Kunar.

Sakiz Jarab 19 miles Kunar.

Sad Ishtragh 8 miles Kunar.

Tirich Mir 14 miles Kunar.

-— ——

• Bnllook Workmaa’* /» **« VforU of //imatoyo, p. iiB. Map of Tiirkiatan, Atlas Sheet 44a S.E., Northern

Tran^himnt»r^8hMt2^^^
North-West Trans-Fronlier Sheet No. 2rt.
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Table XXXVII—contd.

Region. Name of glacier. Length.

Kuen Lun
•

Nissa 10 imles.

Kashgar Range* Yambulak 6 miles.
|

Koch Korche 9 miles.
I

Koksei 9 miles. i

Tian Shan
1

Inylchek 44 miles.
|

Koikaf . 31 miles.
'

Semenoff 20 miles.

.Tiparlik . 10 miles.

Mushketoff 13 miles.

Sabavchy 14 miles.
j

MXOlXXJ UAclVClXVJXO i V/ J-IJLCWA VJ

and have lamented the absence of the beautiful blue-green hues of Norway and Switzer-

land. The discolouration of snow and ice in the Himalaya is due to dust which is

brought by wind in immense volumes from India, Baluchistan and Persia, and

deposited upon the mountains of Tibet.

In Sikkim, Kumaun and Spiti the glaciers of our time rarely descend to 11000 feet

:

indeed it may be questioned whether any instance of a
Altitudes to which glaciers descend " ^ j • .1

descent to 11000 feet has been discovered in those

regions. But in the Karakoram the glaciers frequently descend to 10000 feet. This

difference is without doubt partially due to the higher latitude of the Karakoram,

but other causes for it exist, and these may possibly be producing even greater effects

than the difference in latitude. The great peaks and high snow-clad ridges rise from

the glaciers more abruptly in the Karakoram than in the Himalaya, and the horizontal

distances between the valleys and the snow-fields which feed them from either side,

are less ; the slopes are consequently steeper and the glaciers are able to descend to

lower altitudes, before their ice is melted.

The longitudinal glaciers of the Karakoram flow, it is true, down gentle gradients,

and at 10000 feet portions of their ice are still surviving the attacks of heat. It is

because they possess such immense volumes of ice, that these glaciers are able to reach

low altitudes.

Between the valley of the Sutlej in Kanawar and the Nun Kun peaks in Kashmir,

the glaciers are few and small, but those on the northern

Differences between Raders on
gjopes of the ranges are invariably more extensive than

northern and southern slopes. t
, tx- 1 1

those on the southern. In the Punjab Himalaya several

glaciers of the northern slopes exceed 11 miles in length, and some exceed 12 ; but the

largest glacier of the southern slopes has a length of 10 miles, although the snowfall south

of the crest is known to be greater than that to the north. Similar differences indeed

are to be observed throughout the Himalaya. They are probably due to the greater

amount of solar heat received by the southern slopes.

Stein’s Map.
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30

THE LAKES OF TIBET AND TURK'ISTAN.
<

If we examine chart xxm, which illustrates the basins of the great rivers that

<lrain the plateaux of Asia, we find that in addition to the low-lying self-contained

basin of Tarim, there is beside it a very large high-level basin in Tibet, which possesses

no outlet for drainage.

Throughout the Tian Shan, the Pamirs and the Himalaya there are inland basins

without outlets, but no one of them approaches in size the lake-basin of Tibet, or is

indeed large enough to be shown on such a small scale as that of chart xxm.

Though the Tibet lake-basin is very extensive and is studded throughout with lakes,

it contains no single lake that will compare in area with the great lakes of the world.

The area of lake Superior in America is 30000 square miles ; the area of the Sea of

Aral is 26000 square miles ; the areas of the Asiatic lakes Balkash and Baikal are

respectively 9000 and 10000 square miles.

The largest lake enclosed among the high mountains of Asia is Issik Kul in the

Tian Shan, area 2000 square miles. The largest lake of Tibet is Koko Nor, area

1630 square miles.*

In the following tables are given the heights, areas, lengths, and (when available)

the depths of the principal lakes of Tibet and Turkistan. Many hundreds of lakes have

been discovered by explorers in High Asia, but the greater number possess areas of ten

or fifteen square miles only, and have been excluded from the lists. The names of

small lakes have, however, been included for those regions in which no large lakes

exist. In the Karakoram and Hindu Kush there arc no lakes of importance.

Table XXXVHI.—The principal Lakes in the Mountain regions surrounding Tibet.

Region. Name.
.Area in nquare

miles.

; Maximum length

1 in miles.

Altitude above
the sea in feet.

1

Maximum

j

depth in feet.

1

Tun Shan. Issik Kul 2000 115 5300 • •

Sairam Nor . 200 20 5900 • •

Son Kul . 102 19 9400 • •

Chadir Kul . 82 14
1

1

11195 • •

Tarim^Basin. Bagbrash Kul 630 60 ! 3400 • •

Lob Nor (northern) 150 65 -I 2600 31

Lob Nor (southern; 220 I
26 2590 14

Baba Kul, No. 1 120 • •
1

Baba Kul, No. 2 . 80 '

1

j

• •

1

• • ••

*Aa we pointed out on page 120 Koko Nor is situated on the Tibet plateau, but not in the Tibet lake.basin.
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Table XXXVIII.—The principal Lakes in the Mountain regions surrounding Tibet.

Region. Name.
Area in square

miles.

Maximum length

in miles.

Altitude above
the sea in feet.

Maximum
depth in feet

Pamir reoion. Great Kara K\il . 140 14 134:)0 756
Rang Kul . 61 20 12700 6
YeshU Kul
Sir-i>Kul (Lake

30 15 12460 Very deep.

Victoria) . 30 14 1.3398

Little Kara Kul . 10 4 12201 79
Chakmaktin 8 5 13021

1

Kuen Lun Aig Kum Kul 250 38 -11710

Mountains. Achik Kul 240 26 ••
1

Punjab Hima- Tso Morari 46 16 1.5000 250

LAYA : (on Tso Kyagar • • • • 15690 67

the Tibetan

side of the

crest-line).

Tso Kar . 15684

Punjab Hima- Wular 44 11 5187 14

LAYA : (on

the Indian

side of the

1

crest-line).

!

Dal . 8 4

i

.5200 15

Kumaun Hima-

laya.

Naini Tal .

(A group of small

lakes.)

• • * * 6400 ••

Nepal Hima- Palgu Tso 40 10 15000

;

LAYA
:

(on

the Tibetan

side of the

crest-line).

Tso Motrctung* 40 15
1

14000

j

Nepal Hima- Khewan Tal 6 3

LAYA
: (on Damodur Kund . 2 2

1

. .

the Indian Gum Chu 5 .3 e e . .

side of the Dudh Kund 5 3 t • • .

crest -line).

Assam Hima- Tso Tigu . . . 51 14 15500

;

LAYA : (on Tso Phomo Chang 20 17 16050 • •

the Tibetan

side of the

crest-line).

Tso Bombudsa 20 9

2 o
•• Formerly called Chomto Dong in the reports and maps of the Survey.
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Table XXXIX.—The principal Lakes of Tibet.

Name.
Area in square

miles.

Maximum length

in miles.

1

Altitude above
the sea in feet.

Maximum
depth in feet.

Koko Nor .... 16;J0 67 10700

Nam Tso .... 950 5.3 15190

Zilling Tso .... 720 45 14000

DangraYumTso 540 45 16580 •

Yamdrok Tso .... uo 44 14350

Montcalm .... :m 48 16273

Kyaring Tso .... 290 41 15840

Kara Nor .... 250 26 . ,

Nganzi Tso .... 250 26 . .

OringNor 250 26 13704

Naktsong .... 2.‘K) 20 j

Pangong .... 230 98 ‘13030 142

Tearing Nor .... 220 26 13704

Tossun Nor .... 190 36 ,

.

Dara Tso .... 180 23 .

.

Bum Tso .... 140 30 15000

Mokieu Tso .... 140 27 ,

,

Addan Tso .... 140 24 ,

,

Manasarowar .... 133 16 14900

Shemen Tso .... 120 22 15500

Rakas Tal . . . . 100 19 14850

Nam Tso is, perhaps, better known to geographers as Tengri Nor.

Yamdrok is the famous ring lake formerly known in geography as Palti,* shown

first on D’Anville ’s map ; it is now known that the water of the lake does not surround

the Tungchen mountain entirely ; the mass of the latter is connected with the mainland

by two isthmuses.

Table xxxix contains a list of all the known Tibetan lakes that exceed 100 square

miles in area. The list is doubtless incomplete and inaccurate
; there may exist in Tibet

a vast number of lakes that have not as yet been discovered, and the dimensions even

of those lakes that are entered in the table must be regarded as first approximations only.

Many of the lakes of this table, such as Yamdrok, Manasarowar and Koko Nor,

though situated in Tibet, lie outside the Tibet lake-basin.

In addition to the lakes enumerated in table xxxix there are in Tibet numerous

smaller lakes of which the Survey of India possesses measurements.

The area known, to be under water in Tibet is 14000 square miles ; the actual

area under water is considerably larger than this.

* Also called Piahte and Pede. For Ryder's note on this lake see General Eeport, Survey of India, 1903*04» Appendix,
p. xvii

;
sec also his laap, Oeographieai d ovrml, Voi. XXVI.
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The principal eoainct lake of Tibet is the Tsaidam depression
; it is 300 miles long,

and its trough is 100 miles broad, and 40 miles broad on the flat ; it possesses an area of

12000 square miles of salt desert at an elevation of 9000 feet. It is a long flat basin

filled up with detritus.

It is interesting to note that throughout the continent of Asia, there is no

water-parting line between the Indian and the Arctic oceans ; instead of an elevated line

crossing the central portion of the continent from east to west there is a succession of

closed basins the Tibet lake-basin, the Tarim basin, the basin of Lake Balkash, the

basin of the Helmand, the Aral basin, and the Caspian.

No range of mountains can be found—not even a single peak—from which the

water flows on one side into the Indian Ocean and on the other into the Arctic. The

absence of a continental divide is probably due to the great distance and to the mountain

barriers, which intervene between Central Asia and the sea. If the moisture-laden

winds from the Arctic, Pacific and Indian Oceans could penetrate and give heavy rains

to Central Asia, the volumes of the Tarim, Helmand, Oxus and Jaxartes would be

increased, and outlets to the sea would be forced.

2 o 2
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31

ON THE ORIGIN OF LAKES.

Until comparatively recently the origin of the lakes of Tibet was ascribed to the

damming of river valleys by the talus fans of their tri-

butaries ;
this hypothesis, which was put forward by

Mr. Drew * to explain the origin of such lakes as Pangong and Tso Morari in Ladak,

and has even been extended to the valley of Kashmir, was based on the fact that in

all cases the visible barriers of the lakes are composed of detrital matter. It was,

however, pointed out by Mr. R. D. Oldham that, under normal circumstances, a main

stream would in all probability be able to keep its channel open and that unless supple-

mented by other causes the mere deposition of talus could hardly be considered

adequate. If, however, elevation of the river bed were to take place at a rate greater

than the rate of erosion of the river, a barrier would be formed and eventually a talus

dam would accumulate across the valley.f

That certain lakes in Tibet have been formed in the manner suggested by

Mr. Oldham, seems to us probable, and the curious reversal of drainage recorded by the

writer at the head of the Rong Valley in Central Tibet seems only capable of explana-

tion on the assumption of a rise of the valley-bottom near the former outlet of Yam-

drok Tso,J but it is doubtful whether this or indeed any other hypothesis can be

of general application.

In some cases, as for instance in that of Kala Tso, a lake would appear to have

been clearly caused by the dammine of a valley by extensive moraine material brought

down by a glacier from the neiglibounnu mountains, and it is probable that in many

cases the lake dams must be attributed to glaciers rather than to rivers.

By a slight modification of Mr. Drew’s hypothesis it seems, however, that the

origin of many of the Tibetan lakes might be explained without the necessity for as-

suming concomitant crustal movement. It has been objected by Mr. Oldham that

a river would most probably be able to keep its channel open in spite of the material

brought down by its tributaries. One of the most marked features in connection

with the development and growth of a river system is the tendency of certain branches

to grow at the expense of others by cutting into or “ capturing ” their drainage areas

and even by actually tapping a neighbouring tributary at some point in its course

;

this latter process is known as “ beheading.” If, therefore, either owing to the behead-

ing of the main stream or to its own vigorous growth by capture, a tributary were

to become the predominant affluent of a river system, then owing to its increase of

volume and consequent increase of transporting power the amount of material brought

* Jiimmoo and Kashrmr

t Records, Ocological Surmy of India, Vol. XXI (1888), p. 156.

t H. H. IlAyden : Memoirs, OcologmU Survey of India, VoL XXXVI, pt. 2. ,
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•down by it would be correspondingly increased. If at the point where it debouched
into what was formerly the main valley, the latter were broad and open, its rate of

dow would be checked and the transported material might thus be deposited to form
a dam across the valley. Such might indeed have been the origin of Tso Morari in

Rupshu, the formation of which has been ascribed by Mr. Oldham to an elevation

of the river-bed at a point below the present dam. This principle, however, would
not apparently be applicable to Pangong. Here a long and narrow valley holds a

series of lakes, which were ascribed by Mr. Drew to dams built up by tributary streams
;

this hypothesis has been rejected not only by Mr. Oldham, but also more recently by
Mr. Ellsworth Huntington * who regards the valley as a true rock-basin carved

out by a glacier. Such lakes are not uncommon in other parts of the world, but, with

the exception of the small lakes in the Kumaun Himalaya, none of those in the Hima-

laya or Tibet have been hitherto attributed to this cause.

Thus for the mode of origin of the Tibetan lakes, three hypotheses have been put

forward

:

(1) the damming of the main valley by the fans of tributaries {Drew
)

;

(2) rise of the river-bed and consequent deposition of material above the bar-

rier so formed {Oldham)
;

(3) the filling of a rock-basin previously scooped out by a glacier {Iluniingtan).

The further suggestion, now made by us, that the damming of the main valley

may have taken place owing to its conversion into a tributary valley may be regarded

as a modification of Mr. Drew’s hypothesis, and if we add to this the damming of tri-

butary valleys by moraines of glaciers occupying the main valley, we shall probably

have included all the causes at work to form the more important lakes of Tibet. But

we are not disposed to think that any single theory can be of universal application :

thus Kala Tso may be regarded as a type of the first hypothesis (with its corollaries),

Yamdrok Tso of the second and, according to Mr, Huntington, Pangong is a type

of the third.

We have not yet referred to the innumerable tarns found throughout the higher

still glaciated valleys
;
these, however, offer no dillicul-

GlacialTams.
.

"
. , .

ties ;
they are, in almost every instance, merely ponds,

each caused by the damming up of its valley by the terminal moraine of a retreating

glacier.

Turning now from the Tibetan uplands to the lower valleys of the Himalaya,

The Kumaun Lakes.
we find in Kumaun, nestling among the for(‘st-clad

hills, a small group of lakes of which Naini Tal and ilhim

Tal are the best known. Their size is insignificant, but they are of interest owing

to the rarity of such lakes in the Himalaya, Many theories have been propounded

to explain their origin ; they have been ascribed to glaciers, to landslips, such as that

which caused the formation of the famous Gohna lake in 1894,t to faulting or other

• ‘‘Pnngnnsj : a glacial lake Journ/U of Geology, Vol. XIV (1900), p. 599.

I*
T, H. Holland: Bcenrda, Geological. Survey of India, Vol. XXVUI (1894), i)t. 2,
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earth movements and lastly to removal, by solution, of the underlying rock. The
first of these theories has now been generally discarded ;

the second applies to Khurpa
Tal and other small lakes near Naini Tal ; but the origin of Naini Tal itself still remains

uncertain and may be due either to the elevation, by sudden faulting or by slow

and gradual rise of the crust, of part of the lower end of a jfre-existing valley, or to the

gradual eating away, by percolating water, of the limestone underlying the central

part of the valley: by this latter process would be formed cavities and “swallow-

holes,” which gradually becoming enlarged to undergroimd caves would lead to a col-

lapse of the surface over a considerable area
; such a process is common when the pre-

vailing rock is limestone and may be observed on a small scale in many places in the

hills around Naini Tal.*

The last lakes to which we have to refer are those of the valley of Kashmir. Here

we find a great alluvial flat through which the Jhelum meanders in its sluggish bed

till it falls into the Wular lake at its south-eastern corner. Seen from the high hills

to the north, this lake looks like a mere inundated corner of the great Srinagar plain,

and with its marshy borders bears a most striking resemblance to the typical “ jhil
”

or “ bhil ” so common in the alluvial plains of Bengal. By Mr. Oldham, this smaU
and shallow lake, as also that of Dal in the neighbourhood of Srinagar, was regarded

as an inundated hollow in the alluvial plain, and this theory has been supported by

Dr. Karl Oestreich in his recent paper on the valleys of the North-West Himalaya.'!'

Dr. Oestreich, however, goes a step further than Mr. Oldham and attributes their

formation to deposition of alluvial dams by the Jhelum, thus increasing the analogy

to the bhils of the Gangetic plain.

That the lakes of Tibet were once very much larger than they now are is almost

_ . , , ,
universally admitted.! This has been inferred from the

salt-covered flats and dry basins which are so common
on the plateau of Tibet, as well as from the old beaches seen on the hill-sides far above

the present water-level, which show that the lakes once stood many hundred feet

higher and spread over much larger areas than they occupy at the present day.

Thus it has been recorded by almost all explorers who have visited the great lake-

basin of Tibet § that almost every individual lake is surrounded by old terraces

extending to as much as 200 feet above the present water-level. This feature, too,

is clearly visible on the shores of the lakes nearer to India, such as Tso Morari, Kala

Tso, Yarndrok
|i
and Pangong, of which the last shows a large series of old beaches,

which remain as records of the rise and fall of the level of the lake. Much interesting

information may be gleaned from these old lake terraces and in the case of Pangong,

* C. JS. Middlemiss : Hcmrd^, OvolttgiaU Survqf of India, Vol. XXIII (1890), p. 228.

^ Pefrrmann'8 MUkilnngcn, Erg, No.. (1900),

J A Mnnvnl of the Geology of India, 2nd Edn., p. 480.

F. Drew: Juinmoo and Koj^hmir terriUfries, pp. 292-300.

R. J^ydekker: Memoirs, Gvologic-al Survey of India, Vol. *XXI1, p. 28.

Journal, Royal Geographical Society, Vol. XLVIl (1877), p. 107,

5 O. R. Littlednle: Geographical Journal, Vol. VII (1890), p. 474.

K. H. P. Deaay ; Jn Tibet and Chinese Tnrkistan, p. 32.

r. (f. Rnwling: The Great Pldfeau, p. 110.

I! -H. H. Hayden ; Memoirs, Geological Survey of India, Vol. XXXVI, pt, 2.

^ EOaworth Huntington : Journal of Geology, Vol. XIV (1900), p. 599.
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Mr. Huntington regards them as evidenpe of desiccation, it is true, but of a desiccation

that was oscillatory, embracing periods “now drier, now wetter, but the tendency

“to aridity generally greater than its opponent.”

That the marked contraction in volume of the lakes is due in many cases to

evaporation is proved by 'the intensely saline character of their waters and, like the

decrease of the glaciers, it' has been attributed to a gradual process of desiccation

consequent on the rise of the Himalayan ranges.* That very extensive desiccation has

occurred, since the period of greatest extension of the glaciers and the (possibly

subsequent) great extension of the lakes, may be safely regarded as an established fact,

but whether such a process is still operative is a question which can only be decided

by regular and systematic observations extending over long periods of time.

The isolated observations made by explorers during the last hundred years in various

parts of Tibet are inconclusive, as well as being at times mutually contradictory.

This is especially noticeable with regard to two features, outflow and salinity.

It has been generally observed that most Tibetan lakes have no superficial outlet,

but at the same time it is by no means unusual to find that there is a well-marked channel

through the old river gravels which fill the former outlet, and that this chamiel,

though dry at present, shows evidence, of outflow having taken place at no very distant

date ;
such channels are to be seen—^^to cite the more familiar instances—on Manasa-

rowar in Nari Khorsam, and on Tso Motretung and Kala Tso in Tsang. The well

preserved state of these channels shows that either they have only recently become dry

or that they are still in intermittent use and the fact that the accounts of different

explorers regarding the same channel are often mutually conflicting rather lends colour

to the latter alternative. Hence the presence of a dry channel cannot be taken as

conclusive proof that desiccation is still in progress, especially as in certain cases—as

for instance from Kala Tso—outflow takes place beneath the surface of the deposits

through which the superficial channel runs.

Similarly, although the fact that the waters of a given lake*are salt may be taken

as proof that desiccation has been operative, yet any attempt to establish the contin-

uance of this tendency at the present time is frustrated by the want of systematic

observations. This is, in fact, even more noticeable with regard to the salinity than

in the case of observations regarding outlets. There is no doubt that many lakes,

especially the smaller ones—such as Kyagar Tso and the salt lake of J«adak—are

permanently and very markedly salt, but in many others the salinity varies in the

most striking manner, water found quite undrinkable by one explorer having b('en

subsequently regarded as perfectly fresh by another : a particularly good exa mple of

this peculiarity is furnished by the Aru T.so, which lies in Western Tilx't due

east of Leh.

This lake was visited in 1891 by Captain Bower,f who writes that the waters were

“ salt of course, like all the Tibetan lakes.” In 1897, Captain Deasy| remarked that

• R. D. Oldham : Bee., Oeol. Sure. India. Vol. XXI (1888), i>. 157.

f H. Bower: Across Tibet

^

|>. 35.

J H. H. P. Deasy : /n Tibet and Chinese Turkistan^ p. 31,
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the water was “ drinkable,” whereas in 1903 it was found by Captain Bawling* to be
“ without the slightest flavour of salt or soda.”

It is evident, therefore, that this character is largely dependent on seasonal vari-

ationsf and, unless proved to be permanent, cannot be regarded as evidence of progress

sive desiccation.

Admitting, however, that desiccation has occurred to very great extent in the
past, it remains to be proved whether or no it is still operative. This can only be
ascertained by systematic observations of the water-level and salinity of certain selected

lakes. If we are correct in ascribing the observed desiccation to decreased rainfall

due to the rise of the Himalaya, it is evident that if such rise is still in progress and
if the rate of elevation exceeds the rate of degradation, then a steadily decreasing

amount of moisture will reach the plateau of Tibet
; that is to say, if the Himalaya as

a mountain system have not yet reached maturity, it is to be expected that desicca-

tion will still be in progress. When, however, this stage has been reached, it may be

expected that the rainfall of Tibet will become approximately constant and such varia-

tions as may be observed will be of merely seasonal significance, and when, finally,

degradation outweighs growth and the Himalaya pass into a stage of decay, the cli-

mate of Tibet will become increasingly moist and the lakes and glaciers will regain

some measure of their former grandeur. In this connection observations have recently

been begun by the Trigonometrical Survey from selected stations near Dehra Dun
with a view to determining the absolute values of Himalayan heights and thus even-

tually to detect any variations that may have taken place in the heights of the great

peaks : but it must be remembered that geological processes are usually so gradual

as to be almost imperceptible during such periods of time as can be measured by

human standards and the many disturbing factors, already referred to in a previous part

of this paper, may render it impossible to detect with certainty such movement as

may take place in the course of a single century.

Although the hypothesis of a rise of the Himalaya may fully suflice to account

for the desiccation observed in the neighbourhood of the mountains and in the great

lake-basin of Tibet, it is by no means certain that it can be applied to such areas as

the Tarim basin. The disappearance of lakes in this and similar desert areas, such

as Baluchistan, has been attributed to the increase and movements of blown sand.J

The surface rocks of Tibet are everywhere decomposing, and the several rivers that

have their sources in Tibetan glaciers carry down immense loads of sand. The

annual additions of sand to the deserts of Asia are always increasing the amounts

already accumulated in past centuries. The Tarim basin is becoming choked with

sand ; almost all its rivers now end in its deserts and fail to reach Lob Nor. The

sand is always increasing whilst the water is not.

• C. G. Hawling : The Qrvat Ttateau, p. 111.

t Tt has also been pointed out by Mr. Ellsworth Huntington that salinity is largely affected by circulation of the Water

ill a lake and a single observation might thus be entirely- misleading : see * Pangomj : a glacial lakc.^ Journal of Geology,

Vol. XIV (1906), p. 599.

t S. G. Burrard ; Report on Geography to the BoOi-d «/ Sci^uUfie Advice for India, 1905-06.
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12G, 127

10

20R ...

SR, SI, 110, ir>L, ISO, 181, isr>,

OG, 17G, 101, lOG ...

IGR, ISO

111, 115, 117, 15G, 178, 1S2

SI, 101

01

157 ...

SI

105 ...

no ...

SI, IGl

lOO, 205

IS

> \i, \m, vvi, \xn
,
\\.v\ I, ii

fu, 7,GI,GG, 77,81, S2, 02.0P>. 110, |x Frontispiece,!

•;
1 2(

), 125 1 o 1 2S, 1 R 1 , 1 5R, 1 55 I o 1 GO, \ \ m
,

\w 1 1 . \ \ v

(l71,L71, 178,170, i s

JOG

200

‘)1,0G, L2R, 1GO,170,

01

SR, 1 IG, 1 17, 1 IS, IS

101 ...

\iii, \\\ III, xxvvrr

) Frontispiece, \i 1 1, xv I, vvv
I,

vvvvi,

)
wvvit

C \n, \v. vvii,\\iii,

2, iSS, ISO, 100 ) \\\|, \\\\, WVM, \v\vi

\\i \, \ \ \,

171, 172,17;

xiir, .vxvii, XXXV J, w.wN

Cnmpbrllf Dr.

Caroline

Ca?'ter

... M, IS ...

... Ill ...

... 10
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Caucasus 117 ...

Chadir Kul 198 ... ...

Chahardar 10‘i . .

.

Clmkinaktln 70,199 ...

Chaiiiba 88,100,170 xvni, XXXII

Cliainbal 109 ... Frontispiece, ix

Cbamlang 4, 18,;J7 VI

Chandra 100, 107, 190 XXXIII

Chandra Bhaga IGC, 196 XXXIII

Chang 9t

Changlung 170 ... ...

Chaprang

Chaproi 11,43...

X, XT

Chareinaru 110 ... . .

.

Charka Ho ... . .

.

Charla Sangpo* 125, 188 ...

Chcena LI VI

1

Chonah
81., 121, i:t2, IGO, 101, IGO, 167,

170, 178, 180, 181, 188
7 h'roTitispiecc, ix,xiv,xvr,xYTiT.xxi ii,

3 xxxr, xxxii, XXXIII, xxxiv, xxxvt

Chorcliou

Cheiang 158 ...

XXII

Chgumbi Dim ... 85 . .

.

Chiamdo Chu 128 ...

Cliingoliinginauri in ... . . •

ChiragUTar ... 121,133 . .

.

Chirbitya 92 ...

Chiring 21

Chiiral 13, SI. 90, 98, 101, 102, 133, 177 xxr, xxxrv

Chogolisa 17,22 . .

.

Chogo Lungma 90,170,101,190 ... ...

Cliogo Jti 21,22 . .

.

Chola 13,11,18,02,77 ... . .

.

Cholamo 15t ... ...

Chointo Dong ... 150, 199 ...

Cho-ur-d/ong ... 114 ... ...

Chuinalliari 0, 13, 14, IS, 33, 41,81,92,93,125 XITT, XXVIII, XXIX, XXX, XXXV

Chu in hi ^ 1, 155 XXIX

Chumik

Chumuiiko 0, 13, 18

XXXIV

Chumiirti 91 . .

.

Chur 88, 130, 187 XVIII, XXIV

ColehrooTce 137, 13S . •

.

Collie^ SCO Norman ... ... ...

Conway, Sir Martin

ConynqhaiHf aeo Lenox

8, 21, 22, 05, 100, 172, 176, 193 ...

Crawford, Colonel 18,148,119

Cunningham, Sir Alexander
C87, 91. 92, 116, :ir, 165, ICO,

(171, 173, 175

Curzon, Lord 12,20,09,70

Tlie name Sangpo should hare been fpolt Tsangpo. The Imperial Gazetteer of India on pages 19 and 27, Vol. I,

end on page 499, Vol. IV spells it Tsan-po.
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Daba
Da Chii

Daintar

Dairmal

Dal

Dalhousio

Dalrymple

Dainodur Kiind

Daiigra Yum Tso

Dangubush

D'Anuille

Dapsang

Daramdi

Dara Pao

Darel

Darjeeling

Darkot

Daula

Dayabbang
Dayaniur

Dea^ii/, Captain 11, Jl, P.

Deb 0 bat

Deesa

Debra Dun
Deo Mir

Dooprayag

Deo-sai

Dcotibba

Devadbunga

Dbansiri

Dbarma
Dhariiistila

Dbauladbar

Dhaulagiri

Dhauli

Dbungri

Diamir

Dibang

DiChu
Digi La

Digur Tbankt^ ...

Dihajig

Dibing

Dikbu

Dingri

Divanganj

PAUES
\

* « • . > •

128 ...

IDG ...

IG

11)0,201

IGG ...

157 ...

100 ...

200 ...

100 ...

157, 200

10,21,07, 175 ...

117 ...

200 ...

SO, 172

7, S, 0, 10, 11, 21, 10, 50,02

102, 170

0, IS. 30, MS
10

GO, 115, 117, 201, 205

US ...

5L

2 1, 30, 52 too 1, 85, 1 1 7, 100, 1 00

10

100 ...

8, 07, 170, 175

(i, 10 ...

20

01,02,111

00

72, 70, S7, S8, 105, 100, 18S, 10:

( 2, 10, 25, 2S, OS, ;;j), (72, 77, 7s,

(so, SS, 1 is, ls(j, Lss

02, 100, lOS, 100, I SO, 105

92

105 ...

158 ...

127, 120

1 15, 117

90

158, 159, laO

00, 93, 150, 109

153 ...

charts

X, xr

\x\rr

vt, xxii, vxvrrr

XV

VIII

170' X, XT, XI XXI

7

x.\x

xin, xw
XVIII, xwir

xiv, xvr, wiir

I ) III, IV, V, XII, viir, xrv, xvr, xxvr,

i

j \ V\ II, XX.V, XXXV, XXVVL

\ X I V

XXVI, XXV rr

x\x

X\ V

X X X

XXV in
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Donkia ... 19, 84 ...

Dorah ... 102 ...

Dras • •• 91, 170, 173, 174, 175 • ••

Dro Chu ... ... 129 ... • me

Dr<?ui, Frederic ... 92, 1 10,117,167 to 169,192,202 to 204 •

Dubunni • • • 6, 19 ... ...

Dudli Kofti 84, 149, 151, 181, 185, 186 .. xni, XXVIII, XXXVII

Dudh Kund ... ... 199 ...

DiiRong

Dufl'criu see Mount
• • t ... XXX

Dumcho • .

.

94 • •9

Dumpho ... 112 ... ...

Dunagiri •• • 0,19 ... VII, VIII

Duugbura ... 109, 110, 111 ...

Sung Chaka • 1

1

21 • ••

Surung
Suta

... 196 ...

XXX

Futreil de Rhine 128 ... . .

.

Dutton
t
Captain 0, E, ... 48,49... ...

Du Vernet ... 19 . • •

E

EliaSf BOO iVtfy

Everest see Mount

Everest^ Sir George s s • 20, 51 ... ...

F

Fedchenko 68 ...

Forher 99 ...

Eerozeporo ... 55 ...

Eishback 17

Fisher, Rev, 0. ... ... 48, 49 ... ...

Forsgth, T. D, ... 107 ...

Fraser 79

Fraser, David ... ... 9t, 177 ...

Fresf^/leldy D, W, • •t 44, 153, 195 ...

o
Oahet^ Father ... 128 ... ...

Oandak • ••

C 89, 00. 132, 144, 145, 146, 147,
•

iUO, 185, 190

) frontispiece, iii, xxiii, xxvi, xxvir,

) XXVIII, XXX

Gandi ... ... 147 ... ...

Oauditula

Ganges

... 160 ... ^ : ...

C 61, 86, 89, 119,’ raO,126, 181 to 133, 1 Frontispiece, ix, x, xi, xii, xra,

1 135 t-» 141, 144.180, 188 to 190 ) xkiir, XXIV, XXV, xxii, xxxv, xixvi
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Gangotri 6, 19. 78, 137, 138, 195 XTir, XXIY, XXXI, XXXIV, XXXV
Gaoring 13 ... ...

Garbiaug Ml ... • • •

Gardhar 6,19 ...

Garjutig m ... ...

Gartang 171. ... ...

Gartok 104, 174, 180 • •• XXII, XXXIV

Garwood, JS. J. 44 ...

Gasborbmm 2, 17, 30, 40, 100, 194, 19G ... riT, XX, xxxiii, XXXIV

Gau Mukh ... 138, 105 ...

Gauri 195 ... ...

Gaurisankar 6, 19, 20, 33, 149, 151 V I, XV, XXVIll, XXX, XXXV

Gaz 105, 121 ...

Gerard 18, 79, 84, 104 ... ...

Ghaggar 130 ... ... XXTV

Ghazni ... ... ... XXXIV

Giaina Nu Chu ... 127 ... ...

Oiardong ... 158 ... ...

Oilhert, G.K. ... 48 ... ...

Gilgifc ... ...
1

43, 90. 98, 99, 101, 123, ICO,

173, 170, 177
172,

1
XV n, XX, XXXIV

Gill 110 ... ... ...

Giri 135, 130, 101 ... X, XT, XXIV

GJLKi see Ncm Singh,

Gobi (44, 07, 120

Godidn- Austen, Colonel

Godwin-Austen see Mount
8, 05, 80, 01, 02, 173, 102 ... ...

Gogra 133, 144, 145 ... ...

Gulina ... ... 177, 203 ... ...

Gorakhpur 25 ... ...

Gordon, Robert 120, 127, 128, 157 ... ... ...

Gore, Colonel St. G. C. 5 ... ...

Gori 141, 183, 185, 180, 105 ... XIII, XXV

Goring no ... ... ...

Gosiiinthan 2, 17, 38, 39, 62, 83, 147, 149 ... Ill, IV, V, in

Gowra ... 100 ... ... ...

Graham, W. W, 8 ... ...

i
5, 26, 31, 61, 71 lo 88, 91, 92, 9.3,

\

Great Himalaya ... ^

i

199, 101, 105, 106, 121, 125. 138,

1 117, 148, 150, 153, 156, 165, 179,

{ Frontispiece, xiv, iv, xvi, xvir,

(’ XXXvn
(,,180, 181, 183, 180, 188, 189, 190 )

Great Kara Kul 199 ... ...

Great Pamir ... 70

Orieshach, C, L, 45, 141

Gum Chu 100 ...

Oumrang 92 • ••

Guraia 170 ... ...
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G
Gurla Mnndhata

Gyakliarma

Gy ala Siudong ...

Ilagshu ... ...

ILanilton, Buchanan

Hamta
JIangtang

llanlo

llariimoRh ...

JIaramukh

llarcourty Captain A. F. P.

Hardwar

I lari Kud
Jlarkiuiig

Harman^ Captain

Ilarpo

Jlanaling

llatu Plr

Jfapdm, R. U,

Raifward

Hazara

Jledilly 800 Sven

llclmand

Jlennessej/y J. B. N,

Henry of OrleanSy Frince ..

Rerbcrty Captain

Hindu Kush ...

Hispar

Hoang Ho

Hodgson
y
Brian

Hodgson^ Captain

Holdichy Sir Thomas

Hollandy T. 11.

Hookery
Sir Joseph

Ilota Sangpot

HuCy Father ...

llukra

Humholdt

Humlascc Mount

llundes

PAOES

3, 11, 17, 32,38, 39,112,113,144,187

112, 114

155, 158, 159, ICO ...

19G ...

119 ...

84

150 ...

94

4, IS, 41, 90, 183, 187

8, 2S, 29, 89

1C5, 107

88, 125, 130, 137, 138, ISO

101, 102, 123

114 ...

7, 158, 159

91

183

177 ...

202, 201

08, 105, 117

81

CHARTS
c

IV, V, XYI, XXI, XXIV, XXVT, XAXI

XXX

XXXIV

XXVIV

rrontlspicce, xxin, xxxv

102, 119, 120, 122, 201

109, 127, 120, 159...

127, 12S

17, 19, 79, 88, 13S, 130

( 3, 4, (), 23, 3 1 , 02, 0 1, 08. (iO, 72, 73,
| )

]
SO, 97 1<> 102, 101 to 100, 1 19. 122.

[
Fi

( 123, 177, I SO, 187, 189, 190, 108
I )

00,191,190 ... ...
I

...

(07, lot, 105, 110, 119, 120, 120,
I ^ *

ll2!),i:3()
|j-xvir*xxur

20, 00, 01. 02. 87, 147,148,1 1!), ir>0 i xii

Frontispiece, XX, xxiTi, xxxiv, xiiv

ontispicoo, xvii, xx, x.\T

, 110, 117, 150, 151,

>7, 19, 8S, 137, 13S, lit)

C 17, 01, 00, 99, 100, 102, 103, 109,

( 119, 122, 155, 177

193, 203

C 15, 19, 00, 02.

( 183, 192

112 ...

12S ...

130 ...

03, iOO. 105

103 ...

On this Chart Hoang Ho is wrongly spalt Huang.

t Tiie name Sangpo should ha\o Loca spelt Tsangpo. Tho Imperial Gazetteer of India on pages 19 and 27, Vo). I,

and on page 499, Vol. IV spells it Tsun-po.
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Hunter Workman^ see Workman
HmitingtoUf Ellsworth ... 68. 107, 102, 203, 201, 20.5, 206

Iluuza ... ...
{

96, 98, 99, 101, 123, 160, 176, 186,

188, 196 1
XX, XXXIY, XXXVI

Hunza-Kunji

I

3, 1, 17, 13, 11, 1.2, 93 iV, V, XX

Ibi Gamin ... ... 17

Ikebel-su ... ... 105 ...

Indrawati ... ... 151,181 XXVIIT, XXXV TI

(
5, (iO, 8 1 ,

S2. 01 , 0.3, 01 , 1 1 0, 1 20, 1 23, 1 iMoiilispiroo, jx, xTir, XTV, xvii, xxi

Indus • « • ... L2lsl31, 132, 133. 101. K; 1,17 1 ioL7S. XXIII, XXXI, XXXIII, XXXIV, XXXV

\ 180, 182, 186, 188, 190, 191, 195 3 XXXVI, xxxvil

Inylchek ... ... 101,107

Irak . .

.

102 ...

Irrawaddy ... ... 119,120,126,127,128,157 ... xvn, XXIII

Ifilipiriii ... ... lOL ...

Issik Kul

J

68, 107, 198 bVoiitiapieco

Jadganga

JulTirgaiij

... 1.39 ...

1.53 ...

...

Jalmiivi 138, 139, 195 XXIV

Jalpaigiu’i • • # 51 ...

Jamiiol ri . .

.

18 XII

Jang Niucbiiitliangla 110 ...

Jano ... 3, 17, 36, 37, 152, 183 vr

Jaonli 6, 19, 78 VIII, XXIV, XXXT, XXXIV

Jaxartes 119, 120, 121, 122, 201 Fivml ispii'co, xxili, x.xxT

Jhcluin ...
90, I2t, 132, 161, 161, 168, 169,

170, 178, 180, 181, 188, 204
1

rrontispioco, ix, xxiii, xxxnr,

)
X.XXIV, .\.\XVl

Jhornogangar

Jiah Bor

... 21,113,111
XXX

Jibjibia . .

.

6, 19 ...

Jiparlik ... 197 ...

Jomokangkar ... 21 ...

Josh imath

Jummoo
... 92,138

xxxrri

Jumna
63, 8.5, 89, 131, 132, 135, 136, IM, } Froiitispiooc, TX, x, xT, xxiii, xxiv,

E

...
1 161, 181, 188 )

XXXI, XXXVI

K»
( 1, 8,16, 21, 22, 28, 32, 10, 4.5. 97, 1

r, rr, in, xrv, xx, xxxiti, xxxrv,
•

...
j 99, 100, 121, 170, 18.3, 187, 194 j XXXV

Kabru 4,8,18,36,37
i

' ^

Kabul ... ... 82,123,173,174,177 Frontispiece, xvn, xx, xxxiv

.
1 _ _ -

-
-.:5,
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E
fvallristan

PAGES

80, 177

r

, CHABTS

fvagbcni 147 ...

Kailas

1

3, 4, 0, 11, 14, 19, 21, 31, 32, 7l, 72,

73, 91, 92, 9 4, 95, 96, 100, 1 10, 112,

1 14, 116, 124,125, 156, 176, 179,
\ Frontispiece, xit, xv, xxi, xxxi,

V XXXVJI

Kalabagli

L182, l86to 189

172 ..,

)

Kalang ... ... x\.x:

Kala Tso 125,202,203,204.205

Kali f
r,, 77, 7s, 88, 125, ].T>. 133, 13.5, 141. ) Frontispiece, x, xr, xiti, xvi, ixiir

1 1 12, 178, 180, 181, 183, 185, 190
) XXIV, XXV, XXVI, XXXI

Kaliana 51,52,53

Kali Devi IGG ...

Kali Gandak ...

(

83, 146, 147, 148, 155, 156, 159,

181, 182, 185, 186, 188
1
xnr, XVI, XXVII, xxsvi, xxxvh

Kaliganga 130 ...

Kuika 54

Kambaclicn 3,17,37,1.52,183

Kamot s ...

1

3, 11 , 1 7, 32, 38, 39, 15, 77, 91, 92,

.94,95, lOl, 112, 113. 187
\

IV, V, vir, X, XI, XVI, XXIV, iiii,

) XXXIV

XXXKami a

Kam-pa Dzong (Continuation of vi

Kamri 84 xm, x.vxiii, XXXIV

Kana see Mor
Katiawar 197

Kangdigar 111 ... ...

Kanginen 17

Kangra ... 1 XIV, XIX, IXXII

Kangri npoclio ... 10

Kanigang Gonpa 115 ...
.

.

«

Kankhim ... XXXJV

Kansu 66,67...

Kaosliaii 102

Karak ... XX xr

Karakash 103, 122, 123, 18S ... Frontispiece, xxxvi

Karakoram
(

i

'1,2,3, 4.15, 16,17, 18,21,2.3, 26,

31 , 40 to 12, 62, 60, 7 1, 73. 90 to 101,

1
103, 106, no. 111, IL7, 123, 175,

'

\ Frontispiece, iv, v, xit, xvii, xx,

1 XXXIV, XXXVI

Karakoram-Agliil

(^76, 187, 188, 194, 196, 197
|

121 ... ... ... !

)

Karakoram- Hindu Kush 64 ... ... ...

Kara Kul 70, 105 ... ... i

Kara Nor 200 ... ... ... I

133 ... ... ...
1

Karat-chukor ... . .

.

Karnali
1
77, 00, 125, 127, 131, 13.3, 135,

5 Frontispiece, xii, xirr, xvr, xxr,

]
> 144, 145, 155,164, 178, 182, 185 1

> xxiii, XXV, xxvijSixvir, x.xx, xxxr,

Karnprayag ...

^
1

ns ... ... ... !

1

) XXXVI, XXXVII

Karo La
i

i
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Karumbar

KasauU

Kashgar

Katmandu

Kaufmann
Kaulia

Xauriala

Kay

Kodarnath

Khagan

Khalamba

Khantongiri ...

Kliarchakund ...

Kliardung

KhargosU Pamir

Khatinza

Khawak

Khcwau Tal ...

Khiiigan

Khotan

Khnnjorab

Kliurpa Tal

Kliyber

Kilik

Kiloiig

Kinchinjuuga ...

King Oscar peak

Kingri Biiigri ...

Kinthup

Kiria

Kiris

Kirkpatrick^ Colonel

Ivishanganga ...

Kishen Singh, Pandit

Kiwhtwar

Kisnapur

Kizil-Art

Kizil-su

Klaproth

Kocii Korcho ...

Koikaf ...
'

Kojarnath

Koko Nor

Kokoshili

Part I contains pages 1 to 40 and Charts r to virr

Part II contains pages 47 to US .and Charts i.\ to xxii

Part III contains pages 119 to 206 and Charts XXlii toxx.wif
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G, 19,45, 78, 138, 139, 195 ...

170 ...

110 ...

150 ...

0,19 ...
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70

102 ...

102 ...

199 ...

SI

103, 122

99

20t ...
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70,99. 102, 121, 123

112 ...

(1,2, 5. S, IG, 22, 27, 36, 37, 30, 43.
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It, 15, 62, 77, S3, 150, 152, 1.53,

( 156, 187, 189, 195

110, 115,
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159 ...

103, 122, 188

175 ...

Its ...

S2, 88, 169, 170, 178, 181

C2l, 109, no. 111, 113, lit, 127,

' 129, 157. 159, 193

142, 160, 167, 168, 170, 180 ...

55

105, 107

108, 133

157 ...

107 ...

194,197

144 ...

G7, 104, 126, 130, 198, 200 ...

lot, 109, IK)

CKAUTS

XA

I
Frontispiece, iv, v, xmi, vxii

XAVIl

VI

vri,vrri,xin,x\iv, ,itxr

vri, viu

XXXIV

XXXIV

xx.xrv

XXXIV

^ I’Vonii'^picce, \, ri, iii, iv, v, vi, ix,

[• \n, XIII, vv, .vxviii, \\i\, .vxv,

) xxw

Fruiitispieco, xiv, xxxvi.

VAX in:

I

xxni
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Koti 105 ... ...
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JCPy see Kinthup

101 ... ...
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Kiiardo
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3, 1, 5, 6, 32, 71, 76, 78, 79, 8.3, 92,
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XI, XITI

Kumbhkaran Langur 22

Kunar ... ...
|
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1 133, 177, 19G 1
Frontispiece, xvii, xxxiv

Kungi 19(5 ...

Ivungur 3, 11, 12, 17,18, 23, 105 ...

Kuiiliar 170 ... XXXIII

Kunjut 3, 4, 17, 18, 41, 42, 98 V, XX

Kura 94 ...

Kurkulti 19G ... ...

Kurriali 133, 141 ...

Kurseong 24, 52, 53 ...

Ky.agar 'Tso 199,205 ...

Kyarda Dun ... 85, 13G

Kyariiig Tso ... 112,200 ...

Kyi 150, 189 XXX

L
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1
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1
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XXXVII
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OB page 119| VoL It of the Imperial Oasetteer.
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1 page 499, YqI. IV spells .
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PREFACE.

I
N 1807 a Survey detachment was deputed by the Surveyor General of Bengal ta

explore the source of the Ganges : this was the first expedition to the Himalaya

undertaken for purely geographical purposes. A hundred years have now elapsed,

during which geographical and geological information has been steadily accumulating

and we have at length reached a stage where there is a danger of losing our way in a

maze of unclassified detail : it is therefore desirable to review our present position, to

co-ordinate our varied observations and to see how far we have progressed and what

directions appear favourable for future lines of advance.

The present paper originated in a proposal submitted by the Survey of India to

the Board of Scientific Advice at the meeting of the latter in May 1906. The proposal

was as follows

“

The number of travellers in the Himalaya and Tibet is increasing,

“and a wider interest is being evinced by the public in the geography of these regions.

“ It is therefore proposed to compile a paper summarising the geographical position at

“ the present time.”

Subject to the modification that the scope of the paper should be geological as

well as geographical, this proposal has received the sanction of the Goverament of

India and the work has been entrusted to us to carry out. On the understanding that

the paper is intended primarily for the use of the public, we have endeavoured to

avoid purely technical details and to present our results in a popular manner.

Our subject has fallen naturally into four parts, as follows

Part I.—The high peaks of Asia.

Part II.—The principal mountain ranges of Asia.

Part III.—The rivers of the Himalaya and Tibet.

Part IV.—The geology of the Himalaya.

Though the four parts are essentially interdependent, each has been made as far

as possible complete in itself and has been published separately. The first three parta

are mainly geographical, the fourth part is wholly geological : the parts are subdivided

into sections, and against each section in the table of contents is given the name of

the author responsible for it.
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The endeavour to render each part complete must be our apology for having re-

peated ourselves in more places than one : the relations, for instance, of a range to a

river have been discussed in Part II, when the range was being described, and have

been mentioned again in Part III under the account of the' river.

As the mountains of Asia become more accurately surveyed, errors will doubtless

be found in what we have written and drawn : it is not possible yet to arrive at correct

generalisations and we have to be content with first approximations to truth.

Maps, too large for insertion in such a volume as this, are required for a study of

the Himalayan mountains : the titles of maps illustrating the text are given in foot-

notes and are procurable from the Map Issue Office of the Survey of India in Calcutta.

Constable’s hand atlas of India will be found useful.

We are much indebted to Babus Shiv Nath Saha and Ishan Chandra Dev, b.a., for

the care with which they have checked our figures and names, and to Mr. J. H. Nichol

for the trouble he has taken to ensure the correctness of the charts. Mr. Eccles and

Major Lenox Conyngham have been kind enough to examine all proofs, and to give

us the benefit of their advice and suggestions. Mr. Eccles has also supervised the

drawing and printing of the charts, and we have profited greatly by the interest he has

shown in them.

We have also to express our indebtedness to Messrs. T. D. LaTouche and C. S.

M iddleraiss for their kind assistance in examining proofs of Part IV.

S. G. Burrard.

H, H. Hayden.
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PREFACE

TN 1807 a Survey detachment was deputed by the Surveyor General of Bengal to

explore the source of the Ganges : this was the first expedition to the Himalaya

undertaken for purely geographical purposes. A hundred years have now elapsed,

during which geographical and geological information has been steadily accumulating

and we have at length reached a stage where there is danger of losing our way in a

maze of unclassified detail : it is therefore desirable to review our present position, to

co-ordinate our varied observations and to see how far we have progressed and what

directions appear favourable for future lines of advance.

The present paper originated in a proposal submitted by the Survey of India to

the Board of Scientific Advice at th<5 meeting of the latter in May 1906. The pro-

posal was as follows :
—

“ The number of travellers in the Himalaya and Tibet is

“ increasing, and a wider interest is being evinced by the public in the geography of

“ these regions. It is therefore proposed to compile a pap(^r summarising the geographi-

“ cal position at the present time.”

Subject to the modification that the scope of the {)aper should be geological as

well as geographical, this proposal has receivc<l the sanction of the Government of

India and the work has been entrusted to us to carry out. On the understanding

that the paper is intended primarily for the use of the public, we have endeavoured

to avoid purely technical details and to present our lesults in a popular manner.

Our subject has fallen naturally into four parts, as follows

Part I.—The high peaks of Asia.

Part II,—The principal mounttiin ranges of Asia.

Part III.—The rivers of the Himalaya and Tibet.

Part IV.—The geology of the Himalaya.

Though the four parts are essentially interdependent, each has been made as far

as possible complete in itself and will be published separately. The first three parts

are mainly geographical, the fourth part is wholly geological : the parts are subdivided

into sections, and against each s«X}tion in the table of contents is given the name of the

author responsible for it.



11 PREFACE.

The endeavour to render each part complete must be our apol(^ for having;

repeated ourselves in more places than one : the relations, for instance, of a range to a

river have been discussed in Part II, when the range was being described, and have

been mentioned again in Part III under the account of the rivjer.

As the mountains of Asia become more accurately surveyed, errors will doubtless

be found in what we have written and drawn : it is not possible yet to arrive at correct

generalisations and we have to be content with first approximations to truth.

Maps, too large for insertion in such a volume as this, are required for a study of

the Himalayan mountains : the titles of maps illustrating the text are given in foot*

notes and are procurable from the Map Issue Office of the Survey of India in Calcutta.

Constable’s hand atlas of India will be found useful.

We are much indebted to Babus Shiv Nath Saha and Ishan Chandra Dev, b.a., for

the care with which they have checked our figures and names, and to Mr. J. H. Nichol

for the trouble he has taken to ensure the correctness of the charts. Mr. Eccles and

Major Lenox Conyngham have been kind enough to examine all proofs, and to give

us the benefit of their advice and suggestions. Mr. Eccles has also supervised the

drawing and printing of the charts, and we have profited greatly by the interest he has

shown in them.

We have also to express our indebtedness to Messrs. T. D. LaTouche and C. S.

Middlemiss for their kind assistance in examining proofs of Part IV.

S. G. Burrard.

December 190S,
H. H. Hayden.
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32

GEOLOGICAL SUBDIVISIONS OF THE HIMALAYA .

The rocks of the Himalaya fall into three broad stratigraphical zones (Plate

xxxviii), namely —

(1)

an outer or Sub-Himalayan zone composed of sediments for the most

part of Tertiary age ;

(2)

a central or Himalayan zone, comprising most of the ranges known as

the Lesser Himalaya together with the line of high peaks. This is com-

posed of granite and other crystalline rocks and a great group of un-

fossiliferous sediments of unknown age ; and

(3)

a northern or Tibetan zone, lying for the most part behind the line of

high peaks (the axis of the Great Himalayan range) and composed of a

series of highly fossiliferous sediments ranging in age from the Cambrian

to the Tertiary epochs.

The following table shows the classification and the more important

subdivisions :

—

B
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THE SUB-HIMALAYAN ZONE. .

Although it is customary in stratigraphical treatises to deal first with the oldest

rock-groups, it will be more convenient in the present instance to take the three zones

in their geographical sequence, describing them in the order in which they would be

met with by the traveller passing from the plains of India to the highlands of Tibet.

Whether his route lie through the tropical forests of the Darjeeling Terai, the sal-cover-

ed spurs above Kathgodam, the outer ridges and duns of the Siwalik range below

Mussooree, or the sinuous tunnels of the Kalka-Simla Itailway, he must always cross a

band of conglomerates, sandstones and clays, which runs from end to end of the

Himalaya along their outer margin, and is known to geologists as the Sub-Himalayan

zone. Even should his destination be the valley of Kashmir, he must still cross the

same zone in the Murrce hills and through the deep and narrow gorges of the Jhelum.

The rocks of this zone fall into two well-marked subdivisions, known as the Sirmur

Subdivisions 0i the component and Siwalik series, respectively : these, again, ar<; sub-
teds- divided as follows :

—

I Siwalik series

1

Sub-Hinialayan system • > "j

I^Sirmur series

Sub-Himalayan system.

Siloalik series.

-{

Ui)))er Siwalik stage.

Middle „ „
Lower „ (Nahan) „

Kasauii stage.

Dagshai ,,

Subathu „

The upper, or Siwalik, series is the first rock-group met with in passing from the

. ... plains into the Himalayan foot-hills, and takes its name from
Siwalik srrun

:

Upper Sjwaliks.
fi i mi i.* t, i i!

the Siwalik lulls, which are composed of the various mem-

bers of this series. The uppermost stage consists of an immense thicknc.ss—many

thousands of feet—of loosely aggregated conglomerates and soft earthy bods immediately

underlying, but, as a rule, sharply marked olT from, the extensive recent deposits still

in process of formation along the foot of the Himalaya. Here and there, however,

where the Sivralik beds have been subjected to comparatively little disturbance, no

distinct line of division between them and the overlying recent deposits can be found,

and, owing to the mutual similarity of composition, we are led to conclude that the

recent deposits are the direct successors of the Upper Siw alik beds. Both are of sub-

agrial origin, and both are the direct products of those forces of which the concrete

embodiments are rain and rivers, and which are to-day at work, removing material

from the mountains to lay it down again on the plains at their foot. To this process

B 2
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not only the recent deposits, but clearly also the Upper Siwaliks, owe their origin. It

has further been found that, in the neighbourhood of the debouchures of the great rivers

of the present day, the Siwalik deposits consist chiefly of coarse conglomerates, whereas,

in the intervening areas soft earthy beds predominate.* It is clear, therefore, that,

throughout the vast period of time necessary for the accumulation of these deposits,

the distribution of the main drainage lines of the Himalaya was much as it is at the

present day, and the more important Himalayan rivers are therefore of very great

antiquity.

The Upper Siwalik conglomerates are underlain by a great thickness of a soft,

Middle Siwalik and Nahan barely Coherent, sand-rock,t lying upon a harder but other-

***®**- wise very similar sandstone : these two subdivisions of the

Siwalik series are known as the Middle and the Lower, respectively, the latter being also

frequently known as the Nahan stage, from its being exposed and having been first

studied at Nahan.J As already stated, the three stages forming the Siwalik series

are all composed of sub-aerial deposits which bear internal evidence of a fluviatile

origin. As might, therefore, be expected, fossils are rare, but the two uppermost

stages have yielded locally large numbers of remains of mammals closely allied to

species existing in the Himalayan foot-hills at the present day.

These include bones and teeth of such animals as the elephant,

rhinoceros, tiger, pig, ox and various species of deer.§ Such fossils are by no means

of common occurrence, but the few localities which have hitherto been discovered

have yielded them in some profusion. The same belt of Siwalik deposits is known to

extend far to the west, through the Punjab into Sind, whilst similar beds, also highly

fossiliferous, have been found in Burma. Although there is an extensive literature on

the subject of the Siwalik fossils as a whole, little is known as to their exact vertical

distribution or their respective horizons in the rocks in which they occur, and a wide

field for detailed research still exists in this direction. On the whole, however, it is

generally agreed that they are of the same age as the very similar fossils found in Europe

and known to belong to the pliocene stage of the Tertiary system.

The beds below the Upper Siwalik conglomerates—the Middle Siwalik or sand-

Middie siwaWks
Stage*—are composed chiefly of soft sands of a “ pepper

and salt ” colour ; here and there they contain small masses

of lignite, which have frequently led to expectations of Coal ; such expectations, how-

ever, have invariably proved fallacious, and in all cases the lignite deposits have been

found to be merely isolated pockets of carbonised woody or, in a few instances, patches

of drifted vegetable matter ^ far too small to be of any ebonomic value.

Siwalik Fossils.

Manual of the Otology of India. 2nd ed., 338 (1893) ; H. B. Medlicott, Records, Geological Survey of India,

VoL IX, 57 (1876). -

t C. S. Middlemifls ; Memoirs, Geological S%rv^'of^diq^ Vol. XXIV, pt. 2 (1890).

I H. B. Medlicott : Memoirs, Geological Survey of India, Vol. Ill, pt. 2 (1864).

$ Falocmer and Cantley : Fauna antiqua sivalensis ; also Paloeontologia Indica, ser. X.

II
H. B. Medlicott: Memoirs, Geological Survey of' India, Vol. Ill, pt. 2, 14 (1864); C. S. Middlemiss

:

Memoirs. Geological Survey of India, 2,2% (\WQ); H’. H, Hayden: Records, Geological Survey of

India, Vol. XXX, 249 (1897).
'

% F. R. Mallet : Memoirs, Geological Survey of India, Vol. XI, 46 (1876).
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Main boundary fault.

The lowest, or Nahan, stage differs from the Middle Siwalik in its greater degree

Nahan stage
induration and, at times also, in its colour, the prevail-

ing tints being brownish and greenish-brown, although
bluish-grey is not uncoijimon, especially on weathered surfaces

; the safest criterion by
which to distinguish the members of the two groups, one from the other, is the greater

degree of hardness characteristic of the Nahan sandstone, which is capable of being
dressed into blocks and used as a building material, whereas the sand-rock is much
less coherent and crumbles away when struck with the hammer.

Although the three stages of the Siwalik series may be denoted broadly as the

Lithological characters of the Conglomerate, sand-rock and sandstone stages, respectively,
three stages.

must not bc supposed that each of these rocks con-

stitutes the whole of the formation of which it is characteristic
;
these are merely pre-

dominant types, and conglomerate is found also in the sand-rock stage, especially

towards its base, as well as in the Nahan stage, whilst clay and loam are found through-

out the whole series, purple and red clays being especially characteristic of the Nahan
stage.

Between the Siwalik series and all older beds with which they are found in contact

there occurs one of the most peculiar, as it is one of the

most constant, features of Himalayan tectonic geology.

This is known as the “ main boundary fault,” which, probably throughout the whole

length of the Himalaya, from Assam to at least as far as the Beas, occurs at the inner

edge, and so forms the northern boundary, of the Siwalik series. This fault has many

peculiar and interesting features : in the first place, it is not a simple fault, but is of the

type known as “ reversed,” along which, in the process of folding, the older rocks have

been thrust up over the younger, whilst, at the same time, the apparent order of super-

position of the beds on one or on both sides of the fault may bc exactly the reverse of

the order in which they were originally deposited. Whatever be the ultimate causes

to which the folding of the crust of the earth is due, they resolve themselves finally

into tangential thrusts acting in oppo.sitc directions ; the effect of this is to throw the

crust into folds, which, at first gentle, gradually become more and more compressed

until the pressure exceeds the breaking strain of the component rocks and fracture

(faulting) results. This is most readily exemplified by means of diagrams ; on plate

XXXIX, figures 1 to 3 represent successive stages in the compression and folding oi

a series of stratified rocks, from their simple wave-like beginnings up to the reversed and

broken flexure which is the key to almost all the complicated puzzles of Himalayan

structure, not only in the geologically young Sub-Himalayan area but also throughout

the whole of the mountain masses between India and Tibet, as well as in the ranges of

Afghanistan.

If, now, we turn to the actual conditions of the rocks of the Sub-Himalayan zone, we

find this type of structure clearly shown in the beautiful

sections traced by Mr. Middlemiss in the area between

the debouchure of the Ganges and Nepal. Plate xxxix, figures 4 to 6, which are

Character of the faults.
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reproductions of Mr. Middlemiss’ sections,* show not only one of these reversed fault

but a whole series of them (figure 6), each separating one rock formation from another

and occurring not only among the members of the Siwalik series, but also through the

older beds of the unfossiliferous and metamorphic zone of the Lesser Himalayan ranges.

It will be noticed that each of these fractures has taken place along the middle limb of

the fold, i.e., along the part lying between an anticlinal crest and its complementary

synclinal trough, and that on either side of the fault the normal order of superposition

of the beds has, in many cases, been reversed, the younger now appearing to underlie

and dip beneath the older ;
this is a characteristic and constant feature in the relation

of the beds of the Siwalik series to all older beds and also, to a great extent, to one

another.

A second point of importance in connection with the main boundary fault lies in the

Main boundary fault an ori-
the Siwalik deposits never overstep this boundary

ginai limit of depofjtion. never found among the higher hills beyond, but

arc restricted to the zone fringing the foot of the hills. The main boundary must, there-

fore, mark an original limit of deposition of the Siwalik series. Furthermore, Mr.

Middlemiss has inferred that the reversed faults lying to the south of the main boundary

are also to a certain extent original limits of deposition for the beds lying immediately

to the south of each, and that they consequently mark the approximate position of the

moxmtain-foot as it was at the time of their formation. They were thus “ not contem-

poraneous, but successional,” each having been produced or at least completed at the

end of the period during which the beds immediately to the south of it were deposited.t

The detailed reasoning and careful observation which have led to the above conclusions

and which we owe, first, to the genius of the late Mr. H. B. Medlicott, and subsequently to

the skill and industry of Mr. C. S. Middlemiss, are too extensive and of too technical a

nature to be dealt with here, but those who wish to pursue the matter fmther are referred

to the original papers.j An admirable summary, by Mr. R. D. Oldham, of the whole

question will be found in the second edition of the “ Manual of the Geology of India,”

pp. 467 to 471.

Turning now to the Siwalik series as a whole, we find it to consist of an enormous

thickness—averaging over 16,000 feet—of deposits, which, in spite of local uncon-

formities, arc undoubtedly one great confonuable and connected formation,§ which

has been deposited .sub-aerially by streams and rivers|| along the outer margin of the

Himalaya. The (k position of such a great thickness of material must have occupied a.

Mode of accumulation of the vcst period of time, during,which the area over which they
Siwahks. were being laid down was steadily sinking. The cause of

this persistent movement of subsidence is still a matter of controversy, and no

Mtmnirs, Gcvliujical Survey of India, Vol. XXTV,j»t. 2 (1S9U),

t V, S. Middlemiss: Me?n*drs, Geological Surrey of India, Vcl. XXJV. pt. 2. 118. 110 (1800).

J H. B. Modlioott ; Memoirtt, Geological Surt'ey of India, Vol. Ill, pt. 2 (18G4); C. y. Middlemiss: Memoirs,
Geologic t1 Surrey of India, \’ol. XXIV, pt. 2 (1800).

J V. S. Middlemiss: Mnnoirs, Geological Survey of India, Vol. XX1\’, pt. 2, 20 (1890).

11.
Manual of the Geology of India, 2nd edition, SnS (1803). i
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theory has been generally accepted, although that put forward by the Rev. 0. Fisher

had until recently many supporters. This has already been ably dealt with by Mr.

D rt rr ... . .u
Oldham.* whose modification of the theory seemed to

Rev. O. Fisher s theory.
^ ^

satisfy all the requirements of the case. The theory is based

on the' hypothesis that the crust of the earth is comparatively thin, and rests upon a
zone of material which is cither fluid or has the jiropertics of a lluid. As this inner

portion contracts owing,to loss of heat, the crust is left unsupported and, not being strong

enough to bear the strain due to its own weight, will “ yield along lines of weakness
’ ’

and be “ thickened both upwards and downwards ” from a zone at certain dej^ths

below the surface.^„Above this zone, which has been termed the “ neutral zone,”

“ the material will, on the whole, be forced upwards and below it downwards.” Mr.

Fisher has most ingeniously explained not only the rise of the Tibet plateau but also the

overfolding of the outer border of the. Himalaya aiul the subsidimco of the submontane

tracts, whilst Mr. Oldham’s amplification of the argument affords a complete explana-

tion of all the observed phenomena.

f

Of late, however, physicists have, begun to question the validity of Mr. Fi.shet’s

premises and Major Dutton’s theory of isostasy (see above,

page 48) is now more generally accepted. Major Dutton

assumes that, owing to’the removal, by rain and rivers, of material from the mountains

and its deposition on the plains at their foot, isostatic equilibrium has been disturbed

and can be restored only by the rise of the denuded area and the subsidence of that

portion over which the. material has been deposited ; we thus have an c.xplanation

of the m.anner in which these vast sub-aerial dejiosits may have accumulated in areas

which have for a long period of time been steadily subsiding.

Dutton’s theory of isostasy.

Sirmur series.

The Sirmur series is, with one exception, not known to occur to the east of the

Ka*auii stage
Jumna, but is exten.sively developed in the outer portion

of the Lesser Himalaya to the west of that river. It has

been subdivided into the three .stages already noted {supra, page 209). Of these, the

uppermost, or Kasauli, stage consists chiefly of sandstone, with subordinate beds of clay :

the sandstone is grey or greenish in colour, at times hard, but, as a rule, rather soft and

coarse, the upper beds being not unlike the sandstones of the Nahan stage. The appa-

rent absence of marine fossils, the presence of remains of land plants, and the general

similarity of the beds of the Kasauli .stage to tho.se of the lower beds of the Siwalik series

leave little room for doubt that the Ka.sauli .sarnhstone is of fre.sh-water origin. The

stage takes its name frpm the hill station of Kasauli, where it is well exposed.

The underlying Dagshai stage consists chiefly of grey or purple sandstone with beds

of bright red or pur])!c homogeneous clay. Both at Dagshai

and on the ridge to the north of that station the beds are

* Manual of the Geologtj of InOia., rdition, 471— 477

t Ihid, 47 :^.

Dagshfti stage.
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Subathu stage.

well exposed and readily recognisable in the road and railway cuttings. The only fossils--

found are worm-tracks and obscure markings ascribed to fucoids. It appears probable-

that these beds were deposited in lagoons or salt-water lakes : they thus constitute an

intermediate stage between the overlying Kasauli beds ot fresh-water origin and the

underl3dng Subathu stage, which is definitely marine.

The Subathu stage—so named from the hill station of Subathu—consists chiefly of

“ greenish-grey and red gypseous shales, with some subor-

“ dinate lenticular bands of impure limestone and sandstone,

“ the latter principally found near the top ” of the stage.* At the base there is a peculiar

ferruginous bed which bears a strong resemblance to the laterite so well known in the

Indian peninsula. Fossils are common throughout the rocks of this stage, especially in

the neighbourhood of Subathu.t The only forms that need be mentioned here are

NummtdUes, the presence of which leads to the inference that the Subathu stage

corresponds to the eocene of Europe.

Near the base of this stage at Subathu, there is a seam of coal, which, however, is

too impure and too crushed to be of any economic value.J

The Sirmur series was first critically examined and described by Mr. Medlicott

(op. cil.) in the Simla region
; it was subsequently traced

by him westwards into Jammu § and thence linked up with

the similar rocks of Murree and the Jhelum valley.[|

The Sirmur series of Jammu is similar to that of the Simla region, with the excep-

tion that the coal seams of the Subathu stage are here more

extensive, and are underlain by thick beds of ironstone.^

Distribution of the Sirmur series :

in Jammu :

In the Murree hills nummulitic limestone and shales represent the Subathu stage,

whilst the two upper stages (Dagshai and Kasauli) are re-
in the Murree Hills

• , . .

'

presented by the formation known as the Murree beds, the

identity of part of which with the Kasauli stage has been proved by the occurrence in

the Murree hills of fossil plants similar to those found in the Kasauli stage in the Simla

region.** Similar fossils have also been found in the valley of the Ravi,ft which thus

serves as a connecting link between the Murree and Simla regions.

The whole of the Sirmur series is one perfectly continuous and conformable group

Age of the series
deposits, there being a gradual transition, first, from the

Subathu stage up into the Dagshai stage and thence from
that into the Kasauli stage. The evidence afforded by fossils enables us to correlate the

• Manual of the Oeology of India, 2nd edition, 360 (1803). •

t H. B. Medlioott, Memoirs, Oeological Survey of India, Vol. Ill, pt. 2 (1864).

t Manual of the Geology of India, 2nd ediUon. 350 (1893).

§ Records, Oeological Swri'ey of India, Vpl. IX, 68 (1876).

II
A. B. Wynne : Records. Oeological Surveh of MfSia, Vol. VII, 64 (1874) ; O. Feiatmantel : Records, Oeological

Survey of India, Vol. XV. 51 (1882).

^ R. R. Simpson : Memoirs, Oeological Survey of jtndia, Vol. XXXII, pt. 4 (1904),
** O. Feismantel : Records, Oeological Survey of India, Vol. XV, 61 (1882).

tt H. B. Medlicott: Records, Oedogieol Survey of India, Vol. IX, 62 (1876).
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Subathu stage with the eocene stage of the Tertiary system of Europe

*

and the

Kasauli stage with the lower miocene.

It has already been pointed out that, to the east of the Jumna, the Sirmur series is

Its eastern development.
the east of the

debouchure of the Ganges and along the inner boundary of the
Siwalik series, there is found a most complicated group of beds, amongst which the typi-

cal beds of the Subathu stage have been recognised not only by their lithological

characters but also by their fossils.f

Where the Sirmur series has been found in ctjiitact with older beds, the junction

Relation of Sirmur series to between the two has always been found to be cither a faulted
older rocks.

uiiconformable one. Nevertheless, from a tectonic

point of view, this series is more nearly associated with the old, frequently metamorphosed,

beds of the central zone of unfossiliforous sediments, amongst which its component

members have been intimately infolded, than with the younger Siwalik series and it

extends beyond the strictly Sub-Himalayan hills into the ranges of the Le.s.ser Himalaya,

whilst, except in the western parts of the Himalayan area, it is marked off from the.

Siwalik series by the sharp line of the “ main boundary.” In all except its purely

structural relations, however, it differs widely in every respect from the old unfossili-

ferous rocks of the Himalayan zone.

Tal, series and Himalayan Gondwanas.

Before passing on to deal with the component parts of this latter zone, we must

refer briefly to certain pre-Sirmur beds which are, from a 8tratigrM|)hical point f)f view,

more nearly related to this younger series than to the members of the older Himalayan

zone. These include a small patch of beds immediately underlying the Subathu .stage?

in western Garhwal to the east of the Ganges, and certain coal-bearing beds found

along the southern foot of the Himalaya to the cast of the Nepal Terai. Tin? first of

these is known as the “ Tal series,” and the latter comprise, a small fragment of the

well-known Gondwana .system of Peninsular India.

The Tal series was first noticed by Mr. H. B. Medlicott in the valleys of the Tal

Tal series (Plate XLII).
and Bedasni rivers, affluents of the Ganges in western

Garhwal.J and w'as .subsequently traced for .some distance

in an easterly direction by Mr. G. S. Middlemis8.§ It comprises two subdivisions: a

lower composed of sandstone, some conglomerate and a black carbonaceous .shale con-

taining plant remains, and an upper, indigo-coloured, calcareous grit, at times becoming

a sandv limestone, full of broken marine fossils. On normal sections, this s(!ri(!s lies

immediately below the nummulitic beds of the Subathu stage., and is therefore older.

• D’Archiac and Haime : Oroupe nummulitique df. Vlnde.

+ C S Records, Gtdogical Survey of India, XX. 3.3 (1887). Mem'>ris, O.ohgieal Survey of

/ndta.W XXIV. pt. 2 (1890).

J Memoirs, Geologiral Survey of India, Vol. III. pt. 2, 69 (18M).

§ Record*, Geological Survey of India, Vol. XX, 3.3 (1887).

C
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whilst the fossils, which are unfortunately too badly preserved for complete determina-

tion, indicate that it may possibly be referable to some part of the Jurassic system or

at least to some member of the Mesozoic group of Europe. It is to be hoped, however,

that fossils in a better state of preservation may yet be found in this area, and thus

enable us to ascertain the exact age of this series, which is unique in comprising the only

fossiliferous marine beds of pre-Tertiary age known to occur in close association with

the unfossiliferous series of the Himalayan zone.

Along the southern foot of the Eastern Himalaya, from the Balasan river, which

^ , debouches at a few miles to the east of the Nepal frontier
Gondwanas in the Eastern ... ^

Himalaya. up to the Dikraug river in the Daphla hills on the Assam

border, a band of highly crushed coal -bearing rocks has been found, first by Lieutenant-

Colonel Godwin-Austen* in the extreme east, and subsequently by Mi. F. 11. Mallet f in

the Darjeeling Terai and the Duars, by Mr. G. E. PilgrimJ in the foot-hills of Bhutan, and

by Mr. T. D. LaTouche§ in the Aka hills. The rocks of this series consist of sandstone,

shale and coal, which, owing to the intense crushing to which they have been subjected

during the building up of the Himalaya, have been locally changed to quartzites,

slates and carbonaceous schists. The coal beds, being the softest, have suffered most,

and have been rendered so friable that they crumble into powder with the least handling ;

at the same time what were once probably continuous beds have been squeezed out

into lenticular patches ;
these characteristics detract largely from the economic value of

the coal-seams, and have rendered futile all attempts at mining enterprise. A number

of fossils have been found in thes<« riKjks in the Darjeeling arei and include such weU-

known genera as Vertebra,rm and 6Vossop<ms,|| plants eminently characteristic of the

coal-measures of Bengal. On the whole, the fossils, as well as the lithological charac-

ters of the rocks in which they occur, offer conclusive proof that these Himalayan beds

represent the Damuda series of the Lower Gondwana system. The importance and

interest of this group of beds are obvious, since they afford evidence of the north-

easterly extension of the old Gondwana continent.

How far this belt of Damuda rocks is continuous along the foot of the Eastern

^ ^ ^
Himalaya, it is at present impossible to say: but since it

has been met with at most points at which the lower hills

have been visited between the eastern frontier of Nepal and the Dikrang river, it is highly

probable that its continuity is practically uninterrupted, whilst it may not improbably

extend still further towards the east. The whole of the Eastern Himalaya, however,

from the Sankos river to the gorge of the Brahmaputra is practically a terra incognita

y

in which much work of absorbing interest still remains for the geographer as well as for

the geologist. Towards the west also these beds may possibly extend into Nepal, but
of this there is no evidence. The only gart of the country regarding which we have any

Jovrn, A^. Soc, Bengal, Vol. XLIV, pt, 2/35 (1875).

t Mcnwitif, Geological 8wvey of India, VoL XI, 14 (1875).

I Records, Geological Survey of India, Vol. XXXIV. 24 (19(M\).

§ Records^ Geological Sun^ of lndiaiVcfL XVIII, 122 (1885).

;!F. R. Mallet : Memoirs, Geological Survey of ind%a, Vol. XI, 50 (:875.).
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information is the strip bordering the road to Katmandu, along which Mr. Medlicott

found the Siwalik series well developed, but could not definitely identify any part of

the section seen by him as being of Gondwana age.* No trace of the latter system has

been found anywhere alortg the foot of the Himalaya to the west of Nepal, the only

other extra-peninsular area in which plant-beds of Gondwana age have been identified

being the valley of Kashmir (see below, p. 244).

Eecords, Oeologicul Survey of India, Vol. VTIl, 93 (lS7i>)
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34

THE HIMALAYAN ZONE.

The next great group of rocks, which occupies what is known as the Himalayan

zone, forms the bulk of the ranges constituting the Himalaya
Distribution and subdivision. <• ^ ^ i

proper, and stretches from end to end of this mountain

chain. To visitors to the hill stations it is the most familiar, yet at the same time the

least understood, of all the Himalayan rock-groups and its classification still constitutes

the greatest and most insoluble of all problems of Himalayan geology. It falls broadly

into two subdivisions, (1) metamorphics, composed of granite, gneiss and crystalline

schists and (2) a series of fragmental rocks of undoubtedly sedimentary origin, such as

slates, quartzites, conglomerates and limestones, which, although frequently, to all

appearance, eminently suited for the preservation of fossils, have not yet yielded to the

most careful and repeated search a single trace of any undoubted organic remains.

The absence of fossils throughout the HimaLayan zone renders it impossible to

correlate, with any degree of certainty, the various rocks of one area with those of another

since all attempts at such correlation can be based only on the individual peculiarities

of the rocks themselves, that is to say, on their lithological characters, a method which,

in the case of stratified rocks of undoubted sedimentary origin, is always more or less

unreliable and not infrequently misleading, especially in areas in which disturbance and

metamorphism are so pronounced as in the central zone of the Himalaya. The result

of this is that, with rare exceptions, it has been impossible to recognise with certainty

the petrographical elements of one area in those of another, and a large number of appar-

ently independent rock-groups have consequently been established, each under a purely

local name, thus giving rise to a confusing variety of subdivisions, no two of which can

be definitely correlated the one with the other. Of these the best known are the
‘

‘Simla

slates ” and “ Carbonaceous .system ” in the Simla hills and Mussoorec, the “ Jaunsar

system ” in Jaunsar-Bawar, the “ Purple slates,” “ Deoban limestone ” and “ Vaik-

rita system
’

’ of Garhwal and Kumaun, the
‘

‘ Baxa ’
’ and ‘

‘ Baling ’
’ series in the

Darjeeling Himalaya and the slates and schists of the Miju ranges between North-

Eastern Assam and Tibet.

Granite and Crystalline Schists.

Crystalline belt.

In .striking contrast with the amount of detailed attention that has been paid to

the unfossiliferous sediments of the Himalayan zone, the

metamorphosed schists and other crystalline rocks have,

with one exception, been most strangely neglected. This has no doubt been largely due
to the fact that the crystalline rocks, as a rule, lie in that “ no man’s land ” between
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the sedimentary Himalayan systems and the fossiliferoiis beds of 'the Tibetan zone, and
have thus, owing to lack of time and opportunity, failed to receive attention at the hands
of the respective investigators of these two belts of rocks. The one exception referred

to is that of the gneissose gmnite of the Himalaya, which was most exhaustively studied

by the late Lieutenant-General C. A. McMahon, whose work is a monument of patient

Gneissose granite.
investigation and a brilliant e.xainple of the great assistance

that can be rendered by a non-j'rof(“ssional worker in the

field of Indian geological research. Of the many valuabh* results of General McMahon’s
work, the most important of all was the conclusive proof of the intrusive origin of the

granite, which had hitherto been regarded as a metamorphic rock of probably sedi-

mentary origin, and, under the name of the “ central gneiss,”* had been described as

the oldest of all^Himalayan rocks, whereas he was abh‘ to show that it was in rt'ulity

one of the youngest members of the Himalayan and Tibetan zone.s, into which it had

been intruded, and with which it had been intimately infolded, whilst to it is due mucli

of the metamorphism^of the rf)cks amongst which it occurs. The period at which the

intrusion of the Himalayan granite took jdacc is not definitely known, but is usually

regirded as appro.ximately cf)in<‘ident with tin* distnrb-
Age of the granite.

aiiccs to whicli the origin of the Himalaya is ascribed and

which occurred towards the end of the <*ooene division of tin; Tertiary period.

Fragments of granite have be(*n found among the pebbles of the conglomerates

Pre.Carboniferous granite of
^he old •* Paujal” rocks of Kashmir (see b(>low,p. 242)

Spiti and Kashmir.
( tlio svstom ” in Si)iti (wjnu ]). 234 ) ; it

is thoreforo ovident that i^ranito must hava formed part of tln^ land surface

from which the materials that make up these beds wcto derived and must conse-

r|ueutly have been older than Carboniferous, which is tlu* latest dati^ that can be

attributed to the Panjals {infra, p. 245). It will be seen siibscriuently Unit at this

period the Himalaya did not exist and this old prranitc must iheraforo bo excluded from

the term “Himalayan.”

Three other granites arc found in the Himalayan region. The best known of thesis

is characterised by th<‘ prc.sence of biotite (black mica) and
Biotite-granite.

absence of the mineral hornbh‘n(h\ It forms almijst all

the high peaks of the great Himalayan range p. 44) and is the form

commonly understood by the term “ Himalayan granite.” Associated with it is

another granite characterised by the presence of black tourmaline (schorl), plagioclase

felspar and bervl ; this rock oc(!urs in the form of bands
Schorl-granite.

o

intruded into the biotite-granite and is thereion* younger

than the latter ; the'^difference in age between the two, however, is probably nofc greats

the tourmaline-granite being perhaps merely the residual portion of the magma which

still remained molten after the separation of the biotite-granite, in wliich case they may

be regarded as merely representing two stages of a single phase of Intrusion.

F. Stoliezka: Memoirs, Geological Survey of India, Vol. \ (ISdH).
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The remaining granite differs markedly in mineralogical characters from both of the

foregoing and is especially characterised by the presence of
Hornblende-granite,

hornblende and sphene. It was found to be common in the

valleys of the Brahmaputra and Kyi Chu in the neighbourhopd of Lhasa* and has also

been noticed in the Upper Indus valley in Ladak, in Astor, in Gilgitf and again in the

Hindu Kush in Afghanistan. In Tibet it was regarded as possibly a form of the common
biotite-granite of the Himalaya modified by the absorption of lime from the rocks into

which it hed been intruded ; but the type has now been found to persist over such a wide

area that this explanation of its origin seems hardly satisfactory, and it should perhaps be

regarded as a definite petrological type. The age of the hornblende-granite is not

known with certainty ; it has been shown by General McMahon to be older than the

typical biotite-granite and was found in Tibet to be either later Cretaceous or post-Creta-

ceous. There is, therefore, no great difference in age between these granites and all

three may possibly have been derived, by a process of differentiation, from the same

magma, the hornblende-granite solidifying first, the biotite-granite next, and the tourma-

line-granite last of all. The result of this is that each of the two older is penetrated

by veins of the younger.

It has already been pointed out {supra, p. 44) that the axis of the great Himalayan

range, the line of highest peaks, lies on a continuous zone
Extension of the biotite •granite.

, ,

of granite and associated crystalline rocks : this belt

extends for some distance on either side of the axis and separates the old Himalayan

sedimentary systems from the Tibetan zone to the north, at the .same time sending out

ramifications in all directions into both. Thus the granite extends down into Chamba
on the west, to the Chur peak between Simla and Mussooree, far south into Nepal,

Darjeeling and the Chumbi valley, and probably composes much of the mountains

of Bhutan and the unknown regions further to the east.

The associated crystalline rocks can, to a certain extent, be proved to be merely the

Nature and origin of the crystal- metamorphosed representatives of the adjacent sedimentary
line schi.-ita

: systems. This is especially the case in the western part of

the Himalayan belt, as, for instance, in the valley of the Sutlej in Kanawar, where the

kyanite-schists and garnetiferous mica-schists bordering on the fossiliferous system of

the Tibetan zone are seen to pass horizontally into comparatively unaltered beds which

belong structurally to the Haimanta system J (see below, p. 232).

Further to the east, in Kumaun and Garhwal, a schistose series has been described

their distribution : in Kumaun Under the name of the Vaikrita system,! part of which is prob-
(Vaikrita system)

; similar origiu. Still fuTthcr eastwards, in Northern

Sikkim and the Assam Himalaya, this relationship between the granite and contiguous

in and Assam ;

Sedimentary beds is still,traceable, but such metamorphism
as can be ascribed with certainly to the granite extends to but

* H. H. Hayden : Memoiri, Cholopeal of Itidw, Vol. XXXVl, pt. 2 (1907).

•f
C. A. McMahon

:
QuarMy Jonrnal, Gtqlogieal 8<Kitty, Vol. L\^, 340 (lOrO).

t H. H. Hayden : Memoirs^ O^tiiogtcal Survey f>f India, Vol. XXXVI, pt. 1, 9 (1904).

§ 0. JCi. Qriesbach ; Mem<nrsy geological Survey of India, V<^. XXIII, 41, 16‘) (1801).
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a short distance from the intrusive masses of this rock, and we are not justified in
assuming that such rocks as compose the crystalline complex of the Upper Tista valley
are the result of a single effort of contact-metamorphism. These include such types as
pyroxene-granulite, graphitic biotite-gneiss and spinel-bearing crystalline limestone, all

of which occur in the valley of the La-Chen river in Sikkim,* whilst pyroxene-gneisses
have also been recently found by Mr. L. L. Fermor, of the Geological Survey, in the
neighbourhood of the Pindari glacier in the Alniora district of Kumaunf and presumably,
therefore, amongst the rocks constituting the Vaikrita system.

Between these two areas, crystalline limestone and other metamorphic rocks are

in Nepal
known to occur in the valley of Nepal,^ and may possibly be
the representatives of the rocks of the La-Chen valley in

Sikkim. (.Vystalline limestones have also recently been brought by Mr. Claude White
from Bhutan.

Thus we may regard the crystalline belt as composed of three elements, viz., intru-

Origin and relationship, of the
granite, metamorphic schists due probably to the action

crystalline schists. granite Oil the rocks into which it has been intruded

and which it has partially alisorbod, anti, lastly, a series of old gneisses, schists, granulites

and crystalline limestones, of which the advanced state of metamorphism cannot be

attributed merely to the Himalayan grtinite. These latter rocks, in fact, bear a marked
resemblance to certain Peninsular types which are found in Madras, Burmti, Ceylon, the

Central Provinces § and Rajputana, and which are referred tothe Archiean, the oldest

of all the Indian rock-groups. Far to the west, in North-Eastern Afghanistan, theSiah

Koh and the mountain ranges to the south and west of Kabul are either completely

formed of similar types or havi^ a foundation of these old rocks upon which younger

fossiliferous beds have been unconformably deposited. In the intermediate areas

crystalhne schists are found in Hazara,ll Gilgit and Kashmir, 1| and, though in part

merely altered representatives of sedimentary beds, probably also include members of

the Archaean group.

Thus it is difficult to escape from the conclusion that the axis of the Himalayan

chain and of the associated ranges to the west is in part made up of true represent-

atives of the oldest known group of rocks, and that these are merely the northerly

extension of the similar rocks of the Indian Peninsula.

Sbdimentakv Systems.

Throughout the whole of the Himalaya the crystalline axis is always separated by

Sedimentary rocks of the Him.s » belt of unfossiliferous sedimentary deposits from the band
ayan 2one. Sub-Himalayan rocks which skirts the outer foot of the

* H. H. Hayden : Memoirs, Geological Surrey of India, V<»I. XXXVl, pt. 2 (1907).

t Ibid.

J H. B. Medlicott : Records^ Geological Survey of India, Vol. VIII, 9(5 (1875).

§ The pyroxene gneiss found by Mr. Fermor near the Pindari glacier is said to lie indisttnguishabJe from similar

ocks from the Central Provinces.

II
C. 8. Middlemiss : Memoirs, Geological Survey of India, Vt?!. XXVI, 46 (1896).

^ R. Lydekkcr : Memoirs, Geological Surrey of India, V< I. XXIT, 265 (1^83).
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mountains. On the west, in Kangra district, in the Simla hills, and thence as far as the

Nepal frontier, this belt occupies the greater part of the Lesser Himalayan ranges ; to

tin? cast of Nepal, however, the crystalline rocks approach nearer to the plains and the

width of the sedimentary belt is reduced (Plate xxxviii). In the western areas it

consists, as already pointed out, of a number of apparently unrelated groups denoted

by local names, such as the “ Jaun.sar system,” “Carbonaceous system,” “ Deoban

limestone,” “Purple slate and breccia series” and the “ Massive limestone.” In

the east its component members are known as the “ Haling ” and the “ Baxa ”

series, respectively.

Of the systems of the western area the Jaunsar is regarded as the oldest and is said

to lie unconformably on the beds of the crystalline belt.*
Jaunsar system.

eastern Sirmur the lowest member of the system is

composed of shite and limestone, overlain by quartzite. Elsewhere the lower beds are

not seen, and the quartzite lies directly on the crystalline rocks. Above the quartzites

is a scries of beds of trap, ashes and lava-flows, locally replaced partially by slate and

limestone. In the Bangahal valley and again in northern Jaunsar a peculiar rock,

composed of large boulders set in a fine-grained matrix, occurs in the lower beds of this

system ; it boars a curious resemblance to the .so-called “ boulder-slate ” of the Blaini

series ( sec below', p. 223 )
and, like it, has been attributed to the action of floating

ice, large boulders having presumably been thus carried out to sea, or, at any rate, into

tranquil water in which fine-grained deposits were at the same time being laid down.

This system has not been definitely recognised out of Jaunsar and eastern Sirmur,

but it may be represented by a aiTies of jmrple slates and volcanic breccia found in

w'estern Garhwal to the oast of tlu? Gangesf and throughout the hills around Naini Tal.?,;

The .launsar system in .Jaunsar-Bawar is overlain unconformably by a mas.sive

grey limestone series, which has been named the Deoban
Deoban lim«!stone.

limestone after the peak of that name north of Chakrata.

The same linic.stone overlies the jmrple slate series of w'cstern Garhwal and Naini Tal

( Plate XLI ) and a somewhat similar rock has been observed to the south-west of the

Chur peak between Mussooree and Simla, in the 8hali peak to the north-east of Simla

and again in Kulu.

The systems next to be described comprise the most widely distributed and most

Simla slates and Carbonaceous rcatUlv recognised of all the subdivisions of the great comple.x
system.

unfossiUferous sediments composing the Himalayan group.

They are known as tin? Simla slates and the (Carbonaceous system, and have been studied

in considerable detail first by Mr. H. B. Med]icott§ and' subsequently by IJeutenant-

Goneral C. A. McMahon|| and Mr. R. D. Oldham.^! The area in which they were first

* R. D. Oldham : Gtologicil Xwrr.y of frtrfiVi.-Vo!. XXI, 13J (1888).

t C. vS. MkldlcmiMs ; }hcord9y GcoUnjical ^Surrey of India^ Vol. XX, 2(5 (1887).

X C. S. Middlomws : Jiecord^. Geological of India, Vol. XXIII, 214 (1800).

§ Memoirs. Geological Survey of India, V \. lU
11 Hecords, Gcoh gical of India, Vol, X, 204 (1877), XIV, 305 (1881 ) XV, 34 (1882), XVI, 35 (1883).

T Records, Geological SuriTy of India, V»4. X X. 143 (1887),
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Simla series.

examined and on which their description was based is that lying between the inner edge

of the Sinnur series, to the north of Dagshai, and Simla, but they are believed to extend

thence both eastwards and westwards to beyond Mussooree on the one side and into the

Chamba-Dalhousie region? on the other.

The lowest member of the group consists of a series of slate and quartzite,

well exposed throughout the ridges and valleys to the east

of Simla, and seen all along the road from Sanjauli Bazar

to Mashobra as well as on the outer slope of Elysium hill and the spurs below the

Mall on the north-eastern side of Jako (Plate xl) ; to the visitor to Simla the slate is

no doubt most familiar on the backs of coolies toiling up the steep
‘

‘ khud ’
’ sides and

plodding laboriously along the Mall.

The next overlying subdivision is that known as the Blaini series, so called from the

Blaini river below Solan, w'here it was first studied by

Mr. Medlicott. This is the most characteristic and readily

recognised member of the Carbonaceous system and has served as a means of correlating

various exposures in widely separated areas throughout the Lesser Himalayan ranges.

It consists essentially of a bed of slate— presumably originally deposited as a fine mud or

silt—^through which are scattered sometimes pebbles of white quartz, sometimes large

boulders of quartzite and other rocks. The large size of these boulders and the extremely

fine-grained nature of the matrix in which they lie has led to a comparison of the Blaini

“ boulder-slate ” with the “ till ” or “ boulder clay,” a characteristic deposit among

the pleistocene or glacial beds of Europe, and which was formed by the instrumentality

of floating ice during the Great Ice Age. Were the till to undergo severe pressure, such

as the beds of the Himalayan zone have time and again been subjected to, the, result

would imdoubtedly be a rock very like the Blaini boulder-slate for which a glacial

origin has consequently also been inferred.*

The upper part of the Blaini series consists of a thin band of limestone, sometimes

blue but typically pink or buff in colour. Occasionally this bed is absent, but in the

Simla area it is almost invariably to be found above the boulder-slate. A conspicuous

outcrop of the limestone occurs at Simla in the steep bank above the Mall, just beyond the

Tfplrlrar Bazar, whilst the boulder-slate is particularly well exposed at the Sanjauli corner

beyond the Mayo Institute (Plate xl).

Above the Blaini series is a bed of black carbonaceous shale, which, owing to its

colour, has frequently been mistaken by the inexperienced

for coal, and has led to many a vain expectation of the

discovery of this mineral in Simla on the hill-side above the “ Ladies’ Mile.”

This is overlain by a thick series of quartzite and schist, known as the Boileauganj.

series in the Simla area, where it forms the greater part

of Jako above the Mall and underlies most of the town.f Its

Carbonaceous shale.

Boileauganj series.

Manual of the Geology of India^ 2nd edition, 133 (1893). Tho name “ tillite has recently been introduced

for indurated boulder-clays of facial origin and pre-pleistocene age.

I B. D. Oldham : Records, Geological Survey of India, Vol. XX, 143 (1887).
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Krol series.

Mandhali series of Jaun.sar.

thickness is very variable, ranging from only about 20 feet on the Krol mountain near

Solan to perhaps a thousand at Simla.

The carbonacer>us shale and overlying quartzite and schist (Boileauganj series)

were grouped together by Mr. Medlicott, who named them ,the “ Infra-Krol ” series,

on account of the fact that at the Krol mountain they underlie a thick band of lime-

stone which caps both the Krol and the Boj, and which he, therefore, named the

“ Krol limestone.” At Simla the Boileauganj series is

overlain also by limestone, but with it are associated beds of

carbonaceous shale and igneous rocks, including a garnetiferous hornblende-schist,

which is found on the summit of Prospect hill ; these igneous beds have been regarded as

altered volcanic ashes, but their origin is very obscure. In other localities beds of

basalt have been found interbedded with the upper members of the Carbonaceous system.

To the east, in Jaunsar, a thick series of quartzite, which has been named the “Ba-

Carbonxee^us system in
^ar quartzite,” has been observed in the Tons and Pabar

jaunsai. valleys
;

it is overlain by volcanic beds, followed by car-

bonaceous slates and limestones, and has been taken to represent the Boileauganj

quartzite and overlying beds of the Simla area.

Also, in Jaunsar, but not in direct contact with the above series, there is a thick

group of quartzite, slate, limestone, conglomerate and boulder-

beds, lying unconformably on the Deoban limestone. These

are known as the Mandhali series, and have been correlated, owing to the presence of

boulder-beds, with the Blaini series of Simla. A very similar series occurs on the

eastern flanks of the tliur mountain, where it is overlain by carbonaceous slates and
a thick formation of quartzite and schist exactly like the Boileauganj series ; tliis

has been regarded as fairly conclusive evidence in favour of correlating the Bawars
and Mandhalis with the lithologically similar series of the Carbonaceous system.

Beyond the, Simla area, towards the west, beds regarded as the representatives

- , , ,
of the Blaini series have been found in Chamba ; further to

the Blaini series: in Kashmir thc wcst, in Kashmir, Mr. Lydckker has described n
andChitr^l ; ...

boulder-bed belonging to his Panjal system* as the exact

counterpart of the Blaini rock, whilst certain conglomerates and limestones so

far off even as Ohitral have been referred to the same horizon.f

The rocks described as the Panjal system in Kashmir consist of a thick series of

deposits composed of quartzite, date and conglomerate (boulder-beds) below, capped
by great masses of volcanic beds, frequently amygdaloidal, which represent old lava-

flows. These are exposed on the Pir Panjal range, from wjiich they take their name

;

a good section or part of them is seen along the cart-road, on the left bank of the
Jhelum between Uri and Baramula ; they also form the hills on which Gulmarg
stands. The upper or volcanic part, of the system composes most of the hills sur-

* JJemoirif, OeoUnjicdt Surv^^y of India, Vol. \XJI (18S3).

f C . A. McMahon ; 7rr/y Jourmtl, fr^oiogicif Society^ VoLIiVl>337 (1900), Oeologicai JHagazifie, Dec^ IV’,
'Vol. IX, 7 (1902).

V » ,
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rounding the Kashmir valley on its northern and north-western sides from Baramula to

Vihi, and is particularly well seen on the Gilgit road between Bandipur and Tragbal and

in the immediate neighbourhood of Srinagar. In an easterly direction the Panjal

beds are said to extend to’ Chamba,* where thej’- include the beds supposed to represent

the Blaini series of Simla.

Still further westwards, in Hazara, a series of conglomerate and sandstone has

^
been described by Mr. Middlemiss under the. name of “Infra-

Trias,” and has been correlated by him also with the Blaini

series of the Lesser Himalayaf (Plate xlix).

We thus see that the unfossiliferous sedimentary belt is composed of a patch-work

Age and correlation of the of more or less isolated groups of beds, no two of which can,

Blamj series. with absohitc certainty, be identified one with the other.

For the most part they consist of perfectly ordinary sediments such as have been

formed at all times during the earth’s history, at least since its surface was divisible

into land and water, and are still forming round the coasts and in the seas of the

present day. Consequently, so far as these deposits an^ cotKM'rned, correlation de-

pends on the manner of association of the respective deposits ; thus, quartzites over-

lain by carbonaceous shales and lime.stones in one area are correlated with a similar

sequence in another. This method of correlation by lithological characters is unfor-

tunately open to many objections and cannot be relied on except over very limited

areas. Where, however, a peculiar and uncommon form of depo.sit occurs in two neigh-

bouring areas, we are on safer ground in correlating the one with the other, and it is chiefly

this method that has been employed throughout the Himalayan unfossiliferous belt.

The Blaini boulder-slate is generally admitted to be of glacial origin,J and as

boulder-beds of this character, now known as “ tillites,” are by no means of

common occurrence, but have been formed under very special conditions, which are

known to have recurred only at rare intervals in the history of the earth, the Blaini

rock has been resarded as the key to the solution of the mutual relationships of the

respective members of the sedimentary rocks of the Himalayan zone and, with

the exception of the supposed boulder-slate of the Jaunsar system, all similar beds

in this belt have been referred to the Blaini series. Nor has this procedure been re-

stricted to the rocks of the Lesser Himalaya ; it has been extended to certain supposed

boulder-beds found in Spiti, in the Panjal system in Kashmir, in the Infra-Trias of Hazara

and even so far afield as Chitral. .\11 these have, by one observer or the other,

been referred to the Blaini horizon, and this again has been correlated with the well-

known Talchir boulder-bed, which is of undoubted glacial origin and which occurs below

fossiliferous deposits of known age in the Salt Range and at the base of the Gondwana

system of Peninsular India. 'The Blaini boulder-slate and its supposed representatives

in other parts of the Himalaya have, therefore, all been referred to the Talchir horizon,

that is to say, to about the Middle Carboniferous epoch of the European geological

R. Lydekker ; Memoirs, Geological Survey of India, Vol. XXll (1883).

f Memoirs, Geological Survey of India, Vol. XXVI, 22(1896).

t T. H. Holland: Records, Geological Survey of India, Vol. XXXVII, 129(1908),

D 2
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time-scale. This method of endeavouring to fix the age of the Blaini boulder-slate

and its suj)posed representatives is a perfectly legitimate one, and the conclusions

arrived at have until (juite recently been accepted as offering a not improbable solution;

unfortunately, however, the beds in Hpiti, which have been identified with the Blaini

rock, have now been found to be perfectly ordinary conglomerates with only a super-

ficial resemblance to tillite, whilst they have also been proved by means of fossils to

belong to a horizon considera hiv younger than the Talchirs.* Again, the conglomerates

of the Panjal system of Kashmir, as described by Mr. ]^ydekker,f occur at some con-

siderable distanc,(“ h<'lovv th<‘ top of that system, and recent work near Srinagar has shown

that the uppermost beds of the Panjal system, the traps, are probably older than the

Talchir boulder-bed conse<|uently the Panjal conglomerates must be older still.*? Since,

therefore, the (torrelation of the Blaini boulder-slate with the conglomerates of Spiti and

Kashmir, which are comparatively near the Simla area, have proved erroneous, we must

regard with suspicion any attempt to refer to this horizon beds in areas so far off as

Hazara and (Jhitral. It must be admitted, however, that the wide distribution of the

Talchir tillite, which has been identified both in AiLstralia and South Africa, would

justify its extension to the Siml.v area, but it must be rcunembered that in all other

areas it is found associat'd with fossiliferous rocks of known age, and it is therefore

extremely <!ifficult to ac(,'ount for th<* absence of fossils in the Blaini series ; this might no

doubt be attributed to the disturbance and crushing to which the Himalayan group

as a whole has been subjected, wen* it not for the fact that beds no less crushed and

altered have been found in other areas to retain their fossils in a recognisable state,

whereas the rocks of the Himalayan zone, although often apparently eminentl}'^ suited

for the preservation of fossils, have not yielded so much as a trace of any structure that

can be definitely pronounced to be of organic origin, much less any recognisable fossils.

We are, therefore, compelled to conclude that these rocks are truly unfossiliferous and

to give up further attempts to correlate them with the fossiliferous beds of known
age constituting the Tibetan zone to the north. There has consequently of late been

a general tendcnc}' to lo<»k elsewhere for the representatives of this great unfossili-

ferous group. Attenti»)n has been drawn to this point by the Director of the Geologi-

cal Survey in a “General Report” on the work of his Department; Sir Thomas
Hollandll writes —

The {(issiliferous chariU'ter of the strata lyin.n on the northern (Tibetan) flanks of the crystal-

line axis stands in remarkable contrast to the unfossiliferous character of the beds which form the

southern or Lower Himalayan zone. The jwrsistcnce of the northern fossiliferous zone eastwards as

* M. H. ilaydon : -Vo/io/V.v, (^fnfdffiral Surrey of India, Vol. XXXVT, 51, 109 (1904).

t Mimoirs, Otologiciil Surruf o/ /«,/// Vol. XXII, 216 (188.1).

I H. H. Hayik'n : (iftdoqicul Sumy oj India. Vol. XXXVT, 23 (1907).

§ It st'oms not imprt>b‘tl)Ip that tlic Panjiu IwwIucIp mute than one set of conglomerates, namely,
one of upper rainhrian (.r hmer Silurian ^Muth)

f.‘.
233), and another which occurs at the base of the

Permian; both of the e are found in Soiti and have vtvrh b-en referred to tlie Hlaini Uoiilder-slate. If both of
these ocenr in Kashmir. tlK're are i^rounds for suspevtinii t^at they may have been regarded as one and the same,
'rhis, ho\Never. cannot be set lied until Kashinti iuls Iv'cn surveved in tietail.

II
Hicordst Oadogfeaf Suim/ of /ndia. \ 156
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-at as 8ikkiin, now established, naturally acrentiiates this contrast, and increases the suspicion, which

has recently been ^^rowing amongst the members of the Geological Survey, that the Lower Himalayan

rocks, like those of Simla, Kiimaun and Lhutan, are members of very ancient systems of sediments,

all or in part pre-Cambrian, nothing other, in fact, than northerly extensions of the Viiidliyan, Ciiddu-

pali and similar old systems of the Peninsula, which have been caught, like the much younger Gond-

wana beds of Darjeeling ami Assam, in the great earth-folds that have ])rodnce(l the Himalayan range.

That one, two or more stratigraphical stages on the south could be unfossiliferous whilst their equiva-

lents on the north are fossiliferous might he possible
;
that such an accident c(Mi1(I Ik* carried through

<‘Vory geological epoch from (^imbrian to Cretaceous is so highly unlik(*ly, that we arc driven to regard

the ingenious and elaborate systems of lithological eniTespond(*nces, which have been piopounde*! to

distribute the strata of the Lower Himalayan zone over the standard fossiliferous scale, as so much

misdirected, though well intended, m(‘ntal en(‘rgy.

That this solution is a nearer a])nroxinmtion to the truth is beroniiug yearly more

and more apparent. Tt has already been pointed out {supra

^

rocks

exactly resembling Arcluean type's of the Indian Peninsula and liiirma Imve been

found in Sikkim, Kiimaun and Afghanistan, and it is not unreasonable to suf)pose

that they will also be discovered in the intermediate areas
;
furthermore, the Daling

series of Sikkim and the metamorphic and crystalline rocks of the Miju ranges at the

extreme eastern end of the Himalaya have also been referred to well-known Peninsular

types * and wo are tlius led to correlate’! the Himalayan group with th<^ old unfossiliferous

and metamorphic beds c.omprised in the Arcluean and Purana groupsf of the extra-

Himalavan areas, which include such systems as the Vindhyans, Cuddapahs, Dharwars

and that embracing the old gneissose rocks of Rajputana, the (kuitral Provinces, Madras

and Burma and so to regard this unfossiliferous belt as a northerly extension of what

has been one of the most permanent, as it is one of the oldest, continental areas of the

globe.

The presence, immediately to the north of this zone, of an extensive series of fossili-

ferous marine sediments, further points to the conclusion
The Tethys. ,

that here lay the soutliern shores of the Tethys, the sea which

extended over most of Asia during Palieozoio and Mesozoic times. Its old littoral

rleposits can still be traced among the beds of the Tibetan zone arid prov<! that much

of the present Himalaya was a land surface even in early Cambrian times (see below,

page 250) ; and the unconformities and overlaps found at various horizons in the

Palajozoic systems arc indications of the vicissitudes through which this part of tlic

ancient continent has passed.

Exception may perhaps be taken to the correlation of the unfossiliferous Himalayan

zone with the Archsean and Purana groups of Peninsular India on tin; ground of the

absence from the latter area of any known glacial deposits of pre-Condwana age

resembling the Blaini boulder-slate. A somewhat similar rock, however, has been

recorded as occurring among the Purana rocks of Rewa.J Certainly no great weight

* .7. M. .^laclareii : lit cords, (refflofjiral Surccff t.j Jiidia, V'o!. XXX 7, iSl (IIKM).

t St»e ta})lo show ing classiHcal ion ol' HinmUtyan h\>m*iiis : suptu ]i.

X Memoirs, Geological Survey of Ivdia, Vol. XaXi, 1*72 (IVU)I).
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can be attached to this observation, since definite proofs of glacial origin, such as stri-

ation and facetting of the included pebbles, have not been obtained. It nevertheless

indicates the possibility of a pre-Talchir glacial epoch on the Indian Peninsula. In

this coiuiection attention may be drawn to the extraordinary resemblance, amounting

indeed almost to identity, of some of the old pre-Cambrian groups of rocks of India to

those of South Africa : thus the Dharwar system is very similar to the Malmesbury

series of Africa. In much later times the Gondwanas of India find their exact equivalents

in the Karroo system of the Cape, whilst similar mutual resemblances can be traced

between the Cretaceous deposits of the two areas. The intimate relationship of India

to South Africa in later Palaiozoic and Mesozoic times has long been known,

*

but it

is only quite recently that the more extensive geological surveys of South Africa

have revealed the close resemblance between the older rock-groups of the two areas"

and have shown that from earliest times until comparatively recently the geological

histories of the two areas have been strikingly similar. Many points of resemblance

also exist between the geology of Australia and that of the Indian Peninsula and the

recent discovery of boulder-beds of undoubted glacial origin below the Cambrian rocks

of South Africa,t ChinaJ and (?) Australia§ render it by no means improbable that

glacial conditions existed also in India in pre-Cambrian times and left their record in

the form of the Bhuni boulder-slate.

In the eastern Himalaya, the unfossiliferous rocks are represented by the Daling

and Baxa series. The former consists of green and grey
Dalinii Sprier,

*11 i *1 •

^ o
Silky slate, quartzite and, occasionally, beds of lioriiblonde

schist. These beds are much crushed and contorted, and frequently contain small

deposits t)f copper-ore, which have long beei\ mined in primitive fashion by the natives

of the Darjeeling district. The series occupies the lower hills between the crystalline

rocks of Darjeeling and the Damudas of the foot-hills (Plate xxxviii, fig. 3) , and

extends up along the Tista valley into Sikkim ; thence it runs eastwards into Bhutan

and probably continues through the unknown ranges on the north of Assam.
||

[n the foot-hills of Bhulan another set of rocks, composed chiefly of dolomitic

limestone and quartzite and known as the Baxa series, from

the hill-station of Baxa, is found between the Damudas and

the Dalings. Neither of the. e series has yiekled a.nv fossils, nor have they any

special lithological features in common with individual members of the subdivisions

into which the unfossiliferous rocks of other })iirts of the Himalaya have been grouped.

Like these latter, however, they arc now referred to the pre-Cambrian systems of the

* Manual of th*' Gvitlogif of India, l.st edition, Vol. J (1879).

f A. W. Hogers in UVA Annual UijHot of the Geol. Vommismou of the ('afje of Good HopCy 162 (1905).

1 Bailoy Willis, Kliot Blackwelder aiul 1^. H. Sargent: Research in diina, pt. 1, 267 (1907).

§ Rov. W. Howcliin : Quarterly dy urneiL Vol. T.XIV, 034 (i9f)8) The aye of the South
Australian tillite Iump ivfenvd to is ivgardtd hy Or. Howchii; as C^imhiiaii, but all Australian ^^eologists are not
agreed upon tliis point, 8 mie oonsiderinm it <> be part of the Permo-Carlx)iiiferous boulder-bed and so homo»
taxial willi our TaU liir tillite,

i;
F. R. Mallet : Memoirs, Geological iSurcey .f India. \o\. XI, 39 (1875); P. X. Boso : Records, Oeoloaic'il

Surenjof Indian Vol XXIV, 217(1891).
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Indian Peninsula, of whicli they probably constitute merely an outlying portion. Tlie

metalliferous Dalings in some respects resemble the Dharwars, whilst tlie rocks of

the JBaxa series may find their nearest relatives among the members of the Cuddapah

system. •

Both the Daling and the Baxa series always appear to overlie the cnisliod repre-

sentatives of the Damuda series and also the beds of the Siib-Himalayan zone, which

fringe the southern mountain-foot. For this reason tliey \vere formerly regarded

as possibly younger than the Damudas, l)ut we now know that one of the iiiost persistent

features of the tectonic geology of the 8ub-Himalayan zone is the manner in which the

younger formations appear to dip below and underlie the older beds in the higlu^r hills,

a feature which wo have seen to be, due to recumbent folds and reversed faults; and

when we find that each higher member is more metamorphosed and more crushed

than that below, we may safely assume that the apparent sequence is tlui reverse of

the true one and that, as in the case of the Tal series ami associated rocks in western

Garhwal, the Daling is in reality older than the Baxa series and ihe latter older than

the Damudas.
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THE TIBETAN ZONE.

The most northerly of the three zones of the Himalaya embraces not only the

northern part of this mountain range, but extends far into Tibet and comprises one of

the most complete representations of the geological record to be found in the world,

ranging, as it does, from almost the earliest period of which there have yet been obtain-

ed any unequivocal organic remains down to the Tertiary epoch. Between these

extreme limits not a single period remains unrepresented, for, although there may be

local gaps in one area, these are bridged over in another ; and as a book may be restored

in its entirety from a number of incomplete copies, so the geological record may, with the

exception of a few pages at the beginning and a few at the end, be pieced together

from the editions lying open in the mountains of Kumaun, Spiti and Kashmir.

Throughout the Himalaya, this northern, or Tibetan, zone is met with ^.Imost

evervwhere immediately behind the crystalline axis—the line
Distribution of the zone.

i. , r i tt* ,

of high peaks—of the great Himalayan range. It embraces

the Ladak and Zangskar ranges with their intervening troughs, and extends far to the

north, probably at least to the great lake basin of Tibet and possibly as far as the Kuen
Lun range. It consists of a vast thickness—more than 20,000 feet—of sediments almost

entirely of marine origin and represented by such rocks as slate, sandstone, conglomer-

ate and limestone. Along its southern border it is in contact with the Himalayan

granite, which throws out branches ramifying through and metamorphosing the com-
ponent members of the sedimentary zone.

Fossils had long been known to occur to the north of the great Himalayan range,

Early stratigraphical work in the *^6 sacred
‘
‘ saligram’ ’ * of the Hindus having been identi-

Himaiaya.
qjj ammonite related to those found in the Jurassic

beds of Europe, and as early as the year 1831, the presence of genera common in

the European Palaiozoic and Mesozoic systems had been recorded in the Himalaya.f

No systematic work, however, was undertaken till some years later, when General

Sir R. Strachey visited the Kumaun Himalaya and Ngari KhorsumJ and laid the

* “ Hnli^ram ” are aniraonitcH brought into India chiefly from the Jurassic shales of Kumaun, Ngari Khorsum
and the uplands of Tibet on the northern frontier of Nepal. They are to be found in Hindu temples in India, and
are also worn as charms. Among the Buddhists of Tibet they are also regarded as having magical properties and
are used in certain mystic rites. 8«rat Chandra Das also dra\iB attention to the presence of fossils among the
oflerings to the gods in Donsa-til monastery near Samye on the Brahmaputra [Journey to Lhasa and Central Tibety
edited by W. W. Rockhill, p. 299 (1904)].

t Gleanings in Science, Vol. Ill, 30 (1831).

J Spelt Nari Khorsam in previous parts, but the more correct form has now been substituted. We have ex-
perienced great difficulty in dealing with Tibetan names, since no phonetic system has yet been universally
adopted. In the case of Indian names, we have decided, for the sake of oonsistency, to adopt the orthography
of the Imiicrial Garetteer, but, in dealing with names of Tibetan origin, wo feel that this course w'ould lead to
needless perpetuation of error and have decided to employ the nearest possible approximation to the correct
))ronounciation. Tims, according to recognised stw;glar4?.Pt transliteration, the name Ngari Khorsum is written in
Tibetan (m)Nga(h)-ri(8) (h)Khor-(g)8um ; the letters in brackets, being silent letters, may be elided, thus
leaving the name as pronuounced—Nga-ri Khor-sum. In the case of Zangskar, we also follow the Tibetan
spelling in preference to the form “ Za.skar employed in the Imperial Gazetteer ; the Tibetan form is

Zangs (d)kar, which, in Central Tibet, would he pronounced Zangskar, but in I.Adak Zangskar. This is very
near the form Zaiiskar sanctioned by long usage, which, however, has latterly been discarded for Zaskar, pre-
s uinably the nearestapproximation to the Tibetan word that the Kashmiri is capable of. [H. BL H.]
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foundations of Himalayan stratigraphical geology. He was followed by Dr. F. Stoliczka,

whose description and subdivision of the fossiliferous rocks of Spiti*—a valley lying to

the north of Kulu—long served as the basis for the classification of the sedimentary

rocks of the Tibetan zone. > Simultaneously the work of Lieutenant-Colonel Godwin-

Austenf and of VerchereJ proved the extension of this zone into Kashmir, and the

subsequent surveys of Kumaun, Ngari Khorsum and Spiti by Mr. C. H. Grie8bach§

and of Kashmir by Mr. R. Lydekker,|| both confirmed and amplified the results of

Stoliczka’s earlier traverses, whilst the publications of the Geological Survey Department

bear witness to the amount of attention that the Tibetan zone has received in recent

years.^ Although much still remains to be done, and we can hardly claim yet to have

advanced beyond the threshold of Himalayan stratigraphical investigation, neverthe-

less we have obtained sufficient evidence to reveal the striking fact that, throughout

almost the whole period covered by that branch of geology known as “Historical

Geology”—^that is to say, that portion of the geological time-scale determined by the

remains of living organisms—what is now the northern slope of the great Himalayan

range lay beneath the waters of a sea, which extended over Tibet and stretched at one

time to China and at another to the Mediterranean. Throughout almost the whole

of this period, the sea-floor continued steadily to subside and thus rendered possible

the deposition on it of those thousands of feet of sediments which have now been raised

once more into dry land and form part of the highest mountain range in the world.

This great series of fossiliferous sediments falls into a number of natural subdivisions

which are not capable of exact adjustment to those of the European scale. Thus the

. ,
, clear line of division which is found in ISurope between the

Correlation of the systems of ^

the Tibetan zone with those of Palacozoic and Mcsozoic groups does not exist in the Hima-
Europe.

,

^

laya, where beds of Permian age pass upwards by perfect

gradation into others with Lower Triassic fossils. There is no break in the continuity

of the deposits, and it is consequently impossible to define exactly where Palaiozoic ends

and Mesozoic begins. Similarly, a well-marked break in the Indian deposits may be

bridged over by a perfectly continuous sequence in the rocks of Europe, and it lias now

been found impracticable to apply to the one region the nomenclature of the other.

Hence the natural groups of the Himalayan sequence must for the most part be

recognised as individual units, characterised by names of their own and referable only

.approximately to European equivalents.

The most marked break in the Indian stratigraphical sequence occurs at the base

Classification of the deposits of the Talchir boulder-bed, and this has been adopted by
of the Tibetan zone.

gjj. Tjjoinas Holland as a datum line for the classification of

all the post-Purana rocks, the beds found below this break being included in his

Memoirs, Geological Survey of India, Vol. V (1866).

t Quarterly Journal, Geological Society, Vol. XX (1864), XXI (1865), XXll (1866).

t Journal, Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. XXXV (1866). XXXVl (1867).

§ Memoirs, Geological Survey of India, Vol. XXIII (1891).

II
Memoirs, Geological Survey of India, Vol. XXll (1883).

If Pal Indica, Series XV, Volt*. I to V.
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“Dravidiati group” and those above it in the “Aryan group.”* Those two divisions

are clearly marked off from one another in the Salt Range and also in Kashmir, but

there is some difficulty in demarcating them exactly in other parts of the Himalaya
;

and in the present state of our knowledge of Himalayan sisratigraphy the dividing line

between the two cannot be rigidly laid down.

The following table shows the subdivisions recognised in the rocks of the Tibetan

zone :

—

Table XLI.f

Sy.st«*in or subdivision.
Approximaty Euroj)ean

equivalent.

KAUKWAS of Kashmir
;
OssThKRous Beds of Ngari Khorsum

|

Pleistocene.

Stratigraphiral break.

s
o
Ofi

y,
<

Nummuijtic Limkstone of Ngari Khorsum
; Indus Valley • Tertiary.

TERTTARFKS.

KaM PA SYSTEM

Flysch of Ngari Khorsum
;
Chtkkim series ; (Iiumal (-Vetaceous.

SERIES.

Spiti Shales : J ukassic of Southern Tibet. Jurassic.

Kioto Limestone.

U)

c
fSS

O
y

<

Q

(in Kashmir)

Zewan staoe.

(}anc5amopteris Beds.

Sirat igraph Ira I break.

Lilano system.

Kulino system.

(in Spiti)

SVrat igraph iva I break.

Po SERIES

KANAWAR

Pan.ial Volcanios.
SYSTEM.

Lipak series^

Muth system.

N/m/igraph tea I brea k.

Hai manta system.

^in Kumaun)

Strati-

graph-

ical

break.

Trias.

Permian.

(Carboniferous.

Devonian.

Silurian.

(^ambrian and possibly in

part Pre-Cambrian.

Haimanta system.

Tibktan ZONK IN SiUTi AKD Kumaun (Plates xlui, xuv, xlv).

Htmnantfi system.

The Haimautii system was the name given by Mr. C. L. Griesbacht to a series
'

of conglomerates, quartzites and slates found in the

Kumaun and Garhwal Himalaya and immediately overlying

the crystalline schists of the Vaikrita system. The passage from tlje one

system into the other is often quite gradual and no hard and fast line can be

drawn between the two. This is no doubt due to the fact that the Vaikrita system

consists partly of sedimentary beds which have been metamorphosed by the Himalayan
• T. H Holland ; Trun*. Min. and Ot»l. IwA. of India, Vol. I, 48 ( 190S).

~

t Sc« page 272.

} Mtmom, (hotfonital fiurvey of India, Vol. XXIII ( 1801 ).
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granite and which are in all probability merely the altered representatives of the lowest

members of the Haimanta system (see above, page ‘2*20). The greatest development

of this system is found in the Kumaun and Garhwal Himalaya, but it is also seen in the

mountains to the north of Kulu, in Spiti and in Lahaul. In Spiti, the uppermost

beds have yielded trilobites similar to those found in the rocks of the Cambrian system

in other parts of the world.*

Coral
merate.

Muth system.

The beds of the Haimanta system are overlain by a group of beds named by Sto-

limestone and congio- Hczka the “Muth .series.” In Kumaun and Garhwal the

lowest member is a dark coral limestone with imperfect fos-

sils, said to be of Ordovician age ; this subdivision is not found in Spiti, the slates

with Cambrian trilobites being ov(!rlain uneonformably by a conglomerate composed

of pebbles of the underlying rocks. The ne.vt bed, both in the easte?n and western

sections, is a red quartzite, the colour of which is very

persistent and serves as an unfailing guide to the recog-

; it contains no determinable fossils, but is overlain by

limestone with corals—including the very characteristic

species Halysiles mtenularia —trilobites and brachiopods,

such as occur in the Silurian rocks of Europe. Above tliis is a remarkable band of

white quartzite, which is a comstaut feature in Himalayan sections of this part of the

fossiliferous series. It is known as the Muth ([luirtzite,

Muth quartzite.
from the Village of Muth in Spiti. At its base tire some thin

bands of darker quartzite conttiining a brachiopod [PenUmmrus (?) oblonyus] probably

identical with a species common in the' upper part of the Gothlandian of Europe. No

fo.ssils have been found in the main mass of the quartzite, which may be of either Goth-

landian or Devonian age and probably repre.sents a pait of each systtnn.

Red quartzite.

nition oJ this subdivision

Fossiliferous limestone.

Kmiaivar fiyalent.

In parts of Spiti, but not in the more easterly sections of Kumaun and Garhwal,

the Muth quartzite passes up into a thick series of lime.stone
Lipak senes.

sliale Containing at the base fossils which are possibly

of Devonian age, but in its upper beds a rich fauna characteristic of the lower Carboni-

ferous (Mountain Limestone) of Europe. This is overlain by about 2,000 feet of shale

and quartzite containing two important fossiliferous horizons, the lower of whicli has

yielded plant remains and the upper is characterised by

great numbers of Bryozm, amongst which the genus Fenestella

is particularly common : this bed has consequently been named the
‘

‘Fenestella

shales.”t It corresponds in age with the Upper Carboniferous of Europe. These two

groups of beds, the limestone series and the shale and quartzite, have only been found

Po series : Fenestella shales.

* H. H. Hayden: Memoirs, Geological Smvey of India, Vol. XXX VJ, pt. 1 (1904).

t Ibid.

E 2
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completely developed in Spiti and Kanawar, being absent from Garhwal and Kumaun.

The lower series is very well exposed in the valley of the Lipak river near Lio, a

village on the right bank of the Spiti river just above its confluence with the Sutlej

;

it has consequently been named the Lipak series, whilst the upper beds, the shales and

quartzites, are known as the “Po series,” after the village of Po in lower Spiti. For

convenience of reference the two may be grouped together under the name ‘ ‘ Kanawar
system.”

The top of the Po series, which corresponds approximately with the end of the

Carboniferous period in Europe, marks an important epoch in the stratigraphical his-

tory of the Spiti and Kumaun Himalaya. The shales and quartzites pass upwards

into conglomerates composed of rolled boulders of limestone, slate, quartzite and

Break in continuity of deposits granite derived from the erosion of the various older rocks,
above the Kanawar system. quartzites, Lipak limestoues and mem-
bers of the Haimanta system. It is thus clear that before the deposition of this

conglomerate parts of the sea-floor, on which the older systems had been laid

down, were raised up to form dry land, which then underwent erosion. Similar con-

ditions prevailed throughout Garhwal and Kumaun and may have extended even

further east, but the whole of the Nepal, Bhutan and Assam Himalaya is stiU unsur-

veyed and we know practically nothing of the geological conditions to the east of Kum-
n,un. A group of beds, which has been described as the Dothak series,* at the lower end

of the Phari plain, may possibly cover a part of this period,

whilst fossils of approximately the same age as those of the

Fcnestella shales have been found in rolled boulders in the gorge of the Subansiri in

Assamf and thus afford evidence of the presence of fossiliferous beds somewhere in

the catchment area of that river, but their relations to such older and younger beds

as may be present are completely unknown.

In the Kumaun and Garhwal Himalaya the whole of the Po series, as well as the

Absence of Kanawar system Lipak series, is Wanting, and the overlying beds rest Usually
from Kumaun. eroded surface of the Muth quartzite or, more rarely,

on the underlying limestone. In Spiti and Kanawar extensive erosion took place

throughout the greater part of the area before the deposition of the conglomerate

which occurs above the Po series, but at both the upper and lower ends of the Spiti

valley, the Lipak series and the Po series have been preserved.

Dothak series in Tibet.

Kt/ling system.

The next overlying series was first observed in Spiti by Stoliezka, who named it

the Kuling series, j; It consists of couglomeiate at the base overlain by calcareous

H. H. Hayden : Memoirs, Geological Survey of Indm, Vol. XXXVI, part 2 (1907).

t J. M. Maclaren : Records, Qeoloqical Survey of Indio, Vol XXXI, 186 (1904) : C. Diener ; ibid, Vol XXXII.
189(1905).

{ Memoirs, Geological Survey of India, Vol V, pt. 1 (1865).
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Productus shales.

sandstone which is covered in turn by a bed of black shale—about 160 feet thick—known
:as the “ Productus shales ”* on account of the predominance in it of brachiopods,

which were originally referred to that genus. In Kumaun and Garhwal the presence

•of the conglomerate and overlying calcareous sandstone has

not been recorded, but the Productus shales appear to lie

directly on one or other horizon of the older systems. The fossils of the Productus

shales are numerous and well preserved, and this horizon, together with the underlying

sandstone and conglomerate, is regarded as approximately equivalent to the Permian

system of Europe.

Lihing system.

The next overlying beds show a distinct change both in the character of the com-

ponent rocks as well as in the fauna that they contain ; for whereas the predominant

elements of the Kuling system are shallow-water coastal deposits, such as conglomerate,

sandstone and shale, containing the remains of brachiopods. the next group of beds

consists chiefly of limestone, deposited for the most part in deeper water beyond the

reach of the sand and mud derived from the neighbouring land. The fauna, too,

comprises chiefly ammonites, with only a comparatively small percentage of brachio-

pods. The change, though rapid, is by no means abrupt ; marine conditions still

prevailed, but the sea-bottom slowly subsided and what was formerly a comparatively

shallow-water area now became deeper and further removed from the shore. There

was no interruption of continuity of deposition on the sea-floor nor any sttdden change

in the character of the deposits. It is consequently impossible in the Himalaya to draw

any hard line between the top of the Paljeozoic group and the base of the Mesozoic,

the passage from one to the other being perfectly gradual. The Productus shales

pass up into an alternating series of thin bands of shale interbedded with equally

thin bands of impure limestone ; as the series is followed upwards, the calcareous

element increases and the shale disappears and thence there extends to a ver-

tical thickness of over 6,000 feet a perfectly uninterrupted group of deposits of which

the predominant rock is limestone, with subordinate bands of shale and sandstone.

This vast series of marine sediments comprises representatives of all the members

of the Mesozoic group of Europe, which can be readily identified by means of the numer-

ous fossils that they contain. The most important subdivision, both in point of thick-

ness as well as of fossil contents, is the Lilang system, which is over 3,000 feet thick

in Spiti and rather less in the Kumaun and Garhwal Himalaya. The base of this

system is regarded as lying immediately above the Productus shales and beneath a

thin band of limestone known as the Otoceras zone, so called from the prevailing genus

of ammonite found in it. The lower beds of the Lilang system correspond to the Lower

Trias of Europe and possibly in part to the uppermost subdivision of the Permian

system. They consist of thin bands of limestone and shale, passing upwards into a

thick bed of nodular limestone. Part of this latter bed, together with a series of bands

* Memoirs, Geological Survey of India, Vol. XXIII, 66 (]89]); XXXVI, pt. 1 (1004).
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of limestone separated by thin partings of shale, represents the Muschelkalk of Europe,

whilst the remainder of the Middle Trias, the Ladinic stage of Europe, is represented

by shale and limestone containing the characteristic European fossil DameUa lomtneli.

Abf)ve this, again, are representatives of the carnic and juvavic stages qf the Upper

Trias (for correlation see below, p. 239).

Kioto Limestone.

From Spiti eastwards as fur as the western frontier of Nepal, the Zangskar range

„ . is usual iv capped bv a great mass of limestone, over 2,000
Kioto Limestone. ‘

.

feet in thickness, which is for the most part un fossil iferous,

but the uppermost beds contain a rich Jurassic fauna, whilst those at the base

contain bivalves (Me^atodon and Dicerocardium) characteristic of the Upper Trias.

The upper part was named by Stoliczka the “ Tagling limestone ” and the lower the

“ Para limestone,” of which the Tagling was intended to represent the Jurassic, and the

Para the Triassi(;, part. Tike most of the other Himalayan formations, however, this

limestone mass cannot be subdivided according to the European scale ; it is a well-

charcterised stratigraphical unit in which it is impossible to say where the Triassic part

ends and the Jurassic begins. It is therefore necessary to have a single name for it, and

in recent publications of the Geological Survey it has been referred to as the ‘ Grey Lime-

stone,” * in which term was included the whole limestone mass between the top of the

(Juartzite series of the Lilang system and the base of the Spiti shales. Unfortunately the

term “ Grey limestone” had already been applied to a subdivision of the Nummulitic

series in Hazara f and to employ it also for the limestone of Spiti and Kumaun would

lead to confusion. The latter might appropriately be called the ” Kioto limestone,” as

it Js well seen in the cliffs behind Kioto in upper Spiti. Of its two subdivisions the name
Para stage is restricted to the beds containing Meijalodon and latterly known
as the “ Megalodon limestone,” f whilst the Tagling stage includes all the rest.

All the subordinate stages of the European Trias have been recognised by their

fossils, but the perfect continuity from base to summit of the stratigraphical sequence

of the Mesozoic group in the Himalaya, where a .single mountain-side not infrequently

affords a complete section fron. the Productus shales to the top of the Spiti shales,

renders it impossible to define the exact limits corresponding to those of the stages

of the European Trias. The classification of the Himalayan sequence is, therefore,

based on the natural subdivisions of its component beds wliich, according to their fossil

contents, can be approximately referred to their European equivalents. Such corre-

lation is facilitated by the large number of characteristic European species, particularly

of ammonites, found also in the Himalayan Trias. The general resemblance of the

fauna of the Trias of the Himalaya to that of the Alps is indeed so great as to lead to the

A. von Krafft : Memoirs, Geological of India, V<»1. XXXIJ, pt. 3 (1902) ; C. Dieiier : Pah Indica ser
XV^Vol. V, No. 3 (1908).

f C. S. Mkldlemiss : Mnwdrst Geological iSarvey of JudiOt Vol. XXV^I (1890).

J H. H, Hayden : Memoirs, Oeou^ica! Survey of India, Vol. XXXVI, pt. 1 (1904); C.^Dientr : op, cit.
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conclusion that during the Triassic epoch, the sea, known as the Tethys, which extended

over much of Asia, was continuous with that in which the Trias of the Alps was being

laid down, and that thus intercomniunicotion took place between these two areas.

Spiti sJuiles.

In Spiti, as well as in the Garhwal and Kumaun Himalaya, the steep limestone

dills (Kioto Limestone) of the Zangskar range arc usually
Spiti s ales.

capped by undulating downs covered with black friable

shales. These arc known as the Spiti shales and have yielded large numbers of ammonites

and bclemnites of Upper Jurassic typo.*

Giumnl and Chikkim series.

Here and there, resting on the Spiti shales, lie beds of sandstone, occasionally capped

by limestone and shale
; these are known as the Giumal sand-

stone, Gliikkim limestone, and Chikkim shales, respectively,

and have been so named after the villages of Giumal and Chikkim in Spiti ; they

have yielded few fossils, but such as have been found are of Cretaceous age.f

Giumal and Chikkim series.

Cla.ssification of the Aryan and DuAVinrAN systems of the Tibetan zone in

Spiti and Kumaun.

The above short description of the Pahcozoic and Mesozoic rocks of the 'ribetan

zone is based on their development in Spiti and in the mountains of Kunruiun and

Garhwal, in which areas they have been studied in greater detail than elsewhere, whilst

the sequence from the base of the Haimantas to the Chikkim shale is the most complete

and continuous yet observed in any part of the Himalayan region. Even in these areas,

however, much still remains to be done, especially in the direction of a detailed study

and subdivision of the Kioto Limestone which embraces the uppermost Trias and

the greater part of the Jurassic system.

The change from limestone to Spiti shales and Giumal sandstone marks the

beginning of a new phase in the geologic,al history of

of
^
continents '"phase the Himalaya and Tibet. The Tethys gradually began

Himalayan area.
recede, its southern shores crept slowly northwards and

areas, which, throughout almost the whole of the Triassic and lower Jurassic periods,

had lain beneath a clear and tranqiui sea, were now brought within reach first of

mud and silt and then of sand and grit carried down by rivers from the south.

Gradually the sea retreated until the northern ranges of the Himalaya and the whole

of Tibet became a continental area. During the progress of this change, however.

• F. StoUezka ; Memoirs, Geological Survey of India. Vol. V. (1865) ; V. Uhlig : Pal. Indica, aer. XV, Vol. IV

(19it3).

+ F. Stoliezka : op. cit.
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deposition continued for some time in Ladak, Ngari Khorsum and Central Tibet ; the

deposits thus formed are of lower Tertiary age and are partially marine and partially of

fresh-water or estuarine origin. The former are found in Tibet and in Zangskar and the

latter in the Indus valley in Kashmir. In Zangskar these Tertiary beds are repre-

sented by a mass of nummulitic limestone found at an elevation of 18,600 feet on

the peaks above the Singhgi La,* whilst, further east, nummulitic limestone is said by

Mr. Griesbach to overlie the Cretaceous beds in Ngari Khorsum, to the north-east of

the Niti Pass.f The Tertiary rocks of the Upper Indus valley and of the more

easterly portions of Tibet will be referred to subsequently (infra, p. 246).

None of these beds are younger than eocene, the oldest subdivision of the Tertiary

system, and they thus furnish us with an approximate date for the close of the marine,

and the opening of the continental, phase in the history of the Indo-Tibetan area

;

this date may be placed in the latter part of the eocene period of the Tertiary epoch.

The crustal disturbances which then took place, resulting in the rise of the land and

retreat and disappearance of the sea, were accompanied by great volcanic activity,

evidences of which are now to be seen in the lava-flows associated with the Tertiary

deposits and in the dykes of intrusive rock found cutting through all the older sedi-

mentary deposits.

The annexed table shows the detailed classification of the Aryan and Dravidiaa

rocks of Spiti and Kumaun.J

The “ Exotic Blocks ” of Malla Johar (Plate xlvi).

Before passing on to discuss the development and distribution of the Palaeozoic

and Mesozoic beds in other parts of the Himalaya, it is necessary to refer to a very pecu-

liar group of detached' blocks of limestone and other rocks found in the extreme north

of Kumaun on the Indo-Tibetan frontier and beyond in Ngari Khorsum (Hundes). The

culminating ridge of the Zangskar range in Malla Johar and the northern slopes of the

same range at Chitichun in Ngari Khorsum are composed chiefly of Spiti shales overlain

by a sandstone formation (the equivalent of the Giumal sandstone of Spiti) which passes

upwards into a series of sandstone and shale (probably of Cretaceous age) exactly resem-

bling the European “ Flysch.” Overlying these and resting sometimes on the Spiti

shales and sometimes on the flysch, and inextricably mixed with, and embedded in, masses

of andesite and other basic volcanic rocks, are innumerable blocks of sedimentary rock,

varying in size from mere pebbles to naasses of many thousand cubic yards in volume.

Blocks of limestone, sandstone, Spiti shale and flysch lie scattered through the volcanics

• T. D. LaTouohe : Records, Oedogioai Rvrvey 0$ India, Vol. XXI, 160 (1888).

t Memoirs, Geological Survey of India, Vvil. XXIH (1891).

t A. von Krafft : General Report, Geological Survey of India, 1800>1900 (1901) i

H. H. Hayden : Memoirs, Geoiogical S^srvey of India, Vul. XXXVI, pt. 1 (1904)

;

C. Dienor : Pah Indica, scr. XV, Vol. V, No. 3 (1903).
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Table XLIl

Seoihbntaby bocks of the 'riBJCT.vs Zone in Srirt and KuM.vtr.v.

Nummulitic limestone and Volcanics of Kumaun and Ngari
Khorsum.

“Flysch” of Kumaun and Ngari Khorsum.
“Cliikkini shales.”
‘

‘Chikkim limestone.
”

“Giumal sandstone.
”

“Spiti shales.”

Ap])roximato

Eiiropoan

EquivalontH.

Eocene.

Crktaceous,

Kioto
Lime-

Ltlang

Kuling

SYSTEM.

“Tagling stage.”

“Para stage.
”

! SYSTEM.

“Quartzite series” with Spiri^era m/iniensis (Kraflft).

“Monotis shales” with Monotis salinaria (Bchlotheim).

“(oral limestone” with many corals and Spiriferina grmbachi
(Bittner).

“Juvavites beds” with Jimvntea angnlatus (Diencr).

“Tropites beds” with TropUesef. subbullatus (Mojsisovics).

“Grey shales” with Joannites cifmhijormis ^Wulfcn).

“Halobia beds” with Tlahhia cf. comUa (Bittner).

“Daonella limestone” with Damella indica (Bittner).

“Daonella shales” with Daonella Inwmeli (Wissman).

“Miischelkalk limestone with Ptychites rwpjer (Oppel).
‘

‘ Nodular limestone.
”

“Ilcdenstrsemia beds” with Ifedenstrcmma viojsisovicsi (Diener).

“Mcekoceras zone” with Meekoc^era^ mraha (Diener),

“Ophiceras zone” with Ophiceras sakuntala (Diener).

“Otoceras zone” with Oloceras woodwardi (Griesbach).

“Productus shales” with Xenaspis and CtfcJohbm qX)owq and

Marginifera himalayensis (Diener) below.

“Cal(;areous sandstone” with Spirifer fasciger (Keyserling) and

Spirifer rnarcoai (Waagen).

Conglomerate, grit and sandstone.

“Po series” including “Fcnestclla shales” with Protoretepora

ampla (Lonsdale).

“Lipak series chiefly limestone with Syringothyris cuspidaia

(Martin) above and Alrypa aspera (8chlotheim) below.

“Muth quartzite” with Pentamerus cf, obhngus (Sowerby) at

base.

Limestones with Trilobites, Brachiopods and Corals (including

Holysites cMenularin Lamarck).

“Red quartzite.”

Conglomerate in Spiti and coral limestone in Kumaun.

Slate, quartzite and limestone with trilobites,

Blue and black slate (weathering bright red), with carbonaceous

shales.

Slate and (juartzite.
j

Conglomerate in Kumaun,—-absent from Spiti.
j

Jurassic.

Rhwlic and
Dachsteinkalk

Juvavic,

Ladinic,

M'lischeU

kalk.

Lower

Trias.

Permian.

Carbonif-

Devonian.

Silurian.

Cambrian and

(?) Pre-Cam-

Trias.
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with no trace of regularity or arrangement, whilst the jumble becomes the more con-

fused when the fossiliferous character of certain of the blocks reveals the striking fact

that almost every stratigraphical horizon from Permian to uppermost Cretaceous finds

its representative in one or other individual block. UnfOssiliferous blocks prevail,

but those which contain fossils have yielded specimens both sufficiently numerous and

sufficiently well preserved to leave no room for doubt as to the particular horizon to

which each belongs. When, however, we compare them with the corresponding horizons

of the typical Pala5ozoic and Mesozoic sequence of Spiti and Kumaun, they are found to

show a very nuirked difference both in their physical character and in the fauna that

they contain. Thus the curious fact is revealed that in one and the same area, and

almost in contact with one another, there are two distinct facies of Permian, Triassic

and Jurassic rocks, the one being the typical Spiti-Kumaun facies and the other that of

the exotic blocks. The latter, therefore, cannot be merely fragments of the underlying

beds which have been brought into their present anomalous position on the top of beds

younger than themselves by a simple process of faulting to which the origin of certain

of the European “ Klippenzuge ” or “blocs exotiques ” has been ascribed; but

they must have been transported from some other area, where the upper Paleeozoic

and Mesozoic facies is different to that of the typical Tibetan zone. Such an area may
possibly be found to lie to the north, in Ngari Khorsum, which is still a terra incognita,

but perhaps contains the solution of one of the most interesting problems of Indian

stratigraphical geology.

The invariable association of these exotic blocks with great masses of lava and other

Mode of origin of the exotic volcanic Tocks of sub-aerial origin affords a clue to the

manner in which they have been transported to their pre-

sent position. During the great outburst of volcanic activity which took place

throughout the northern parts of the Himalaya and in western Tibet in early Tertiary

times, these blocks were torn by the disruptive forces from their parent mass and
carried on the lava-flows far to the south of their original home.*

The Tibet.\n zone in the Eastern Himalaya (Pl.4te xlvii).

We shall now try to follow the Tibetan zone from the typical areas of Spiti and
Kumaun into other parts of the Himalaya. W^e have already seen that in these two
districts the only points of difference in the oldest (Dravidian) group of the fossiliferous

rocks is the absence from Bpiti of the Lower Haimanta conglomerate and of the coral

limestone which occurs at the base of the Muth sy.stem in Kumaunf and the presence

in lower Spiti of an extensive series of beds, the Kanawar system,J which has not

been fovmd in any part of Kumaun.

* A. von Kmfft : Memoirs, Oeottiguxil Survey of In^a, Vol. XXXII. jit. 3 (1902). For other literature on the
HubjtM't of the Exotie blocks see Jiecordsr Geih){fical Sttrvey of India, Vol. XXVI, 19 (1893), Denksihr. d. k, Akad
ir?V7i., l.Xl 1,033 (189o): Memoirs, Geological Survey of India, Vol. XXVlll, 1 (1895^; Pal Indica, ser. XV»
Vol. 1, pt. 3 (1897) ; Vol. 11, pi. 3.

•f
Memoirs, Geological Survey of India, Vol. XXlIl (1891); XXXVI, pt. 1 (1904).

% Memoirs, Geological Survey of India, Vol. XXXVI, pt. 1 (1904).
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The development of the Aryan group is almost identical in the two areas, but in

Kumaun the Lilang system is not quite so thick as in Spiti. As the Tibetan zone is

followed south-eastwards towards Nepal, this thinning out of the Lilang system (Trias)

is very marked, the total thickness in Byans being only 2,000 feet as compared with over

3,000 feet in Spiti. East of Kumaun practically nothing is known of the Tibetan zone

until W'e reach the northern frontier of Sikkim, where there is a very extensive develop,

ment of .Tmassic beds, which appear to cover almost the whole of this part of

Tibet from Sikkim and Bhutan on the south to bcj-ond Lhasa. The limestones of the

Lhonak range, north of Kinchinjtinga, and a small group of limestones at the south-

eastern edge of the Phari plain, probably represent parts of the Trias and the Lias of

Europe, and the hills which run from Kam -pa T).".ong to Tuna contain an interesting

group of limestone and shales (Karn-pa system) of Oetaceous and Lower Tertiary age.*

The fossiliferous boulders of Permo-Carboniferous age, ft)und near the mouth of the

Subansiri river in Assam, have already been referred to {supra, p. 234).

Thus we see that little is known of the Tibetan zone to the cast of Kumaun, but

it is highly probable that Mesozoic rocks (chietty Spiti shales and other Jurassic beds)

run continuously eastwards along the northern frontiers of Nepal and Bhutan, possibly

even as far as the gorge of the Brahmaputra.

Kashmir and the Western Himalaya (Plate xlviii).

Returning once more to our central area and proceeding north-westward and west-

ward from Spiti, we find an extensive development of the Tibetan zone in Kashmir.

In the year 1883 Lydekker published an account of the geology of Kashmir and adjoin-

ing territories,t based on his own surveys and upon the work of previous observers,

amongst whom the names of Drew,J Godwin- .\u.sten,§ Verchere
j]
and 8toUczka

are conspicuous. This work was completed before detailed surveys of Spiti and Kumaun
had been carried out and his classification of the rock-groups of Kashmir is on broader

lines than that since .adopted for the latter area.s. He recognised four main .systems in

the rocks of Kashmir, viz. (1) “Tertiary,” (2) “ Ziinsk.'ir,” (3)
“ Panjal,” and (4) “Crys-

talline and Metamorphic.”

The crystalline and metamorphic rocks, which comsist of granite, gneiss and

schist, cover the greater part of Northern Kashmir, including
Crystalline rocks

, Baltistan, and run west-wards through Chilas and Gilgit

into the mountains of Afghanistan. Towards the east they run through northern

Ladak and probably continue thence through Western Tibet (Rudok) and Chumurti

into the mountainous regions north of lake Manasarowar and the head-waters of the

* Memoirsy Geological /Survey of India, Vol. XXXVI, pt. 2 (1007).

t Memoirs, Geological Suri^yof India, Vol. XX 1 1 ( 1883).

J The Jummoo and Kashmir territories (1875).

§ Quarterly Journal, Geological Society, Vol. XV, 221 (1850), XX, 383 (1804), XXI, 402 (1805), XXII, 20

(1866), Journal, Royal Getjgraphical Society, XXXI, 30 (1859).

II
Journal, Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. XXXV, pt. 2 (1860), XXXVI, pt. 2 (1867).

% Memoirs, Geological Survey of India, Vol. V, pt. 1 (1865), pt. 3 (1866).

p 2
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their distribution.

Brahmaputra. In Eastern Kashmir they constitute much of the district of Zangskar,

Bending out a narrow arm south-eastwards through Lahaul to join the similar rocks of

the great Himalayan range between Kulu and Spiti, and thus merging into the crystal-

line axis of the Himalaya. ,

In south-west Kashmir a narrow strip of crystalline rocks runs along the Pir Panjal

range, forming a narrow tongue protruding from the wider crystalline area of Chamba

and the Dhauladhar range, w'hich, again, is an offshoot from the crystalline axis of the

Himalaya.

The prevailing type amongst the rocks of this series both in Zangskar and in the

Pir Panjal is the characteristic Himalayan biotite-granitc, and these two crystalline

areas are the result of the bifurcation of the hitherto unbroken central zone of the

Himalaya. The crystalline zone, which crosses the Sutlej, as a single broad band, from

east to west, splits up in Kangra riistrict into two branches, one of which, following

the range between Kulu and Spiti, runs through Lahaul into Zangskar, where it ends

in the Nun Kun peaks. The otiior branch, still maintaining

much the same trend, passes through the Dhauladhar range

into the Pir Panjal, where it thins out to a narrow/ strip, separated only by a band, of

insignificant width, of pre-T’ortiary rocks from the Sub-Himalayan zone of Jammu and

the Murree liills.

Between these two branches of the crystalline zone lies a broad area of sedimentary

rocks belonging to Lydekker’s “ I’anjal ” and “ Zanskar ” systems, which correspond

approximately with the Dravidian and Aryan groups, whilst along the north-east of

the Zangskar branch runs the direct continuation of the Tibetan zone of Spiti. Through-

out Kashmir the sedimentary beds continue north-westwards until they meet the

great crystalline complex of Baltistan, Gilgit and Chilas.

Thb outermost strip of sedimentary beds, which lies between the Sub-Himalayan

zone of Jammu and Murree and the ciystalline a.xis of the
“ Panjal ” system ; . i i i

Pir Piinjal range, has been included by Mr. Lydekker

partly in his “ Zanskar ” system and partly in the “ Panjal ” system, which latter takes

its name from the Pir Panjal range.

The “ Panjal’ ’ system includes a great variety of rocks, all apparently devoid of fossils

and consisting of slates, conglomerates and great masses of trap, representing old lava-

flows ;
the slates and conglomerates prevail in the lower part of the system and the traps

in the upper. The system completely surrounds the Srinagar valley and extends thence

southwards along the edge of the crystalline zone of Zangskar. On the opposite side

of the latter it runs north-west and south-west and is directly

continuous with the Tibetan zone of Spiti. Small patches of

the same system also occur at the lakes of Pangong and at Changchenmo near the

frontier of Tibet.

The “ Panjal ” rocks of the western or Srinagar area differ from those of the eastern

part of Kashmir ; the upper division of the former is composed of great beds of trap,

whereas this volcanic element is granting in the latter area. No detailed subdivision of

in Eastern Kashmir
;
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the system was attempted by Mr. Lydekker, who correlated the whole of the Panjals with

the Dravidian rocks of the Tibetan zone, that is to say, with the whole rock series

extending from the base of the Haimantas to the base of the Killing system. Such

correlation may be correct for Eastern Kashmir, where the sedimentary rocks on the

north-east of the Zangskar crystallines are the direct continuation of the Tibetan zone

of Spiti.

In the western area, however, it is highly probable that the ' Panjal ” system, as

found in Chamba and the Pir Panial range, includes also
in Chamba and the Pir Panjal.

members of the Himalayan zone of the bimla region, the

beds of the latter area being probably continuous through Kangra and C^hambii to the

Pir Panjal, and also being represented in Jammu by the limestone formation known as

the Great Limestone,” on wliic^h th(‘ Tei'tiary br'ds of the Sub-llimalayan zone

rest unconformably.* Hence, in Western Kashmir, the “ Panjal ” system probably

embraces representatives not only of the Dravidian members of the Tibetan zone,

but also of the pre-Cambrian rocks of the Himalayan zone. Mr. Lydekker made no

attempt to discriminate between these .two, sin(‘e he believetl them to be one and the

same, and a. detailed survey must be made of Western Kashmir before the repre-

sentatives of the two zones can be separated and compared.

The only fossils hitherto found in the Panjal rocks of Western Kashmir occur in a

Age of the voicanirs of the band of limestone, which is interstratified with beds of volca-
Panjal system. Upper OF trappcaii divisioB of the Panjal

”

system in the hills around Imsalwara (Ambtjrsilwara) abcjut 20 miles to the north

of Baramula. The fossils arc mostly encrinites and brachiopods, but only very badly

preserved specimens have been found. This fossiliferous bod, the age of which may be

Devonian or Lower Carboniferous, is at present unique in the ‘‘ Panjal ” systcni and is

well worth the attention of travellers in Kashmir. '

Above the Panjal ” system is a thick series of beds of which the prevailing

rock is limestone, with some quartzites and shales near the
“ Zdnskar ’’system.

i i , 1*11
base. This is Lydekker s “Zanskar system, which no sub-

divided into three series, known as tlie Killing, supra-Kuling and ('hikkim series

respectively. The Kuling series ho regarded as the etpiivalent of the Froductus shales

(originally named by Stoliezka the “ Killing shales ”) of Spiti : the supra-Kuling series,

which is composed chiefly of limestone, is the equivalent of tlx; beds between the Otoceras

zone (base of the Lilang system) and the base of the Chikkim limestone of Spiti, whilst

the name, Chikkim series, was applied to the representatives in Kashmir of the (diikkim

limestone and Chikkim shales.

The sedimentary rocks of Kashmir, although highly fossiliferous in certain local-

ities, are, as a rule, much poorer in fossils than those of Spiti and Kamaun ; this, com-

bined with the fact that time did not permit him to carry out his work on tlie detailed

* H. B. Medlicott : Uecurds^ Geological Survey of India, Vol. IX, 40 ( I87(>' ; K. R. Simpson : Geological

Survey of India. V^iJ. XXXU, pt. 4 (1904).
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scale that has since been possible in Spiti and Kumaun, led Lydekker to work on

broad lines and to rely largely on the yjhysteal characters of the rocks as a guide to their

correlation with one another and with those of adjacent areas. Consequently all the

slates, conglomerates and traps were referred to one .sy.stQm, the “ Panjal,” and all

important groups of limestone to the overlying .system, the “Zanskar.”

In order to correlate the “ Panjal ” and “Zanskar” systems with the fossiliferous

Correlation with Tibetan zone groups of the Tibetan zone, we must turn first to that part
in Spiti and Kumaun. which adjoins Bpiti. Here we find that the

.sedimentary beds of the Tibetan zone run continuously from the one area to the

other ;
although interrupted for a time by the crystalline tirea of Zangskar, the

same zone can be followed north-we.stward.s to Vihi, liras, Tihiil and Curais, where,

however, owing partly to lack of fossils but even more to the fact that no detailed survey

of these areas has yet been made, only a few of the subdivisions of the typical Spiti

sequence have been recognised. 'I'lie most interesting, and now the be.st known, of the

above areas is Vihi. Here the massive hills of trap, which extend along the northern edge

of the Srinagar plain and con.stitute the uppernio.st member of the “ Panjal ” .system,

are overlain by shales and limestones, rrnmediately behind the village of Zc'wan, and

again near the* foot of the hills to the north-west of Khunmu, are the two most famous

localities for fo.ssil.s in all Kashmir. Imrnediatc'ly overlying the trap are bands of chert

and shale, in the latter of which have been found remains of fishes and plants; the.se

ai'c of the greatest interest and importance, for the plants belong to the genus Ganga-

moftcris, a form .specially characteristic of the lower Gondwana beds of the Indian

Peninsula ;
above the shale are the famous Zcwaii bods, which contain fossils identical

with those of the Fenestella shales of Bpiti. Overlying these, both at Khunmu and at

the 0])po8ite side of the Vihi plain, a re the Productus shales w'ith their tyjucal fossils,

and above these, again, ai'c limestones with Lower Triassic fo.ssils similar to those of

Spiti and Kumaun.* Thus, here, we have a link not only betwetm the “Zanskar”

sy,stem of Kaslimir and the typical Tibetan zom*, but also between both of these and

the Gondwaua system of the Peninsula.

We have seen that , in Bpiti and Kunumn, there is an unconformable break between

the beds below the Product>is shales and all older deposits, thus indicating a period of

disturbanci! whicli set in after tlie deposition of the Fenestella shales, when much of the

old .sea-floor was raised up to form dry land and was worn away by atmo.spheric agencies

before it iigain sank beneatlj the waves. In Vihi there is no trace of this unconformity

or break in the setpience b(‘tw(‘en the Zewan beds—tlie equivalent of the Fene.stella

shales—and the Productus shales ; marine, conditions here continued uninterruptedly
;

and whilst tin* more easterly areas were being rai.sed up and denuded, this part of

Kashmir remained continuously beneath the sea. On the
Upper Pa.aozoic unconform t>

.
pi-t,aence of terrestrial plants in the deposits

below the Zewan beds and overlying the Panjal traps proves that the area in which

H. H. Havdt n: Ihcunh. S}(rrfy of Tndin^ VoX. (1907); A. L\ i Pal. Indic4j,

New Sl ip's. Vi»l. 11. No. *2 (I90r>), Record-!*, GtoloQtcal Survtff of India

^

Vol. XXXVl, 57 (1907).
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these deposits now occur was either the estuary of a river, or, if covered by the sea, was

at least very near the coast, whilst the Panjal traps may re])resent lava-llows over the

surface of the neighbouring land. Fossils similar to those of the Zewan beds have also

been found at Barns on thcfright bank of the Jhelum, Pahlgam in the Lidar valley and at

several points in the hills at the south-eastern end of the Kashmir valley. Uecently,

too, similar fossils have been found on the (lolabgarli Pass in the I’ir Panjal range.

The lower part of the “ Zanskar ” system thus corresponds to the Lower Trias (Lower

Lilang system) Productus shales and Fencstella. shales of the Tibetan zone, and at the

same time includes at its base b«ids whicli an* correlated with the lower (Jondwanas

of the Indian Peninsula. The age of the Feix'stella shales, and consecpu'ntly of the*!

Zewan beds, being upper Carboniferous, tlie underlying plant beds belong either to tlie

middle or upper division of tlie same syslern ami the
Panjal volcanic period.

i i i* • i

Panjal traps, bianfj; olilrr slill, may bo ot oithor lower or

middle Carboniferous ajrc*. lienee^ we se<‘ that, duiinij; the earlier part of the (^irboni-

ferous epoch, wIkui the Japak series of Spit i was Ixun*^ laid down under the sea, Kastern

Kashmir was at least partly a land siirfa.ee, studded with voleamx's from which were

ponr(‘d out the lavas wliich are now re]>res(mt<xl by t he Panjal traps.* Prom the sea,

whi(*h lay to the north-east, an arm ran out to Imsalwara, wlien* fossiliferons limestones

were laid down among beds of tra p and asb. The shore juobably lay along the nortlnu n

side of the; Kashmir valley either as a. eontinnous land surface or a. chain of voleariic

islands and was connected thnnigli Chamba with tin* old eontiiumta.l area of tlu^

Jlimalayaii zon(\ Towards the end of t he Carboniferous (*pocli subsidemet^ s<'t in and

the hind gradually bi'carne submerged and was covered, first by (‘stuariiu' muds in

whieli remains of tin* land flora b(M*a.m<‘ imbedded, and, subscapumtly, by tlie Zewan

beds with their marine fossils. Tlumeeforward marine conditions appear to have pri'-

vailed throughout the wliole of the Triassic a.ud Jurassic^ (*[)oehs, when Kaslimir was

j>art of the fh)or of the fiiirasian s(‘a, fbe Tethys.

Although tli(*. subdivision of the iJinialaya. into thn‘e /ones, tiu' Sub-Ilimalayan,

Himalayan and Tibetan, which is so well marked eastwards of the Beas, is not so clearly

defined in Kashmir where the crystalline rucks invade both the Til)eta.n and Himalayan

zones and where the respective members of the. two latter have not beem satisfac-

torily distinguished one from thcMithcr, yettln^ outer, or Sub-llimahiyan, zone is clearly

marked off and can be traced through Jammu into tlie
Indus valley Tertiaries.

, • i i r •

Miirree hills and the. gorges of the Jhelum. This zone of

Tertiary rocks has already been described above (p. 214), but there remains a, group

of beds also of Tertiary age, to which nderence has been made in conru'ctiou with the

Tibetan zone. These are the Indus valh‘.y Tertiaries, which extend as a long narrow

strip in the valley of that river from eastern Ladak to Kargil. They are appa,nmtiy

quite unconnected with the Tertiaries of the Sub-Himalayan zone, and consist of (*(m-

glomerates, sandstones and shales of fresh-water origin overlain by iimestom*. witli

nnmmulites, which latter, it has already been seen, extends as far soutli as the Singh gi

* See Appf'Tidix, p. 272, in/ra.
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La in Zangskar (supra, page 238). With these Tertiary beds are associated great

masses of volcanic rock, chiefly ashes and lava-flows.

The deposition' of the nummulitic limestone seems to have been the final chapter

Nummuutic limestone of ® the marine history of the Himalaya and Tibet. 'With
Zangskar. outburst of volcanic activity the present or continental

phase became established, and what had, for a lapse of time which must be counted in

millions of years, been more or less continuously the floor of a great sea was now gradu-
ally raised up to form the highest mountain range on the face of the globe.

Hazara (Plate xlix).

With the exception of Hazara, very little is known of the geology of the great belt

Hazara. mountains which extends westwards and north-westwards
from Kashmir. We have already seen that in Trgnlityii>

the regularity of arrangement of the rocks, which to the east of the Beas fall readily
into three zones, an outer or Sub-Himalayan, a central or Himalayan and an inner
or Tibetan, has disappeared and although the outer zone of Tertiary rocks still

persists through Jammu into the Murree hills, the Himalayan and Tibetan
zones cannot at present be completely separated from one another. In Hazara the
fusion of the three zones becomes even more complete

; the Sub-Himalayan is no longer
separated from the Tibetan by the Himalayan and crystalline rocks, but the two are
in direct contact and the lowest member of the Tertiary system is intimately infolded
with the Tibetan facies of the Triassic, Jurassic and Cretaceous systems, whilst the
latter are also found in association with a great series of unfossiliferous slates, which is

regarded as the equivalent of the Himalayan zone as developed east of the Beas.
Concurrently with this change in the order of distribution of the three zones, the

Change in the trend of the Strike or trend of the rocks, which from Nopal to the Jhelum
mountain ranges consequent . , i i o i

^
on change of strikes of their IS Oil tJie wliolo b. changes in Kashmir and bends
component eds.

Tound through E.-W. to N. E.-S. W. Consequent on this the
mountain ranges also undergo a similar change of trend, and in Hazara run approximately
from north-east to south-west. Nor is this bending of the ranges confined to the
Himalayan chains, but is also reflected in the distant Salt Range of the Punjab.

The rocks of Hazara have been subdivided into seven scries,* known as the Crystal-

ih. rod. f‘“Jf
the Triassic, the

Jurassic, the Cretaceous and the Tertiary. Those form more
or less parallel bands, with the youngest in the outer hills to the extreme south-east.
The upper part of the Tertiary system of Hazara is merely the south-westerly continua-
tion of the Murree beds

; the lower portion or nummulitic series, consists of limestone,
shale and sandstone with a band of coal. This series covers the greater part of S. E.
Hazara, but where it has been removed by denudation . the underlying beds of the
Mesozoic group have been exposed. These represent the Upper Triassic, Jurassic and
Cretaceous systems and include formations such as the Spiti shales and Giumal sandstone,
typical of the Tibetan zone.

• C. S. Middlemiss: Memoin, Oeoioffical Survey of India. Vol. XXVI (1896).
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Beneath the Triassic beds is a series of rocks composed of limestone underlain by
sandstone and shales which have a thick bed of coDglome-

Infra-Trias and Slate series.
i i • • •

rate at their base. This is known as the Infra-Trias. It lies

unconformably on a great*group of unfossiliferous slates, the Slate series, which runs

from north-east to south-west through the centre of Hazara. Those slates, also known
as the Attock slates, arc probably the equivalent of the Simla slates of the Himalayan
zone. The Infra-Trias series was regarded by Mr. Middlemiss as the equivalent of the

Blaini series of Simla, and it is therefore probable that the Slate stiries ami the Infra-

Trias represent the old sedimentary beds of the Himalayan zone. Behind this, and

forming most of north-western and northern Hazara, is a broad zone of granitic and

crystalline rocks, the south-eastern portion of w'hich consists of schists and gneisses,

which may be partly Archaean but are to a. great extent metamorphosed representa-

tives of the Slate series and the Infra-Trias, which have been altered by contact with

granite. The granite of this zone is the exact counterpart of the l)iotite-granite of the

Himalaya, and we thus see in the crystalline zone the reprc'sentatives of the Vaikrita

system and the gneissose granite of the Himalayan zone. The great monntainous

area lying between Northern Hazara and Northern Kashmir (Haltistan) on the one side

and the Hindu Kush in longitude 70" on the other is still almost completely umsurveyed

and deductions as to the geological conditions prevailing in tliat area can only

be drawm from the few scattered observation.« which have been made in (digit and

Chitral. The prevailing rocks appear to be granit“ and ciwstalline schists, but .slates,

quartzites and limestones, possibly representing the J)ravi<lian mend)ers of the Tibetan

zone,* occur in Hunza and Nagar, whilst beds of Devonian age have been found in

the valley of the Kunar river in CJhitral f and also on the. Baroghil Pass J between

Chitral and Wakhan. These rocks appear to strike ttovanis the north-east and may

possibly be connected with the fossiliferous .series of Palajozoic age found by Stoliezka

in the Little Pamir and Yarkand, and thus serve as a link between the Tibetan zone

of the Himalaya and the sedimentary roc.ks of the I’ian Mian.

Afghani.st.vx.

Between Chitral and the Kabid provin(te of Afghanistan there is a broad tract of

country, the western continuation of tin; Hindu Kush, of which nothing is known in

detail but which appears to be composed chiefly of cry.stidline and metamorphic rock.s

such as occur along the lower reaches of the Kabid river below Laghman. So far as

the rest of Afghanistan is concerned, there appear to be two broad stra.tigraphical facies

separated the one from the other by the Koh-i-Baba and Paghman ranges. The more

southerly of these, which is found between Jalalabad and Kabul, comprise.s metamor-

phic rocks associated w'ith ruby-bearing crystalline limestone—a series recalling the

C. A. McMahon ; Quarterly Journal, Oeological Society, Vol. LVI, 337 (lOO'i).

+ C. A. McMahun and W. H. Hudloston : Geological Magazine, Dec. Vo.?. IX, 3, 41) (Il>'i2).

J H. H. Haydon : Memoira, Geological Survey of India, VoL XXXVl, pt. 1, 31 ( ID04).

O
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Archajan beds of the Peninsula—^and a younger marine group in many respects resem-

bline part of the Tibetan zone of the Himalaya. The marine group lies with marked

unconformity on the metamorphic beds and is composed of limestones, probably in

part representing the Productus limestone of the Salt Range and its analogues in the

Himalaya and partly embracing the Lilang system of the Tibetan zone. The

northern facies, which is well seen in Bamian, Saighan and the country to the north

of the Afghan Hindu Kush, consists of limestones of Palaeozoic age overlain by a

volcanic series possibly partly younger Palfeozoic and partly of Triassic age. This is

covered by an extensive system of fresh-water beds with coal seams, * and containing

fossil plants of Jurassic age. Neither the volcanic series nor the overlying Jimassic

beds resemble any of the Mesozoic systems of the Himalaya, but are, on the other

hand, apparently identical with the Mesozoic beds of Russian Turkistan hence during

part of the Triassic and Jurassic peroids these two areas formed a continuous land

surface, and probably con.stituted the south-western coast of the Tethys. Above

the Jurassic plant-bearing series is a mass of red conglomerate and sandstone, which

i.s, however, only locally jireservcd, having been as a rule removed by denudation

before the deposition of the next overlying rock group, the upper Cretaceous limestone.

The latter extends all over Northern Afghanistan and is almost always markedly

unconformable to underlying beds, a feature which indicates a great extension of the

Tethys in later Cretaceous times, when the whole of Northern Afghanistan once more

became submerged. This marine phase, how’ever, was of only short duration, for evi-

dence of the drying up of the sea is found in the beds of gypsum and rock-salt occurring

in the older Tertiary rocks. Subsequently land plants and land shells appear, and

all the great valleys of Eastern Afghanistan are now filled with deposits of sand and

boulders analogous to, and possibly contemporaneous with, the Siwalik series of

the outer Himalaya.

* C. L. Cirit'sbafh : Jiccord-^, Giological Survey of India

^

Vol. XX, 93 (1887).

j- J. B. MushketolT ; Turkisi'tn (1880, 1900) ; U, Roniauowski : Geololjy of TnrkUtan (1880-I81'0).
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36

PAST HISTORY OF THE HIMALAYAN AREA.

Wo may now attempt to sketcli roughly the pa«>t geologieal lii^tory of the Him.ilayaii

area. Our knowledge of the nature and distribution of the Arehawn rocks is as yet too

scanty to permit of any attempt to reconstruct the conditions prevailing at any part

of that period and our history opens at the time when a shallow sea lay over rentral

and Northern India and extended into the Himalayan region, covering most of the

area now lying on the Indian side of the axis of the present (ireat Himalayan range.

In this were deposited beds of conglomerate, shale, sandstone and limestone, the

materials for which were derived from the degradation of the Archaean rocks, exposed

in parts of what is now Peninsular India and also along
The Parana sea

. Tibetan edge of tlic Himalayan zone between Assam

and Kashmir. The beds thus laid down are known as the Purana group in the Penin-

wular area * and include the Baxa, Jaunsar and Carbonaecou.s systems of the Ilimal.aya.

The connection of the one area with the other has .still to be proved and the reference

of the old unfossiliferous Himalayan sediments to the Parana group i.^ consequently

as yet only conjectural, but the conjecture has an air of probability which renders it

for the moment the most suitable working hypothesis. Hence it is now generally

believed that the Purana sea not only covered much of the Peninsula but also ex-

tended over what are known as the los.ier range.! of the Himalaya. Whether

it extended northwards beyond the Himalaya we are unable, to say since the

whole of the interior of Tibet is, geologically speaking, unknown, but there is evidence

to show that land existed in the Himalaya at least during part of the Purana era,

and the sea may therefore have been bounded on the north by a Tibetan conti-

nental area.

Recent work in China has revealed the presence there of a .series of pre-Cambrian

beds which may be the equivalents of our Indi.an Purana.s,

and the presence at or below the base of the Cambrian

system of a boulder-bod of clearly glacial origin, gives us a pos.sible clue to the true

correlation of the Blaini boulder-slate of the Himalayan zone and suggests that the

Purana sea extended to China.

Two marked periods of volcanic disturbance have left their records in the.se pre-

Voicanic disturbances in Purana Cambrian beds of the central part of the Himalaya. The

first occurred at the close of the Jaunsar period, when the

lower beds of this system emerged from the sea and were covered by sheets of lava and

volcanic ash. Again subsidence set in and the disturbed and eroded beds were once

more submerged and were covered unconformably bi’ a thick calcareous deposit,

the Deoban limestone.

its extension into China.

T. M, Holland : Trans, Mining and QerA. Inat. of Ind ,a, Vol. I, 48 (1906).

o 2
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Thfi second period of volcanic activity occurred during the deposition of the beds

of the Carbonaceous system and is marked by bands of volcanic ash and basalt, which

are found at several horizons in the system, thus showing that volcanoes were active

in this area throughout a period of considerable duration. •

The next era of which we have a record in the Himalaya is that named by

Sir Thomas Holland the Dravidian ; it begins with the
'

* conglomerates and other shallow-water deposits of the

Haimanta system and extends to the period of disturbance of upper Palaeozoic age

characterised by the Talchir boulder-bed of Peninsular India and the great outburst

of volcanic activity in Kashmir.

The Haimanta, the oldest of the Dravidian systems, is characterised by deposits

of detrital origin such as conglomerates, sandstones (quart-

zites) and slates, with only rare and insignificant bods of

limestone at its upper limit. It is evident therefore that it was laid down in shallow

water near a coast line and the absence of any post-Purana beds among the rocks of the

Himalayan zone suggests that the present southern boundary of the Haimanta

deposits marks approximately an original limit of deposition and consequently the

southern shore of the sea in which the Haimantas were laid down. The relations of

the Haimantas to the Purana rocks of the Himalayan zone have not yet been worked

out and it is not known whether there is a gradual and conformable passage from

the one into the other or whether the lower beds of the Haimantas are contempor-

aneous with the upper strata of the Puranas, nor is it possible to say at what period

the Himalayan zone of Purana rocks first became a land-surface. The presence of

rocks of the Haimanta system in Kumaun, Garhwal, Spiti and Kashmir proves that

these areas at least were submerged, whilst during the latter part of the Haimanta

period the sea extended also to the Salt Range of the Punjab where the Cambrian rocks

contain a species of trilobite identical with one from the uppermost Haimantas of

Spiti.* Westwards the same sea probably extended at least as far as the Hindu Kush
and Afghanistan, but it was not connected with the Cambrian sea of Europe, for the

fauna of the fossiliferous rocks of this age in the Himalaya has nothing in common with

that of the Etuopean Cambrian. On the other hand, there are decided affinities

between the. Cambrian fossils of the Himalaya on the one hand and those of China and

hforth America on the other, and this has been regarded as evidence of a sea connection

between the Himalaya and America during late Haimanta (Middle Cambrian) times.

The latter part of the Haimanta period was marked by local disturbances in Spiti

and probably also in Kashmir, and the presence of a conglomerate lying unconformably
on the Middle Cambrian beds proves that the coast-line had moved temporarily north-

wards and the beds already deposited had emerged from the sea and imdergone denuda«
tion. Normal conditions appear to have.been soon restored throughout the Himalaya,
but the absence from the 8alt Range of an^ representatives of the post-Cambrian and
pre-Talchir systems indicates that this range was now cut off from the Himalayan
marine area and became a land-surface.

* CDwpt^r Reed, quoted in Records. Geoloji'cil Survey of Jhdi<h Vo). XXXVI (1908).
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The next geological epoch, the Muth, which approximately coincides with the Silurian

(Ordovician and Gothlandian) of Europe, is remarkable for
Muth period.

. , , , ^ 14.
the great westerly extension ot the Central Asian sea. The

southern coast-line appears to have remained for a long period, at least until Lower
Carboniferous times, much as it was after the Salt Range was cut off from the sea which

covered the Himalayan area at the close of the Cambrian epoch, but the Tcthys now
encroached westwards and became linked up with the Palaeozoic sea of Europe. Evi-

dence of this is to be found in the character of the fossils of the representatives of

the Upper Silurian, Devonian and Carboniferous systems in the Indian area, which

bear a marked resemblance to those of the same systems in Europe, certain species

being common to both areas. During the Devonian period the sea covered all thi;

northern portion of the Himalayan area and extended eastwards into Burma, south-

eastern Tibet and China. Westwards it appears to have extended through Kashmir,

over what is now the Hindu Kiish, into Afghanistan and northwards to the

Pamir and the Tian Shan ; its record is not very clear in the greater part of the

Tibetan zone of the Himalaya, where fo-ssils o| Devonian age are .scarce, having

been found only at rare intervals, but there is'no evidence of any break in the

continuity of marine deposits between the beginning of the Muth (Silurian) period

and the middle of the Carboniferous. The latter period, however, saw many changes

along the southern coast of the Tcthys and ushers in the next and latest era in the

geological history of India, that named by Sir Thomas Holland the Arifun.

India now became definitely established as an integral part of that great continent

of Gondwanaland, which extended to South Africa on the one side and Australia on the

other and on wliich flourished the flora of Glossopteris and Gangamopteris familiar to

us from the rocks of the Indian coal-fields. Below the beds in which these fossils occur,

there is found in Australia, Africa and India a peculiar boulder-bcd or tillite, which

bears unmistakable evidence of having been deposited at a time when glacial conditions

prevailed ; the boulders found in it are facetted, polished and scratched whilst the

rocks on which it lies are grooved and polished in a manner characteristic of the action

of a glacier. This tillite, known as the Talchir boulder-bed, has not been proved to

exist in the Himalaya, but is an important member of the stratigraphical series of the

Salt Range, where its glacial origin has been proved beyond a doubt. On the Indian

Peninsula it is usually regarded as of fresh-water origin, but in the Salt Range it is

associated with marine beds, and would therefore appear to have been deposited in

the sea. The materials of which the boiilders are composed for the most part belong to

a group of rocks now exposed in Rajputana, and it is therefore clear that, during the

early Gondwana glacial period, Rajputana was a land -surface whence glaciers flowed

northwards to deposit their imbedded boulders in the Salt Range H«!a, which was pre-

sumably a southern arm of the Tethys.

Whilst these changes were taking place in the Salt Range, Kashmir, which bad

„ . , , . u formerly been covered bv a shallow sea in which the .shales

Kashmir. and conoloinoratcs of the Panjal system were deposited,

liad become^ the scene of great volcanic activity ;
masses of lava were poured out
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and, solidifying, formed what we now know as the Panjal traps. ' These have been

regarded as of submarine origin, but the evidence of this is not convincing ; ashes

certainly fell into the sea, where they were interstratified with marine limestones, as

at Imsalwara to the west of the Wular lake. Elsewhere tiie lavas may have been

poured out over a land-surface, and it is possible that at this period Southern Kashmir

was an archipelago of volcanic islands.

At the close of the volcanic phase the peculiar Gangamopteris flora of Gondwana-

land had spread to Southern Kashmir, which must therefore have become connected

with the mainland. But the sea soon encroached again and the plant-bearing Ganga-

mopteris beds were covered by the Zewan beds, typical marine deposits with fossils

of upper Carboniferous age. These again pass upwards into the Permian Productus

shales which are overlain by the fossiliferous limestones of the Lower Lilang system

(Lower Trias) ; from the Gangamopteris beds upwards to the Lilang system there is no

sign of any important break in continuity of the deposits, and it would therefore

apjxjar that the close of the Panjal volcanic period marks the beginning of an era of

subsidence and uninterrupted deposition, which lasted from the middle of the

Carboniferous ejioch until early Tertiary times, and throughout the whole of which

Kashmir lay beneath the waters of the Tethys.

In other parts of the Himalaya there is no evidence of violent disturbance having

taken place during the volcanic period of Kashmir ; in Spiti there was slow, but steady

rise of the sea-floor, resulting in a gradual northerly displacement of the coast-line,

and what had formerly been an area of comparatively deej) water was converted into

a shallow coastal platform or possibly an estuary, in the sands and muds of which the

remains of plants carried down from the land became embedded. But the remainder

of the Carboniferous epoch was a period of some in.stability, and is marked by oscilla-

tions of the sea-level. These, however, w'ere for some time compfiratively trifling,

but, at the close of the Carboniferous period, a steady rise of the land and north-

ward retreat of the sea set in; almost the whole of the Himalaya to the east of Kashmir

Subsequent tectonic disturbances appears to have become a land -surface and remained such
m Spiti and Kumaun.

^ considerable length of time, long enough, in fact, for

the removal by denudation of • beds some thousands of feet in thickness. In parts

of Spiti, in Kumaun, and in Garhwal, the whole of the deposits laid down during the

Carboniferous and Devonian epochs, and even a great part of the Muth system, were

rt'moved before the land was resubmerged and the w’aters of the Tethys once more

covered this part of the Himalaya.

It is interesting to note that these tw'o periods of disturbance were not contem-
poraneous : that of Kashmir occurred at the end of the Dravidian era, while the Central

Himalajain disturbance was of more recent date and is not reflected in any correspond-

ing movement in Kashmir, having been probably of only local importance.

The earlier disturbance, however, belongs to a different category. It corresponded

The world wide extension of the 1“ rime with the far-reaching changes which ushered in the
earner (eaniai) disturbance. Gondwana glacial epoch in India, Australia and South

Africa. Recent work in Kashmir has led to the conclusion that these changes occurred'
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towards the middle of the Carboniferous period,* a time when marked changes in the dis-

tribution of land and sea began to take place in many parts of the world. Throughout
Asia it is characterised by a great e.xtension of the sea ami the consequent overlap of

marine deposits of Middle Carboniferous age upon older beds. Evidence of tlie former

presence of this sea can be found in tlie Salt Kangc,t in S. E. .Aighanistan and the

neighbourhood of the Khyber.t in Baluchistan,! in Northern and Western Afghanistan,
jf

Persia,^! Kashmir,** the Centralt'|* and Eastern Himalaya eastward it extejuh'd

into China and westward into Europe. §§

Of the northerly extension of the sea beyond the Indo-Tibetan frontier we as

yet know nothing, but among the exotica blocks of Kumaun, already referrotl to

(A’Mpm, p. 238), are masses of limestone containing a fauna similar to that of the

Productus limestone of the Salt Kange, and we therefore conclude that Ngari Khorsum
at least was submerged at this period.

In this connection we may draw attention to the important and interesting work

recently carried out in tliina by .Messrs. Bailey Willis, E. Black w(‘lder, and R. II. Sargent,

the results of which have been published by the Carnegie Institution of Washington.!
1 1|

In the second volume .Mr. Willis discusses the distribution of land and sea in Eastern

and CVntral Asia during past geological ages, and assumes that, throjighout the whole

Extension of the Dravidian Tethys Bidivozoic cru, Tibet was fi coiitinetital area, which
over Tibet. designates Isle Tibet. Having regard to our present

ignorance of the geology of the groiiter pttrt of Tibet, we can offer no direct observations

bearing on this question ;
but if we turn to north-eastern Ltidak, wo find Palteozoio

rocks exposed in the neighbourhood of Changchenmo and Ihingong Lake, and if, as

appears to be the case, the trend of these beds is the same .is that of the rest of the

Tibetan zone in Kashmir, Spiti and Kumaun, we should expect to find them well to the

north of the head-waters of the Indus and the Brahmaputra in Western and Central

Tibet. AVe are, therefore, inclined to believe that I’aheozoic, beds do occur in the

great lake-basin of Central Tibet. They may possibly he hidden by the younger

(Mesozoic) deposits to which we shall refer subsequently, but it may reasonably be

expected that they will be found to crojr out here and there, and thus prove that the

sea in which the Dravidian (Palaeozoic) rocks of the Tibetan zone were laid down was

not, as has been assumed, merely a strait connecting Eastern and Western Asia, but

extended northwards over a great part of Tibet.

Records t Geological Survey of India, Vol. XXXVI, 23 (1907).

•f
Manual of the Geology of India, 2nd edition, 123 (1893).

J H. H. Hayden: Memoirs, Geological Survey of India, Vol. XXV^IIl, 108 (1900). ’

§ General Report, Geological Survey of Imlia, f<jr 1901-02, 31 (1902).

II
C. L. Griesbaeh: Records, Geological Survey of Imlia, VoJ. XX, 9(5 (1887).

^ J. de Morgan: Mission Scienlifique en Perse, HI (1905).

R. Lydekker: Memoirs, Geologicad Survey of Irulia, Vol.^XXll (1883).

•(•t H. H, Hayden: Memoirs, Geological Survey of India, Vol. XXXVl, pt. I (1904i,

C. Diener ! Reewds, Geological Survey of India, Vol. XXXIl, 189 (1905).

§§ Th. Tschemysehew : Mem. Com. Geol., Sf, Pftersburg, XV^J, No. 2 (1902), and Records, Oiohgical Surviy

of India, Vol. XXXI, 111 (1904;.

Research in China (1907).
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Towards the close of the Palaeozoic era, the Central Asian sea, which had extended

from India to China on the one side and Europe on the other,
Extension of the Aryan Tethys.

gradually began to recede westwards, and in Triassic times

much of China had become a land -surface. The sea, however,*8611 lay over the Himalaya,

and its connection with the European sea is proved by the large number of identical

species of marine fossils found in the Triassic deposits of the Alps and the Himalaya.

During the earlier part of the Triassic epoch the Salt Range formed part of the

Tethys, which also covered Ka.shmir and Hazara, and appears to have extended into

Eastern Afghanistan. Later on, connection with the whole of China, except the south-

ern part, appears to have been cut off, and in Ujiper Triassic times the Salt Range also

became a land -surface, but the sea extended from Eastern Afghanistan into Balu-

chistan, and also from Kashmir through the Pamir into Bokhara. These changes

did not affect the Himalayan area and Kashmir, both of which remained submerged

throughout the wliole of the Mesozoic era.

During the Jurassic period great changes in the distribution of land and sea took

Us vicissitudes during the
placc in Asia. Thc Continental phase, indications of which

Jurassic period. flrst t,) Jje fouiid at tint close of the Palaeozoic era, became

largely developed, and there arose on the north a great continent named by Suess

“ Angaraland,”* which was analogous to Gondwanaland on the south, and the site of

which is now marked by a series of fre.sh-water betls and coal-seams, comiiarable to

the Gondwanas of India. Communication between the Himalayan Tethy.s and the

Mesozoic sea of Europe remained open, and the whole of Southern Tibet was sub-

merged. At the same time the sea extended once more to the Salt Range and thence

through Baluchistan and Southern Afghanistan to Persia. Northern Afghanistan, how-

ever, became dry land, on which flourished a flora similar to that of Angaraland at

the same period. That the latter part of the Jurassic epoch was characterised by

the gradual shallowing of the Himalayan and Tibetan sea is proved by the nature of

the u])i)ermost Jurassic deposits, the Spiti shales, which are composed of fine detrital

sediments alternating here and there with beds of coarser material.

Similar conditions prevailed for the most part during early Cretaceous times, but

in the latter pirt of the period a great extension of the sea
Great ixtension (transgrcs.'sion)

. x i. i • i i i i

of the se.i during the c-.cacoous toolv place and maiiy areas that had previously been land

became submerged. Connection, through Northern Africa

and North-Western India (Baluchistan and Afghanistan), between the Mediterranean

of Europe and the sea of Western India was now thoroughly established, s^nd its pro-

gress is seen in the overlap of the upper Cretaceous beds over older formations which

had been subjected to sub-aerial erosion during Jurassic and early Cretaceou8_,times.

The Cretaceous sea extended along the whole of the site of what we now term the

Tibetan zone of sedimentary rocks and probably stretched far to the north over much

of Tibet. Eastern Tibet and China, however, w'ere now a continental area.

• Ia factdela Ttrrr, III, 27 (1W2).
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This “ transgression ” of the upper Cretaceous sea indicates a widely extended

subsidence of the land, affecting north-western India. Afghanistan, Western Asia and
probably much of ?Tibet. On the Indo-Tibetan frontiei-, however, there was no marked
movement of subsidence, for the Cretaceous deposits of the Tibetan zone of the Himalaya

are largely characterised by sediments such as are laid down in the neighbourhood of

a coast-hnc. Associated with these on the southern frontier of Ngari Khorsum are

beds of tuff, which indicate the presence of volcanoes at no great distance and prepare

us for the volcanic disturbances that ushered in the great epoch of mountain-building

which produced the mighty ranges of the Himalayan chain.

We have already seen that the Cretaceous sea lay over a great part of Tibet and

extended as far south as the northern frontier of Sikkim. At the same time the Shillong

Plateau was under water and was part of the floor of an ocean which extended along

what is now the east coast of the Indian Peninsula but was then the submerged edge

of Condwanaland which, at the beginning of the Cretaceous period, still survived as a

continent, though probably much reduced in size ; this continent, however, appears to

have begun to break up during the latter j)art of the period and in ui)per Cretaceous

(senonian) times direct connection was established between the North African sea

and the Pacific, through a strait separating India from Madagascar.

It is possible that there may have also been a narrow and shallow arm of the sea

Possible connection between the running through that curious depression which is now
Tetiiys and the Indian ocean.

filled bv the Indo-Gangctic alluvium. That in early Tertiary

times the w'^estern sea flowed over what is now the south -western foot of the Himalaya

almost up to the meridian of Naini Tal is clear from the presence of nummulitic

limestone all along that belt, .and in the Tal beds there is some indication of ti shallow

arm having reached Garhwal at a much earlier jteriod, probably sometime during the

Jurassic epoch ;* it would not, therefore, be surprising to find that the great upper

Cretaceous transgression also affected this area. Qlie absence of any Cretaceous rocks

in this part of the Himal.aya is certainly an argument against this supposition, but

they may either have been completely removed by denudation at a subsequent

period or may be merely hidden by the alluvium.

There is at present no evidence that the arm of the Pacific in which the Cretaceous

beds of Burma and Assam were deposited was connected with the Tibetan sea ; this can

only be decided by e.xploration in the unsurveyed country around the head-waters of the

Lohit Brahmaputra and the Irrawaddy. If there was no connection between the two

oceans, the Eastern Himalaya must have been at this time either a narrow jjeninsula

running out from the Chinese mainland or else an isthmus connecting that continental

area with Condwanaland.

Several periods of volcanic activity have left their records in the Himalayan area.

Of these, two occurred during Purana times and a third at the middle of the Car-

boniferous period
;

another has been ascribed f to the upper Cretaceous epoch,

C. S. Middlejni : Becordsy Geological Survey of IndiUy Vol. XK, UiS (18H7).

t A von Krafft : Mtmoirdy Geological Suivey of India. V"ol. XXXll, pt. 3 (19 >2),

IT
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Periods of volcanic activity.

a period marked in the Peninsula by the great outpouring of lava which constitutes the

Deccan trap. From this time onward there was a steady

retreat of the sea from Tibet and the adjacent portions of

the Himalaya ; there were, no doubt, local oscillations of tiie coast-line as indicated,

for instance, by the overlap of the nummulitic beds of Kashmir over older fresh-water

deposits, but by the end of the eocene period, Tibet and the Himalaya had finally

become dry land, and the western sea had been driven back to Sind and Balu-

chistan. This last phase in the marine history of the Himalayan area was accom-

panied throughout the whole Indo-Tibetan region* by great volcanic activity,

which was no doubt intimately connected with the crustal disturbances to which

the origin of the Himalaya is to be attributed. The igneous phase began with the in-

trusion of masses of granite into the sedimentary deposits of the Tibetan zone

;

subsequently there were outbursts of basic lavas which flowed over parts of Ladak,

Ngari Khorsum and western Tibet, whilst dykes of basalt and allied rocks were formed

by the injection of the basic magma into fissures both in the sedimentary beds and in

the granite.

Volcanic activity seems to have been most intense in the neighbourhood of Lake

Manasarowar, which has more than once been an area of special disturbance, and the

comparatively recent change in the direction of flow of the upper Brahmaputra, to which

attention has been drawn in a previous chapter (supra, p. 166), is an indication of

elevation having occurred in this area at no very distant date in the past (supra, p. 178 ).

Although the volcano of Barren Island in the Bay of Bengal was active during the

past century,f and other volcanoes in Eastern Persia on the immediate confines of

Afghanistan are not yet extinct,^: there is no indication of recent volcanic activity in

the Himalayan region. In Central Tibet Mr. Littledale records a largo number of

volcanoes, none of which, however, appears to have been active at the time of his

visit. §

Summary.

If, now, we endeavour to summarise the geological history of the Himalayan area,

we find that at the earliest time of which we have any record, it was part of the floor

of the Purana sea, which stretched over much of what is now the Indian Peninsula

;

owing to elevation, this area subsequently became dry land and the sea retired to the

north, where it remained throughout the -whole period covered by historical geolosy

from early Cambrian times until the middle of tlio Tertiary epoch ; local oscillations

occurred from time to time, the see retreating northwards* but again retimiing to. cover

the recently eroded land vrith marine deposits. Its southern shores, however, never

* A, von KraSt: J/emotfi, ffeolofficulSuriieSf tif India, Vol XXXIi. pt. 3 (1902) ; H. H. Hayden: Memoirs,
Geological Survey of Jndias XXXVI, pts. 1 and 2.

* F. R. Mallet : Memoirs^ Geological Survey of /wcJto, Vol. XXX, pt. 4 (1885).

X E. Vredenburg, Memoirs, Geological Survey of India, Vol. XXXI, pt. 2 (1901).

§ St. G. H, Littledale; Geographical Journal, VoV VII, 463 (1896). For numerous references to recent
volcanoes in tbe Xuen Lun range see Suess, La face de la Terre, III, 268 (1902).
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seem to have moved very far one way or the other, and that part of the Himalayan area

lying on the Indian side of the line of great peaks may be regarded as approximately

the northern coast of Gondwanaland. It is probable, therefore, tliat since very early

times the greater part of the Himalaya has been a land-surface.

Towards the end of the Mesozoic era the sea encroached l)oth from the west and
from the east and either completely or partly cut off the Himalayan area from Gondwa-

naland.

The general history of the Himalayan area xm,y be tabulated as under :
-

PURANA ERA.

Much of Peninsular India and the Himalayan area covered by a sea which may
have extended to China. Volcanic activity during Jaunsar and Carbonaceous periods.

Blaini glacial epoch.

DrAVIDIAN ERA.

Emergence and conversion into dry land of Peninsular India and the southern

parts of the Himalayan area.

Haimanta 'period.—Submergence of Salt Range area and Tibetan zone of Him.
alayan area—probably also Tibet—beneath a sea, which extended to China

and possibly to North America.

Muth and Lower Kamwar periods.—Salt Range area became dry land but sea still

spread over Tibetan zone eastwards to China and towards the end of the

period westwards to the European ocean. Panjal volcanic period in Kashmir.

Aryan era.

Upper Kanawar and Knling periods.—Gondwana glacial epoch in India, Africa and

Australia. Extension of continental conditions to Kashmir, followed by re-

submergence affecting Salt Range area, Kashmir and the whole Tibetan zone ;

local oscillations of land and sea in Spiti and Kumaun.

Lilang period.—Marine conditions completely established tlnoughout Tibetan

zone ; re-emergence of Salt Range area. The Tethys covered much of Cen-

tral Asia and was continuous with the Triassic sea of Europe.

Jurassic period.—-Gradual rise of land and shallowing of Tethys throughout the

Tibetan zone. North-East Afghanistan a land surface, probably apart

Angaraland.

Graoceous period.—Further rise of land in Tibetan zone, with extension of sea

(“transgression”) to Afghanistan and Assam. Volcanic disturbances in

Ngari Khorsum.

Tertiary epoch.—Period of mountain-building : final emergence of Himalaya and

Tibet and disappearance of the Tethys. Volcanic activity during eocene

bS
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3T

AGE OF THE HIMALAYA.

There ia no evidence to show that the Himalaya, as a great mountain range, are

older than the latter part of the eocene period. There are
Post-Purana crustal movement.

i i n •

unaoubtedly signs of former periods of considerable folding

;

thus, the Purana rocks were folded and compres.sed during the earth-movements that

resulted in the birth of Gondwanaland, but the Himalayan area then became the northern

coast of the new continent and was not necessarily a mountain range. Towards

the end of the Haimanta (Cambrian) period local folding again took place, for we find

„ . ,
the (Ordovician) conglomerates of the Muth system in Spiti

lying on the eroded edges of folded beds of Middle Cambrian
age. After this, no tectonic movements of great intensity seem to have occurred until

the last upheaval of the Himalaya and Tibet in Tertiary times. Movements there

undoubtedly were, as, for instance, during the Carboniferous period when marine sedi-

ments were raised up, denuded and again depressed beneath the sea, but the parallelism

to these older beds of the younger deposits subsef|uently laid down on them shows that

the former underwent no contortion, but were merely sribjected to a gentle uplift

without violent crustal compression. Thus we have no e^ddenee of mountain building

in the Himalayan region before the Tertiary period. The movement which was so pro-

Eocene and oiigocene distur- nouiicecl during this latter period probably began in late

Cretaceous times and continued throughout the eocene and
Middle Tertiary periods. That it was still active during the pliocene epoch is proved
by the great series of ovei tbrusts along the outer foot of the Himalaya, the origin and
history of which have been so admirably traced out by Mr. C. S. Middlemiss.*

The movements which affected the Siwalik (pliocene) deposits of the outer Himalaya

Pliocene and post-pliocene dis-
worc not Confined to the neighbourhood of the Indo-Gange-
tic plain, but extended to such widely separated regions

as Afghanistan and Ngari Khorsuin. In the former area all the great river valleys of
Eastern Afghanistan are filled with beds of sand-rock and conglomerate which are
exactly similar to the Siwalik deposits of the Indian “ duns,” f and have, like them,
undergone much folding and tilting. In Ngari Khorsum (Himdes) simUar deposits
were observed by Mr. Grie.sbach in the Nukchung valley4 and these also show signs
of considerable disturbance. As the age of these depo.sit3 is pliocene, it is clear ' that
even at the end of this epoch the crustal movement, to which the Himalaya owe their

origin as a mountain range, was still active*

* Memoirs, Geological Survey of India, Vol. XXIV, pt* 2 (1890).

*1* Dun is the Indian t«rm for the narrow longitudinal valleys lying

"higher hills of the Lesser Himalayan ranges {stigjra, p. 85.V

X Memoirs, Geological Survey of India, Vol. XXITl (1891).

between the outer Siwalik ranges and the
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In the next geological period, however, the Himalaya appear to have reached a

Ossiferous beds of Ngari Khor- Stage of Comparative quiescence. In the upper valley

of the Sutlej in Ngari Khorsum there are vast deposits of

boulders, sand and clay, in Which occur remains of mammals

*

regarded by Mr. Lydckker

as of pleistocene age.f The exact origin of these deposits has riot been definitely

ascertained, but they are now generally regarded as fluviatile, though possibly also in

part lacustrine.J They lie unconformably on the tilted pliocene sandstones, but are

themselves almost perfectly horizontal, thus showing that, since their deposition, no

violent disturbance has affected this part of the Himalayan region.

In the valley of Kashmir, very similar deposits occur, where they are known

under the name of Karewa. These have been described
and Karewas of Kashmir . . . , . ,

from time to time by various observers as of lacus-

trine origin, but from a detailed study of them in recent years, Mr. R. 1). Oldham

has concluded that their mode of origin was similar to that of the alluvial deposits in

process of formation in the same valley at the present day.§

If we are right in regarding the ossiferous deposits of Ngari Khorsnm and the

.... Karewas of Kashmir as of pleistocene ago, we arc led to

region since pleistocene limes. infer that th(' general features of the Himalaya were at that

period much as they are at the present day. We have already seen {supra, p. 210)

that the main drainage lines date back as far as the pliocene epoch, and that the

rivers which brought down the sand and boulders from the mountains to build up

the Siwaliks of the duns and of Hundes were the direct ancestors of our modern

Sutlej and Ganges,

Of the topography of the Himalayan area before this period we as yet know

practically nothing, but it is clear that the old coast-line of Gondwanaland cannot have

been very far from the present southern boundary of the Tibetan zone of sediments, and

detailed surveys will very possibly reveal the sites of pre-pliocene rivers, as indicated

by the coastal or estuarine deposits laid down at their mouths. During the Palaeozoic

and much of the Mesozoic periods, when the Indian Peninsula and the zone of oldest

rocks of the Himalaya formed part of Gondwanaland, rivers
Pre pliocene drainage system.

n;iust havc flowed northwards from India to the Tcthvs,

and we have already noticed the evidence of the direction of drainage afforded by the

pebbles of the Salt Range bouldcr-bed {supra, p. 251). In the distant future, when
the geology of the Himalaya is known as intimately as that of England and parts of

continental Europe at the present day, the presence of deposits like the Gangamopteris

beds of Kashmir may enable us to locate, among the sedimentary beds of the Tibetan

* R. Strachey; Quarterly Journal, Oeological StKuJy, Vol. VII, 292 (1851); C. L. Oricsbach: Memoirs,
Geological Survey of India, Vol. XXIII (1891).

t Becorda, Geological Survey of India, Vol. XIV, 178 (1881).

t Manual of the Geology of India, 2nd edition, 422 (1893).

§ Records, Geological Sutvey of India, Vol. XXI, 157 (1888) ; T. H. Holland, Records, Qe<dogical Survey of
India. Vol. .XXXII, 162 (1906).
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zone, the sites of some of the estuaries of this old drainage system, but all traces of its.

river-valleys through the central zone must have long since been removed by the sub-

sequent processes of denudation, whilst the new drainage system, which has gradually

arisen in a reverse direetion, has replaced and obliterated tHe old.*

Of the present rilrer-valleys of the Himalaya, one at least can be shown to have

Indus valley an old structural
existed as early as in the eocene period. In the Upper Indus-

depression. valley in Kashmir are beds of either fresh-water or estuarine

origin, which are of eocene age. They form a long and narrow strip in the present

valley and mark the position of .an old river-valley or of an estuary, which was appa-

rently connected with the Tibetan portion of the Tethys.

Subsequent oscillations of the relative level of land and sea led to these fresh-water

beds being covered by marine deposits containing nummulites, but the latest phase in

the elevation of this area has resulted in the removal by denudation of the cap of younger

beds and the old valley has been thud once more exposed to view. The presence of a

valley along approximately the same line at two periods separated by such a great

interval of time shows that its origin is not due to mere erosion, but must be attributed

to structural causes, connected with the folding of the earth’s crust, and producing a

depression which was first outlined at least as long ago as the eocene period. This,

again, is a further indication that the movements which finally resulted in the upheaval

of the Himalaya w'ere already operative at that period.

Although the practically undisturbed condition of the pleistocene beds of Ngari

„ , , ... ^ Khorsum and of the Karewas of Kashmir leads us to sup-

(X) by earthquakes: pose that there havc been no violent disturbances in the

Himalayan region since their deposition, many facts suggest that the apparent

quiescence is only comparative and that movement tending to a further rise of

the Himalaya is now in progress. That movement has not ceased is evident from the

frequent earthquakes occurring in the Himalaya and Afghanistan, and such catas-

trophes as the Kashmir earthquake of 1885,f those of Shillong in 1897 J and of

Kangra in 1905 § forcibly remind us that the Himalayan region is by no means at

(2 )
by desiccatioti

:

re8t.||

These, however, do not serve to give us any indication of the direction of movement,

which we can at present deduce only indirectly from other

phenomena. Amongst these may be mentioned the obser-

vations already referred to {swpra, p. 204) in connection with the apparent progressive

desiccation of the Tibetan lakes, a phenomenon which has been regarded as due to the

rise of the Himalaya and consequent cutting oil from Tibet of the moisture-laden

monsoon winds. Evidence of such rise being now in progress is also to be found in the

Since the above was written, a paper has been published by Mr. R. D. Oldham, on “ The Valleys of the Hima-

layas,” Geographical Journal^ XXX, 512 (1907), ii^l M^hiCtr he also refers to such a pre-existing drainage system,

t E. J. Jones ; Rewords, Otciogical Survey of India, -Vol. XVIII, 221 (1885).

J R. D. Oldham : Memoirs^ Geological Survey of India

^

Vol. XXIX (1899), XXX (1901).

§ C. S. Middlemiss ; Recorder Geological Survey,of India, Vol. XXXII, 258 (1905).

II
For a complete list of Indian earthquakes up to the end of the year 1869, see T. Oldham : Memoira^.

Geological Suivey of Indian. Vcl. XIX, pt. J (1883).
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present condition of the chief Himalayan rivers. The general tendency of a river rising

in a mountainous region and flowing out on to a plain is to remove material from its upper

reaches in the mountains, where its gradient is steep, and deposit it on the plains at their

foot; as this process proceeds, the river gradually cuts down its channel, working most

(3 ) by rejuvenation of the
rapidly in the higher regions where its gradient is naturally

streams. steeper and less rapidly lower down. Where the gradient

is steep and the current rapid, the water carries with it large (quantities of material

such as boulders, pebbles and sand ;
where, however, the current is less rapid in the lower

reaches, its force is insufficient to carry the whole of its load and some or all of it is depo-

sited. The tendency of the river is therefore to remove material from its upper reaches

and deposit it in the lower, thus qiroducing a flattening of its gradient throughout, in

consequence of which the depositing section of the stream gradually creeps further and

further back towards its head. If, during this proe<»ss, the land round the head-waters

of the stream undergoes a movement of elevation, th(* gradient aiid consequently the

erosive power of the stream will be increased and the water begin to cut a channel

through the deposits which had accumulated in the lower valleys. This phenomenon

is known as the rejuvenation of a stream.

At the present day the. great Himalayan rivers are not dcqjositing in their lower

reaches, except near the points at which they debouch from the mountains and conse-

quently are not in that stage of equilibrium which characterises .an old river. On the

other hand, their valleys arc cut through horizontal deposits (if boulders and river-

gravels, which can be seen to extend many hundreds of feet above the present stream-

bed.* It is clear, therefore, that where the rivers are now in the active stage of abrad-

ing, they were once depositing streams and filled their rocky valleys with the sands

and gravels through which they have since re-excavated their channels. They have,

therefore, undergone rejuvenation presumably due to uplift of the highlands amongst

which they rise.

When this uplift began, we are not yet in a position to say since we have at present

no evidence of the age of most of these old river-deposits.

It has already been pointed out that the ossiferous beds of

Hundes are probably of pleistocene age, whilst the Karewas of Kashmir have been

attributed to the same period ; the other high-level alluvial deposits found in the Sutlej

and the Indus may be of the same age or may be of later date, but we are justified in

assuming that during the pleistocene epoch, and probably for some little time afterwards,

little or no movement took place in the Himalaya, and the rivers gradually tended to

assume a state of equilibrium, which, however, was subsequently disturbed by

further elevation of the higher ranges and the Tibetan region, resulting in increase of

gradient and consequent rejuvenation of the streams, and the present steep gradients

of most of the Himala5»-an rivers lead us to conclude that uplift is either still in progress

or has only qiiite recently ceased.

H. B. Medlicott; Rtcorda, (geological Surrey of India^ Vol. IX, 55 (I8T<5); B. LjdekkGT : Memoirs,

geological Survey of India, Vol. XXTI (1883).
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Similar evidence of recent elevation of the higher ranges of the Himalaya has been

Evidence of uplift afforded (I)
deduced bv Mr. R. D. Oldham from the manner in which

by cutting back of streams
; many of the Southward -flowing streams are rapidly cut-

ting back into the catchment areas and capturing the drainj^ge of the Tibetan, rivers on

the north.* Striking examples of this are furnished by. the Ganges,f the TistaJ

and the Sind river in Kashmir.§

A most instructive example of this rapid cutting back of the southward-flowing

(2 ) by “hanging valleys” in streams on the southcm flanks of Kinchinjunga in Sikkim

has been described by Prof. Garwood.|j Here the Rathong

Chu H and Praig Chu, feeders of the great Rangit, have cut back their heads so

rapidly that they have actually truncated and captured what was formerly an important

eastward-flowing tributary of the Tista. So rapid has been the work of these two streams

that they have cut deep chasms or gorges across the old valley, with the result that the

remnant of this former tributary of the Tista is now only a small stream, which “ occu-

pies a nearly level upland glen, three miles in length and some 2,000 feet above, the

floor of the Rathong Chu, and this elevation is maintained nearly to its mouth, whence

it empties itself by precipitous cascades into the valley beneath.” This rapid head

erosion and “ piracy ” on the part of the Rathting Chu is ascribed to recent elevation

of the Kinchinjunga massif lying to the north ; .such elevation would increase the

gradient and consequently the erosive power of the Rathong Chu while not affecting

that of the eastward-flowing stream, which would be merely tilted sideways.** Here,

we see that local uplift will account not only for the formation of a deep gorge on the

flank of a range, but also to some extent for those curious side valleys which, as Prof.

Garwood graphically expresses it, app<'ar to be suspended in mid air high above the

level of the main valley, which they join in a sheer precipice. The difference of level

between these “ hanging ” valleys and the main stream is thus due partly t(j more rapid

erosion of the channel of the latter, through a stecjiening of gradient attributable to

uplift of the mountains at its head, but partly, in Prof. Garwood’s opinion, to the

recent occupation of the hanging valleys by glaciers which have protected them from

the effects of river erosion.

Such uplift has also been regarded as a contributory cause of the deep and narrow

gorges to be seen in so raanv of the Himalayan rivers. In a
(3) by gorges. Origin of gorges. lo.if t iji. jprevious part {supra, p. 184), reference has already been made
to these gorges and various possible modes of origin suggested. Two of these are of

Journal, Manchester Oeegraphical Society, Vol. TX, 112 (1893).

t Tbid,

t H. H. Hayden : Memoirs, Geological Survey of India, Vo|. XXXVI, pt. 2 (1907).

J R. D, Oldham : Records, Geological Survey of India, Vol. XXXI, 142 (1904),

II

“ The Geological Striicturo and Physical Features of Hikkim ” in D. W. Freshfield’s Round Kangcheninnga,
29G (1903).

^ Chu=stream or river (Tibetan).

*• Op. cit, 208 ;
see also. Notes on a Map of the Glaciers of Kinchinjunga ’’ by the same author in

eografihieal Journal, Vol. XX, 13 (1902),
*
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special interest, and are regarded as embodying the main principles involved. They
are

—

(1) that the Himalayan drainage system had been established before the ranges,

across which* the rivers now cut. had become axes of special elevation,

and that when elevation finally took place its rate was not so great as to

interrupt the course, of the river, M’hich was therefore able to Iceep its

channel open by abrasion across the rising range
;

(2) that the old rivers have been dammed by the rising ranges and their valleys

thus become lakes, the waters of which eventually overflowed and carved

out gorges.

The first of these theories, which we owe to Mr. II, B. Medlicott,* has been applied

with striking success by Mr. R. D. Oldham to the river-valleys of the Himalaya and

neighbouring areas. In the comparatively young mountains of Baluchistan, which

was still under the sea after the Himalaya had become dry land, ho has followed out the

earlier stages in the proce.is of the formation of gorges and has subsc(|uentlv extended

these principles to the Himalaya themselves.f He has suggested that the present

gorges of the Indus and the Brahmaputra lie along the alignment of valleys which

were defined at the time when the upheaval of the Himalaya first began and when

a pair of longitudinal valleys was established along the northern face of the rising

mass, round the extremities of which the drainage escaped towards the south. This

assumption is borne out by the observations of Mr. Medlicott, who has shown that the

great Himalayan rivers are
‘

‘ antecedent ’
’ and that their debouchures in Siwalik

times were where they are at the present day {supra, p. 210), whilst the nature of the,

Indus valley Tertiary deposits is evidence of the existence of a structural valley along

the line of the Indus at a very early date {supra, p. 260).

The second theory has been advanced bj” Colonel Burrard to explain the origin of

the gorge of the Brahmaputra.J He has suggested that an old river-valley, having

become blocked by the rise of a mountain range, has been filled by a lake, the.

overflow from which has subsequently cut a channel resulting in the present gorge.

Such a diversion of drainage has been shown by Mr. R. D. Oldham to have occurred

in one instance in Baluchistan,§ but in this case there is no tendency for the new

channel to become a gorge. The water, where it issued from a lake, would hold no

sediment and would consequently have practically no abrasive power, hence, except

in areas of extreme aridity, the sides of the outlet valley would be worn away by

atmospheric denudation concurrently with the excavation of the new channel, and

the valley would have gently sloping, rather than precipitous, sides.

There are several other difficulties in the way of the application of this process to

the Himalayan gorges. In the first place, we should expect to find well-marked lake

Manvnl of the Oeoloav of India, lat ediiioD. (576 (1879^.

OeographicalJoufnal^ Vol. Ill, 169 (1894).

% Ann. Rep., Board of Scientific Advice for India. 1906-()6, p. 67 » also aupra, part III, p, 86.

S Recoidi, Oeoloffical Sufvey of India^ Vol. XXV, 28 (1892).
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deposits in the basins above the gorges. These, however, have nowhere been recog-

nised ; the previously accepted views of the lacustrine origin of the Karewas of Kashmir

have been recently disputed,* whilst the description given by the late Sir Richard

Strachey of the pleistocene deposits of the Upper Sutlei vallfeyf points to an origin in

part, if not entirely, fiuviatile.

On the other hand, basins of this kind filled with fiuviatile deposits, and in some

cases even holding lakes, are commonly found above gorges in almost all parts of the

world, but it can \isually be shown that they are due to the obstruction caused by hard

bands of rock running across the valley. Thus, in the case of the Sutlej, the stream after

passing through the sedimentary beds of Ifundes encounters the hard granite of the

great Himalayan range ; its rate of erosion is retarded, and, while slowly wearing

its way down into a narrow trough in the hard rock, it works also laterally in the

softer beds, and so produces a broad basin above, in which alluvial deposits accu-

mulate, and a gorge or “ narrows ” below.J Thus the gorges have been developed

concurrently with the open basins behind the ranges rather than after, and as a

consequence of the damming of, these.

The two hypotheses above quoted are mutually conflicting, but so little is yet known
of the actual conditions of the Himalayan rivers that it is desirable to keep both in view.

One fact, however, is clear, namely, that until systematic observations have been made
of most of the great Himalayan rivers on the lines of the admirable work of Mr. R. D.

Oldham in the Sind valley in Kashmir§ and of Prof. Garwood in Sikkim,!] we can

make no advance in India in this most fascinating branch of historical research,

the history of the surface features of the earth.

* Supra, p. 259; also Kllrtworth Hunlin^tnn ; The Pulse of A.sin. '22 (1907).

j* Qunritrly JounutL Geofayiml Society, Vol. VII, 30(j (1851).

j: For dotails U'4 to iliesn |)rocps.st*,s .spo Sir A. (ipikie : The Scenery of Scotla}ul (1901); also Chamberla-n and Salis-

bui’y : Gcfilogy, Procesfies awl their results (1905).

I Records^ Geolrtgical Surrey of India, XXXI, 142 (1901).

II
Qmrterly Journal, Getdogiral Society, Vo], LV MV, {i^H)2) : Gejgrtphic'M lourmil, XX, 13 (1902); Appendix

to 1 ). W. Freshlield'sj Poutvd Kangchenjunga (1903).
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Salt.

Slate.

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY OF THE HIMALAYA.

The Himalayan region' is strikingly poor in minerals of economic value, there being

only three industries which can be said to be established on a commercial basis
; these

are the salt and the slate quarries in Kangra district and the sapphire mines of Kashmir.

The salt quarries are situated at Guma and Drang in Mandi State; they are at

present only of local importance, the output in 1906 being

about 3,600 tons.*

The Kangra slate quarries, which are at Kanyara, have been worked with consi-

derable success for some years past. The rock is not a

true clay slate, but is sufficiently fissile for the production

of slabs and roofing-slates.

f

The sapphire mines, which are situated near Padar in Kishtwar, were first opened

nearly 30 years ago, but after being worked for a few years
^*’***'‘”‘

were closed on account of diminution of output.^ Recently,

however, the industry has been successfully revived, the output being valued at

£1,327 in 1906§ and £3,144 in 1907.11

The other minerals found in the Himalayan region include ; bora.v, coal, gold,

gypsum, sidphur and ores of antimony, arsenic, copper, iron and lead.

Borax is found in Ladak, wdiere it is obtained as aji efflorescence from the surface

of the alluvium of the Puga valley. The superficial coating

is scraped up and boiled with water in coppers ; the resulting

brine is then cooled in small pits, when the. borax crystallises out. The production at

Puga is quite insignificant, almost the whole supply of borax brought into India being

imported from Gentral and Western Tibet.

The chief occurrences of coal in the Himalaya are among the Gondwana rocks of the

^ ^

Darjeeling Terai and Assam Duars and in the Tertiary bed.s

of Jammu in Kashmir.

As already pointed out (supra, p. 216), the Gondwana coal is usually too crushed

to be of commercial value and such attempts as have hitherto been made to work it

have not met with success.

The coal of Jammu occurs in a belt of Tertiary rocks to the north of the town of

Jammu and comprises a number of fields known as the Ladda, Sangar Marg, Mchowgala,

Siro valley, Kalakot and Lodhra coal-fields.

* T. H. Holland: Records, Geological Survey of India, Vol. XXXIl, 85 (1905) ; XXXVI, 80 (1907).

f T. H. Holland: Records, Geological Survey of India, Vol. XXX JJ, 114 (1905).

J T. D. LaTouche : Records, Geological Survey of India, Vol. XXHI, 59 (1890).

{ T. H. Holland : Records, Geological Survey of India, Vol. XXXVI, 79 (1907).

;|
T. H. HoUand: Records, Geological Survey of India, Vol. XXXVIl, 82 (1908).

Borax.
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The seams are highly inclined and their thickness is very variable. The coal is

much crushed and usually contains a high percentage of ash.* Experiments recently

made, with a view to testing the suitability of the coal for the manufacture of briquettes,

did not give favourable results and the prospects of the development of these fields as

a profitable undertaking are not promising.f

Another small coal-field occurs further to the north-west in the Kotli tahsil at

Dandli, but the prospects here are even less promising.| Coal also occurs in the

Nummulitic series in Hazara, but its quality is poor and the thickness of the seams

very variable. §

Reference has already been made to the small patches of lignite occurring in the

sandstones of the Siwalik series in the Sub-Himalayan zone {supra, p. 210). These

have often given rise to expectations, always foredoomed to disappointment, of the

discovery of workable coal-seams.

Gold is found in small quantities in the gravels of aJmost all the chief rivers of

^
the Himalayajl and its recovery provides occupation for

the local inhabitants during the winter, when agri-

cultural work is at a standstill.

In the Indus and its tributaries, and in the Sutlej, washing by means of primitive

cradles is carried on to a considerable extent, but the results are at present too insignifi-

cant to raise this intermittent occupation to the statu.s of a regular industry.

In the Eastern Himalaya, the gravels of the Brahmaputra and neighbouring rivers

have long been known to be auriferou8,*[| but so far no serious attempt has been

made to exploit them on modern principles.

In Tibet, the gold fields of Rudok and Thok Jalung ^have been worked from very

early antiquity and Herodotus’ reference to the gold-digging ants, with the many
ingenious commentaries to which it gave rise, is no doubt familiar to everyone.** The

output of the Tibetan fields, however, is quite unknown, a circumstance to which the

many stories of their fabulous wealth are no doubt to be attributed.

Gold is also found in Afghanistan, but what was formerly the most productive

mine in the country, that of K andahar, has long been closed owing to the miners having

lost the vein.j’f

Gypsum occurs in thick beds, as the product of the alteration of limestone, in lower

^ Spiti, at a short distance above the junction of the Spiti
Gypsim. Id!--and Sutlej rivers. Although the quantity available is very

large and the qufility high, the locality is too far from markets and too inacce.ssible to

offer any prospects of remunerative exploitation of the deposits.JJ

R. R. Simpson : Memoirs, Geological Survey of India, Vol. XXXII, pt. 4 (1904).

f T. H. Holland: Jieconis, Geological Survey of India^ Vol, XXXII, 137 (1905).

J C. M. P. Wright: Records. Oeulogical Survey of, India, VoL XXXIV, 37 (1906).

5 C. S. Middlemiss: Memoirs, Geological Survey India, Vol. XXVI (1896).

,1
V. Ball : Manual of the Qedogy of India, pt. 3 (1881).

J. M. Maclaren : Records, Geological Survey of India, Vol. XXXI, 205 (1904).

* For literature on the subject see Manual of the Otology of India, pt. 3, Art, GoH (18SJ).

ft C. L. Griosboch : Memoirs^ Oeologiwl Survey of India, Vol. XVIII, pt. 1, 66 (1881).

Xt H. H. Hayden : Memoirs, Geological Survey of India, Vol. XXXVI, pt. 1> 101 (1904).
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Sulphur.

Antimony.

Arsenic.

Copper.

Sulphur is foxmd at Puga in Ladak, where it is deposited from hot springs. The

quantity is small and the occurrence of little or noneconomic

importance.*

Sulphide of antimony (stibnite) occurs in some quantity near the Shigri glacier in

the valley of the'Chandra river in Lahaul. The locality has long been known,f but no

serious attempt had been made to work it until quite recently,

when prospecting operations were undertaken and a mining

lease obtained with a view to its exploitation. No information is as yet available as

to the result of the operations.

Orpiment, the yellow sulphide of arsenic, is found in Chitral, Hunza and Kumaun.

In Chitral it has been mined for a long period, but the produc-

tion has fallen off in recent years, having dropped from a

little under thirty tons in 1904-05 to less than ten in 1905-1906.

Specimens have also been obtained from the Bishipjerab valley in Hunza and the

Shankalpa glacier in Kumaun,J but the amount available in either locality is

unknown.

Copper-ore, chiefly in the form of the sulphide, chalCopyrite, is common in the.

schistose beds of the Baling series in Darjeeling district

{sufra, p. 228) and in Sikkim and in the similar rocks of

the Himalayan zone in the Lesser Himalaya of Kurnaun.

As a rule the lodes are patchy and irregular and no successful attempt has yet been

made to exploit them on a large scale. Recently, however, the copper-ores of Sikkim

have been attracting considerable attention, but no information is at present available

as to the results of prospecting operations.

Iron-ore is known to occur in some quantity in the lower hills in Kumaun.§

j

where numerous attempts have been made to establish a

smelting industry on a commercial basis. All attempts failo<l

however, presumably owing to the cost of transport of ore and fuel and there

does not seem to be much prospect of a successful revival of the industry.

Iron-ore also occurs in Jammu State, where it underlies the coal measures, but

has not been worked except locally and on a small scale.

Numerous other'occurrences of iron-ore in the Himalayan region have been recorded,

but none of these is at present of economic importance and they need not be enumera -

ted here. Further information, however, will be found in the Manual of the Geology

of India, part 3 (1881).

Galena, the sulphide of lead, is found at numerous places among the older rocks of

the I<e.sser Himalaya,|i but it is not known to occur in

sufficient quantity to warrant serious exploitation.
Lead.

* F. R. Mallet: Mertwira, Geohtgical Surrey of India, Vol. V, 104 (1800).

t F. K. Mallet: Memoira, Geological Survey of India, Vol. V, 165 (1880).

t Secorda, Geological Surrey of India, Vol. XXXV, 28 (10()7>.

§ T. H. Hughes: Records, Geological Surrey of India, Vol. VI 1. 15 (IS'/l).

II
V. Ball : Manual of the Geology of India, pt. .‘1, Art. Lead (1881).





APPENDIX.

JL few addenda land notes'"'of \warning which should be
read in conjunction xcith Parts I, 11, III and IV,

Peak No. GO, Indus-Najjar Watershed No. 2.

The name “ Indus—Nagar Watershed peak No. 2 ” has been allotted in (ireat Trigonometrical

Survey Synoptical, Volume Vll, to two peaks : on page Do-t j Uiere is
art

,
page 4, table

. ^ peak of this name in latitude 0' o and longitiuhi 7T^ 05' l"‘5

of height 24r,470. On page l.‘55-C there is a peak of the same name in latitude 55'^ 51' Kr-2 and
longitude 75"^ 0' 20"-7 and of height 21,500 feet. The origin of this duplication of names has been

explained on the ground that the numbering of peaks was started afresh in each square degree,

but whatever the explanation, a system under which the same iniTue has conn^ to be applied te two
different peaks can in no way be defended. The Indus- Nagar Watershed |)eaks of ]>agcs 02-0 and
95-C of Synoptical Volume VII will retain the names hitherto applied to them, whilst the I ndus-

Nagar Watershed peaks of pages 155-C and 15()-(J will be called in future Indus-Nagar Watershed

peaks No. 7, No. S, No. 0, and No. 10. Similarly in other cases, in which duplication of naim^s

have occurred, alterations will now bo introduced.

On page 522 of the /cc //ciV////<.s‘ 0/ Me d/w,.s7r/(///, Mrs. lliillock Workman, and Dr. Hunter

Workman give their reasons for thinking that the Survey have miscalculated the ])osition of tht^

Indus-Nagar Watershed peak No. 2, height 21, 170 feet. 'Fhe two explorers ascendeil to a gn‘at height

(25,594 feet), and thought at the time that they were climbing a flank of the Survey peak (height

24,470 feet). But when they came to construct their map, they found that the peak which they had

ascended was 4 miles north by east of the Survey peak. They were convinced that their peak, whicli

they have named Pyramid Peak, is higher than the Survey peak and they were

*• tl’as j)lacc:l in tlic dileiuma of consirloring either that fho Survey had iniscnkulated tin* position «)f Peak

thus giving it a p<»siti()i) foni miles too far soutli, or that Pyramid Peak is another and Jiiglier peak not smn and

triangulated by the Survey.”

The maps of this high region are so inaccurate that they may be disregardt^d : it is useless t>o

appeal to them. Put the positions of peaks were fixed trigonometrically by the Survey, and art*,

probably correct. The position of the Survey peak (24,470 feet) was determined from two indepen-

dent triangles, and the discrepancy between the two values of position was only 7 feet. The

height of this peak was determined from two different places and the two values obtained were

24,482 and 24,461 feet.

The evidence, therefore, ts strong that the position of the Survey peak (24,470 feet) has been de-

termined with fair accuracy and cannot be in error by 4 miles.
|

It is quite possible that a higher peak standing 4 miles behind it escaped observation. The un-

even crest-line of the intervening ridge may have obscured the higher peak from one or two of the

stations of observation and have left the lower peak visible. The original angle-books show that hi

1862-65 Mr. Beverley observed an unnamed peak from his station of Chokh and found it to be 2 de-

grees east of the Indus-Nagar Watershed peak No. 2 This companion peak was, however, not

from any other station and Mr. Beverley’s observation from one station only could not bo utilissd.
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Peak No. 66, Even Lun No. 1.

The height cf this peak is uncertain. The position and height of the peak were derived from
the observations or Surveyor Ram Singh, Rai Sahib, when he was

art ,pGge 4 , ta e
. working under Dr. Stein in 1900; the angle-book was in the hand-

writing of Dr. Stein himself. Ram Singh is an accurate obsei-ver, and his other observations taken

at the same time as those of peak No. 66 have proved reliable. We had, however, some initial doubt
whether to accept the peak No. 66 or not, because its position had been ftxed from one triangle only

and that a very acute one. But its height had been observed independently from two different

stations, 4 miles apart, and whilst a value of 24,385 feet was obtained from one set of observations, a

value of 24,227 feet was obtained from the other set. The agreement between these two values

seemed to indicate that a very high peak was standing in this region, and peak No. 66 was admitted

into our list on table V. The absence from Dr. Stein’s letters and papers of all allusion to this

apparently supreme peak of the Kuen l^un made us somewhat uneasy, and when Dr. Stein visited

Dehra Dun in December 1908 upon his return from Chinese Turkistan, he was consulted. He
expressed his conviction that no peak of 24,000 feet exists in the locality, in which peak No. 66 has

been supposed to be standing. Dr. Stein has explored this locality, and could not have failed, he

thinks, to have been struck by the appearance of so prominent a peak. He is of opinion that the

observations upon which the existence of the peak has been based must be in error.

Tirich Mir.

This description of Tirich Mir is only true if the mountain is viewed from the side of Gilgit or

^ Parti a e II
Mastuj. From Chitral the higher flanks of Tirich Mir appear to

" ' ^
• be precipitous. During the summer it is seldom visible, being

either enveloped in cloud or surmounted by a white “ flag, ” which looks like cloud but is possibly

fine snow being blown ofl the summit.

Heiijhls of ^yeakK

It has been suggested in a review in Nature, December 3rd, 1908, page 133, that the altitudes

of peaks should be reduced to round numbers, that the height of
Part I, page iC, para. i.

Mount Everest, for instance, should be given as 20,000 instead of

29,002, and that of Kinchinjunga as 28,150 instead of 28
,
146 . We think, however, that it is best to

adhere to the present system, because a precise value of altitude is a ready means to the identi-

fication of a peak.

Gasherbrum.

In table XVIII, group XIV, column 6, the bracket should [embrace the four Gasherbrum

Part I, page 40. peaks only and not the peak of

Kabru.

The name Kabru belongs rather to the high-level ridge itself than to the peak at either

Parti, chart VI. end of it.

The height, 21,970 feet, given to the peak at the western end of the Kabru ridge in the third

panorama of chart VI is incorrect. The two Kabru peaks are very nearly of the same height, and;

are both about 24,000 feet : for Tanner’s description of Kabru see page 8 of Part I. 21,970 feet is the

height of Little Kabru, see Garwood’s map attached to Douglas Freshfield’s Round Kangchenjunga.

Part 1 . pages 9, 20, 43 ;

Part II, pages 62. 77, 78, 89 ;

Part III
,
page 252.

’ Singaliln^

Referred to fi?
“ Singli ” by Rai Bahadur Sarat Chandra Das,.

CJ.E. : Jmimey to Lhasa and Central Tilet, page 6.
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Karo La.

See Rai Bahadur Sarat Chandra Das, C.T.E. : Journey to Lhasa and Central Tihety page
Part II, page 95. 173 .

Ynmdrok Tso.

Part II, page 95 ;

With regard to the name Palti (Yamdrok) see the note by
Part III, pages 156 , 157 , 189 , W. W. RoekhiU in Journey to Lhasa and Central Tibet bv Rai

200
,
202

, 203 , 204 . Bahadur Sarat Chandra Das, C.I.E., page 188.

Sangpo.

Part II, pages iii, 112 ;

Part III, pages 125, 127, 128,

157— 160 , 188 .

The word Sangpo should have been written Tsangpo. Tn the

Imperial Gazetteer of India, Volume I, pages 19, 27, Volume IV, page

499, it is written “ Tsan-po.”

Kuen Lun range.

The warning given on page 10.‘l of Part 11 is repeated hero. In the frontispiece of F^art I the

o . tt r . . ('Ontral Kuen Lun has beeii drawn too far north. In
Part II. page 103, footnote. , . . ,

.

longitude 84'^ the axis should have been placed in latitude 3(5^.

Chart XXXV repeats this mistake. Chart XX 11 1 is correct.

Part II, Chart XVII.

Ifuang-Ilo.

On this chart Huang should be Hoang.

The Hindu Kush.

Part III, page 123, para. i.

It has been pointed out in a review in Nature, December .3rd, 1 90S, page J.3.3, that our de.scuip-

tion of the Hindu Kush, ranges on page 123 of Part 111 does not

tally vvith figure 2 of chart XXL The description on page 123

will be found to bo in accord with the frontispiece to Ihirt 1. As was ex[>lai!i(‘(l on page 101

of Part II, the figure 2 of chart XXI was purposely made to differ from the frontisjihice in order

to illustrate our uncertainties. In the two charts we have offered two different solutions of the

problem. Whilst we agree with the reviewer in Nature as to the difficulties attending orograjihical

analysis, we are of oj^inion that the uncertainties surrounding the Hindu Kush may prove to be due

to the want of systematic surveys and may disapjiear when more accurate maps become available.

The BraJmiaputra.

The water-parting between the Brahmaputra and the Tibet Lake basin cannot bo drawn with

certainty. The j)osition a.ssigned to this water-parting on charts
Partin, page 155

. XXIII, XXX and XXXV is conjectural and is not based upon

surveys. Until surveys of this region have been carried out, it will not be possible to indicate, except

in a verv rousrh way, the northern boundary of the basin of the Brahmaputra.

The wamme given in the last paragraph of page 125 of Part III is thus very important.

The second paragraph of page 95, Part II, contains the same warning.
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The Kunar river-

The angle, at which the Sor Laspur tributary joins the Kunar river at Mastuj, is deserving of

attention. This tributary is shown on chart XXXIV of Part
III.

Part III, page 155.

Shinatze.

Spellirig adopted from the

Part III, pages 155, 156, 158.

map published with the Imperial Gazetteer. In the body of that work
(Volume IV, ])age lib) it is written Shigatse, a moditication of Shi-ga-

tse, the form employed by Major W. F. O’Connor.

The brothers Sirachey.

Henry Strachey was

Part III, page 162, line 9.

alone in 1846 ; Richard Strachey did not visit Manasarowar till 1848.

(Geoyrnphical Journal, Volume XV, 1900, and Journal^ Royal Geo-

graphical Society^ Volume XXI, 1851.)

Part III, page 196.

KurliiUi Glacier.

The Kurkulti Glacier flows into the Yasin river, and not into the

Hunza as stated on page 190.

Panjal Volcanics-

Since this table was drawn up, the work of Mr. C. S. Middlemiss in Kashmir has tended to

Part IV, page 232, table XLI ;
show that the Panjal Volcanics are younger than the Lipak series,

page 245.
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GEOGRArillCAL IN^DEX.
•

The values of latitude and longitudo given in tlii.s index to the more iinportnnt geographical names oeeurriiig
ill Parts r, 11, III and IV, are intended only as rough aids to tlie localisathm phiee.s tui maps ; as many of these
values have been derived from small scale maps, the iiwlex should not be utilised in soientiti(’ discussions or con-
troversies. In certain cases, iviore ospin ially in those of Tibetan lakes and of passes and glacicus, the values of
latitude and longitude rest on doubtful evidence, and have been entered only to tumble futurt‘ exphntus to correct
our figures. In cases when two or more peaks bear tin* same nann*, Fuean values o( latitude anti h)i\gitude
have been given in tliis index.

LATlTllDE. r t>\o iTiJiii:.
1

rAUES.

1

rjIA UTS.

Abrupt peak

O

35

/

30

o

82

/

30 110,115
Achik Kul ,

,

37 3 88 20 199 ..

Addan Tso « • 31 23 87 44 200 . .

Afghanistan ,

,

220, 221, 227. 241

Aghil 36 0 76 40

247, 248, 253, 254,

258, 2(5().

31, 32, 72, 73, 103, Frontispiece, xiv

Agrain 36 18 71 31
105, 110, 121.

102 ..

Aig Kutn Kul .

.

37 30 89 15 199 .. ,

,

Aka Hilla 27 0 92 45 216 • •

Akhnur 32 54 74 44 1(18, 180

Aksai Chin 35 30 80 30 67 ,

,

Aksii 38 15 74 0 70

Alai 39 30 72 0 72, 107 108, 117, 133 Frontispiece

Alaknanda 30 30 79 0 59, 88, 89, 92, 133, X, XI, xni, XIV, XVI,

Alatau 45 0 80 0

137 to 139, 178, 180,

181, 183 to 185, 188,

190, 195.

107 ..

XXIV, XXXVI.

Alichur Pamir . . ,

,

37 45 73 30 70 .

,

Aling Kangri ,

,

32 16 81 2 99, 111, 112, 113, XX, XXXIV, XXXV

Almaligh
Alinora

••

29 35 79 39

114, 124, 174, 187.

133

11,88,221

Altai 46 0 97 0 107 , ,

Altvn Tagh 37 10 84 0 103,104 Frontispiece

Ambersilwara, see Imsalwara.

Ammu 27 30 89 0 155

Amiich-machin .

.

,

.

34 30 99 0 130 .

.

Amu Darya, see Oxus.

Amuninoku
Anambarula
Angirtakshia

Api .

.

36 0 81
’’

30

104 .

.

104 .

.

109 .

.

30 0 80 56 6, 12, 13, 18, 33, 142 VII, XIII, XXIV,

Api-Nampa 30 0 81 0 13,77,111
XXV, XXVI, XXXT.

Arakan 21 0 93 0 76,81,106

Aral 45 0 60 0 68, 105, 108, 119, . .

Arkari 36 0 71 50
198, 201.

123,186 XX, XXI, XXXIV

Arka Tagh 36 30 88 0 103 .

.

.

.

Arnaa 33 12 74 56 168 .

.

Artush

i
- -

• • • • 107 .

.

• •

K 2
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j

LATITUDE. LO^*OITUDK. PACES. CHABTS.

1

O // o / «

Arun Kosi . . . .
.

j

27 0 87 10 66, 83, 149, 150, 151,

153, 156, 178, 179,

181, 183, 184, 185,

189, 190.

XIII, XV, XXVIII,

XXXVI, XXXVII.

Aru Tso
Asimr

34 0 82 30 205 .

.

133 ..

Assam 27 30 95 0 218,228,265 , ,

Assam Himalaya 28 10 92 0 4, 5, 6, 76, 77, 92,

119,124,125,153,155,

160, 178, 199, 220.

XV

Astor 35 21 74 52 173, 220 , ,

Attofk 33 53 72 16 171, 172, 174, 177 ..

1
Avi . . . . • • 1

1

'
1

31 43 80 0 94

'

liabai 28 45 82 15 144 .

.

XXVI
!

Had raj 30 29 77 57 89 . .

1

i

Badriiiath 30 44 79 17 6, 18, 33, 77, 78, 79,

139, 141.

VU, VIII, X, XI, XIII,

XVI, XXIV, XXV,
XXXI, XXXIV, XXXV.

I Haghmati 27 10 85 30 132, 144, 148, 181, 189 XXI II, XXVI r, XXVIII
1

1

liaghrash Kul .

.

42 0 87 0 198 .. . .

1

Hagiiii 30 33 79 55 195 .

.

1 Baian Kara Ula 34 40 96 0 104,110,129 . .

Baikal 53 0 107 0 J98 , ,

Balasau R. 20 45 88 21 216 , ,

1

Bald) ha 30 18 80 12 92

Ikilkasli 4() 0 75 0 119,198,201 XXIII
'

Baltistan 30 0 75 0 192,97,241,242 ..

Balitiro 35 45 76 30 i 176,194,196 . . j

Bainian 34 50 67 50 248 . ,

Baiularpunch 31 0 : 78 33
;

6, 18, 39, 139
i

1

*V11I, XVI, XXIV,

XXXI, XX XIV, XXXV.

Bandipur 34 25
;

74 40 225 ..
j

.

. 1

Bangahal 32 20 77 0 : 88, 166, 196, 222 .

.

I XVIIT 1

Bangalore 13 1 : 77 35 ,51 ..

Banog 30 29 78 1 ; 9, 89 .

.

i

Baralacha 32 45 77 25
; 84, 166, 167, 168 .

.

1

1

;

XllI, XXXT, XXXII,

1
XXXIII, XXXIV.

1

Barainula 34 13 74 19
;

168, 169, 180, 224,

1 225.

!
XXXIII

Barigur , . , . ’147 .. , ,

1 Jiarkak 34 22 66 6
1

102 .. , ,

Barinal 34 0 75 50
1

195 ..

Barogliil 36 53 73 21
1 102, 176, 247 Xxxiv

Barphang Gonpa . .
;

145 .. . .

i Barpu 36 10 74

’

50 : 196 ..
1

!

Basaoli 32 30 75 49 ! 166 .. !

i Basinagul 34 10 74 10 169 -.

.

i

••

Baspa 31 20 78 30
;
84, 88 .

.

,

XVI, XVIII, ‘ XXXI
Bathang 30 0 99 30

1 ! XXII

Batura 36 35 74 40 196
j

.

.

Baxa 26 50 36 228 .

.

i

Beas 31 45 77 0 84, 88, 90, 132, 161.

165, 178, 180, 181,

188, 211, 245.

,1 Frontispiece, xiv,

1 XVIII, XXIII, XXXI,

j

XXXII, xxxin,
XXXVJ.

• TIk* picture of Baudurpuiich peak vrill te fiund faring j ago 30 of Part I.
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LATITUDE.
j

LONGITUDE. PAGES. niAKTS. 1

c /
1

o /

Bedasui 30 1
i

74 28 215 .. , ,

Behat .

.

168 .

.

, .

Behling 30 23 78 30 139 .

.

•

.

Bcyah
0

165 .

.

.

.

Bhadal 32 22 77 166 .

.

Bhaga 32 40 77 10 166,167,196 XXXllI

Bhagirathi

i

30 30
;

1

i

78 20 59, 78, 89, 133, 137,

138, 139, 178, 181,

185, 188, 190, 195.

X, xr, xiii, XVI,

XXIV, XXXVI,
XXXVII.

1

Bhamo 24 15 i
97 13 126, 127

i

* •

' Bharti Khunta .

.

30 48
I

79 4 19

j

Bhim Tal 29 21 79 33 203 .

.

f Bhoroli 27 15 93 0 . . 1 XXX

Bhotia Kosi 28 0 86 0 83,84, 149, 151, 180,

181, 185, 189.

XIII, XXVIII, XXXVII

Bhutan •• 27 0 89 30 216, 220, 221, 228,

241.

••

1 Biafo 36 0 75 10 96, 176, 194, 196 .. XXX IV

Bilaspur

Birch i

31 18 76 47 165,180 XIX, xxxt

• • 29 0

j

83 0 Ml, 145, 147, 156,

178, 182.

Froniispiceo, xiii,

XVI, XXVT, XXXVI,
XXXVII.

Birond 29 15 i 79 43 52 . .

Blaiiii R.

Blue River, see Yangtze.

30 55 i

!

77 8 1 • • ft •

Boga 1

31 38 i
80 4 91 .

.

Boj ,

.

Bolan

30 54
;

77 11 221 . .

29 30 ! 67 30 84

Bolor .

.

40
105

1

•
*

!

Bonvalot’s peaks 33 30 'j 86 no ..
1

Boorcndo 31 23 78 10 84,161
1

Boyohaghurdonas 36 24 71 42 18
;

.
.

1

Frontispiece, ix,
|

XIV, XV, XVII, xxnr,
|

!
XXVI, XXVIl, XXVIII,

XXIX, XXX, xxxr,

XXXV, XXXVI,
XXXVII.

i

Brahmaputra 29 20 90 0 5, 7, 61, 66, 77, 81,

82, 92, 93, 1 19, 120,

125 to 128, 131, 153,

155 to 160, 171, 174,

178, 179, 182, 188,

189, 190, 216, 220,

256, 263, 266.

,, ,
waterparting . 95,125,271

i

north of.

Braldo
Brama
Budi
Bum Tso

,

Bunji

!

Bunnuk (or Banak)

I

Buran ghati

! Burgi

I
Buria Gandak .

.

.35 39

33 30

29 0

31 17

35 39

35 18

31 23

35 12

28 0

76 0 196 ..

76 3 196

80 0 142 ..

90 57 200 .

.

74 38 94, 96, 123, 160, 170,

171, 172,177.

XXXIV

75 11 94
78 10 84 .

75 32 94

84 55 83, 146, 147, 148, XIII, XXVII, XXXVI,
185, 189.

1 XXXVII.

Burkhan Buddha
BuTzil

Bus .

.

Byans

36 0 97 0 104 .. ,

,

34 56 75 8 •84 ,

,

30 57 78 48 19 ,

,

30 17 80 50 241 .. ••
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LATlTi;r>E.
j

pages.

I

: CHARTS.

i

'

Caroline

o

35

/

20

o

97

/

30

•

114

1

1

!
:

1
• •

CJaucasus 43 0 43 0 117 .. ..
;

Chadir Kul 40 35 75 25 198 .

.

Chahardar 35 13 08 45 102 .

.

' . . !

Chakmaktin 37 U 74 20 70, 199 ' . . i

Chakra ta 30 40 77 56 222
Chamba 32 33 76 8 88, 166, 170, 220,

223, 224, 225, 242,

243.

XVIIl, XXXII

Chambal 25 40 76 0 139 .

.

Frontispiece, ix

Chamlang 27 47 86 59 4. 18, .37 VI

Chandra 32 30 77 30 160, 167, 196, 267 .. XXXITl

Chandra Bhaga .

.

32 35 77 0 166, 196 XXXIII
Chang 34 3 77 55 94 , ,

33 2 79 20
1
Changchonmo 34 15 78 30 242, 243 , ,

Changlung 34 50 77 30 176 .

.

. ,

Chaprot 30 10 74 19 11,43 .. , ,

Charemaru .

.

. 110 .. • • '

Charka . . .

.

29 15 83 17 145 , ,

Charta Sangpo .

.

29 20 85 10 125,188, 271 , ,

Cheena 29 30 79 30 11 , ,

Chenab 33 15 75 0 84 124, 132, 160, Frontispiece, ix,

161, 166, 167, 168, XIV, XVI, XVIII,

170, 178, 180, 181, XXIII, XXXI, XXXII,

188. XXXIII, XXXIV,
' XXXVI.

Cliorrhen 38 10 85 30 .

.

XXII

Chetang 29 14 91 43 158
ChguinV)i Dun .

.

29 45 78 40 85
Chiaindo Chu 30 40 , 98 0 128 .

.

Chikkim 32 21 11 78 3 237 .

.

Chilas 35 20
1

74 11 241,242
Chingchingmauri 30 30 1 81 0 JJl

Chiragh Tar 37 50 70 0 121,133 i

Chirbitya 31 5 79 25 92
Chiring 35 53 70 31 21

Chitrai 35 49 71

i

40 43,81,96,98, 101,

102, 133, 177, 224,

225, 226, 247, 267.

XXI, XXXIV

Chogolisa 35 37 76 34 ' 17,22..
i

•
•

j

Chogo Lungrna .

.

35 55 75 10 96, 176, 194, 196 .

.

Chogo Ri . . 21,22 .. ...
1

; Chola 27 28 88 47 13, 14, 18, 62, 77 .

.

1

1 Cholanio 28 1 88 .
- 46 154 1

Chonito Dong .

.

28 20 88 11 150, 199
1

Cho-ur-dzong 29 28 85 23 114 .. .
*

' i

Chumalhari 27 50 89 16 6, 13, 14, 18. 33, 44, XIII, XXVIIT, XXIX,

i 84, 92, 93, 125. XXX, XXXV.

1 Chuinbi 27 30 89 0 84, 155, 220 XXIX

1

Chuniunko 27 28 88 47 6, 13, 18 • • 1

;

Chumurti 32 0 T9 -"SO 91, 241 .

.

Chur 30 52 77 29 88, 136, 187, 220,

222.

XVIII, XXIV

1

Da Chu 32 0 .
97' 0 128 .. ..

1
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l.ATITl’UK. LONG ITU i)E.

!

r VI j Es. niAHTS.

Dagshai 30

/

53

c»

77

'

6 213,223
Daintar 36 20 74 8 196 .

.

Dairmal 35 14 74 35 16

Dal .. 34 7 74 51 199, 204
Dalhousie 32 32 75 58 166, 223 XXXII

1

Darnodur Kund 28 4 85 26
1

199
Dandli 33 32 74 1 266
Daiigra Yum Tso 31 6 86 31 ! 200 .

.

Dangubash 1 133 .

.

Daphla Hills 27 10 93 10 i 216
Dapsang 35 53 76 31 16,21,67,175
Daramcli 147 ..

Dara Tso 30 57 87 31 200 .

.

Darel 35 30 75 30 80, 172

Darjeeling 27 3 88 16 7.8,9, 13, 14, 24, 4.3,

53, 62, 216, 218, 220,

228, 265, 267.

VI, xxir, XXVIII

Darkot 36 4i 73 23 102, 176 XX
Dayabhang 28 15 85 31 6,18,33,148 , .

Dayarniir 35 14 74 35 16

Deb Ghat 27 47 84 28 118 , ,

Deosa 24 15 72 12 51

Debra Dun 30 19 78 3 21, .30, 52 to 64, 8.5,

117, 1.36, 16.3, 179.

X, XT, XIX, XXIV

Deo Mir 35 14 74 35 16

Deoprayag 30 9 78 36 139

Deosa i 35 1 75 30 8,67,170,175 .. , ,

Dootibba 32 13 77 24 6,19 .. , ,

Dcvadhiinga 27 58 86 20 20 , ,

Dhansiri 26 0 93 50 XXX
Dharnia 30 27 80 35 91,92,141 XIII, XXV
Dharinsala 32 16 76 20 30 XVTII, XXXTI
Dhauladhar 32 0 77 0 72, 79, 87, 88, 165,

166, 188, 192, 242.

XIV, XVI, XVI II

Dhaulagiri 28 42 83 30 2, 16, 25, 28, 38, 39,

62, 77, 78, 83, 88,

148, 186, 188.

1

ITT, IV, V, XIT, XIII,

XIV, XVI, XXVf,

XXVII, XXX, XXXV,
XXXVI.

Dhaiili 30 45 80 0 92, 133, 138, 139,

183, 195.

XXIV

Dhungri . . .
. j

31 5 79 25 92

Dianiir 35 15 74 30 195 .. , .

Dibang . . .

.

28 0 95 40 158 XXX
Di Chu 31 0 99 0 127,129 , ,

Digi La 29 4 83 32 145,147 XXVI, XXVIl

Digur Thanka .

.

: 28 40 85 40 93 . .

Dihang . . .

.

1

28 0 95 30 158,159,160 XXX
Diking 27 25 95 50 .

.

XXX
Dikhu 26 65 94 30 XXX
Dikrang R. 1 27 8 93 52 216 .

.

Dingri . . .

.

1
28 35 87 20 €6, 93, 160, 169 .

.

XXVIII

Divanganj . . . .
’S 25 10 89 46 153 ., , .

Donkia . . . . :

27 57 88 51 19, 84 .. . .

Dorah . . . .
'i 36 6 71 15 102 .. . .

Drang 31 48 77 1 1 265 .

.

.

.

Dras 34 26 75 45
i
91, 170, 173, 174, . .

j

175.
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LATITUDE.
i

1

LONGITUDE. PAGES. CHARTS.

Dre Cliu

0

31

1

0

o

99

t

0

•

129 ..

Dubunni 35 57 74 38 6, 19 .

.

Duflh Kosi •• 27 30
j

86

1

40 84, 149, 151, 181,

185, 186.

XIII, XXVIII, XXXVII

Dudh Kund
!

27 44
;

86 39 199 .

.

, ,

Dugong
Duffcrin, see Mount.

•• 30 0 91

i

45 • XXX

Dumche ,

,

1 33 5 ! 79 10 94 , ,

Diimpho .

.

30 5 88 0 112 .. . .

Dunagiri .

.

30 31 79 52 6, 19 .

.

VII, VIII

Dungbura .

.

34 15 92 0 109,110,111 . .

Dung Chaka ,

,

29 57 89 39 21 . .

Durung .

.

33 45 76 20 196 .. , .

Dut 1 •• 30 30 94 15 .

.

XXX

Elysium Hill

Everest, see Mount.
•• 31 6 77 14 223 .

.

Ferozcpore 30 56 74 37 55 , ,

Fishback •• •• 28 6 86 41 17

Gandak •• •• 27 25 84 0 89, 90, 1.32, 144, 146,

146, 147, 149, 185,

190.

Frontispiece, xii,

xxiii, xxvT, xxvir,
XXVIII, XXX.

Gandi ,

,

. .

.

147 .. , .

Gand itula . , • • 160 .

.

Ganges 30 0 78 10 1 61, 86, 89, 119, 120,
' 125, 131 to 13.3, 135
to 141, 144, 180, 188

i

10 190,211,215,222,
!
202.

Frontispiece, ix, x,

XL, XII, XIXI, XXITT,

XXIV, XXV, XXXI,
XXXV, XXXVI.

Gaugotri ••

i

30

i

53 78 52 ^ 6, 19, 78, 137, 138,
1 195

XIII, XXIV, XXXI, 1

XXXIV, XXXV.
Gaoring I 27 28 ' 88 47

:

13 .. . .

Garbiang •*
!

30 0 80 0 : 141 ..

Gardhar
1

32 55 76 43 6, 19 .. . .

Garhwal • •
i

30 » 78 48
1

j

215, 218, 220, 222,
23.3, 234, 235.

Garjmig 32 0 80 15 1 174 .

.

Garta ng .

.

32 0 80 15
i 171

Gavtok ,

,

31 40 80 30 1 164, 174, 180 XXII, XXXIV
Gasherbrum . . 1

1

35 45 76 39 2, 17, 36, 40, 100,
194, 196.

IfT, XX, XXXIII,

XXXIV.

Gau Mukh ,

,

30 55 79 10 I 138, 195

Gauri .

.

34 0 76 0 195 .

.

.

.

Gaurisankar • • 27 58 86 20 6, 19, 20, 33, 149,

151.

VI, XV, xxvni, XXX,
XXXV.

Gaz .

.

,

,

38 50 75
'

20 106, 121 . .

Ghaggar 30 40 77 0 136 .

.

XXIV

Ghazni 33 0 69 0
• • .

;

XXXIV

Giama Nu Chu .

.

30 0 97 15 127 .. .

.

Giardong .

.

35
• »

18
158 .. .

.

Gilgit

1

54 74 43, 96, 98, 99, 101,

123, 160, 172, 173,

176. 177, 220, 221,

241, 242.

XVII, XX, XXXIV
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UlTlTl OK. Lo^GITL’DK.
1

Paoks. rHAK'lS.

Giri .

.

•

31

/

0 78

/

0 135, 136, 161 X, XI, XXIV
Oiunial 32 10 78 H 237
Gobi 43 0 100 0 61,67,120 ..

God win -A listen, see Mount.
Gogra 27 0 81 30 133.144,145 .

,

Gohiia 30 30 79 20 177,203
Golabgarh Pass 33 30 75 0 ,245 ,

.

Gorakhpur 26 45 8:i 21 25
Gori 30 0 80 20 111, 183, 185, 186, XIII, XXV

195.

Goring 30 15 90 15 no . .

Gosainthan 28 21 85 47 2. 17, 38, .3!t, 62, 83, HI. IV, V, XII

147, 149.

Gowra 33 20 76 40 1!»6

Great Himalaya 28 0 87 0 5. 26, 31, 61, 71 to Front i.spiere, xiv,

88, 91, 92, 93, 99, XV, XVI, xvn,

101, 10.5, 106, 121, XXXVII.

125, 138, 117, 118,

150, 1.53, 1.56, 165,

179, 180, 181, 183,

186, 188, 189, 190.

Groat Kara Kul 39 0 73 28 199 ..
'

.

,

(Tiilmarg 34 3 71 24 22 1, 225 .. .

.

(binui ..
:

31 58 76 55 265

Gum elm ..
'

27 48 86 52 199

Gumrang . . .
. ;

31 25 78 49 92 . . . . ,

(;Turais , . .

.

34 37 74 56 170,214

1

Gurla Mandhata ..
i

30 26 r «i 18 3, 11, 17, 32, 38, 39, IV, V, XVI, XXI,

112, 113, HI, 187. XXIV, XXVI, XXXI.

Gyakharma . . . . ,

30 50 88 30 112, 111

Gyala Sindong . . .

. ,

29 45
j

1

94 15

1

155, 158, 159, 160 ..

1

XXX

)

Hagsliu . . • •
I

33

i

10 1
76 30

;

196

llamta ..
’ 32 ifi

I

77 20
;

81

Hangtang .. :
.

j

150

Hanh*. . . •
•

j

32 47 i 79 0 91 XXXIV

Haramosh . . • •
j

30 50
;

74 54 4, 18, 41, 96, 183, XXXIV

j

187.

Haramukh . . •

•

|

34 24 74 55 ! 8, 28, 29, 89

Hardwar - . • • 29 51) 78 9 8x, 125, 136, 137,
i

138, 180.

Hari Rud • • •
;

34 40 66 0 101. 102, 123 I Krontispiece, xxny

1

i
i XXXV.

Harkiang . . • • !
29 32 !

85 It 114

Harpo . . • • ' 35 21 75 6 91 .
1

llasaling . . •
•

;

30 0 80 30 183

Hatu Pir . . .

. j

35 30 74 30 177 ..

Hazara . . • •
1

34 30 73 30
1

81, 221, 225, 226,

1 j i 246, 247, 251. 266.

1 Hi»lmand . . . . t 32
:

65 10 - 102, 119, 120, 122, Frontispiece, xx,

1

'

1

i

1

1

1 201. XXTH. XXXTV, XXXV.

L
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Latitudk. Longitude,
j

Pages. Charts.

Hindu Kush

o

36

r

20

o

72

f
1

0 3,4,6, 23,31,62,64, Frontispiece, xvii,

68, 69, 72, 73, 89, 97
to 102, 104 to 106,

XX, XXI.

t . 119, 122, 123, 177,

186, 187, 189, 196,

198, 220, 247, 248.

„ „ ,
doubtful analy-

sis of the.

• 101 .

.

llispar 36 5 76 16 96, 194, 196 .. , .

Hoang Ho 36 0 102 0 67, 104, 105, 110,

119, 120, 126, 129,

130, 271.

XVII, XXIII

Hota Sangpo .

.

Humla, see Mount.
Hundes, see Ngari Khorsiim.

30 5 88 0 112,271 • •

Hiinza 36 20 74 40 96, 98, 99, 101, 123,

160, 176, 186, 188,

196, 247, 267.

XX, XXXIV, XXXVI

Hunza-Kunji . 36 28 74 36 3, 4, J7, 18, 41, 42,

98.

IV, V, XX

Ibi Gamin 30 55 79 36 17
Ikebel—su 38 50 75 15 105 ..

Tmsalwara 34 25 74 29 243 .

.

, ,

Indrawati 28 0 85 40 151,181 XXVITI, XXXVII
Indus .

.

35 0 73 0 5, 66, 81, 82, 91, 93, Frontispiece, ix,

94, 119, 120, 123, XIII,XIV, XVII, XXT,

124, 131, 132, 133, xxiii, XXXI, xxxm,
1

161, 164, 171 to 178, XXXIV, XXXV,
180, 182, 186, 188,

190, 194, 195, 220,
266.

XXXVI, XXXVII.

Indus-Nagar Watershed peak 36 0 74 53
1
269 ..

No, 2.

Tnylchek 42 15 80 0 ,194,197
Irak 34 43 68 7 102 .

.

, .

Irrawaddy 26 0 97 30 119, 120, 126, 127,

128, 157.

XVII, XXIII

Tshpirin 36 42 72 55 101 . .

Issik Kill 42 20 77 0
i
68,107,198 Frontispiece

Jadganga 139 ..

Jallirganj 23 54 89 49 153 .. .

.

Jahnavi 31 10 79 8 138,139,195 XXIV
J ako .

.

31 6 77 15 223 .

,

. .

Jalalabad
!

34 26 70 28 247
1

Jalpaiguri 26 31 88 44 54 . .

Jammu 32 14 74 52 242, 246, 265, 267. XXXIII
Jamnotri 31 0 78 33 18 XII

Jang Niuchinthangla 30 22 90 35 110 , .

Jano .

.

27 41 88 3 3, 17, 36, 37, 152, VI

183.

Jaonli 30 51 78 61 6,19,78 VIII, XXIV, XXXI,
• XXXIV.

Jaunsar 30 43 77 • 55 218, 222, 224, 225.. . .

Jaxartes 41
1 72 .

0
i

119, 120, 121, 122, 1 Frontispiece, xxiii,

•

-
1
;iUl.

1

1
1

XXXV.
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Latitudk. Loschtude. Paoks. Charts.

Jhelum •• ••

o

34

/

0

0

74

i

1

!

t

56 90, 124, 132, 1(51,

164, 168, 169, 170,

178, 180, 181, 188,-

204, 209, 214, 224,

245.

Frontispiooo, ix, i

xxiir, xxxiii,
1

XXXIV, XXXVl. 1

1

Jhomogangar 29 50 i 89 50 21, 113, 114
Jiah Bor 27 0 91 42 XXX
Jibjibia 28 9 89 50 6. 19 .

.

..

Jiparlik 42 0 80 0 197

Jomokangkar . . ,

.

21 ..

Joshimath 30 33 79 34 92, 138

Jumna 30 30 78 0 62.85, 89, 131, 132,

135, 136, 144, 161,

181, 188, 213, 215.

Kroiiti.spioco, ix, x,

XI, XX HI, XXIV,
XXXT, xx.xvi.

KK. •• 35 53 76 31 1, 8, 1(5, 21, 22, 28,

32, 40, 45, 97, 99,

100, 121, 176, 183,

187, 194.

I, IT, III, XIV, XX,
XXXIII XXXIV,
XXXV.

Kabi'u 27 37 88 7 4, 8, 18, 36, 37 .

.

vr
j

Kabul •• 34 30 69 11 82, 123, 173, 174,

177, 221, 217.

Frontispiece, XVH,
XX, XXXlV. !

Kafiristan 35 30 71 0 80,177 j

Kagbeni 29 0 83 50 147 .. • .
i

Kailas 31 4 81 19

1

1

3,4,6, II, 14, 19,21,

31, 32, 71, 72, 73,

91, 92, 91, 95, 96,

109, no, 112, in,
116, 124, 125, 156,

176, 179, 182, 186 to

189.

Frontispicf^e, xiv,

XV, XXT, XXXI,
XXXVII.

Kalabagh 32 58 71 33 172 .

.

. .

Kalakot 33 13 74 27 265 .

.

.

.

Kalang 26 17 92 0 . .

.

XXX
Kala Tso •• •• 28 17 89 18

,
125,202, 203, 204,

205.

Kali • 29 0 80 10 5, 77, 78, 88, 125,

132, 133, 135, in,
142, 178, 180, 181,

183, 185, 190,

Frrjntispicce, x, XT,

XHI, XVI, XX HI,

xxiv, XXV, xxvr,
|

XXXI.
:

Kaliana 29 31 77 39 51,52,53 1

Kali Devi 32 30 76 0 i 166 ..

Kali Gandak • • 29 0 83 50 83, 146, 147, 148,

155, 156, 159, 181,

182, 185, 186, 188.

XIH, XVf, XXVH, '

XXX VT, XXXVH.

Kaliganga .. 30 30 79 15 139 ..

Kalka 30 50 76 56 54

Kambaclien 27 43 88 7 3, 17, 37, 152, 183

Kainet • • • * 30 55 79 36
;
3, 11, 17, 32, 38, 39,

45,77,91,92, 94, 95,

;

101, 112, 113, 187.

IV, V, VII, X, XI,

XVI, XXIV, XXXI

J

XXXIV.

Kami •• ••

1

28 0 93 55

1i

XXX

L 2
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:
!

Latitu Die. Lonoitudk. Paoks. Charts.

Kain-pa Dzong i

o

28

/

2

o

i
H8

1

30 241
'

Kaiiiri . . 34 49 74 57 84 XIII, XXXIII, XXXIV
Kana, sec Mor.

Kaiiawar 32 () 77 0 197,220,234
Kaiigtligar 31 20 86 45 114
Kangmcn . . 30 55 79 36 17
Kaiigra . . 32 5 76 15 222, 243, 265 XIV, XIX, XXXII
Kangrinpoche .

.

. .
;

31 4 81 19 19
Kaiiigang Gonpa
Kankhiiii 36 52 73 3

145 • *

XXXIV
Kansu . . 37 0 103 0 66, 67 .

.

Kanyara . . 32 12 76 24 265 .

.

Kaoshan . . 35 16 69 0 102
Karak . . 32 10 78 42 XXXI
Karakash . . 36 0 78 30 10.3, 122, 123, 188 .. Krontispieoe, xxxvr

Frontispiece, iv, v,Karakoram .‘56 0 76 0 1, 2, 3, 4, 15, 16, 17,

j

„ pass 35 38 ' 77 50

18, 21, 23, 26, 31, 40
to 42, 62, 66, 71, 7.3,

96 to 101, 103, 106,

no, 111, 117, 123,

17.5, 176, 187, 188,

194, 196, 197.

99

XIV, XVII, XX,
XXXIV, XXXVI

Kara Kul 39 0 73 25 70, 105
Kara Nor . . 38 20 97 50 200 .

.

Karat -chukor ..

Kargil 34 34 76 6
133

1

215
Karni.li . . 28 0 81 12 77,90, 125, 127, 131, Frontispiece, xir,

Karnprayag 30 16 79 14

133, 135, 144, 145,

155, 101, 178, 182,

185.

1

138

XIII, XVI, X.XI, XXIII,

XXV, XXVI, XXVII,

XXX, XXXI, XXXVI,
XX XVII.

Karo La . . 28 30 i 90 0
1
95, 271

Kasauli . . 30 54 76 57
1 89, 213

1

Kashgar . . 39 31 75 56
; 3, 4, 23, 26, 31, 41, Frontispiece, iv, v, i

Kashmir •
*

1

34 6 74 51

15, 68, 69, 72, 73,

97, 105, 106, 107,

121, 197.

i

217, 221, 225, 226,

XVII,. XXII.

Kathgodam

i

*
*

1

29 16 : 79 36

232, 241, 244, 252,

1
253, 254, 259, 265.

209
Katmandu 27 40 85 10 20,147,148,216 .. XXVII
Kaufmann . . 39 18 • 50 6,19,31,107
Kaiilia

1

27 49
1

85 14 7, 20 .

.

VI
Kauriala

i

,

,

'

• • 144, 145
Kay 34 0 , 77 67 94 .

.

Kedaniath . .
j

30 48
;

79 4 6, 19, 45, 78, 138, VII, VIIJ, XIII, XXIV,

Khagan 34 48 1

'73 ' 33

139, 195.

170 ..

XXXJ, XXXIV, XXXV.
1

Khalamba 1 . 30 5
;

60 110 .. .. ! • •

Khantongiri i

1

/
« • . 160 .. ,. ! • •

Khanjhakiind .

.

• • i

(

1

30 47 79 8 6, 19 . . . . , 1

1

i vn, vin
i
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kATiTUDK. Longituok.
!

Tag es.
|

1

Cn.'.KTs

Khardung 31

1

50 79

1

55

i

1

94 ..
•

Kliatinza 36 24 71 36 102 .. XXXIV
Khawak 35 4! 69 19 102 .. XXXIV
K hewan Tal 28 15 83 5() 199 .. ..

i

Khingari
1

. 81 ..

Khotaii 37 7
1

79 59 103,122
Khunjerab 36 45 ! 75 20 99 .. XXXIV
Khuiimu 34 4 i 75 0 211 .

.

Khurpa Tal 29 22 79 26 204
KliybcT 34 1

:

71 18 84 , .

Kilik 37 5
;

74 43 70, 99, 102, 121, 123 XXXIV
Kiloug 31 30 86 25 112 ..

Kinchin iunga ^ 1 12 88 9 1, 2, 5, 8, 16, 22, 27,

36, 37, 39, 43, 44, 45,

62, 77, 83, 150, 152,

153, 156, 187, 189,

195.

Frontispiece, i, ir,

HI, IV, V, VI, IX,

XII, XllI, XV,

XXVIII, XXIX, XXX,
XXXV.

King Oscar peak 35 80 i 87 40 110,115
Kingri Bingri 30 38 > 80 14 92 , ,

Kioto 32 26 77 58 236 .

.

, ,

Kiria river 3() 0 81 30 103,122,188 Frontispicco xiv,

XXXVf.
Kiris 35 12

i

75 54 175 ..

Kishanganga 34 35 75 0 82, 88, 1(59, 170, 178,

181.

XXXIII

Kislitwar 33 19 ,

1

75 46) 112, 160, 167, 108,

170, 180, 205.

Kisnapur 25 2 : 88 28 55 . .

Kizil'Art , 105,107 . .

Kizil-sii 39 45 1
'74 0 108,133 • .

Koch Korcho 38 20 ; 75 10 197 .. . ,

Koh-i-Baba 35 40 ’ 67 30 217 , .

Kuikaf 42 0 80 0 194,197 , ,

Kojarnath 30 12 81 14 141 . .

i

Koko Nor
i

36 53 100 10 67, 104, 126, 130,

198, 200.

XXIII

1 Kokosliili 35 30 92 0 104,109,110 , ,

Koksei 38 35
,

75 15 197 .

.

,

.

Kokian , 107 .

.

Kopang 31 0 78 40 139 .

.

Korn 28 8 1 88 35 84

Kosa 30 42 : 79 45 195 .

.

, .

Kosi .

.

26 0
I

1

i

87 12 62, 89, 90, 127, 131,

133, 144, 149, 151,

152, 185, 190.

Frontispiece, xii,

XXHl, XXVIT,

XXVIII, XXIX, XXX.

Kosila • • • • 29 30 i
79 10 140,141 XXV

Kotah Dun • • • • 28 25
1

79 5 85, 141 . .

KotLii Dun 29 40 78 40 85 .

.

Koti. . 31 0 75 0 165 .. . .

Kotli • • • • 33 31 73 57 266 .

.

Koukye • • • •

•
. 104 .

.

.

.

Krol .

.

30
*

*

57 76 10 224 .

.

Kuardo • • • 173 .

.

. .* •
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Latitudk. Longitudk. Pages.

o / • /

Kuen Lun 35 48 81 9 4, 18, 31, si, 41. 66,

67, 72, 97, 100, 103
104, 105, 107, 109,

110, 122, 126, 129,

186, 188, 197, 199,

230, 270.

Kuen Lun range, error in draw- .

.

.

.

103 .

.

iQg the. 1

Kugart .

,

41 0 74 0 106 ..

Kulha Kangri .

.

, . 28 4 90 27 4, 18, 37, 39, 44, 77

Kulu •• 32 0 77 0 31, 84, 165, 195, 222,
242.

Kumaun 30 0 80 0 218, 220, 221, 227,

230, 231, 232, 233,

234, 235, 237, 238,

240, 241, 262, 267.

Kumaun Himalaya 30 30 79 0 3, 4, 5, 6, 32, 74, 76,

78, 79, 83, 92, 116,

135, 178, 187, 195,

199, 203.

Kiimbhkaran Langur , . .

.

22

Kunar 34 •10 71 0 8], 82, 96, 98, 99,

101, 102, 103, 123,

133, 177, 196, 247,

271.

Kungi 33 40 76 25 196 .

.

Kungur 38 38 75 16 3, 11. 12, 17, 18, 23,

41, 10.5.

Kunhar 34 40 73 30 170 ..

Kunjut 30 12 75 25
j
3,4, 17,18,41, 42,98

Kura 29 0 86 32
1

94

Kurkulti 36 30 73 30 ! 196, 272

Kurriali ,

.

13.3,144

Kurseong 26 53 88 17
; 24, 52, 53

Kyagar Tso 33 6 78 18 199, 205

Kyarda Dun 30 30 77 31 ’ 85, 136

Kyaring Tso 31 8 88 14 . 112,200

Kyi.. 29
1

30 91 0 i 156, 189, 220

Lachen-Lachoong 27 35 88 42 151 ..

La Chen K. 27 50 88 35 221

Ladak 34 0 78 0 3, 23, 31, 32, 66, 71,

: 72, 73, 91 to 96,

;
101, 106„ 111, 112,

113, 116, 125, 147,

: 150, 156, 164, 171,

; 179, 180, 181, 187 to

1 190, 192, 220, 230,

238, 241,* 246, 266,

266, 267.

Ladda 33 3 75 2 265 ..

Laghman 34 35 70 5
j
247 .

.

Lahaul - 32 40 '77 - 0 1 31, 84, 88, 192, 242,

i
26:^.

Landour 30 28 78 6
i 6, 89 ..

Lam La • •

i

30 10 92 0 1109,110,111

Charts.

Frontispiece, v, xiv,

XXXV.

Frontispiece

V, XXIX

XI, XIII

Frontispiece, xvii,

XXXIV.

XXXIII

V, XX

XXX

Frontispieco , xiv,

XV, XVII, XXI,

XXXVII.

VIII, XXIV
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Latitude.
;

1

Lonciitude. Pages.
j

CilARTS.

Lankpya 28 80

/

36

1

92, 141

Laowchi 31 50 79 55 94
Liirji 31 10 77 20 88, 165, 180 XVIII, XXXII
Lasirmou 34 19 77 29 94
Leh .

.

34 10 77 31 92,94,99, III, 116,

158, 205.

XXII, XXXIV

Leo Partial 31 54 78 44 6, 19, 22, 77,91,94,
112, 1I.% 160, 163.

164, 186, 187.

XXIV, XXXI, XXXII,

XXXIV.

Lesser Himalaya 28 0 83 0 .•51,71,72,75, 76,79,
86 to 90, 140, 141,

141. 148, 119, 153,

179, 180, 181, 190,

196.

Frontispiece, xiv,

XV, xxxvir.

Lha ring-po 30 0 94 21 . . XXX
Lliasa • • • • 29 41 91 10 . 109, 111, 125, ir)5

to 1.58, 171, 189, ‘220.

xxir, XXX, XXXVI

Lhobrak 28 0 91 8 154 .. XXIX
Lhonak 28 0 88 30 241 • «

Lidar U 0 74 50 168,215
Likhu 149 ..

Lingzi Thang 35 0 79 20 67 XIV

Lio .

.

31 53 78 39 231 ..

Lipu Lekli 30 13 81 2 92
Lissar 30 20 80 34 91. I ll XXV
Listi Bhansar 28 0 86 30 151 , ,

Little Kara Kul 38 30 75 18 199 , .

Lob Nor 39 20 89 10 61, 68, 105, 119, 120,

121, 198, 206.

Frontispiece

Locibra 33 9 75 8 265 i ’

Lohari Naig
50

^

.

.

110

Lohit 27 96 0 158 XXX
Lopra 28 15 90 30 178 .

.

. .

Lora .

.

29 0 65 0 .

.

Frontispiece

Lu Cliu .

.

127,128 .

,

Ludhiana 30 55 75 51 54 XIX

Lung 29 30 93 30 .

.

XXX
Liini.. 20 0 72 0 Frontispiece, ix

lainkho 3(> 17 72 26 6,19,187 XXI

Ma Chu 35 0 98 0 130 .. , ,

Madi 28 0 84 20 181 xni, XXVII, xxxvii

Mahabarat 27 0 86 0 72, 87, 89, 141, 148,

119.

Mahadeo Pokra 27 42 85 31 7 VI

Makalii 27 53 87 5 2, 9, 16, 21, 36, 37,

43, 62, 77.

ir, III, VI, xxvifi,

XXX.

Malla Johar 30 23 80 13 239 .

.

. ,

Malungatti 36 20 75 15 196 ..

Mana 30 53 79 37 39.92,195 VII

Manas 26 45 91 0 125 132, 153 to

155, 182, 189, 190.

Frontispiece, xxiil,

XXIX XXX, XXXVI.

Manasarowar .

.

30 43 81 26 21, 32, 92, 93, 94,

95, 124, 125, 156,

157, 162, 163, 164,

178. 179, 200, 205.

241, 256.

XXI, XXIII, XXVT,

XXX, XXXI.
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Latitude. Loaoitudb. Pages. Charts.

o / o /

Mandakini 30 30 79 15 139,181 XXXVII
Mandi 31 43 76 56 180, 205
Manj^hang 30 26 80 44 92
Maniranji; 31 58 78 22 84 X31XIII

Marsemik 34 7 78 35 94
Miirsyangdi . ,

.

147 .. . ,

Maru Wardwan 34 0 75 30 160, 168, 195, 196 XXXIII

Mashorbrum 35 39 76 16 3, 10. 17, 40, 100, XIV, XX, XXXIII,

Mdshobra 31 8 77 17

194.

223 .

.

XXXIV, XXXV.

Mastnj 36 18 72 40 133,177 XXXIV
Mcdosi 32 23 79 27 94 . .

Mohowoala 33 13 74 32 265 , ,

32 0 96 0 66, 81, 82, 119, 120, Frontispiece, xvii.

Mt?monriianviniri 30

I

26 81 18
127, 128, 129.

17

XXIII.

Mc'.r 34 1 76 3 6, 14,19,36,79, 175 ,

,

Mhow .

.

22 34 75 46 139 .

.

Mian Mir 31 32 74 23 55 ,

,

Mijjfi 30 30 91 •10 XXX
Miju Hills 28 0 96 30

!
218,227 .

.

Milam 30 28 80 11 193,195
Mildinrhi . .

.

' 149 ..

Mintaka 37 3 74 55
!
99 ,

,

Miri Pada in 28 21 95 13 i 159 XXX
Mitbaii K.()t 28 55 70 23 172 . .

Moli.in 30 11 77 55
'

85 XIX

Mokiou Tso 30 56 88 57 200

Monte ilm 34 29 86 52 2(M) .. .. 1

Mc»nt Moir.'i 30 52
j

79
i

19
1

'

1

Mol rotung, see. Tso Motretung.
Mount Dll florin . . 38 39 75 13 17

i

Mount K VO rest . . .

.

i}'7
^ 1 59 86 56 1, 7, 9, 16, 20, 21, Frontispiece, i, it,

1

Mount Doilwin- Austen i 35

i

53

1

j

j

i

1

7« 31

26. 27, 36, 37, 39,

43, 44, 45, 58, 61,
j

62, 63, 77, 83, 149,

150, 151, 152, 187.

16. 22 .

.

in, IV, V, VI.

Mount Hunila ..
1

1

13 .

.

Muji.. ! 39 0
1

74 15 121

Muktinath :
28 33

1

83 47 147 XXVII

Muling 31 13 1 79 16 92

Muni 33 20 1 76 35 196 .

.

Munza Kangri .. 1
32 20

1

»7 15 111
FrontispieceMurghab ! 36 0

j

62 45 .

.

Murroo 1 33 55
I

• 25 214.242.245 XXXIIT, XXXIV

Murui'ussu i
33 45

j

92 0 1 01. 129

Muslikotofr
;

42 15
1

80 • 19.3.197 .

.

Mus'-ioorco 30 28 i 78 5 5, 9. 21, *52, 6.3, 72,

1

t

j

1

•|

87. 89, 135, 136,

139. 209, 218, 220,

222, 223.

1

*

1

; Muth i

HI 58
'

6 233 .

.

! Muzaffarabad i
34 22 73 - 27 169,170 XXXTII

;
Muz«iflaruagar . .

j

29 28 77 . 42 51

1

Muztagh

I

1

1

• •

1

•
i

97, 99 . -

1

XX
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Latitude. Lokoitude. P.\G KS. Charts.

Muztagh Atu .. : •• *38

/

17

o

75

r

7 4, 11, 12, 18, 23,41,

46, 97, 121.

V, XXXV

Mywa Guola , , *

,

154 .

.

Nagar ,

.

36 15 74 45 247 ..

Nag Chu Kha .

.

31 35 94 0 128 .

.

Nagong 29 15 96 0 • . • • XXX
Nagsidh 30 14 78 6 85 XIX
Nag Tibba

j

30 35 78 9 72, 87, 88, 89, 136,

138, 141, 166, 187.

XVIIE

Nahan 30 32 77 21 210
Nai .

.

32 30 76 0 166 .

.

Naini Tal . • 29 23 79 28 199, 203, 204, 222 .

.

VIT, X, XI, XXV
Nainpu . • 29 38 93 40 • * • • XXX
Naktsong 30 21 90 1 200 ..

Naku 28 3 88 30 84 .

.

Nam Chu 30 40 98 0 128 .

.

• •

Namju . . .

.

19 • •

Nampa 30 1 81 0 6, 12. 13, 19. 77, 78,

91,125, 144.

X, xr, XVI, XXXV

Nam Tso
Nana, see Ser.

30 43 90 30 no, 112, 126, 200 .. ••

Nanda Devi , • 30 23 79 68 3, 11, 17, .38, 46, 77, IV, V, VIT, vnr, x,

78, 83, 95, 141, 178, XI, xir, xm, XIV,

186, 187, 196. XVI, XXIV, XXV
XXXI, XXXV.

Nandakna •• 30 21 79 43 6, 19 .

.

Nandakot •

«

30 17 4 6, 19 .

.

Vll

Nanga Parbat • • • • 35 14 74 35 2, 3, 10, 16, 17, 28, III, IV, V, XIII,

. 29, 32, 38, 39, 42, XXXIII, XXXIV,

43, 45, 79, 80,83,

160, 186, 187.

XXXV, XXXVI.

Nanshan ,

,

38 40 96 0 104 .

.

, ,

Napchitai-ulan-muren • • 35 15 94 0 129 .

.

. •

Narayani • •

Nari Khorsam.t see Ngan
27 30 84 10 147, 148, 178 • •

Khorsum.
Narkanda 31 17 77 28 62, 78 .

.

Narsing 27 31 88 17 6, 19 .. VI

Navar 78 40 89 .

.

Ndu Chu 33 45 96 0 129 .

.

. .

Nela • • • • 31 78 45 196 .. ..
I

. .

Nepal 27 42 85 12
1

211, 215, 216, 217, I

220, 221,222, 236,

241.

• *

Nepal Himalaya 28 87 0 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 76,

77, 78, 79, 83, 84,

87, 90, 116, 144,

187, 195, 199.

XllI

Nerbudda ,

,

22 0 74 0 # • • • IX

Nezatash • • 37 58 74 1 105 ..

Nganzi Teo • •
1

31 2 87 0 200 .

.

• •

Ngaii Khorsum .. 31 0 80 0 11, 66, 67, 163, 164,

192, 206, 230, 231,

238, 240, 253, 255,

266, 258, 269. 264.

• The picture of Nanga Parbat peak wUI be found facing page 39.

f See page 230 (footnote^).
M
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Latitude. Longitude. Pages. Chabts.

o. / o /

Nichung 33 17 78 39 • . •

.

XXXIV
Nilakanta 30 44 79 24 6, 19 .

.

VII

Nilam 28 30 86 30 161 .

.

Nilang 32 36 77 17 62, 196 • •

Nimo Namling .

.

30 26 81 18 17 • •

Ninchinthangla .

.

30 20 90 0 31, 72, 81, 82, 96,

99, 109, 110, 111,

114, 166.

Frontispiece, xvxi

Ning KaDgri 32 15 83 0 114 ..

Ningru 30 0 80 66 13, 18 .

.

^

.

Nirpania-ki-Danda .

.

. . 142 .

.

• «

Nissa 36 0 79 20 197 .. • •

Nithal 31 16 78 45 196 .

.

* •

Niti .

.

30 68 79 63 92,138,238 X, XI

Noh.. 33 37 79 45 112 .. • •

Nojinkang Sang.. 28 67 90 11 113 .. • •

Nojli 29 63 77 40 30, 62 ..
A

No pass 28 52 84 37 94, 148 XXVII

North Kashmir range 34 20 76 20 72, 87, 88 XIV

Nubra 35 0 77 23 40, 96, 96, 98, 99,

176, 176, 194, 196.

XX, XXXIV, XXXVl

NuChu 30 0 97 16 127,128 » •

Nukchung B. 31 8 80 10 268 • •

Nuksan 36 22 71 33 102 ..

Nun Kun {see Ser and Mer) 34 0 76 4 14, 19, 79, 124, 168,

176, 196, 197, 242.

Nushau 36 26 71 50 18 KXX
Nyang 29 0 89 36 92,93,96, 126, 166,

189.

'

Ohind 34 0 72 25 171 ..

Onchu ,

,

178 .

.

4 4

Onlet 28 27 96 10 169 .

.

XXX
Oprang 36 20 76 0 121, 183, 188 XIV, XXXVI
Oring Nor • •

!

34 49 97 49 129, 200 , ,

Oxus
1

37 0 68 0 69, 70, 82, 101, Frontispiece, xvii.

1

106, 119, 120, 122, XXI, xxm, XXXIV,
1

]

123, 138, 187, 201. XXXV, XXXVI.

Pabar R. 31 0 77 64 224 .

.

4 .

Padam 33 28 76 63 174, 176 XXXIV
Padar 33 20 76 26 266 .

.

Paghman • • 34 46 69 0 247 ..

Pahlgam 34 2 76 23 246 < . ...

Palgu Tso 28 63 86 33 93, 150, 199 xxvin
Palti • • 28 66 90 46 200 . .

,

XXXVl
Pamir • « 38 0 74 0 64, 68, 69, 70, 100, Frontispiece, xxxv

106 to 107, 119, 199,

247, 2d4.

Paiich Chulhi .

.

30 13 80 26 6,19 .. vu
Panch Pokri •' m 161 .. .:

Pandim 27 36 '88 13 6, 19 . . VI
Pangong 33 67

" 7r 27 96, 111, 126, 188 XXXVl

i

X—. - —

192, 200, 202 to

204, 242, 263.
1

* The pioture 6f Nojli Tower will be fnand (eoing page 30.
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Pangiila

Paiij

Pan
jkora

Pan
jshir

Passang
Pasu
Pathankot
Patli Dun
Pauhiinri

Peak, Indus-Nagar
shed No. 2.

Peak, Kuen Lun No.
Pedo
Pemakoi
Pliallut

Phari

, Photu
I

I

Phungatori
Piahte

Pindar

I

Pir Panjal

Pitak

Po .

.

Potamolam
Po-tung-do
Praig Cliu

Prool

Prospect Hill .

.

Puga
Punch
Punjab Himalaya

Quetta

Raga
Raidak

Rajpur
Rakapashi

Rakas Tal

Rakiot
Ramganga

Ranak
Rang
Ranidt

281)

Latituok. LoMilTUDE. Pages. CjiABTS.

o

28

/

6

o

86 35 84, 151, 152
37 10 74 20 123 .

.

35 12 72 0 XXXIV
35 30 69 50 82. 101, 102, 123, XX, XXT, XXXIV

30 30 93 30
177.

XXX
36 30 74 45 196
32 17 75 39 54
29 35 78 55 85,140,141
27 57 88 51 6, 19, 77

Water- 36 0 74 53 269 ••

1 35 48 81 9 270 .

.

.

.

200 . .

29 37 94 17 143, 159

27 13 88 1 9, 20, 26 XV
27 30 89 0 14, 234, 241
29 24 83 58 94, 147, 155, 188 .

.

XXVI, xxvir, XXX,

35 15 71 35 195 ..

XXXVI.

,

,

200 .

.

30 5 79 30 88, 138, 141, 179,221 XXIV
34 0 74 30 72, 79, 84, 87, 88, XIV, XVI, XVUl

34 15 77 3d

89, 117, 166 to 169,

188, 224, 225, 242,

243.

171 ..

32 3 78 23 234 ..

30 30 91 49 114 .. .. 1

. ,

30 0 95 15 XXX
27 31 88 14 262

33 40 76 5 196

31 5 77 12 224 .

.

. .

33 13 78 20 265, 267

33 45 74 5 89 XXXIII

34 0 76 0 2, 3, 5, 6, 74, 76, 78, xm

i
30 12

1

67 1

79, 83, 84, 116, 124,

161, 178, 187, 189,

195, 196, 199.

IX

29 27 87 0 1 82,95,156 XV, XXX

27 0 90 0 62, 85, 125, 132, 153, Frontispiece, xxiii.
1

30 24 78 6
154, 155, 182, 190.

52

XX VIII, XXIX, XXX.

36 9 74 29 3, 9, 10, 11, 17, 32, IV, V, XXXIV, XXXV,

30 42 81 13

41, 43, 45, 80, 96,

160, 176, 186, 194,

196.

94, 162, 163, 165, 200

XXXVI.

35 20 74 37 195 .

.

.

.

29 33 79 0 132, 133, 135, 140,1 XXITI, XXIV, XXV

i

141, 179, 181.

171 ..

29 8 i
90 ^

1

156,157 XXX

27 12 88
1

20
i

!

1

xxvni

M 2
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1

Paoes. Charts.

Hang Kul

o

38

/

35

o

74

/

20

•

70. 199
Rapti 28 2 82 0 132, 144, 145, 181 .

.

XXIII XXVI, XXVII,

XXXVI.

Raskam 36 25 76 30 121 ..

Rathong Chu .

.

27 30 88 11 262 .

.

. .

Rattan Pir 33 35 74 23 72, 87, 89 , ,

Ravi

I

1

1

32 35 76 0 85, 88, 90, 131, 132,

lf)l, 165, 166, 168,

178, 180, 181, 188,

196, 214.

Frontispiece, ix,

XIV, XVIII, XXIII,

XXXII, XXXIII,

XXXVI.

Remo 35 15 77 25 196 .

.

Reru 33 8 76 55 196 .

.

Rich 36 45 73 25 196 .

.

Rishipjcrab 36 41 74 40 267 .

.

Rohilkhand 29 0 79 0 136 ..

Rohtang 32 21 77 14 84, 165 XXXI, XXXII, XXXIII

Rong 29 8 90 0 202 .

.

.

.

Rudok 33 26 79 42 99, 111, 241, 266 .

.

Rukchu (syn, Rupshii) 33 0 78 0 91

Rundiin 33 45 76 10 196

Rupal 35 10 74 40 124,194,195
Rnpshu 33 0 78 0 203 .

.

Sabavchy 41 55 80 0 197 .

.

, .

Sad Ishtragh .

.

36 33 72 7 4, 18, 41, 102, 187,

196.

XX, XXI

Sadiya 27 50 95 40 155, 159

Safcd Kohs 1 34 0 70 0 97

Saiohar Ghainri 35 20 77 10 175, 194, 196

Saichu 40 12 94 43 109 .

.

Saigban 35 10 67 45 248 .

.

Sairam Nor 44 35 81 10 198 ..

Sajum 33 19 ' 79 2 95

Sakiz Jarab 3() 45 73 40 196 .

.

Saltoro 35 30 76 50 XX
Salt Range 32 40 73 0 232, 246, 263, 264 .

.

.

.

Salween 28 0 98 30 66, 81, 82, no, 119,

120. 126 to 129, 169.

Frontispiece,

XXIII.

XVII,

Saraa 27 46
j

93 55 169 .

.

.

.

Samdankang Jang 30 50 91 30 113,114,119 .

.

Samden Khansa 30 48 91 26 114 .. .

.

Samyc 29 17 91 28 • . • • .

.

Sandakpliu 27 6 88 0 7,8,9,26,43,53 .. VI

Sangarmarg 33 10 74 40 265 .

.

Sangpo 29 12
1

90

1

0 Ill, 127, 128, 157,

158, 159, 160, 271. : .

Sanjaiili 31 6 ‘ 77 15 223 .

.

. . t

Sankos R. 26 45 1 90 0 216 •

. •

Saraswati 30 30 78 0 92, 135 . ,

Sarda ,

,

133,141
Sargaroin 31 6 78 30 6, 19 .. vni 1

Sariati t2 15 79 0 121 .. .

.

1

Sarikol 38 0 75 0 12, 31, 68, 69, 72,

i 73, 105, 106, 122, 133.

Frontispiece, XVII »

1

1
Sarju 28 23 81 30 88, 133, 141, 144,

145.

XXV, XXVI
1
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Satopanth

« o

30 50 79

/

20 138,195 VIII

Seistaii .

,

31 0 61 •50 119
Semcnoff .

.

42 20 80 0 194,197
Senchal ,

.

26 59 88 18 13, 11, 26, 27
Ser.

.

.

.

33 59 76 <2 6, U, J9, .13, 79, XIIL XXXII, XXXIII,

Sesiii 28 11 95 31

175.

158
XXXIV.

Scti 29 12 81 0 181 XXVI, XXXV 11

Sha 32 25 76 50 196

Sliafut 33 57 76 5 195

Shahdulla 36 25 78 4 122

Sluili 31 1 1 77 20 222

fcihalkar .

.

32 0 78 36 XXXI
Shalshal 30 19 80 4 92

»Shan^' 29 32 89 0 156 XXX
Shankalpa 30 21 80 23 267

8harak Kushta »

,

34 25 66 30 102

8hai*ii ,

,

34 48 74 12 170 ..

Shalul 31 24 77 57 84

Shawitakh 36 52 73 26 102

Shcjucn Tso . . 34 -) 81 39 200 .

.

Shorn 29 86 14 94

Shoslia Nag 34 0 73 50 168 , ,

Shigar ,

.

.15 75 40 173, 175, 176, 188, XXXIV, XXXVI

Shigatzc 29 !T 88 51
196.

15.5, 1.56, 158,272 ..

Shigri .

.

32 17 77 40 167,267 . .

Shillci 32 24 78 12 91, 94 .. XXXI, XXXIV

Sliimslial 36 27 75 35 99, 188 x>xiv, XXX vr

Shingo 34 40 75 30 175 ..

Shipki .

,

31 49 78 48 163,164,165 XI, XXXI

Sholarung ,

,

31 28 78 46 92

Shorta Sangpo 29 34 85 29 148, 271

Shud 11 •’Tshenpa .

.

27 57 88 50 XXVIII, XXIX, XXX
Sliuga 35 50 96 0 104, 129, 130 . .

Shyal . 128 .. . .

Shyalchikang Jang . * 31 15 84
’

45 114 ..

Sliyok

Siah Koh

34 18 77 0 40, 82, 94, 95, 1)6, XX, XXXIV, XXXVI

34 20 70 0

98,99, 123, 124, 171,

173, 174, 175, 188,

196.

221 .

.

Sikkim ,

.

27 5 88 19 220, 221, 227, 228,

„ Himalaya 27 40 88 10

241, 262, 267.

60,153,195

Siliguri 26 42 88 25 24,52,54 . .

Silikank .

.

30 53 79 56 92 .. ..I

Simla 31 6 77 10 53,88,131,214,218,
'

X, XI, XXIV, XXXI

Simvo 27 41 88 15

220, 222, 223, 224.

6, 9, 19

Sind .

.

25 45 78 15 171,262 xxxni

Sindong, see Gyala Sindong.

Sin^alila 27 6 88 0 9, 20, 43, 62, 77, 78,

Singhgi 32 27 81 ^
1

89, 152, 270.

95,173,174 1

1

Singhgi La ^Singala) 33 58 76 54
j

238, 245 .

. j

t

i

1
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L.atituui:. Longitudj*:. i

i

Pages.

j

(^HARTS. 1

Sinji nho^yal .

.

i

29 37

o

91

/

17

1

159 .. ;

1

1

1

Sir-i-Kul .. 1 d7 20
,

73 10 21, 67, 70, 199 .. 1

Sirkaiida . . i 30 25 78 17 89
Sirmur 30 33 77 42 222 . .

'

Siro . .
' 3^ 12 71 30 265 .. .. 1

1

.Sisu • •
1 32 :5()

1
77 10 196 ..

‘

Sivv«ilik !

i

1

29 0
' 80 0 30, r>l. 66, 71 to 76, !

8.5, 86, 1.35, 1.36,
'

140, 111, 1.53, 1.54,
1

165, 179, 188 to 190.

Trolltispiece, xiv,

XV, XTX, XXXVII.

!
Skardo 35 19 75 38 171, 172, 173, 190.. XXXIV

i
Soil 11 30 =-> 77 9 223,221
»Sonii])aiii 32 25 72 20 196
Sou Kul 11 50 75) 10 198 ..

Spili 32 10 78 0 .84, 91, 92, 124, 160,

161, 178, 181, 197,

219, 22.5, 226, 231,

232, 233, 234, 237,

2.52, 266.

XVI, XX xr

Srikant.x
1

• • 30 57 78 48 6,19,139 VTir, XXIV, XXXI,
XXXIV.

Srinagar 34 4 74 49 180, 204, 225, 214.. XXXTTI
Ssiichuau 29 30 104 30 66, 67, 73
Siibansiri 28 0 94 15 1.58, 160, 234, 241.. XXX
Subathu • • 30 58 T7 2 211
Siilirnan 30 0 09 50 . . •

»

.frontispiece
Sun Ko.-^i 27 0 87 0 149,178,179 XV, XXVITI
Su:aj-dul 32 45 77 26 167 ..

Suru • # 31 7 75 58 175,195,196 XXXIV
Sutlej 31 43 79

1

1

1

0 5, 59, 62, 66, 67, 74,

78, 79, 85, 88 to 90,

92, 94, 124, 125,

127, 131, 133, 135,

144, 155 to 157, 160

to 165,108, 178, 180,

lvS2, 181 to 180, 188,

189, 190, 197, 220,

259, 204, 206.

Frontispiece, ix, x,

XI, XTII, XIV, XVI,

xvni, xi.^, XXI,

XXIIT, XXIV, XXV,
XXVI, XXXI, WXII,
XXXIIT, XXIV,

XXXVI, XXXVM.

Swat 31 37 ' 72 0 82, 177 XVII, XXXIV
Sweti-Candaki 147 .

.

28 0
,

80 10 2, 9, 16

Tagliarma 38 !7 7 11, 12, 17, 18, 105..
^^^ghdulnbabh ramir 37 12 75 0 70,105,133
Takacdiull 30 13 80 20 141

Takla Kar 30 17 81 7 114 .. i

Takla Makan .

.

39 0 80 0 122 .

.

!

Tiku 29 3 85 8 94
Tal 11. 1 30 0 78 19 215
Tailing 1 27 32 88 30 • . • • XXVTIl

Tamba Kosi .

.

1 27 30 86 0 149, 150 XXVIII

Tambar • •
j

27 0 87 30 81, 150, 152, 181, 195 xm, xxviiT, XXXVII
Tambur i . 150, 151

Tainor ,

,

119,150,152 1

Tamru , , , 150, 152 •;

j

Tandi
!

35
, 76 50 166, 167, 180

1

' *
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T.anjJ!

•
O

27 50 89

/

10

!

81

Tan^itar . 107 . .

Tanj^la X\ 0 92 0 109, 110, 111, 129.. . .

Target ;io 40 86 15 112, 128

Target Yelp ;h) 40 8(i 15 / 113, 111

Tarim {{) 0 80 30 •i7, <D, <>7, 70, 97,

10-2, UW, 105, 108,

119 to 12:5, 12(5, 198,

201, 20(5.

Frontispiece, xiv,

XXII, XXllI, xxxiv,
XXXV.

Tashing .-If) 13 74 46 19-1, 195

Tashkurgan .

.

:J7 15 75 22 70, 105, 121, 123,
'

133, 138.

Tawi 0 75 15 •

.

XXX III

Tenga 27 19 95 49 158

Tougri Khan .

.

• •
42 24 80 17 6, 14, 19,31, 107, 121 . .

Tengri Nor 30 40 uo 30 109, no, 126, 128,

200.

Terek • •
107 .

.

Tert^e 175 .. . .

: Tluinglang .

.

28 28 86 21 81, 151

Thangra 33 10 78 45 94,171,190

j

Tharlasagar .

.

30 52 79 0 (5, 19 ..

! ThokJalunsr .. 32 28 81 37 266
Kronti.spiece, v,

XVII, XXIXV.
Tiaii Shan

1

1

1

42 20 80 0 6, 14, 31, ()4, 68, 69,

72, 73, 105 to 107,

116, 117, 119 to 122,

193, 194, 197, 198,

1

247.

1

Tibet Lake basin 33 0 84 0 271 .

.

i Ti})rikot 28 36 82 44 145 ..

Tihri 30 23 78 30 139

1 Tila 29 13 82 0 xxvr

i
Tilail 34 3t 75 3 , 170, 244 .

.

!

Tipta 27 50 87 40 83

Tirieh Mir

1

!

30 22 71 51

!

3, 1, 11, 17, 18, 32,

, 36, 41, 42, 43, 69,

98, 101, 102, 122,

123, 186, 196.

IV, V, XX, XXI,

XXXIV, XXXV, XXXVI

Tisnaf , . .

,

133

Frontispiece, xiT,

XIII, XXIII, XXVIII,

XXIX, XXX, XXXV!.

! Tista

i

1

27 0
1

i

i

i

88 28

1

5, 62, 77, 82, 84, 85,

89,90, 132, 153, 151,

181, 185, 195, 221,

228, 262.

I

Tonghi
1 27 e

, 1

88 5 14,52 .. XV

1 Ton gill
! 31 4 ! 75 56 .

.

XXXIV

1

Tons 31 0 i
77 52 89,135,181,224 .. X, XI, XXIV, XXXVIl

1

Tossiin Nor •’
i

35 18
1

98 200 .

.

i Tradom
1

29 39 i 84 11
'

155,157

1

Tragbal 34 35 74 40 225 .

.

Frontispiece
1
Trans Alai 39 0 72 0 6, 31, 68, 72, 107, 108

I

Tribeni 27 28 83 57 ! 147 .. * *

i Trisul • *

1 30 37 ' 79 50 ! 6,19,147
1

VII, XXIV, xxxr

1 Trisul i Gandak i 28 0 85 20 83, 146, 148, 185, 188 XIII, XXVlI, XXXVI

Tsaidam
!

37 0 I 92 0
'

66,67, 104, 1.6, 129,

201.

Fronti.spiece, XXill

Tsang "
1

1

28 .10
,

90 .10
1

1

192,205

1

‘
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Latitude. Loncutuds. Pages. Chabts.

Tsangpo, see Sangpo.

o / 0 /

•

Tsaring Nor .

.

• • 34 63 97 6 129,200
Tsati • .. 34 32 77 43 176 ..

Tso Kar 33 18 78 0 199 ..

Tso Kyagar, see Eyagar Tso.

Tso Moran 32 53 78 20 199, 202, 203, 204.

.

Tso Motretung 28 26 88 11 160, 199, 205 XXVIII
Tso Phomo Chang 28 36 90 20 199 .

.

Tso Bombudsa 28 48 90 51 199 ..

Tso Tigu 28 40 91 46 199 .

.

Tuan 33 3 76 36 196 .

.

Tuna 27 58 89 16 241 ..

Tungchen 28 55 90 60 200 ..

Turkistan, Bussian 248 ..

Turtuk 34 50 76 48 176 .. • •

Ullug Muztagh 36 30 87 20 116 ..

Ulu-Art 39 0 74 45 105,121
Unmaru 34 43 77 16 175 .

.

Untadhura 30 34 80 14 92
Uri • • 34 5 74 0 169,224,225
Uzbel 38 40 73 50 106 ..

Victoria Lake • • • • 37 26 73 46 21,199
Vihi .. • • 34 4 76 0 226,244
Vindhya • • 23 0 78 0 47, 136
Virnag 33 32 76 14 168 .. .. ! • •

Vishnuganga •• • • 30 40 79 37 77,92,138,196 .. XXIV

Wakhan • • 37 0 73 0 70,247..
Wardwan, see Mam War-
dwan.

Wasmu 36 26 73 0 196 ..

Wular •• 34 21 74 35 166,168, 169, 170,

199.

XXXIU

Wulas •• 32 19 76 60 166 .

.

••

Yala 29 10 91 50 XXX
Yala Shimbo .

.

, , 28 48 91 69 .113 .. , ,

Yalung , . 27 40 88 0 152, 196 . •

Yambiilak • • 38 17 75 6 197 .

.

. .

Yamdrok Tso .

.

• • 28 • 66 90 46 - 96, 166, 167, 189, 200,

202, 203, 204, 271.

XXX} XXXVI

Yangla Dhar • • , , . • 142 ...
Yang-sang • « 29 10 96 0 . • XXX
Yangtze 33 40 96

.
. 0 66, 67, 81, 82, ia5. Frontispiece, xvii,

4b

no, 119, 120, 126

to 129.

XXIII.

Yanymya 39 0 74 121
• •

.

.

Yarkand 38 26 77 13 66, 70, 73, 103, 121, Frontispiece, xtv,

122, 183, 188, 247. xxxvi.

,Yarkhun 36 33 72- xM 101 .. XX, XXI

Yarn 28 14 -«8- "’•"’O-’-i 160 .. xxvin
Yasin 36 22 73 ao* 133 . . . • XXXIV

YeshilKul 87 45 73 . 2 70,199 .

.

YuraDgkash •• •• 37 0 80 0 122,186,188 XXXVI
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Latitude. Longitude. Pag esl

1

Charts.

Zarafshau

o

•36

f

0 78 0 97,121
Frontispiece, xiv.Zaskar* 34 0 77 20 3 , 6, 31, 32, 72, 77,

/

Zayul 2^^ 0 97 5

79, 91, 92, 94, 101,

113, 116, 125, 141,

171, 173 to 175, 178,

181, 186 to 188, 196,

230, 236,242,245,246.

82, 159

XVI, XVII, XXI,

XXXIV, XXXVI.

1

xvn, XXX

Zemu 27 45 88 20 195 .

.

ZUling Tao 31 45 88 5/ 2t 0 .

.

Zingzingbar

Zoji

Zungaria

32 35 77 25 167 ..

XIII, XXXIII, XXXIV34 17 89 10 79. 84. 88, 170,175,

45 0 85 0
188.

107

XXXVI.

• See page 230 (footnote
J).
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INDEX OF SUBJECTS.

Africa, N., extension of Tethys to

Africa, S., tillites of .....
A —K, see Kishen Singh.

Albrecht, Professor

Alexander the Great .....
Alliiviuni, Indo-Gangetic, age of the

„ , Kashmir .....
„ , Nepal

„ , Ngari Khorsiun ....
Altitude, apparent variations of, due to snow

„ , as a means of identifying^ peaks

„ , errors in determination of

America, geological affinities of Himalaya with

Andesite .......
Angara!and ......
Antecedent rivers

Antimony ......
Archnean group......
Arsenic .......
Aryan group

„ period ......
Attock slates ,

Attraction of Himalaya ....
Austen, see Godwin- Austen.

Australia, affinity between India and .

„ , supposed Cambrian tillite in

„ , Talchir tillite in ...
Avalanches, mud

Baluchistan, extension of Tethys to

„ ,
gorges of

Barckley, W. C, G. .

Barren Island ....
Barns beds ....
Bawar quartzite

Baxa series ....
Beryl

Bifurcation of ranges

„ ,
effect of, on Himalayan

Biotite-gneiss, graphitic

Blackwelder, E.

Blaini series

Blanford, H. F.

Bogle, George .

Boileauganj series

rivers

Page.

7(5
,
77

223

254

226, 228, 251

50

102

7(5

1G9

148

1C3

24, 32

16

23

250

238

254

26.3

267

221, 227, 246, 247

2(57

232, 237, 241, 242

251

247

24, 51

22S

22.8

220, 251

(55

2.51

2(5.3

17

25(5

245

224

218, 222, 228, 22!)

21 !)

05, 100, 104

178

221

253

225, 226, 228, 249

163
'
157

'224

N 2

86
,
88

,
91

,

224,
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Bokhara, extension of Tethys to .

Borax ......
Boulder-slate .....
Bower, Captain H. .

Bullock Workman, seeWorkma n

.

Burma, Siwalik series in .

Burrard, Col. S. G. .

Calcareous sandstone stage

Cambrian epoch in Himalaya

„ system ....
Campbell, Dr. A. . . . .

Cape, Gondwanas at the

Capture by rivers

Carbonaceous system

Carboniferous period, disturbances during

„ system

Carter, H. J

Central gneiss .....
Chalcopyrite .....
Chikkim series .....
China, geological affinities of Himalaya with

„ , mountains of, as related to Yihat

„ , tillito in ....
Coal

„ ,
shale mistaken for, at Simla

Colobrooke, H. T. .

(^ollie, .vee Norman Collie.

(companion peaks ....
Conglomerate, Siwalik

Conw£y, Sir Martin ....
(^onyngham, see Lenox Conynghaia.

Copper ......
Coral limestone ....
Crawford, Colonel Charles .

Cretaceous system

„ , rcsemblanco between Indian and
Crystalline rocks, peaks composed of

,, schists ....
,, zone in Hazara .

Gudda]>ah system ....
C^uiiningham, Sir Alexander . .

*

Curzon, Lord .....
Diigshai sta^e .....
Daling series .....

,, „ , copper-ore in . . ,

Dalrymple, Alexander ...
Damuda series .....
D’Anville

Daonella beds . . . ...

\frican

92, IIG, 117,

254

265

224, 225, 226, 228

. 109, 205

. 234, 239

. 227, 250

233

14, 18

228

. 202, 262

. 222, 223

252

233, 243, 245

19

219

267

. 237, 243

228, 249, 250

67

. 228, 249

215, 216, 265, 266

223

. 137, 138

21, 22, 65, 100, 172, 176, 19.3

. 228, 267

239

18, 148, 149

238, 241, 246, 248

228

44

. 218, 220

247

. 227, 229

166, 171, 173, 175

12, 20, 69, 70

209, iVi, 214

222, 227, 228. 229

267

157

. 216,229

. 157, 200

239
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Das, Rai Bahadur Sarat Chaadra, C.I.E. .

Deasy, Captain H. H. P. .

Deccan trap period in Himalaya

Denudation in Gilgit

Deoban limestone .....
Desiccation ......
Devonian system . . . . .

Dharvvar system .....
Disturbance, tectonic, in Himalaya

Dothak series ......
Drainage lines, antiquity of . . .

,, system, pre-pliocene

,, „ , reversal of Himalayan

Dravidian group .....
Drew, Frederic......
Duns .......
Dutreuil do Rhins, J. L. .

Dutton, Major C. E. . . . . .

Du Vornet, Captain J. S

Karth quakes ......
Economic geology . . . . .

Elevation, errors in measurement of angles of

„ ,
recent . . . . .

Klias, set* Ney Elias.

Eocene .......
,, period, conditions in Himalaya during

Erosion, effects of, in the Siwalik range

Everest, i^ir George . . . . .

Exot ic blocks of Malla Johar

Fnult, main boundary . . . .

Fedchenko, A, .

Fenestella shales . . . . .

Fcrbcr, Aug. C. F. .

F(*rnior, 1.. L. .

Fisher, Rev. O. . . . . .

Floods .......
Flysch

Folds, reversed......
Forsyth, T. D
Fraser, David ......
Fraser, J. B. .

Fresh field, D. W.

Gabet, Father . . . . .

Gahma .......
Gangamoptcris beds of Kashmir .

Garwoal, Prof. E. J.

Gerenl, Captain A. .... .

Gilbert, G. K

Page.

230, 270, 271

... 66, 115, 117, 204, 205

256

176

218, 222, 224

. . . 204
. ‘ . 233, 243, 247

.\ . 226, 227, 228

. 258, 200

234

259

259

259

232,237,240,247

92, 116, 117, 167 to 169, 192, 202 to 204, 241

66,85,103,107,151,258

128

48, 49,213

19

40, 200

2()5

. . . . . . 25

. 46, 65, 178, 200, 201

216, 238, 216

250

80

20,51

238

211,215

08

233, 24 I

!)9

221

18,49,213

177

238, 2:19

21 i, 229

107

91,117

79

JJ, 153, 195

128

207

244

44, 202, 204

18,79,84,104

48
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Gill, Captain W. J

Giumal series .....
Glacial epoch, Aryan....

„ „ , Gondwana ...
„ „ ,

pre-Talchir .

Glaciers

Ohssopteris in Himalaya

O. M. N., see Nein Singh.

Gneiss ......
„ ,

peaks composed of .

Gneissose granite, see Granite.

Godwiu-Austcn, Col. H. . . .

Gold ......
Gondwanaland ....
Gondwana system ....
Gordon, Robert ....
Gore, Colonel St. G. C.

Gorge, Alaknanda ....
„ ,

Arun

„ , Beas .....
„ ,

Bhagirathi . . ...
„ , Bhotia Kosi .

„ , Chenab

,, , Gandak.....
„ , Indus .....
„ , Jhelum.....
„ , Jumna .....
„ , Karnali.....
,, , Ravi

„ , Shyok R
„ , Suru R. ....
„ , Sutlej .....

Gorges, absence of, from N. Kashmir range

„ ,
alternation of . . .

„ , origin of Himalayan

„ ,
proximity of high peaks to

„ ,
relation of, to lakes

Gothlandian in Himalaya . * .

Graham, W. W.
Granite ......

„ ,
gneissose ....

„ ,
Tertiary ....

Granulite, pyroxene ....
Gravity, aeviation of, from normal

Great Limestone ....
“ Grey limestone ”

. . . .

Grey shale stage

Griesbach, C. L.

Gjrpsum ......
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{after C. S. Middlemite. Mem,, Geological Survey of InUw, XXIV, Vi. 2.)
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SECTIONS ACROSS THE
TIBETAN ZONE

IN 8PITI. TIBET AND KUMAUN

N. S.

Rangcheivjhao

• Qiri Chu

a. Jurassic.

f

b. Cretaceous. c. Tertiary g. Qneiss and Granite*

FIQ. 1. SECTION FROM KANQCHENJMAO TO KAMPA RIDGE, TIBET.

(ofler H. H. Hayden, Mem., Geological Survey of India, XXX IH, pt. 2)

Scale 1 Inch = 4 Milet.
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2. Haimanta system 4. Productus shales.

3. Muth system 5. Lilang system.

FIG 2, SECTION BETWEEN THE EAST SLOPE OF THE BAMBADHURA AND THE DHAULI GANGA. KUMAUN.

(after C\ L Gricehadt, Mem., Geological Survey of India, XX I II)

Scale I Inch = 2 Miles.

S. W Snowy Peak i:H64 N.E.

a. Juvavites beds
f

e. Megalodon Hte) limestone

b. Coral limestone. g. Jurassic <Tagling) limestone

c* Monotis shales. f, FaalU h. Spiti shales.

d* Quartzite series. 1. Daonella shales.

PLATE XLIV

FIG. 3. SECTION FROM SPITI RIVER, ABOVE MANI. TO ENSA

fafter H. H. Hayden, Mem., Geological Surrey if India, XXXTI, pi 1.)
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GEOLOGICAL MAP AND SECTIONS OF
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GEOLOGICAL MAP OF THE
PROVINCES OF TSANG AND U IN TIBET

(after H.H, Hayden: Mem., Geological Survey of India, XXXVI, IH, ;^)
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GEOLOGICAL MAP OF
KASHMIR

( after IL Lydekker : Mem.^ Geological Survey of India, XS fJ.) PLATE XLVIll
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GEOLOGICAL MAP OF

HAZARA
fafter C. S. Middlemhs: Geological Survey of India, XXVJ).
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